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Abstract 

What if we fail to mitigate and adapt to climate change, and so face its more severe impacts? 

I argue we must take this possibility seriously and doing so reveals a new obligation of climate 

justice – contingency planning for severe climate change. Contingency planning prepares us for 

undesirable possible futures. I argue for its philosophical grounding in an epistemology of futurity – 

possibilism – that imagines the future as a broad range of possibilities to be prepared for. I set out to 

draft a contingency plan that looks to safeguard liberal democracy against the impacts of severe 

climate change including scarcity, violence, and migration. I argue that many of liberalism’s most 

immediate theoretical resources are unhelpful in acknowledging the obligation of contingency 

planning, and in detailing the normative content of these plans. Much of liberalism is fair-weather. 

It either fails to properly identify the problems posed by severe climate change, misreads their 

normative contours, or fails to offer adequate solutions to them. But mapping these failures also 

helps us see the possibility of a new, climate-robust liberalism that can build institutional 

preparedness for severe climate change. 
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1 Introduction 

“As I said often, we don’t have plan B because there is no planet B.”  

– Ban Ki-Moon, UN Secretary General (2016) 

 In October 2018, a special report was released by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC 2018) offering a clear statement of the urgent task of avoiding the dangerous warming 

threshold of +1.5°C global average surface temperatures: 

In pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C with no or limited overshoot 
as well as in pathways with a higher overshoot, CO2 emissions [must be] 
reduced to net zero globally around 2050. (IPCC 2018, 15) 

Toward the 2050 net-zero goal, global net anthropogenic CO2 emissions need to be reduced 45% by 

2030. Thus, by measuring our performance in reaching this 2030 milestone, we should have a good 

sense of whether we are on the path to avoid dangerous warming or not. 

Figure 1: The Eiffel Tower lights up with the 'no plan B' slogan at the COP 21 meeting in Paris, December 2015 

(Source: Reuters) 
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Figure 2: Emissions reduction pathways, showing the need for net zero CO2 emissions by 2050. 

What if we fail? What if, in 2030, emissions have increased above current levels? Physically, 

this will mean that our climate system will likely breach the dangerous warming threshold and we 

may even face severe warming above 3°C. Socially and politically, if we take literally the slogan 

scrolled across the Eiffel tower above, ‘plan A’ has failed and apparently, there is ‘no plan B’ for severe 

climate change. 

In this dissertation, I argue that liberal societies should prepare an institutional contingency 

plan for the possibility of severe climate change. We need a plan B. An institutional contingency plan 

for severe climate change (i) analyses the political threats posed by severe climate change and (ii) 

suggests institutional means of addressing them. I argue that many of liberalism’s most immediate 
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theoretical resources are unhelpful in acknowledging the obligation of contingency planning, and in 

detailing the normative content of these plans. Much of liberalism is fair-weather. It either fails to 

properly identify the problems posed by severe climate change, misreads their normative contours, 

or fails to offer adequate solutions to them. But mapping these failures helps us see the possibility of 

a new, climate-robust liberalism. 

In this introductory chapter, I briefly introduce the conception of liberal political theory that 

forms the normative core of my analysis (§1.1). I will then review the literature on climate change 

and political philosophy, including responses from ‘non-ideal’ theory to ongoing non-compliance 

with duties of mitigation (§1.2). I will show how these non-ideal responses only rarely address the 

question of contingency planning for severe climate change, and thus reveal the research opportunity 

this work engages (§1.3). Finally, I provide an outline (§1.4) of the remaining chapters of the 

dissertation that justify obligations of contingency planning (Chapter 2) and identify the institutional 

threats liberalism will face in a severely climate changed future (Chapters 3-5) as to uncover 

safeguards that could address them (Chapter 6). 

1.1 Liberalism 

Three commitments form the substantive normative core of liberalism:1 

1. The moral equality of persons 

2. The value of individual freedom 

                                                      

1 Adapted from (Mills 2012, 308 quoting John Gray). See also (Mason 1993, 230) for a similar three-part account that 
centers the concept of autonomy. 
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3. The normative priority of the individual 

Liberalism is not a monolithic political theory or tradition of practice. Many variants of liberalism 

offer different interpretations of these three (deliberately vague) core commitments or add more 

commitments. But any theory that outright denies one of these commitments is illiberal. These 

substantive normative commitments condition and constrain a further, procedural commitment to 

the mode of collective decision-making in liberal politics: 

4. The public justification of the use of political power to those subject to it2 

Liberalism thus aims to publicly justify the use of political power over (and by) free and equal 

individuals. And the expected results of this process are some combination of the historically 

developed ‘everyday’ institutional features of liberalism: basic rights and liberties, the rule of law, a 

protected private sphere, and democracy – to name a few. I don’t offer this account of liberalism as to 

rigorously define it or displace competing definitions. It is a rough guide to the normative framework 

I am appealing to, and am advocating for, when I discuss liberalism.  

 The forthcoming analysis will survey the ability of various liberal theories to perceive, state, 

and respond to the threat of severe climate change. Variants discussed include free market liberalism, 

welfare state liberalism (i.e. liberal egalitarianism), realist liberalism, utilitarian liberalism, and federal 

liberalism. I argue that severe climate change poses theoretical and institutional problems that, if left 

unaddressed, threaten the de-legitimation and displacement of liberal democratic institutions, 

                                                      

2 See (Waldron 1987) for an influential account of this ‘justificatory’ element of liberalism. 
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practices, and norms by illiberal forces. Severe climate change thus threatens not only significant 

economic and natural but also institutional damage. 

 I assume that liberalism is a theory and practice worth preserving. Theoretically, liberalism’s 

three core commitments are plausible. Practically, liberalism has some degree of institutional 

grounding that makes it a viable alternative around which to mobilize resistance to illiberal forces 

that look to opportunistically exploit severe climate changes to gain political ground. Liberalism is 

not without its flaws, foremost of which are its historical (and ongoing) complicity in colonialism and 

white-supremacy, and its contemporary enmeshing with militarism and capitalism. I do not seek to 

preserve these elements nor to explain liberalism’s historical failings away with the idea of ‘progress’. 

I aim to be internally critical of liberalism without being polemical toward it. 

 I have said that liberalism has many variants. My analysis parses some of them and judges 

their plausibility in perceiving and responding to the threats posed by severe warming. Through 

Chapters 2-5, I plot the guideposts toward a plausible and practicable liberal theory that outperforms 

other views by learning from their failings. The methodological and normative contours of the 

‘climate-robust’ liberalism I claim emerges from this analysis are three-fold.3 First, as I explain in 

Chapter 2, its political epistemology is possibilist. It imagines the future as a plural range of 

possibilities to be prepared for, rather than a linear pathway to be skillfully charted and navigated 

with attention to feasibility and an ideal goal. Second, its substantive normative focus is negative, 

foregrounding concepts such as cruelty, exclusion, and corruption over positive concepts such as 

                                                      

3 See §6.2.1 for a fuller account of this methodology that draws on the full range of argument across the chapters. 
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justice, belonging, and efficiency. Finally, it prioritizes attention to institutions4 in normative analysis 

and prescription over the detailing of philosophical principles governing their design. In contrast to 

the above, much of liberal theory is probabilist, positive, and principled – and so I worry, fair-

weather. 

1.2 Climate Change Justice 

This section surveys the basic science of climate change and the major policy responses to it. It 

then reviews the literature on climate change ethics and justice, with the aim of locating and 

motivating a research opportunity in that field: contingency planning for severe climate change.  

1.2.1 Climate science and policy 

1.2.1.1 Science 

Climate change has multiple causes and physical, biological and social impacts. Anthropogenic 

climate change is that caused by greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from human industrial activity  -

primarily the combustion of fossil fuels - and is ‘extremely likely to have been the dominant cause of 

observed warming since the mid-20th century’ (IPCC 2014, 4 SPM 1.2). The concentration of 

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere impact the rate at which radiation absorbed from the sun can be 

emitted back into space. The higher the concentration of greenhouse gases, the more radiation is 

retained and re-emitted into the lower atmosphere and the earth’s surface, causing warming. The 

immediate physical impacts of this warming include increased average surface temperatures, 

                                                      

4 I understand institutions to be arrangements and allocations of offices and positions that hold special political powers 
(to legislative, to adjudicate, etc.) and that administer and maintain a system of rules enforced by sanction that is, 
preferably, publicly acknowledged (adapted from Rawls 1999, 47–48; see also Searle 2005). 
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precipitation rates, and glacial melt rates. These changes induce sea level rise, disruption of 

atmospheric and ocean conveyers, and increased extreme events such as forest fires, storms, heat 

waves, and droughts. Physical changes in the land, sea, and arctic have cascading impacts on 

embedded biological systems causing biodiversity loss, coral bleaching through ocean acidification, 

pestilence, and increased rates of disease. The correlative social impacts on human systems include 

food and water scarcity, migration, mortality from heat waves, disease, and violent conflict, with 

disproportionately negative impacts on the global poor. As warming increases, so does the potential 

for abrupt, irreversible, and large-scale singular events, (IPCC 2014, sec. 2.4) such as the collapse of 

the West Antarctic ice sheet. 

Again, the primary physical driver of the intensity of these changes is the atmospheric 

concentration of greenhouse gas, and the warming levels correlating to these concentrations are a 

good proxy for the overall intensity of climate changes. 

 

Figure 3: Global average surface temperature for Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) 2.6 (blue) and 8.5 (red) to 2100 

(IPCC 2014, 59) 
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Figure 3 shows the surface warming predicted by various climate models for low (blue) and 

high (red) emissions scenarios to 2100. From it, I adopt the following terminology describing the 

possible range of values for global mean surface temperature increase at 2100: 

 Dangerous:  +1.5°C - 3°C 

 Severe:  +3°C - 5°C 

 Catastrophic:  +5°C and above 

1.2.1.2 Policy response 

The policy response to climate change developed in tandem with scientific analysis of 

observed climate changes, their causes, and projection of future climate change. Internationally, the 

establishment of the IPCC in 1988 consolidated scientific analysis to inform policy-making, and the 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was formed in 1991 to begin 

work on a climate change treaty (Brown 2013, 28–29). 

At these negotiations, the US – the leading emitter of GHGs at the time - would begin its 

recurring role as a party resistant to enforceable emissions reductions targets. Even after its support 

for the IPCC yielded its first scientific assessment (1990) stressing the dangers of warming and human 

contribution to it, the US refused to act. Its position was, and would remain, that of stressing the need 

for ever greater scientific certainty, and relatedly, a better analysis of the economic costs and benefits 

of mitigation and adaptation options (Brown 2013, 29).5 Through many rounds of the Conference of 

                                                      

5 In Chapter 2, we will see that this exhibits a commitment to probabilism – a normative-epistemic orientation to 
futurity claiming that normative guidance about the future must involve reliable prediction of the descriptive features of 
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Parties (COP) organized under the UNFCCC, the US6 would be resistant to strong action (Rio 1992), 

refuse to ratify protocols (Kyoto 2007), and when it did ratify agreements (Paris 2016),  subsequently 

withdraw from them (2017). There were other obstacles to strong policy outcomes from the COPs, 

notably the debate about burden sharing between developed and developing nations. But even where 

progress was made on these issues and agreements struck, the US remained negligent of plausible 

duties to coordinate a policy response to climate change. Meanwhile, the IPCC’s assessments of the 

dangers of warming, and confidence in human contributions to it, became increasingly stark in its 

second (1995), third (2001), fourth (2007) and fifth (2014) scientific assessments. 

As time went on and policy debates continued, so did ‘business-as-usual’, and emissions rose. 

Repeated warnings about the necessity for sharp reductions in GHG emissions, and the limited time 

to implement them, came and went. For example, in 2012 Kevin Anderson warned: 

… science tells us that for an outside chance of [limiting warming to] 2°C 
[OECD] countries need to reach emission reductions of the order of about 
40 per cent by 2015, 70 per cent by 2020, and over 90 per cent by 2030, 
with similar reductions globally with a lag of a decade or two – a 
disturbingly short time frame. These numbers are strikingly different from 
the sort of numbers we traditionally see. The typical response is: ‘That is 
impossible’. In response, we need to ask: Is living with a 4°C global 
temperature rise by 2050 or 2070 less impossible? (K. Anderson 2012, 35) 

Earlier in the same essay, Anderson answered the question of the livability of a +4°C (severely climate 

changed) future: 

                                                      

future states of affairs (i.e. certainty) and assumes choosing agent’s have full control over the realization of optimal 
outcomes as indicated by a cost-benefit analysis (CBA). 
6 More specifically, we could say that domestic fossil fuel and industrial interests with strong influence over US policy 
positions were resistant to both analysis of, and action regarding, climate change.  
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It is fair to say, based on many (and ongoing) discussions with climate 
change colleagues, that there is a widespread view that a 4°C future is 
incompatible with any reasonable characterisation of an organised, 
equitable and civilised global community. A 4°C future is also beyond what 
many people think we can reasonably adapt to. (K. Anderson 2012, 29) 

Thirty years after the release of the IPCC’s first assessment, and as global GHG emissions continue to 

rise, I ask again: what if we fail? What if we fail to heed the most recent warnings, issued under the 

internationally accepted scientific mandate of the IPCC, and so face the more severe impacts of 

climate change? If we believe Anderson and his colleagues, the answer is rather simple: mourn the 

inevitable loss of organization, equity and ‘civilisation’. I aim to reject that claim, because a serious 

normative institutional analysis of the threat of severe climate change has not yet been completed. 

1.2.2 Philosophical ‘early period’ 

Philosophers engaged with ethical and political concerns about climate change soon after the 

problem was publicly acknowledged. Early contributions include Henry Shue’s analysis of the 

distributive justice concerns related to emission reduction and allocation treaties under conditions of 

global inequality (1993), Dale Jamieson’s statement of how climate change is not merely a policy issue 

but invites challenges to standing ethical and political commitments, and an interdisciplinary volume 

edited by Coward & Hurka (1993) that integrates multiple perspectives on the problem from science, 

religion, ethics, and economics. As I think they can each be viewed as pre-cursors to three broad 

trends that carry on into the contemporary literature, I’ll say a bit more about the substance of each 

piece. 

Shue identifies four distinct justice-related considerations regarding the international treaty 

response to climate change: 
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1. Bearing the burdens of prevention (i.e. mitigation) 

2. Bearing the burdens of coping (i.e. adaptation) 

3. Attending to the background conditions for fair-bargaining on international treaties 

4. Distributing the benefits associated with the emission of greenhouse gases 

For (1), Shue argues that common sense fairness demands that the ‘desperately poor’ should 

bear none of these burdens (1993, 42). Rich countries must therefore cut their emissions at a greater 

rate to make up for the emissions growth associated with development in poor countries. For (2), 

Shue rejects two principles to allocate the costs of adaptation, ‘to-each-their-own’ and ‘wait-and-see’. 

The former burdens those countries negatively affected by climate change with the costs of 

adaptation, and the later delays distributing burdens until the full costs of adaptation are known. Shue 

argues these principles ignore relevant considerations of inequality between rich and poor, disparate 

responsibility for global emissions, and wrongly assume that considerations of fairness in adaptation 

can be treated entirely separately from fairness in mitigation (1993, 46). For (3), Shue argues that 

international treaties on climate change must meet minimal criteria of fairness for bargaining. The 

most immediate concern in this regard would be the wealth inequality between rich and poor nations, 

which must be remedied to satisfy minimal fairness. For (4), Shue claims there should be an absolute 

limit set on global emissions and argues that a fair distribution of the right to emit greenhouse gases 

(and thus enjoy their benefits) should see a more equal per capita emission profile.7 

                                                      

7 Given the long period of inaction over the 1990’s and 2000’s, negative emissions will now be required to stay below 
dangerous warming, meaning GHGs must be taken out of the atmosphere. 
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The demands of justice for (1)-(4) will clearly require global redistribution sensitive to 

conditions of global inequality, disparity in emissions contributions to climate change, and unequal 

vulnerability toward climate impacts. Shue introduces two principles that detail from whom 

redistributive transfers should occur: the ‘polluter pays’ and ‘ability to pay’ principles. Both suggest 

that transfers should be forthcoming from affluent industrial nations, who have acquired their 

relatively higher wealth (i.e. ability to pay) through carbon emitting industrial activity (i.e. polluting). 

Combining the foregoing considerations, Shue argues against proposals which aim to reduce 

emissions by targeting them in order of their economic costs, starting with the lowest (1993, 54). 

This proposal ignores the important distinction between luxury and subsistence emissions. It would 

ask the global poor to reduce emissions related to their subsistence activities while functionally 

exempting emissions related to ‘frivolous’ luxury activities. Shue firmly rejects inattention to this 

important distinction, and many contemporary climate ethicists follow him (Caney 2009a, 139; 

McKinnon 2012, 100; Vanderheiden 2008, 242–247). 

Jamieson’s article suggests that the challenge of climate change may be deeper than a concern 

with fairness or justice in international climate treaties, cost sharing, and emissions targets. 

Responding to the novelty of climate change as an ethical problem requires us to interrogate our 

inherited value systems, their limits, and their appropriateness given the threat of climate change. 

Jamieson’s first task is a critique of the ‘management’ approach to climate change which relies heavily 

or exclusively on an economic framing of the problem, and the use of cost-benefit analysis to select 

policy. Its assumption that rationality is reducible to self-interest, its treatment of nature as mere 
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commodity, and its over-confidence in our ability to economically model long-term and large-scale 

problems, are implausible (1992, 142–146). These implicit commitments in the ‘management 

approach’ support a more general inattention to critical evaluation of our values systems, something 

that a proper response to the problem of climate change not only invites but demands. Jamieson 

identifies an individualist conception of responsibility in our standing value systems as both 

implausible and a hinderance to our perceiving the wrong of continued GHG emissions, which is 

better understood with a concept of collective responsibility (1992, 149). Beyond rethinking 

responsibility, old virtues may need to be revived (humility, courage, moderation), and new virtues 

may need to be forged (simplicity, conservatism), to create a new value system that can better 

understand and address the problem of climate change (1992, 151). 

I will focus on the concluding recommendations of editors Coward & Hurka in their volume, 

of which there are eight (1993, 165–169). Among them we find three that represent what will become 

the standard division of our obligations to respond to climate change: mitigate8, adapt and 

compensate. Further recommendations include attention to the special needs of developing countries 

(though we are not told exactly how this should be done). Multiple actors should bear responsibility 

for addressing the problem of climate change including individuals, corporations, and governments. 

The ethical demands of climate change should be balanced alongside other global ethical challenges 

(e.g. malnourishment). The final two recommendations are the most substantive and frame the 

                                                      

8 Coward and Hurka term this ‘avoidance’ and Shue ‘prevention’. The philosophical literature will eventually settle on 
‘mitigation’ as to align with the scientific and policy discourse. 
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problem as an economic one. They stress that solutions must be ‘cost-effective’ and ‘make economic 

sense’, a view that both Shue and Jamieson would oppose. 

Each of Shue, Jamieson, and Coward & Hurka’s early contributions can be thought of as pre-

cursors to what I see as three broad trends in the climate ethics literature as it will develop over 30 

years after these publications. The first, of which Shue is the fore-runner, engages in normative 

theorizing about the demands of distributive justice with regards to climate change. The second, of 

which Jamieson is the fore-runner, is also concerned with how to understand and respond to the 

problem of climate change with appeal to normative theory but does not place distributive justice at 

the center of this analysis. Instead, it takes the problem of climate change to invite a deeper 

investigation of underlying and established normative frameworks. The third, of which Coward & 

Hurka’s work is the fore-runner, pragmatically views climate change as an inter-disciplinary problem 

in which economics, international relations, and other ‘non-ideal’ considerations play a larger role 

than in the two foregoing approaches. In the next three sections, I explore some of the key 

contributions to the growth of each ‘branch’ in the literature. 

1.2.3 Climate Change Justice as Distributive Justice 

One major treatment of the problem frames ethical debate about climate change as inviting 

application of well-developed theories of distributive justice. One can distinguish between three 

broad concerns in distributive justice: what to distributive (currency), how to distribute it (principle), 

and finally, the extent of the distributive program (scope) (Page 2007). In what follows, I will explore 

several views on these three broad concerns (currency, principle, and scope) in the context of the 
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problem of climate change. I observe that, while some novel problems arise regarding the scope of 

climate justice, the contours of the debates about currency and principles largely follow those already 

outlined in the established distributive justice literature.  

1.2.3.1 Currency 

 One might think that distributive treatment of climate justice must be focused on the 

distribution of a specific type of good: anthropogenic GHG emissions. It is these emissions that drive 

anthropogenic climate change and so perhaps this currency is of most direct concern to the problem. 

Caney argues (2009a) we should not make this mistake of thinking that the distributive goods most 

directly related to a given distributive problem should be our focus. An answer to the fair distribution 

of greenhouse gases (or any single kind of distributive good for that matter) does not necessarily 

inform our view of what an overall fair distribution of a complete set of goods would be. Focusing 

on emissions in this way compartmentalizes distributive justice issues related to climate change from 

broader issues of distributive justice, which should be our main concern. 

A better approach is to try to integrate any benefits and burdens associated with greenhouse 

gas emissions into a broader currency of justice, rather than treating it as its own special currency. 

Three prominent views on the currency of justice - welfarism, resourcism, and the capability 

approach - tell us greenhouse gas emissions must be regulated by principles of distributive justice 

since emissions indirectly impact these currencies. 

Resourcism takes the atmosphere, and its capacity to absorb greenhouse gases, to be one of 

many valuable resources to be equitably distributed among all of humanity (Singer 2004; 
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Vanderheiden 2008).  Welfarism is concerned with climate change as it impacts human wellbeing in 

terms such as happiness, preference satisfaction, or health. Notably, changes in how people convert 

resources into welfare might be managed as to maintain just distributions despite environmental 

degradation (Page 2007, 58–59). Finally, capability theory advances a focus on key sets of human 

functionings we have reason to value including nourishment, a relationship with other species, and 

control over one’s environment (Page 2007, 69). Since the impacts of climate change include crop 

failures, species extinction, and unpredictable but frequent extreme weather events, the capability of 

both current and future people to achieve these functionings is threatened.  

1.2.3.2  Principle 

In this sub-section, I will review proposals that advance equality, sufficiency, priority, 

responsibility, and utility as relevant considerations to build into principles of climate justice. 

 Egalitarian conceptions of distributive justice sensitive to climate change call for equal per 

capita allocations of emissions rights (Jamieson 2005; B. Barry 2005). Vanderheiden argues that 

treating people as morally equal demands initial allocations of equal per capita emission shares under 

a global cap (Vanderheiden 2008, 222,225-226), departures from which are justified if they can be 

shown to be to the benefit of the least advantage. 

Perhaps the most discussed sufficientarian principle is made by Shue, who distinguishes 

between subsistence and luxury emissions, and argues that subsistence emissions should be 

guaranteed for the global poor who need them to meet a threshold level of wellbeing. Luxury 

emissions are those not related to the establishment of this minimum and are open to distribution by 
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some other principle. Many theorists have adopted this distinction and integrated it into their 

accounts (see §1.2.3.3.2 International Justice, p. 23). 

 Priority holds that improvements in the distributive standing of individuals or groups have 

greater moral value in proportion to how badly off they are (Parfit 1997). Some skeptical of the duty 

of mitigation argue - with tacit appeal to priority - that since the global poor are badly off currently, 

increasing their standing takes priority over mitigating climate change (Page 2007, 32 citing 

Lomborg). Page opposes this argument not by challenging its prioritarian sympathies, but its 

empirical claim that the intergenerationally worst-off will be the global poor of the current 

generation. Unmitigated climate change will further worsen the already badly off position of the 

global poor, making their descendants the intergenerationally worst-off (Page 2007, 85; see also 

Jamieson 2005, 223–226). 

Responsibility is of central concern to the question of whom should bear the costs of our 

responses to climate change as detailed by our preferred conception of distributive justice. The 

‘polluter pays’ principle claims that those responsible for pollution should be the ones to bear the costs 

for remedying its negative effects (Caney 2005, 752). Developed countries have historically been the 

highest contributors to the cumulative atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations through 

industrial use of carbon-based fuels, and if the polluter pays, should thus bear the burdens of 

mitigation and adaptation.9 Objections to the polluter pays principle complain that it inappropriately 

                                                      

9 Though countries such as China have now overtaken developed nations in terms of their annual emissions output. 
Caney (2009a, 135) points out that this is a difficult issue, as many of the emissions in developing countries are 
connected to the manufacture and export of goods destined for developed countries; there is an ‘outsourcing’ of 
greenhouse gas emissions that are ultimately driven by consumer demand from developed countries. 
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holds current people responsible for emissions of past generations (Caney 2005, 756), and that it does 

not consider the exculpatory impact of excusable ignorance (Caney 2005, 761–763; Caney 2009a, 134; 

Vanderheiden 2008, 184–192). 

Finally, when a concern with utility is applied to the issue of climate change, it is often in the 

form of Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA).10 CBA ranks alternative policy options by first comparing a 

modelled case in which the policy is implemented to a neutral or ‘control’ case in which it is not, then 

calculating the net benefits (or costs) by subtracting the first from the second (Stern 2014a, 420). A 

ranking of policies emerges, and the we maximize utility by selecting the top ranked policy. Stern 

criticizes the standard CBA approach on multiple fronts.11 The approach assumes that the impacts of 

climate change will be marginal rather than severe (2014a, 430), and incorporates time discounting 

(2014a, 466–474), which controversially gives increasingly lower weight to climate impacts the 

further they are off in the future. CBA is also vulnerable to an objection common to utilitarian views, 

that it does not rule out policies that impose significant risks on already badly off people - risks that 

might actualize in their deaths - so long as these are part of a distribution with overall high utility 

(Caney 2009b, 169–170). 

 

 To conclude this sub-section, multiple principles have been proposed to pattern distributions 

of the benefits and burdens related to or impacted by climate change. Familiar objections to monistic 

                                                      

10 Gardiner (2011, 237) describes CBA as ‘a variant’ of utilitarianism, but also suggests that CBA might not be the best 
interpretation of a utilitarian view of climate ethics. It appears to be an act-utilitarian variant and could be replaced with 
more plausible rule or virtue-utilitarian alternatives. 
11 Ultimately suggesting a migration toward a risk management framework. 
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applications of each principle drive many theorists to adopt pluralist conceptions of distributive 

climate justice that integrate two or more of these considerations. A common combination is central 

concern of equality with complementary concerns for responsibility, sufficiency, and utility (Caney 

2009a; Jamieson 2005; Vanderheiden 2008). Thus, both the theoretical resources, and the contours 

of the debate, follow closely the trends already established in the distributive justice literature. We 

might say that climate change has here been treated as a problem of applied distributive justice. 

1.2.3.3 Scope 

It would be a significant mistake to think that the problem of climate change can be adequately 

addressed by a straightforward application of distributive theories that were originally stated to 

address questions of justice between contemporaries of the same political community. Climate change 

tests the boundaries of these theories as it is a problem that is both global in scope, and one in which 

the most important distributive claims are made between generations.12 It is among these questions 

about the scope of justice that the novelty and significance of climate change justice begins to unsettle 

its treatment as a problem of ‘applied distributive justice’. 

                                                      

12 Gardiner (2011, 148–160) introduces the notion of ‘intergenerational buck-passing’ whereby early generations 
consume ‘front-loaded goods’, like fossil fuels, which provide significant benefits to them but defer large costs to future 
generations. Gardiner takes the intergenerational buck-passing problem to be a serious - perhaps the dominant - moral 
concern for the problem of climate change (2011, 47–48). 
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1.2.3.3.1 Intergenerational Justice 

I will focus on two problems that arise in the intergenerational context: the non-identity 

problem, and the problem of uncertainty. Each of these problems is met with differing reactions from 

climate ethicists. I will begin with the non-identity problem. 

The non-identity problem (Parfit 1984) begins with the following concern: given a range of 

policy alternatives that will sufficiently impact human social relations, our choices among these 

alternatives will affect not only the wellbeing but also the identity of future people by impacting the 

set of reproductive facts that influence identity. Given the sensitivity of the identity of future people 

to facts contingent on our policy choices, those choices - say between limiting greenhouse gas 

emissions or not - will cause different people to be born in the future. Furthermore, if we attempt to 

apply standard conceptions of harm, and the principles that prescribe against it, to policy choices that 

appear to make future people much worse off, we do so in error. For the future people that are 

allegedly worse off would not exist if not for the policy choice that was made. So long as these people 

have lives worth living, they are presumed to prefer to exist rather than not, and so have no complaint 

that our past choices made them worse off because if different choices were made, they would not 

exist. 

One reaction to the non-identity problem accepts its conclusion, and accordingly adapts our 

distributive principles to work around it. Broome, for example, thinks that the non-identity problem 

shows us that while individuals might have obligations of justice to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 

countries or generations do not (2012a, 7ff). An individual’s emissions have only a small identity 

disrupting impact, whereas national emissions have a much larger impact. Thus, Broome argues that 
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non-identity concerns can excuse nations from being held under duties to refrain from emitting, but 

the same is not true for individuals. In a similarly concessive fashion, Vanderheiden reacts to the non-

identity problem by trying to locate the harm related to climate change in the present, as harm that 

effects current people (2008, 137, 141). 

Another reaction takes the conclusion to be implausible, thus demanding that we trace the 

problem back to the arguments’ supporting premises, one of which must be mistaken. For example, 

some have taken the non-identity problem to motivate a revision to our conception of harm (L. H. 

Meyer 2003). Still others raise doubts about the concept of a ‘generation’ that Parfit relies on.13 Finally, 

some explore the option of abandoning so-called ‘person-affecting’ principles which direct moral 

concern toward particular individuals. Instead, they favor non-person-affecting principles which take 

groups or unspecified individuals to be the units of moral concern.14 Importantly, each type of 

reaction still offers support to duties regarding climate change. So, although the non-identity problem 

has reshaped the terrain of intergenerational justice, it has not become an obstacle to justifying 

principles that demand significant action on climate change. 

Next, we have the problem of uncertainty. Climate science has advanced our understanding 

of the causes and potential impacts of climate change. We know that the climate is changing, that 

global mean surface temperatures are rising, that the primary cause of this is anthropogenic 

                                                      

13 Gardiner (2011, 182) suggests that the two groups Parfit splits according to the policy choice that ‘brings them into 
existence’ could be considered the same generation., McKinnon (2012, 43) suggests that Parfit treats the term 
‘generation’ as a rigid designator, when it is more plausibly a non-rigid designator. 
14 McKinnon (2012, 44) claims that this is the approach taken by Rawls, and thus that Rawlsian treatments of 
intergenerational justice are not ‘stymied’ by the non-identity problem. 
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greenhouse gas emissions, and that unmitigated climate change presents a very high risk of damage 

to human and natural systems. But uncertainties remain in several areas, including the possibility of 

abrupt climate changes, the specifics of regional impacts, and how future people will respond to 

climate change, including what their interests and preferences will be. Still more uncertainties persist 

as to whether we will comply with our ongoing obligations of mitigation and adaptation. The 

problem of uncertainty collects each of these concerns and argues that uncertainty acts to limit or 

lessen our obligations toward the future.  

Roughly, the argument is as follows.15 We are in a state of uncertainty16 about many facts 

regarding the future. If we are in a state of uncertainty about many facts regarding the future, then 

we cannot properly detail the content of our obligations toward that future. Improperly detailed 

obligations are, at least, ones that we can be excused for failing, and at most, not obligations at all. 

Therefore, when we are uncertain about how the future will go, we are at least excused for failing in 

our obligations toward the future, and at most do not have any such obligations. Applied to the 

uncertainties mentioned earlier that remain in the case of climate change, this argument would limit 

the extent of duties of climate justice. 

One way to oppose this argument is to show that precautionary reasoning can justify 

obligations under uncertainty. Another is to criticize the implications of the view, one of which seems 

to be ‘wait and see’ (see Shue’s response in §1.2.2), or ‘do nothing’ (Gardiner 2004, 564) policies that 

                                                      

15 The argument comes in various forms. Here I attempt to generalize from early and recent statements including 
(Golding 1980; Callahan 1980; Kavka 1980; B. Norton 2008; Ekeli 2004; L. H. Meyer and Roser 2009). 
16 We cannot detail precise probabilities for various morally salient features of future states of affairs or cannot detail 
possible future outcomes. 
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await a future moment when uncertainty breaks to prescribe duties. Vanderheiden highlights two 

failings of this approach in the climate change context: 

… deferral of action to some future point at which uncertainty disappears 
not only vastly exacerbates the problem during the time in which less costly 
remedies are denied, but often also makes future remedies impossible. 
(2008, 216) 

Thus, since the ‘do nothing’ approach has unacceptable outcomes, and is an implication of the 

problem of uncertainty, that problem must be rejected. Still, alternatives that provide normative 

guidance despite uncertainty will need to be developed (see §1.2.4.3). 

1.2.3.3.2 International Justice 

 Climate change is a global problem. The emissions that drive climate change are spatially and 

temporally diffuse (Gardiner 2011, 24, 33–35) and contribute to climate changes across the entire 

globe. No one country can hope to mitigate climate change without cooperation with others 

(Gardiner 2011, 95–98). But cooperation must be secured under the following international relations 

between the global north17 and south: 

1. Disparity in historical emissions contributions, with the North leading 

2. Disparity in emissions growth rates, with the South leading 

3. Disparity in wealth and bargaining power, with the North dominating 

4. Disparity in vulnerability to climate impacts, with the South more vulnerable (IPCC 2014, 

73) 

                                                      

17 North being, roughly, wealthy industrialized countries, and South, relatively less wealthy developing countries. 
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Roberts and Parks describe the resulting situation as a climate of distrust in which: 

Climate negotiations … take place in the context of an ongoing 
development crisis and what the global South perceives as a pattern of 
Northern callousness and opportunism in matters of international political 
economy (Roberts and Parks 2007, 23) 

From a theoretical perspective, Gardiner argues that pessimistic models of global cooperation like 

‘the prisoner’s dilemma’ or the ‘tragedy of the commons’ fail to properly model the current situation 

because they are actually not pessimistic enough (2011, 115). Global inequality corrupts the 

bargaining processes aimed at resolving the problem of global cooperation on climate change, making 

it unfair. Unfairness in bargaining undermines standard solutions to the problem when modelled as 

‘prisoner’s dilemma’ or ‘tragedy of the commons’ problems, meaning that these models provide little 

theoretical assistance (Gardiner 2011, 118–122). 

Some suggest a normative shift toward cosmopolitanism about distributive justice. 

Cosmopolitanism holds that at least some obligations of distributive justice are global in scope. 

Vanderheiden argues that we should treat the atmosphere as a common global resource to which 

everyone has an equal claim for use. Unequal claims to its use are based on morally arbitrary facts 

such as our country of birth and cannot be justified (2008, 100–101; see also Jamieson 2005, 231). 

However, Vanderheiden thinks that liberal egalitarian principles of global distributive justice only 

apply to atmospheric absorptive capacity. This means that broader issues of global inequality that 

undermine the prospects for global cooperation are not addressed by this restricted cosmopolitan 

approach (2008, 99–109). 
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Shue’s sufficientarian guarantee of ‘subsistence emissions’ would do more to reduce 

background inequality, and has been adopted by others (Caney 2009a, 139; McKinnon 2012, 100; 

Vanderheiden 2008, 139). Moellendorf argues for an ‘anti-poverty principle’ that goes further: 

Policies and institutions should not impose any of [the] costs of climate 
change or climate change policy (such as mitigation and adaptation) on the 
global poor, of the present or future generations, when those costs make 
the prospects for poverty eradication worse than they would be absent 
them, if there are alternative policies that would prevent the poor from 
assuming those costs. (2015, 177) 

Roberts & Parks argue that guarantees like these, coupled with policy reform that 

acknowledges and reduces the structural inequalities in the existing international order that 

disadvantage poor countries, will help to rebuild global trust and improve the prospects for global 

cooperation (2007, 23–24 chp. 7). 

1.2.4 Beyond distributions: relations and precaution 

I suggested in the last section that many theorists have approached the ethical issues of climate 

change by treating it as a problem of ‘applied distributive justice’. Recall Jamieson’s leading article in 

1992, which challenged as mistaken any treatment of climate change as an ethical and political 

problem that our established ‘value system’ could easily grasp and deliver guidance on. A group of 

theorists have carried on this thought, and this section will survey some of their work. 

A common critique of the trend in political philosophy to approach normative theorizing 

through the framework of distributive justice is that such a view ‘commodifies’ politics and ignores 

the importance of political relationships (e.g. Young 2011, chap. 1). The next two sub-sections will 

explore two examples of relational treatments of the political significance of climate change: human 
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rights, and environmental ethics. I then discuss precautionary reasoning, which also works outside a 

distributive framing of the problem of climate change. 

1.2.4.1 Human rights 

Caney argues that a human rights framework provides a strong account of the wrongness of 

unmitigated climate change. Human rights ‘specify minimum moral thresholds to which all 

individuals are entitled, simply by virtue of their humanity, and which override all other moral values’ 

(2009b, 165). Since climate change jeopardizes the fulfillment of human rights - such as those to life, 

health and subsistence - mitigation is justified (2009b, 166–169). 

The human rights approach illustrates well how some of the political wrongs of climate 

change cannot be understood in terms of distributive justice. The complaint of those who suffer 

human rights violations is not that they did not receive equitable shares in a distributive scheme, but 

rather that their membership status in the human community was not respected. The non-

distributive nature of human rights claims can also be seen in their distinctive feature of overriding 

all other moral values. Human rights are morally prior to and cannot be traded-off against distributive 

goods. In this vein, Caney argues that human rights place constraints on climate change policy, 

namely that any policy to combat climate change must not itself violate these rights. Poor countries, 

who already struggle to fulfill human rights, should therefore be exempt from bearing the burdens of 

mitigation and adaptation (Caney 2009b, 172). 
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1.2.4.2 Environmental ethics 

An alternative relational account of the political significance of climate change focuses on the 

relationship between humans and nature. Environmental ethics suggest nature might have non-

instrumental value of its own, and critique the anthropocentric assumptions backgrounding theories 

of distributive justice, and human rights discourse. As anthropogenic climate change poses a serious 

threat to non-human species and ecosystems and could significantly reshape the natural environment 

for thousands of years into the future, it invites assessment of the moral character of the relationship 

between humans and the rest of nature. 

To assess this relationship, Jamieson appeals to the idea of ‘respect for nature’. Unmitigated 

anthropogenic climate change manifests a significant disrespect for the natural environment. 

Jamieson explains this disrespect in the language of domination: 

Rather than being governed by its own laws and internal relations, nature 
is increasingly affected by human action. Humans, like other forms of life, 
influence their environments and affect the nature that gave rise to them, 
but what makes the present human relationship with nature one of 
domination is the degree and extremity of the human influence on nature. 
At some point the causal influence is so through-going that it can be said to 
constitute domination. (Jamieson 2009, 441) 

Since domination is disrespectful, and unmitigated anthropogenic climate change furthers human 

domination of nature, it entrenches a disrespect for nature. Conversely, fulfilling our duty to mitigate 

climate change rightly displays respect for nature (or at least limits disrespect).  

 An environmental ethics approach invites some complications, however. Hassoun raises an 

important one for those having an inclusive conception of the non-instrumental value of the natural 

environment. An inclusive conception holds that many or most parts of the natural environment 
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have non-instrumental value, and there is no strong priority of consideration of one part over 

another (Hassoun 2011, 237). While climate change poses a significant risk to human systems, it 

might reshape the natural environment in a way that benefits some ecosystems and species or creates 

ecological space (perhaps through extinction) in which new species can flourish. Hassoun argues that 

since inclusive environmental ethics hold that many or most parts of the natural environment are 

due consideration given their non-instrumental value, and climate change will harm some but benefit 

other parts of the environment (in the present or future), then it is not clear that an inclusive 

environmental ethic endorses strong action on climate change; at least not the same action endorsed 

by anthropocentric theories that focus on the (predominately negative) impacts of climate change on 

human systems (Hassoun 2011, 237–240). 

1.2.4.3 Precautionary reasoning 

Under uncertainty, and facing potentially catastrophic outcomes, precautionary reasoning 

instructs us to avoid these worst-case outcomes. We are uncertain of the future intensity of climate 

changes, and exactly how its negative impacts will reverberate through human and natural systems. 

But unmitigated climate change could bring about potentially catastrophic outcomes (Stern 2014a, 

403, 407, 422; McKinnon 2012, 60–61). Many argue that this combination of uncertainty and 

potential catastrophe invites precautionary reasoning which prescribes mitigation, despite our state 

of uncertainty, as it avoids catastrophically bad consequences. 

Gardiner endorses precautionary reasoning for choice contexts that satisfy three criteria: (1) 

uncertainty - reliable probabilities cannot be assigned to outcomes (2) possible harms are much 
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greater than possible gains and (3) some outcomes are outright unacceptable. Since the choice 

between mitigation and non-mitigation of climate change satisfies these requirements, precautionary 

reasoning is applicable, and details obligations of mitigation (Gardiner 2004, 577; see also Gardiner 

2006). 

 McKinnon argues that a precautionary principle is justified because failing to mitigate climate 

change exposes future people to the risk that they live in a severely climate changed world; a world 

that would place unbearable strains of commitment on their pursuit of justice (McKinnon 2012, 51–

56). Future people living in a climate burdened world would be strained to commit to social 

cooperation as they are gripped by an overriding motivation for self-preservation in conditions 

where not all can survive. These strains are so significant that there is effectively little hope that justice 

could be realized. In failing to mitigate climate change, we fail to treat the future people that find 

themselves living in a climate burdened world as political equals who should have the same 

opportunities to pursue a just society as current people. Thus, a conception of Rawlsian political18 

equality supports a strong precautionary principle which in turn details obligations of mitigation 

(McKinnon 2012, 60–62). 

McKinnon discusses two important objections to precautionary reasoning. First, given that 

precautionary reasoning applies in circumstances where we are lacking probability information 

regarding outcomes, it is difficult to determine the portion of collective resources that should be 

                                                      

18 This justification for mitigation is thus relational rather than distributive. The concern is not unequal distributions, 
but rather a failure to recognize the equal political status of future people. 
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allocated to fulfill obligations derived from precautionary reasoning (2012, 63). Second, climate 

change is only one among many possible sources of catastrophe, and so we need some way of limiting 

precautionary duties lest catastrophe avoidance obligations overwhelm our limited resources (2012, 

65). Regarding the first objection, McKinnon replies that precautionary reasoning justifies 

obligations, with correlative resource demands, that must be balanced against others, where this 

proper balancing can be handled through democratic processes, yielding an answer to precaution’s 

claim on collective resources (2012, 63). Regarding the second objection, McKinnon suggests a 

procedure that asks experts to compare pairs of potentially catastrophic events and rank them 

according to their threat level, with an accompanying qualitative confidence score. The resulting 

ranking would be compared against a democratically decided threshold of consideration for regulative 

policy attention, where potentially catastrophic events below this threshold would not be threatening 

enough to demand precautionary measures (2012, 67). 

1.2.5 Responding to failure: impasse and non-compliance 

Much of the previous literature aimed to answer two questions: why should we mitigate 

climate change, and how? Around 20 years after climate change became a philosophical and policy 

issue (i.e. 1990), a new question emerged in the literature: why are we failing to mitigate climate 

change, and how should we respond to this failure? This section divides this literature in two. First, 

there is a pragmatic literature led by mostly non-philosophers (economists, lawyers, and political 

scientists). They stress the danger of ongoing impasse on mitigation agreements and claim that the 

‘moralism’ introduced into these debates by philosophical concerns with ethics and justice should be 
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de-emphasized as it distracts from or exacerbates the impasse. Second, the philosophical development 

of non-ideal theory offers a different theoretical perspective on non-mitigation, that of accounting 

for and responding to non-compliance with the obligations of ideal climate justice. 

1.2.5.1 Anti-moralist pragmatism 

Posner & Weisbach (both lawyers) argue that any feasible proposal for global coordination 

on mitigation must not exclude high-emitting states by demanding they accept equity focused policies 

that are not in their self-interest. This would create an impasse toward agreement, or foster non-

compliance with agreements. Without an agreement, or compliance with one, we risk inaction on 

climate change, which is ‘the worst outcome of all’. Therefore, feasibility must take center stage. 

Global cooperation must frame action on climate change as in the best interest of rich countries. 

Posner and Weisbach call this view ‘International Paretianism’ (2010, 6, 143). 

Caney (a philosopher) criticizes the conception of feasibility at work in this argument, which 

seems too open in its inclusion of the unwillingness of rich countries to act on duties of justice as a 

valid feasibility constraint. While logical, metaphysical, and physical impossibilities are valid 

feasibility constraints, mere unwillingness to take moral obligations seriously is not (Caney 2014, 

131). 

Stern (an economist) and Broome (a philosopher) take a different route to a pragmatist 

conclusion, arguing that mitigation of climate change can be accomplished without burdens, and 

therefore distributive concerns are overemphasized, if not irrelevant (Stern 2014b; Broome 2012b). 

The transition to a low-carbon economy will benefit all , there are in fact no burdens to be shared. 
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Caney again doubts this argument; mitigation policies will likely incur non-negligible 

burdens that give rise to valid claims of distributive fairness. For example, individuals whose job types 

will become obsolete or redundant in a low-carbon economy, such as coal miners, might have drawn 

a significant sense of personal wellbeing and meaning from developing a set of skills and applying 

them to work; work that they can no longer perform (2014, 133–134). This is a significant burden, 

and so seems to give rise to valid distributive claims. 

Gardiner & Weisbach have recently engaged in conversation (2016) on the role ethics should 

play in climate policy. While Gardiner thinks ethics should play an important role, he is far less 

sanguine about that role than ideal theorists such as Caney. Drawing on earlier analysis in A Perfect 

Moral Storm (2011), Gardiner argues that ethics is centrally relevant to the problem of climate 

change, but not because theories of distributive justice offer the morally best and feasible guide to 

climate policy. Rather, careful ethical analysis is required for us understand the nature of climate 

change as an unprecedented and difficult moral problem, a ‘perfect moral storm’, with four 

converging fronts: 

1. Global – climate change is spatially and temporally dispersed and caused by a 

multitude of agencies, but the institutional enforcement of rules and sanctions that 

usually manage such problems are inadequate at the global level. 

2. Intergenerational – the impacts of climate change will extend far out in time, affecting 

future people. But in the same way that the agents involved are fragmented spatially, 
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they are also fragmented temporally, and the inadequacies of intergenerational 

governance are even more intense than of global. 

3. Ecological – as discussed in §1.2.4.2 above, climate change threatens negative impacts 

across the biosphere, inviting questions about the ethical relationship between 

humans and nature. But again, non-anthropocentric approaches to ecological 

governance are undeveloped. 

4. Theoretical – as a common thread among the storms 1-3 is institutional inadequacy, 

one might turn to contemporary political theory to help formulate a plan to analyze 

the failings in these institutions and to guide them out of the storm. But contemporary 

political theory has a systemic domestic, contemporary, and anthropocentric bias 

which makes it of little help (Gardiner and Weisbach 2016, secs. 2.3-2.6 respectively). 

Anti-moralist pragmatists such as Weisbach are guilty of their own over-emphasis of the global storm 

(1) as the cause of failure on mitigation, and their single-minded drive to solve it ignores the three 

other storms, which Gardiner views as the most significant from both an ethical and policy 

perspective. What is needed to adequately respond to ongoing inaction on climate change is a proper 

ethical perspective of the problem, and anti-moralist pragmatism is guilty not just of failing to offer 

this perspective, but of obfuscating it. 

In response, Weisbach doubles down on the pragmatist approach, claiming that climate 

change is a ‘commons problem’ - which Gardiner explicitly argues is part of the misapprehension of 

the problem (2016, 27–29) - and thus can be solved by relying on individual self-interest and proper 
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global governance. Weisbach concludes that he and Gardiner ‘agree that ethical theory fails’ (2016, 

259), but fails to see that Gardiner has charged anti-moralist pragmatists with repeated failure to 

perceive the ethical nature of the problem of climate change through reliance on economic and policy 

frameworks that implicitly reaffirm narrow ethical assumptions, thus entrenching the ‘perfect storm’ 

in policy. 

1.2.5.2 Responding to non-compliance with non-ideal theory 

Rather than deferring to economics or international relations to respond to climate inaction, 

philosophers have instead drawn on ‘non-ideal theory’ which developed concurrently with climate 

ethics. In this section, I will focus on non-ideal responses to climate inaction that view it as a form of 

non-compliance with ideal theories of climate justice. 

Brandstedt (2019) follows Valentini (2012) in dividing the non-ideal ‘turn’ in climate change 

ethics into three branches: partial compliance theory, realism versus idealism, and transitional justice. 

I will briefly mention the latter two approaches before elaborating further on the first. 

We have already seen one instance of realism above from the anti-moralist pragmatists. But 

that approach is neither exhaustive nor exemplary of a realist ‘reproach’ to idealism. Generally, the 

injunction from realist critics is to focus more on policy than on principles of justice (Brandstedt 2019, 

226). A policy focus invites ethicists to invest theoretical energy in creating positive moral traction in 

the current policy environment, for example, by mediating ethical impasses on climate agreements, 

by providing critical evaluative and discursive tools for the global poor to improve their bargaining 
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positions, by reaffirming ethical norms already established under the UNFCCC, or by furthering the 

involvement of ethicists therein (Brandstedt 2019, 227–229). 

Transitional justice approaches offer a non-ideal engagement that also focuses on immediate 

moral improvements, but that work outside of formal climate policy. Shue returns here (2014) 

stressing the policy of a transition to a clean energy economy. The primary goal of this approach is 

rapid de-carbonization of fossil-fuel economies as to reduce emissions. While international climate 

policy might aid this goal, it may not be its main driver. Local, regional, social, and market policy 

might instead be leveraged to greater effect. Principles appear in this approach, but they are not 

abstract ideal principles that policies are mere instruments to implement. Rather, the clean energy 

transition policy leads action, and moral principles provide minimal standards (i.e. non-harm, basic 

needs assurance) that constrain its pursuit (Brandstedt 2019, 229–230). 

In partial compliance theory, Caney explores how climate ethicists should respond to inaction 

on mitigation as non-compliance. Caney claims that an ideal theory of climate ethics has four 

structural features (Caney 2016, 25–26) (left column, Table 1 below), which correspond to 5 ways of 

responding to non-compliance (right column). 
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Table 1: Caney's elements of a theory of climate justice, and responses to non-compliance 

Theory Elements Responses to Non-compliance 
[1] Target of Climate Policy  
 

(1) ‘target modification’ (watering down the extent to which we seek to 
prevent harmful climatic changes) 

[2] Distribution of 
Responsibilities to Mitigate, 
Fund Adaptation and 
Compensation 

(2) ‘responsibility reallocation’ (reassigning responsibilities to other 
duty-bearers) 

[3] Distribution of Burdens 
(other than responsibilities) 
 

(3) ‘burden shifting I’ (allowing duty-bearers to implement policies 
which impose unjust burdens on others) 
 
(4) ‘burden shifting II’ (allowing some to protect people’s rights in ways 
which impose what would otherwise be unjust burdens on the duty-
bearers) 

[4] Additional Moral Ideals 
 

(5) ‘compromising additional moral values’ (for example, adopting 
policies which violate a norm of respect for nature) 

 
But there is also a sixth way of responding to non-compliance with theories of climate ethics: 

 (6) promoting compliance (implementing policies and creating institutions 
which reduce non-compliance). 

Caney argues that (6) is the best response to non-compliance with a theory of climate ethics.19 Non-

ideal considerations are sometimes thought to invite a revision or dilution of ideal commitments and 

obligations (i.e. responses 1-5). But Caney instead argues that we should respond to non-compliance 

by detailing further duties to understand and respond to the sources of non-compliance with 

institutional remedies. Underlying this argument is Caney’s methodological commitment that the 

role of non-ideal theory is to best approximate the ideal in real-world circumstances (Brandstedt 

2019, 224). Thus, (6) is the preferred response because it best adheres to the ambitions of ideal climate 

ethics. 

                                                      

19 Caney says the correct response is likely some combination of the six responses.  
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1.3 Contingency Planning 

I agree with Caney’s claim that, in responding to non-compliance with mitigation, we should 

be open to detailing further obligations of climate justice. But in elucidating the causes and potential 

responses to inaction on mitigation, I’m surprised that little philosophical attention has not been 

given to the question that I will ask once again: what if we fail? The tripartite division of the duties 

climate ethics details is mitigation, adaptation, and compensation. In this section, I introduce and 

provide a preliminary defense for my claim that this question – what if we fail? – suggests a relatively 

ignored fourth duty of climate justice: contingency planning. 

1.3.1 Treatments of the severe warming threat 

As part of climate ethics, institutional contingency planning is a response to the threat of severe 

warming posed by inaction on mitigation. This section reviews two standing treatments of that threat 

in the literature and concludes them inadequate. 

1.3.1.1 Instrumental treatments 

The most immediately apparent treatment of the threat of severe warming uses it as a means 

of arguing for mitigation. In doing so, there is a tendency to so overzealously portray a future with 

severe warming as normatively unacceptable that it appears to be normatively intractable, 

insurmountable or irremediable. 

We saw above that Kevin Anderson, upon discussion with climate change colleagues, had 

concluded that political institutions afflicted by severe warming could not be ‘organized, equitable or 

civilized’. David Wallace-Wells, compiling a series of interviews with climate change researchers, 
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portrays the threat of severe warming as a ‘doomsday’ ushering in mass death from heat waves, 

famine, plagues, unbreathable air, war, economic collapse, and poisoned oceans, all culminating in 

human extinction (2017). Anderson and Wallace-Wells statements about severe warming are made 

to demonstrate the unacceptability of non-mitigation, and to embolden motivation for mitigation. 

They serve the same function as former UN Secretary General Ban-Ki Moon’s slogan ‘there is no Plan 

B because there is no planet B’: rally action toward mitigation and adaptation by exhibiting 

unwavering focus on those goals in sight of the threat of severe warming, which will (rhetorically) 

destroy the earth itself (i.e. ‘there is no planet B’). Famines, war, economic and societal collapse – these 

are the inevitable fates of a future afflicted by severe warming. Given the silence on the potential to 

institutionally abate the social ills faced by future generations afflicted by severe warming, it appears 

there is simply nothing to be done for them. A future with severe warming is thus normatively 

intractable, insurmountable, and irremediable - so we are told. I strongly oppose this instrumental 

rhetorical treatment of the threat of severe warming. We must carefully analyze and communicate 

the moral threat of severe warming while taking that threat to demand the need for institutional 

contingency plans, not moral resignation in the face of alleged normative intractability. 

A similar, but more philosophically sophisticated version of this instrumental treatment is 

offered by some instances of precautionary reasoning. Recall that precautionary reasoning prescribes 

obligations to avoid the worst outcomes under conditions of uncertainty. Those turning to 

precautionary reasoning to prescribe mitigation thus have a strong argumentative incentive to 

portray climate change’s worst outcome, severe warming, as catastrophically bad. McKinnon dubs 
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the severe warming scenario at work in her precautionary argument ‘methane nightmare’ (2012, 50), 

where unmitigated climate change triggers the release of ocean and permafrost deposits of methane, 

creating a disastrous positive20 feedback loop. The ensuing impacts on human society are devastating. 

Where ‘there is not enough [food and water] for each to have even the bare minimum for survival … 

self-preservation dominates all other motivations’ and social decay and collapse is a serious threat 

(McKinnon 2012, 61–62). Justice – perhaps the central normative concept of contemporary political 

philosophy – is argued to be impossible under these conditions, for the Rawlsian ‘strains of 

commitment’ prove too intense to allow agreements to fair terms of social cooperation to be honored 

in good faith. While short of normatively intractable21, ‘methane nightmare’ does look 

insurmountable and irremediable. 

1.3.1.2 Philosophical treatments 

The second treatment of the threat of severe warming in the literature does address the topic 

as worthy of sustained philosophical analysis in itself but deserves further development.  

McKinnon’s work is interesting as it exhibits both instrumental and philosophical treatments 

of severe warming. After arguing that justice is impossible in a ‘methane nightmare’, McKinnon 

dedicates a chapter to arguing for a triage based rationing system to confront the threat of extreme 

scarcity (2012, chap. 5). Death due to deprivation is minimized by maximizing the survival benefits 

of resource allocations, and lotteries are used to mediate competing claims for resources among those 

                                                      

20 Methane release leads to further warming, leading to more methane release, and so on. 
21 McKinnon does make normative arguments toward the conclusion that justice is impossible in these conditions, 
showing that normative analysis is possible therein. 
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equally capable of converting them into survival advantage. McKinnon argues such practices are 

valuable in their expression of a hope for a return to future justice. But given the prior arguments 

that justice, and perhaps even social relations are subject to inevitable decay in severe warming, the 

ability of these practices to be established and compliance assured with their outcomes, comes under 

considerable doubt. McKinnon seems to admit that triage is only practicable among small social 

groups.22 

Tim Mulgan has engaged in the most extensive philosophical treatment of the threat of severe 

warming, first in Ethics for a Broken World: Philosophy after Catastrophe (2011) and then in a series 

of related articles (2013; 2014a; 2014b; 2015a; 2015b; 2015c; 2016; 2018). Mulgan imagines a possible 

future called the ‘broken world’ in which failures to mitigate climate change imparts its most severe 

impacts on future people: 

where resources are insufficient to meet everyone’s basic needs, where a 
chaotic climate makes life precarious, where each generation is worse off 
than the last, and where our affluent way of life is no longer an option. 
(Mulgan 2015b, 157) 

Throughout the book and articles, Mulgan assesses how contemporary ‘affluent’ ethical and political 

theories would stand up to the conditions of the broken world, and finds many would have to be 

heavily revised, or rejected. Mulgan claims that perhaps the central institutional question of a broken 

future would be the design of rationing systems. Extremely scarce survival resources would be 

                                                      

22 ‘Because politics is possible in the absence of states, governments, institutions, and basic structure, it remains possible 
to talk of politics when these things have disappeared. So long as there are groups of people attempting to live together 
in some way, political thinking has relevance.’ (McKinnon 2012, 109–110) 
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distributed under a ‘fair-chances’ principle, with lottery institutions offering each participant an equal 

chance of obtaining survival goods. Mulgan suggests that contemporary justifications of institutions 

central to liberalism, such as guarantees of basic rights, and democracy, may falter in a broken world. 

 The project undertaken in the chapters that follow evolved out of an interest in Mulgan and 

McKinnon’s work, but also with discontents with their treatment of the threat of severe warming, of 

which I will discuss three. First, both authors could be said to focus on catastrophic rather than severe 

warming (appealing to the three-part division drawn on p. 8). The intensity of negative impacts they 

imagine is rather extreme. But unless climate change is abrupt, an intermediate period of warming 

will occur between the dangerous (+1.5°C - 3°C) and catastrophic (+5°C) levels. I dedicate attention 

to how institutions fare in this intermediate period of warming as it is the upper bound of the range 

of possible warming by 2100 (see Figure 3) and thus the situation we may face in the latter half of the 

21st century if we fail to mitigate. Second, both authors treat rationing as primarily a question of 

distribution. But there are also important institutional questions about the production of basic 

resources of concern to liberal theory. Who owns the assets that produce basic provisions under 

extreme scarcity, and what are the prevailing labour relations in that industry? I argue in Chapter 3 

(see §3.3.2) that these questions are perhaps morally and politically more significant than questions 

about just distribution in rationing. Finally, both authors focus primarily on the threat that extreme 

scarcity (Chapter 3) of basic resources poses to political institutions. But severe warming is expected 

to drive two other significant social impacts: violence (Chapter 4) and migration (Chapter 5). I aim 

to analyze all three of these interrelated threats. 
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Ultimately, neither McKinnon nor Mulgan show an interest in institutional contingency 

planning. McKinnon’s primary aim is to offer a Rawlsian precautionary argument for mitigation, and 

secondarily, to detail social principles of triage that allow small groups living in a severely climate 

changed future to cope with extreme scarcity as to retain hope for ‘future justice’. Mulgan is primarily 

interested in how broken futures reveal the philosophical contingencies and ‘affluent’ parochialism of 

contemporary ethical and political theories (2011), and later, how this bears on the versatility of 

utilitarianism as an ethical theory that purports to be applicable across a broad range of social 

conditions (2015a; 2015c). 

In contrast, my primary interest is in justifying the need for, and contributing toward the 

content of, an institutional contingency plan that safeguards against the threats posed by scarcity, 

conflict, and migration in a future with severe climate change. 

1.3.2 Preliminary objections 

In Chapter 2, I offer a positive argument for obligations to plan for the contingency of severe 

warming that also suggests why such duties have hitherto been obstructed from the view of climate 

ethics. Here, I will briefly outline and respond to two preliminary objections to positing duties of 

contingency planning. 

Is the move toward contingency planning a kind of ‘defeatism’ that amounts to ‘giving up’ on 

mitigation and adaptation? No! Planning for the contingency of failure in our duties to mitigate and 

adapt to climate change does not imply that we have no such duties, that we are warranted in 

neglecting them, or that we should stop thinking about how better to ensure compliance with them. 
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All of that continues.23 Contingency planning advocates the adoption of a new obligation to prepare 

for a possible (i.e. neither inevitable, nor probable) failure in our obligations to mitigate and adapt. 

Contingency planning is not about ‘giving up’ on climate duties, but rather about taking up further 

duties. As I will argue, it is those who do not take seriously the need for contingency planning that 

are ‘giving up’ on plausible duties to build institutional safeguards against the threats posed by severe 

warming. 

Second, shouldn’t contingency planning just be considered part of our duties of adaptation? I 

think not. What are our duties of adaptation? The IPCC defines adaptation as: 

the process of adjustment to actual or expected climate and its effects. In 
human systems, adaptation seeks to moderate or avoid harm or exploit 
beneficial opportunities… (2014, 118) 

To mitigate climate change we must reduce GHG emissions as to stabilize and eventually reduce the 

atmospheric concentrations of GHG driving warming. But our historical deficiency in fulfilling the 

obligation to mitigate means that atmospheric concentrations have continued to rise. Impending 

climate changes from historical emissions are thus ‘in the pipeline’.24 Adaptation is required because 

some negative climate impacts that we are responsible for are forthcoming even if emissions are 

reduced as required by mitigation. 

                                                      

23 Though, as I explain in Chapter 2 & 6, the method and results of contingency planning do bear on our choice of 
mitigation and adaptation policy. So while contingency planning is compatible with those duties, it is disruptive to their 
content. 
24 There is a time-lag between a given increase in atmospheric concentrations and the correlative physical impacts of 
warming. 
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I claim that duties of adaptation should be concerned only with responding to forthcoming 

climate impacts caused by historical emissions and future emissions permitted under aggressive 

mitigation. That is, adaptation should not take it as probable that emissions will continue as inaction 

on mitigation continues. That would dilute the moral ambition of climate change duties by tacitly 

accepting and integrating into the content of the duty of adaptation the permissibility of failure on 

mitigation. Taken in tandem, mitigation and adaptation form an ambitious pair of duties to do the 

best we currently can: rapidly reduce GHG emissions and equitably respond to negative impacts 

impending from historical emission. Contingency planning, in contrast, can appropriately be 

motivated by the possibility that we fail to fulfill the ambitions of mitigation. This division of moral 

labour between mitigation & adaptation, and contingency planning preserves the moral ambition of 

the first category while making room for the second. 

1.4 Outline 

In Chapter 2, I offer a fuller defense of the claim that liberal societies should plan for the 

contingency of severe climate change. Contingency planning is a normative consequence of an 

epistemology of futurity I call possibilism, which imagines the future as a broad range of possibilities 

to be prepared for. I argue for the virtues of possibilism as against the dominance of a contrasting 

epistemology of futurity, probabilism, which views the future as a singular pathway comprised of 

predictable worldly constraints and reliably controllable agential outcomes. I trace the historical 

origins of possibilism, its modern re-articulation in complexity science, and argue for its special 

relevancy to a climate changing future. I show how possibilism offers decision support through 
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scenario methods, and how contingency planning is a consequence of a scenario methods approach 

that advocates for robust, reflexive institutional strategies that do well enough across a wide range of 

possible futures, while retaining agility, responsiveness and flexibility. 

While possibilism has been marginalized in political theory in favor of probabilism, recent 

trends in political practice show the displacement of probabilism with possibilism. Surprisingly, 

western states have drafted contingency plans for severe climate change, but their content, and mode 

of development, are deeply worrying. Possibilism and scenario methods have long made their home 

in the uncertainty-ridden decision-making domains of corporate and military strategy. Possibilism 

has been infused into governance through the close relationship between the corporate, military, and 

public sectors – especially in the US. Severe warming scenarios are studied in reports authored by 

corporate consultants under contract by the Department of Defense (Schwartz and Randall 2004). I 

argue that contingency plans are currently motivated by neoliberal militarism, and so worthy of 

opposition. We need a publicly justified continency plan for severe climate change that safeguards 

liberal democracy, when we currently have an expertly administrated plan narrowly concerned with 

military supremacy and corporate security. Taking lessons from examples of contingency planning at 

the local level and combining it with my advocacy of robust and reflexive institutional strategies, I re-

deploy scenario methods to initiate the public justification of a contingency plan that aims to 

institutionally safeguard liberal democracy against three threats posed by severe climate change: 

scarcity, conflict, and migration. 
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In Chapter 3, I take warnings from climate science that severe climate change could greatly 

damage agricultural productivity to evidence the threat of extreme scarcity. That concept, I argue, has 

not been adequately theorized and I critique established uses of it toward a more functional 

conception. Seeing extreme scarcity anew reveals the demand that rationing institutions be 

established in liberal societies afflicted by severe climate change. I survey the guidance offered on the 

design of rationing institutions by three variants of liberal theory: free market, welfare state, and 

utilitarian. Liberal rationing has three central normative concerns: justice, basic rights, and 

legitimacy. I critique market rationing outcomes as unjust in their tendency to over-burden the poor 

with deprivation, and in treating food as a commodity exchanged for profit, rather than a basic need 

and right. Many prefer welfare state liberalism as it avoids these problems. But there, I argue that a 

tension emerges between the demand that welfare state institutions secure basic rights, and the 

demand that they justly distribute benefits and burdens. Rationing justly distributes the burden of 

basic needs deprivation, or the non-fulfillment of basic subsistence rights. Thus, the welfare state is 

strained in its claim to be both rights guarantor and just rationer. I argue that, in extreme scarcity, it 

cannot be both. 

But perhaps even more significant than this tension is the threat of corruption in rationing, 

which can reach abhorrent heights in the weaponization of food. I argue that welfare state liberal 

theories of accountability in rationing do not adequately guard against this threat. The moral severity 

of corrupted rationing, and the epistemic distancing from food systems wrought by global capitalism, 

demand more stringent accountability measures in a severely climate changed future. I argue that the 
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threat of corrupted rationing demands a broadened conception of accountability, and that the 

epistemic demands of such a broadening require re-building experiential knowledge of food systems 

to enable public invigilation against corruption. That, in turn, requires the generalization of 

agricultural ownership and labour. Welfare state accountability does not recognize these broader 

epistemic requirements of accountability in food rationing, nor is it willing to challenge capitalist 

control of the food system to secure them. It is therefore inadequate in mitigating the threat of 

corruption in food rationing. 

In the final section of Chapter 3, I discuss utilitarian liberal responses to rationing offered by 

Tim Mulgan. I argue against Mulgan’s claim that the design of a specific kind of rationing, ‘survival 

lotteries’, is a central philosophical question in extreme scarcity. Lethal rationing might be rarer than 

Mulgan thinks, and we have good reasons to make it so given the moral and political badness of 

killing via food deprivation. I also oppose Mulgan’s suggestion that the content of basic rights might 

need to be radically revised under extreme scarcity, arguing instead for retaining a commitment to 

stringent basic rights. Such a commitment recognizes the normative functions of rights beyond their 

correlation with legal entitlements, how rights prospectively and retrospectively inform our 

obligations of climate justice, and why they are historical achievements that should not be 

surrendered. 

In Chapter 4, I present evidence of the empirical connection between the severity of climate 

change and the frequency and intensity of violent conflict. I pair this with observed trends in the 

militarization and securitization of climate change, and ask how liberalism might respond. I take the 
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threat of violent conflict to invite an analysis of realist liberalism, which claims special attention to 

the threat of violence in politics. I identify four realist theses – modus vivendi, the primacy of practice, 

pluralism, and ‘putting cruelty first’ among political evils – and critically examine their ability to 

perceive and address the threat of violent conflict in a future with severe climate change. I argue that 

only the last, the call to ‘put cruelty first’ found in the ‘liberalism of fear’ advocated by Judith Shklar, 

should be invited as a realist corrective to liberalism’s inattention to the threat of violent conflict. 

Shklar’s realism sees the threat of violence posed by liberal militaries, properly directs our moral 

concern to the victims of such violence, and presents viable institutional remedies to abate cruelty. 

While Shklar was duly skeptical of military power, she did not comment directly or 

extensively on the appropriate means of its institutional restraint. I venture to apply the liberalism of 

fear in this regard by critically engaging it with the field of civil-military relations, which theorizes 

the proper internal structure of liberal militaries, and their relations with civilian institutions. I argue 

that the liberalism of fear’s abhorrence of cruelty reveals the inadequacies of three central theses in 

civil military relations – the rule of law, professionalism, and democratic civilian control. The rule of 

law does not itself protect against cruelty, and in surrounding torture programmes with a perniciously 

legitimating veil of legality, enables it. Professionalism cultivates an ethic of obedience within the 

intensely hierarchical relationship between officers and soldiers, and so enables cruelties in warfare. 

Democratic civilian control fails to enfranchise the most important civilians in warfare – those killed 

in ever greater numbers by it. But these critiques also suggest new institutional interventions to abate 
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the cruelties of liberal militaries. The internal democratization of liberal militaries, and civil resistance 

as a form of democratic civilian control, hold promise in this regard. 

In Chapter 5, I argue that philosophical attention to the problem of climate change influenced 

migration should afford more attention to internal displacement, which the empirical evidence 

suggests will rival in numbers international migration (i.e. the ‘climate refugee’ problem). I draw on 

two historical analogues of internal displacement to empirically inform and narratively enrich my 

analysis: the Great Migration of southern African Americans to the industrial north (c. 1914) and the 

informal urban settlement of Old Fadama in Accra, Ghana. Both cases reveal that migrant 

communities build informal institutions to stand in for absent or hostile municipal authorities in the 

coordination of local resource use and provision of municipal services. I take these activities to express 

claims for robust resettlement rights to build informal jurisdictions that meet basic needs and secure 

wellbeing. I argue these rights should be extended to include meta-jurisdictional rights to a share of 

authority to (re)make municipal jurisdictional complexity as to formally integrate informal migrant 

institutions. 

To situate these rights claims in theory, I argue for a turn to federalism and its attention to 

jurisdictional complexity and contestation. I critique federalist practice – specifically in the US – as 

exhibiting an unjustified asymmetry. While the jurisdictional relation between the center and its 

constituent states is federated, the relationship between states and their constituent municipalities is 

devolved. But normative justifications for federalism motivate a federated relation at both levels. This 

asymmetry makes US federalism unaccommodating of the robust (meta)jurisdictional rights of 
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migrant communities. I consider defences of traditional federalism that stress the virtues of clarity 

and rigidity, but respond that modest changes in state constitutions could resolve the unjustified 

asymmetry objection while retaining these virtues. I conclude with a note of pessimism about the 

feasibility of such amendments to state constitutions. Migrant communities may thus have to rely on 

their capacities of informal institution building, and scale them beyond the locale, in a future with 

severe climate change. 

In Chapter 6, I collect the critiques of the previous chapters to issue a warning that liberalism 

is fair-weather; it is unprepared to perceive and respond to scarcity, conflict, and migration in a 

severely climate changed future. But my critiques also help identify an ‘escape-vector’ toward a 

climate-robust liberalism that might weather the storm. Possibilist, negative, and institutionalist, in 

its methodology, my analysis culminates in a proposal for a climate-robust liberalism with the 

following institutional programme: 

1. Locally socialized rationing to safeguard against corruption in food provisioning 

2. Democratization of militaries and civil resistance as civilian control to safeguard against 

militarist violence 

3. Deepened dynamic federalism to safeguard against migrant exclusion 

I argue that these institutions form a robust and reflexive strategy that imagines and prepares us for 

a broad range of futures, thus fulfilling the scenario methods approach to normative guidance under 

uncertainty presented in Chapter 2. Returning to the present, I discuss how obligations of 

contingency planning (building climate-robust institutions) can be integrated alongside those of 
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mitigation and adaptation. I argue that the work of building climate-robust institutions has already 

begun in various social movements, and thus has a viable institutional grounding. Finally, I address 

the affective dimension of our engagement with the threat of severe warming, arguing against the 

rhetoric of fear that motivates mitigation at the expense of perceiving and fulfilling obligations of 

contingency planning. Breaking the fear-hope linkage, I attempt to forge another pairing of emotions 

with hope and resolve – determined commitment to worthy ideals in the face of adversity. Grounded 

in possibilism, the hope-resolve linkage retains optimism about the possibility of mitigating climate 

change even when the ‘odds are against us’, and does so without motiving hope with fear of a ‘climate 

catastrophe’. In the event of failure, and in the place of fear, we have resolve – a determination to face 

the adversities of scarcity, violence, and migration with a commitment to liberal ideals that is averse 

to resignation and desires to prove these ideals capable of weathering the storm. 
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2 Contingency Planning for Severe Climate Change 

I tell this story to illustrate the truth of the statement I heard long ago in the 
Army: Plans are worthless, but planning is everything. There is a very great 
distinction because when you are planning for an emergency you must start 
with this one thing: the very definition of "emergency" is that it is 
unexpected, therefore it is not going to happen the way you are planning. 

– Dwight Eisenhower (1958, 819) 

Contingency planning aims to prepare us for undesirable possible futures. Even when 

significant effort and resources are dedicated to preventing undesirable futures, the residual threat of 

failure motivates a distinct normative reason to provide guidance to those struggling to cope with the 

consequences of that failure. In this chapter, I will argue that liberal societies must plan for the 

contingency of severe climate change. 

I argue that liberalism should embrace a renewed epistemology of futurity appropriate to the 

threat and impacts of climate change: possibilism. In contrast to liberalism’s dominant ‘predict and 

control’ normative-epistemic paradigm, possibilism holds that we can develop normative guidance 

by modelling the future as a broad range of possibilities to be prepared for. Possibilism invites the use 

of a new decision support tool to supplant probabilistic rational choice theory: scenario methods. 

Possibilism and scenario methods, appropriately detailed, guide us to plan for the contingency of 

undesirable possible futures, among which severe climate change is especially urgent and salient. 

Surprisingly, while the ‘predict and control’ paradigm won over liberal theory, possibilism has 

become increasingly prevalent in practice. It turns out that powerful actors in our societies do have a 

contingency plan for severe climate change, but its ends and means are highly objectionable. 
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Neoliberal militarist contingency plans for severe climate change aiming to protect the capital 

accumulations of the wealthily and ensure national military supremacy, are being developed and 

instituted without public justification. Thus, beyond rearticulating the virtues of possibilism for 

liberal theory, I also want to highlight and oppose its abuse in neoliberal militarist practice. My 

critique aims to be precise in condemning the normative depravity of neoliberal militarism while 

recovering the philosophical virtues of possibilism as an epistemology of futurity. Contingency 

planning for severe climate change must be subject to public justification according to liberal values, 

while it is currently a matter of expert administration according to neoliberal militarist values. 

In the final section, I take up the task of uniting liberalism and possibilism, introducing a 

framework of practical reasoning toward a contingency plan for severe climate change. I sketch a 

scenario structure that integrates two key uncertainties: the intensity of climate changes, and the 

character of primary political authorities. These scenarios provide a contextual starting point for 

subsequent analyses in Chapters 3-5, where I explore theoretical and practical problems for liberal 

political theory in dealing with increasing levels of scarcity, conflict, and migration brought on by 

severe climate change. 

2.1 Possibilism in theory 

In this section, I outline two competing epistemologies of futurity. Each invite contrasting 

views on normative guidance. Probabilism views the future as a linear pathway of predictable, 

controllable change. It holds that prediction of the descriptive features of future states of affairs, often 

with the aid of probability theory, is a necessary part of normative theorizing about the future. It 
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offers guidance to an idealized, autonomous rational agent who intervenes in the world with the 

knowledge, power, and ability to shape it to their will. Its mantra is ‘predict and control’. Possibilism, 

in contrast, views the future as a plural range of possibilities.25 It holds that we can develop normative 

guidance about the future without probabilistic prediction. It emphasizes the normative salience of 

complexity, contingency, and surprise and the way in which our political context and environment 

acts upon us as much as we act upon it. Its mantra is thus ‘imagine and prepare’. 

I argue that probabilism has won over much of liberal theory, and unjustly so. Possibilism is 

the superior epistemology of futurity for a climate changing future. I detail and defend the motivating 

claims of this epistemology and explain their special relation to the problem of climate change. 

Both epistemologies pair with a decision-support model. Probabilism utilizes probabilistic 

rational choice theory, while possibilism utilizes scenario methods. The obligation for contingency 

planning is derived from a scenario methods approach to normative guidance appropriately inspired 

by possibilism. Thus, my argument that we should plan for the contingency of severe climate change 

will begin with an argument for possibilism as our favored epistemology of futurity, then explore 

scenario methods as its favored decision-support model, and finally show how to arrive at 

contingency planning for severe climate change through scenario methods. 

                                                      

25 The earliest reference I can find to the terms ‘probabilism’ and ‘possibilism’ that convey the meaning I intend here is 
(Clarke 2006). 
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2.1.1 Probabilism: predict and control 

I contend that much of contemporary liberal theory has (unfortunately) inherited probabilism 

as its epistemology of futurity. To argue this case, I will offer a preliminary statement of the contrast 

between the two competing epistemologies of futurity by exploring two exemplars of each view in 

the history of political thought: Hobbes and Machiavelli. After discussing these historical exemplars, 

I provide some examples that evidence how much of contemporary liberal theory, especially non-

ideal theory, inherits and operates under the ‘predict and control’ paradigm exemplified in Hobbes, 

and how this continues a historical relationship with the sciences, narrowly construed. I provide a 

contemporary example of the prevalence of this view: the reliance of frameworks of feasible 

transitional pathways in non-ideal political theorizing. We need to question the inherited 

epistemology of futurity that undergirds these non-ideal frameworks, and I turn to do so by detailing 

the philosophical virtues of possibilism in §2.1.2. 

2.1.1.1 Hobbes: motion and mechanism 

Hobbes is most famous for the argument that only the rule of an absolute sovereign allows us 

to escape the depravity of our natural condition, war. But that argument is embedded in a much more 

elaborate philosophical system that spans across Leviathan and Hobbes’ other works. Thomas 

Spragens argues that the underlying framework developed by Hobbes was an attempt to transform 

the Aristotelian treatment of motion to accord with the modern scientific revolution in motion led 

by Galileo. Thus, Hobbes’ political theory is modelled as a science, narrowly construed as physics, 

specifically classical mechanics. For Hobbes politics is part of an overall system, and the system is 
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‘mechanical’ (Spragens 1973, 26). Hobbes explicitly states the mechanical approach to ‘civil 

philosophy’: 

For as in a watch, or some such small engine, the matter, figure, and 
motion of the wheels cannot be well known, except it be taken insunder 
and viewed in parts; so to make a more curious search into the rights of 
states and duties of subjects, it is necessary, I say, not to take them insunder, 
but yet that they be so considered as if they were dissolved. (preface to De 
Cive, quoted in Spragens 1973, 151) 

What is revealed by this method? Hobbes claims that the primary constituents (working parts) of 

societies are rational individuals with passions and limited yet roughly equal capabilities (physical and 

mental) (Spragens 1973, 151–152). A tendency toward disorder (warfare) is revealed as the sole 

affliction among these constituents, and a corresponding ‘Principle of Reason’ is found that reliably 

secures stability ‘everlasting’, analogous to ‘the art of well building’ physical structures revealed by 

classical mechanics (Spragens 1973, 155–156). For Hobbes, human societies can be accurately 

modelled in a fashion analogous to mechanical systems, and much like a set of force-balance equations 

can be solved that allow us to ensure the stability of a static structure, so too can we rationally decipher 

the blueprint of a stable political regime. 

 Hobbes’ classical mechanical framework and the political theory it inspires do not get us all 

the way to the ‘predict and control’ paradigm prevalent today, but I believe it set us on the path. 

Further contributors were Bentham and Bayes, who helped probabilism along in the 18th century 

with utilitarian calculus, and a mathematical treatment of uncertainty through probability theory, 

respectively. The modern correlates are welfare economics, rational choice theory, and social choice 

theory, all of which play an important role in contemporary political philosophy. All continue the 
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Hobbesian ‘mathematico-mechanical conception of reason’ (Spragens 1973, 145) under which 

normative political theorizing reduces society into a simple model of relations between individuated 

parts, and prescribes determinate normative guidance for rational agents who can act reliably in the 

world - understanding its true nature and accurately calculating expected outcomes - to control the 

course of political change. 

2.1.1.2 Machiavelli: virtú and fortuna 

Machiavelli theorized politics before Galileo revolutionized modern science, and a radically 

different model of political reality underlies the analysis and prescriptions in the Prince and Discourse. 

Machiavelli’s vision of political action and change has two basic constituents, virtú and fortuna. The 

latter is a key concept toward an understanding of possibilism. 

Machiavelli was a political practitioner less interested than Hobbes in the natural sciences, 

and more interested in what history could tell us about political experiences.26 What Machiavelli saw 

in his study of history, in his contemporary experience of Italian politics, and what he thought was of 

lasting importance to political theory, was the clash of two forces, virtú and fortuna. Due to 

Machiavelli’s diverse use of the terms, there are various scholarly interpretations of the meaning and 

relationship between virtú and fortuna (Balaban 1990). Roughly, virtú is a positive quality of the 

political agent pursuing their success, and fortuna the positive or negative circumstances that present 

opportunities or obstacles to that agent. Fortuna can act upon the agent from external sources out of 

                                                      

26 In this way, Machiavelli continues the Aristotelian tradition of treating politics as a distinct science, not a sub-
discipline of mathematics and physics, as Hobbes treated it. 
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their control but can also arise in the form of unintended consequences of the agent’s own actions 

(Balaban 1990, sec. 3 p. 30). The extent to which the development of one’s virtú can ward off the ill 

effects of fortuna, if at all, is open to interpretation. Despite these ambiguities, it is clear Machiavelli’s 

model of political action dedicates considerable conceptual space to fortuna and thus to what 

commentators have described in contemporary terms, as accident, chance, contingency, surprise, 

unintended consequence, or unforeseeable and unanticipated circumstance. Fortuna does not close 

off the future. Rather, it opens it up to possibility, and a crucial affective resource to weather the ills 

of fortuna: 

Men can help fortune along, but they cannot resist it; they can swim with 
the tide, but they can never make headway against it. Of course, they 
should never give up, for they can never know what fortune has in mind. 
Her path is often crooked, her route obscure. So there is always reason to 
hope, and if one has hope on will never give up, no matter how hostile 
fortune may be, no matter how dreadful the situation in which one finds 
oneself. (Machiavelli 2008, 80 my emphasis) 

Contrasted with Hobbes’ simple, determinate, mechanical model of politics Machiavelli’s 

affords a large conceptual space for unpredictability and contingency through fortuna. In such a 

paradigm, normative guidance that demands that we ‘predict and control’ the future as to reliably 

shape it to our will is misguided. Fortuna lies in waiting to defy our will, and our plans must account 

for this. 

In my assessment, it was the epistemology of futurity relayed by Hobbes’ that won over liberal 

theory. In the next section, I evidence this claim by discussing the prominence of the concept of a 

feasible transitional pathway in non-ideal theory, and then offer a critique of approaches to non-ideal 

normative guidance that rely on it. 
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2.1.1.3 Probabilism in liberal non-ideal theory 

Two concepts play a central role in contemporary liberal non-ideal theory: feasibility, and 

transitional pathways of political change.27 Feasibility represents the likelihood that a political goal 

could be implemented in a given descriptive political context, sensitive to the facts of that context. A 

linear transitional pathway of political change moves sequentially through a set of institutional 

arrangements toward an end goal. Combined, these two ideas yield the demand that non-ideal 

theorists chart a feasible transitional pathway of political change, moving from one political state of 

affairs to another, sensitive to feasibility assessments at each stage. While debate has focused on the 

(alleged) need to identify the end goal of the pathway, and whether and how feasibility assessments 

are integrated, I want to focus on how the epistemology of futurity underlying the feasible transitional 

pathway framework is probabilist, and then to question its prominence in our approach to normative 

guidance. 

The Hobbesian model made predictions through deduction. But with the entry of probability 

theory in the 18th century, and its integration into the sciences, predictions could instead be made by 

assessing probabilities. If an outcome had a sufficiently high probability of coming about (say over 

95%), that was akin to a prediction of it coming about. Thus, probability theory has come to play a 

central role in the ‘predict and control’ paradigm. Feasibility is taken to be a central concept in non-

ideal theory, and influential elaborations of it are explicitly probabilistic. For example, Gilabert & 

                                                      

27 In Valentini’s (2012) three-part division of non-ideal theory into partial compliance, realism vs. idealism, and 
transitional justice, feasibility appears in the second and transitional pathways in the third. 
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Lawford-Smith articulate and defend a conception of feasibility that appeals explicitly to probability 

theory: 

When someone says that a state of affairs is economically, institutionally or 
culturally infeasible, they do not mean that it would be strictly impossible 
for agents to bring it about. Rather, they mean that the probability of their 
bringing it about is not high enough. (Gilabert and Lawford-Smith 2012, 
814 my emphasis) 

Their account follows Rawls’ advice that non-ideal theory ‘looks for courses of action that are morally 

permissible and politically possible as well as likely to be effective’ (quoted in Simmons 2010, 7 my 

emphasis). Pursuing such a probabilistically inspired conception of feasibility is said to commit us to 

enhancing our capacity to make accurate predictions (Carey 2015, 159–160), and cooperating with 

social scientists to improve our knowledge of our complex world (Herzog 2012, 283–285). 

Lawford-Smith (2013) offers more details on the probabilistic conception of feasibility. It has 

two variants, binary and scalar. Binary feasibility details ‘hard’ logical, metaphysical, conceptual and 

nomological constraints (Lawford‐Smith 2013, 252) and functions to distinguish between the 

politically possible (p>0) and the impossible (p=0). Scalar feasibility operates between these ranges 

(0<p<1) an investigates the ‘soft’ constraints on our political action including economic, institutional, 

and cultural factors (Lawford‐Smith 2013, 255). Lawford-Smith takes scalar feasibility to be the more 

interesting conception, because binary feasibility constraints are easy to identify and are rarely 

violated by political theories. Scalar feasibility is an empirical question that engages many disciplines 

and is the site of most disagreement regarding feasibility. 

Gilabert & Lawford-Smith integrate the probabilistic conception of feasibility into a 

procedure for evaluating the plausibility of a transitional pathway of political change: assess the moral 
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desirability of a given transitional plan, assess its probability of success, and attend to morally 

significant costs and risks that may result from executing it. Combined, these four steps: 

… form a set of considerations that should orient an all-things-considered 
judgment with respect to any path of political action. (These kinds of 
considerations are familiar in rational choice theory, and we adapt them to 
the specific context of political judgment.) (Gilabert and Lawford-Smith 
2012, 822) 

Thus, normative guidance about the future is to be found by detailing feasible transitional pathways 

and evaluating their relative worth via rational choice theory. 

The concept of a feasible transitional pathway is often communicated by the analogy of 

climbing a mountain (Simmons 2010; Sen 2011), where higher elevations are morally more desirable, 

the ‘peak’ of the mountain represents ideal justice, and the question of which route to take - given a 

survey of the features of the terrain - captures the idea of a feasible transitional pathway. Some have 

taken the analogy further, and developed rigorous formal models of the pathway problem (Gaus 

2018). 

Feasible transitional pathways have made inroads into climate ethics. Recall that a central 

aspect of the debate between ethicists and pragmatists about how to respond to climate impasse was 

about the latter’s complaint that theories of climate justice ignore feasibility considerations. Both 

Caney (2014) and Gardiner (2016) critiqued the pragmatist conception of feasibility as 

inappropriately including ‘mere unwillingness’. Transitional pathways are a core part of emissions 

reductions policies, with debates about various combinations of state, market, and technological 

means being said to offer the best overall policy package for rapid GHG emissions reductions (for 

example, Shue 2014 on the transition to a clean energy economy). 
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Feasible transitional pathways have an underlying probabilist epistemology of futurity. They 

view the future as a singular pathway of linear change navigable by the skilled moral agent who 

probabilistically models and thus reliably predicts the terrain of political action, as to reliably control 

the future and realize their moral will. 

2.1.1.4 Critiques of probabilism 

I will now offer some critiques of the probabilist conception of feasible transitional pathways 

as to motivate my statement of the alternative - possibilism - in the subsequent section. 

Wiens offers an alternative conception of feasibility based on a critique of Gilabert and 

Lawford-Smith’s probabilistic conception. Wiens shifts from probability theory to a possible world 

framework that integrates the economic concept of a ‘production possibility frontier’.  Projects for 

political change must draw on a diverse stock of resources jointly needed to fulfill the project. The 

‘feasible’ thus denotes all accessible possible political states of affairs that lie within the ‘outer frontier’ 

of production possibility (Wiens 2015, 11). 

I am most interested, not in the technical content of this alternative, but in Wiens’ reflections 

on it. On the prospect of being able to precisely detail the possibility frontier, Wiens is pessimistic 

because: 

The model presented … highlights the extreme difficulties of estimating the 
feasibility frontier with any confidence, especially if we are looking beyond 
the medium-term. The problem has two sources: the sheer complexity of 
the calculations required in any feasibility assessment and the fact that 
political ideals typically constitute fundamental (perhaps revolutionary) 
departures from the status quo. (Wiens 2015, 20) 
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The complexity of the production possibility model is found in its many resource variables 

(institutional, economic, etc.) and their dynamic mutual interaction (Wiens 2015, 21). This 

complexity then combines with the large scale reorganization of the structured interaction of 

variables advocated by the normative ambitions of the theory, and the limited cognitive capacities of 

human beings. The result is that: 

determining whether any particular long-range objective is feasible is 
beyond human cognitive capacity. … To think that we can estimate with 
any confidence whether profound and far-reaching changes to our current 
social and political arrangements are feasible strains credulity … The 
upshot of these epistemic limitations is that, given the restricted possibility 
account, we simply cannot determine with any confidence whether 
particular long-range objectives are feasible (Wiens 2015, 21) 

I agree with these points and will collect similar views motivating possibilism in the next section. I 

disagree, however, with Wiens claims that the ‘production possibility frontier’ model was needed to 

reveal them. These concerns are part of a more general critiques of probabilist epistemology. To see 

that, I will try to state the same points in slightly different terms. 

Recall that Gilabert and Lawford-Smith want to situate probabilistic feasibility within a 

rational choice framework that informs ‘any path of political action’. That includes the problem of 

climate change, and the impending threat of severe warming. But as Gardiner has argued, climate 

change presents a problem of unprecedented temporal and spatial scale (see §1.2.5.1, p. 31, specifically 

points 1 and 2 of the ‘perfect moral storm’). It is exactly in such long-term and large-scale choice 

contexts that rational choice theory, according to its own progenitors, should not be applied. As Ken 

Binmore argues, probabilistic rational choice theory was never intended to be applied to any decision 
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problem. Savage, who Binmore identifies as one of the founders of the theory28, restricted its 

application to ‘small worlds’ in which contingencies, surprises, and unexpected consequences do not 

confound rational deciding agents: 

According to Savage, a small world is one within which it is always possible 
to “look before you leap”. [The deciding agent] can then take account in 
advance of the impact that all conceivable future pieces of information 
might have on the underlying model that determines her subjective beliefs. 
Any mistakes built into her original model that might be revealed in the 
future will then already have been corrected, so that no possibility remains 
of any unpleasant surprises…. In a large world, the possibility of unpleasant 
surprises that reveals some consideration overlooked in [the deciding 
agent’s] original model can’t be discounted. …(Binmore 2008, 117) 

 The confidence that probabilistic rational choice theory can be shoehorned to inform decision 

problems in large, complex worlds, is termed (pejoratively) by Binmore as Bayesianism; a creed 

disavowed by Savage’s small-world qualification ‘before it was even born’ (Binmore 2008, 117, see 

also 2, 146). Bayesianism is one form of overconfidence in our ability to model complex, long-term, 

large-scale action guidance problems. 

 Note that this critique does not claim that probability theory and probabilistic rational choice 

models are valueless. Rather, it primarily stresses the limits of their problem-solving functionality 

(small-world problems) to avoid their misapplication, and secondarily to reveal their overapplication 

as a sign of overconfidence in formal modelling.29 Notice also that the critique is focused on the 

prospective functionality of the models – their ability to reliably predict (i.e. or detail probability 

distributions of) future states of affairs. It therefore does not cast doubt on models, such as the many 

                                                      

28 Binmore uses the term ‘Bayesian decision theory’. 
29 As Clarke says, we need to find the right balance between probabilistic and possibilistic thinking (Clarke 2006, 41) 
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(complex) general circulation models (GCMs) used in climate science that are verified based on their 

accurate prediction of past observed phenomena. 

Returning to Wiens’ analysis, the pessimism arrived regarding feasibility motivates a shift away 

from the prospective gaze of the feasible transitional pathways approach to non-ideal theory30, and a 

proposed ‘social failure’ model, which is retrospective (Wiens 2015, 25) and looks to improve or 

ameliorate current injustice.31 While such a move resolves worries about overconfident modelling, 

it tacitly re-asserts the ‘predict and control’ paradigm. It restricts the temporal gaze of ideal theory to 

the ‘here and now’ because of the relative ease of feasibility assessments in that timeframe. Where 

predictive capacities ends, so marks the ‘outer limit’ of normative guidance.32 But the resultant lack 

of interest in ambitiously prospective normative theory means it fails to anticipate impending 

injustices, or events that could intensify current injustices, of which severe climate change is a prime 

example. 

 

I will end this section by trying to summarize the various views surveyed above by returning to 

the analogy of climbing a mountain, and then introduce via that analogy my own view. Imagine we 

are on a hike together. Some familiar characters are in our party. One, at the lead, has their gaze fixed 

                                                      

30 Wiens calls this the ‘Target View’. 
31 This aligns roughly with non-ideal theorists such as Elizabeth Anderson, who stress that non-ideal normative 
theorizing begin with an empirically informed analysis of specific social problems and the immediate testing of solutions 
(see E. Anderson 2010, 3–7). 
32 A similar strategy is employed in the literature on the problem of uncertainty in intergenerational ethics. There, to 
avoid uncertainty about the morally salient facts of future generations, a small class of facts is claimed to be reliably 
predictable into the future; for example, human physiological needs are predicted to be relatively constant into the far 
off future (Kavka 1980, 111; Ekeli 2004, 433; L. H. Meyer and Roser 2009, 242). 
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on the peak eager to bask in the view from atop the mountain (our ideal theorist). Two experienced 

climbers follow who know that we won’t get to the peak on time unless we attend to how we are to 

move forward, step-by-step, up the mountain (our non-ideal theorists). One carries a compass and 

map and insists they know the best route to the peak (feasible transitional pathway). Another is 

focused on analysing our current situation and the best immediate next step (social failure approach). 

The final member of our hiking party tails at the back. They carry a large pack full of strange 

equipment: flares, extra food and water, a strong rope, a first-aid kit, a pop-tent. None of this 

equipment is necessary for our day hike. Why would they waste energy hauling it up the mountain, 

slowing us down? Because while the intended goal of the hike is a desirable ascent, it is possible that 

hikes turn into unintentional and undesirable descents. The mountain is not just the peak and the 

hiking trails that lead to it. There are dangerous crevasses we might fall into, despite the skills of our 

ardent navigators who insist they are aware of such dangers. If someone falls, we should be prepared 

to help them. If a storm hits and we must, against our wishes, extend our hike beyond a day, we should 

have the equipment to safely camp overnight. We should plan for these contingencies and prepare 

the means to carry the plans out. 

Returning to reality from the analogy, the mode of political thinking suggested by the last member 

of our hiking party is inspired by a different epistemology of futurity: possibilism. If we view the 

future as a broad range of possibilities to be prepared for, we can retain an ambitiously prospective 

approach to normative theorizing that responds with epistemic humility and a normative orientation 
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of preparedness to the complexity, contingency, and dynamism of a political future that will act upon 

us as much as we act upon it. 

2.1.2 Possibilism: complexity, contingency, humility, conflict and preparedness 

My argument for possibilism has five main, interrelated claims. 

1. The object of normative political inquiry, human socio-ecological systems, are best modelled as 

complex dynamic systems, especially in a climate changing future. 

2. Institutional dynamics wrought by complexity yield contingencies and unintended 

consequences. 

3. Human beings are epistemically limited in their ability to understand and predict and control the 

future course of societies and are furthermore prone to overconfidence in their ability to do so. 

Overconfident intervention with the aim of control exacerbates the effects of (2).  

4. The abiding conflictual element of politics, the phenomena of political groups who engage in 

intelligent opposition of rival efforts to control social outcomes, again amplifies the impacts of 

(2). 

5. For the many political agents living under conditions of injustice, politics is less an experience of 

autonomous action and control, and more an experience of domination and vulnerability. 

Possibilism better models, serves, and safeguards the practical reasoning and political agency of 

the oppressed. 

Combined, I take these considerations to strongly suggest the comparative superiority of possibilism 

over probabilism as an epistemology of futurity. In this section, I will explain each of these claims, 
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how they can be understood as a modern renewal of the medieval concern with fortuna, and finally 

how they are especially relevant in the context of a climate changing future. 

2.1.2.1 Complex dynamic socio-ecological systems 

In this section I survey the growing literature on complex dynamic systems theory and claims 

that human social systems are best modelled in this way. The features of complex dynamics systems 

are often said to include: 

 Density of elements, relations, and layers that are arranged in a network structure  

(Homer-Dixon 2007, 22; Chu, Strand, and Fjelland 2003, 22). 

 Non-reducibility of the system to any model, or combination of models, based on its 

component parts (Cairney 2012, 348). 

 Non-linear dynamic shifts within the system, where effects are not proportionate or 

proximate to cause and the passing of thresholds can trigger rapid, time-lagged, high-

magnitude change (Chu, Strand, and Fjelland 2003, 22; Urry 2005, 5; Homer-Dixon 

2007, 24; Liu et al. 2007, 1514). 

 A wide range of possible behavioral states exhibited by the system. 

 Emergence of novel forms of behaviors at the system-wide level that would not be 

expected from an analysis of the independent behaviors of the component parts 

(Cairney 2012, 348; Urry 2005, 5). 

 Unpredictability of system dynamics, even when appropriately modelled with non-

linear, non-reductionist methods (Homer-Dixon 2007, 26; Cairney 2012, 348). 
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 Path dependency, where the system builds behavioral momentum and resistance to 

change along a contingently traced pathway (Urry 2005, 5; Homer-Dixon 2007, 26). 

 Punctuated equilibrium, whereby the system can shift from one quasi-stable 

equilibrium to another, sometimes rapidly (Urry 2005, 6; Cairney 2012, 348). 

 Contextuality, where elements and relations within a system are coupled, shared, or 

overlapping with adjacent systems and play different causal roles among the two (Chu, 

Strand, and Fjelland 2003, 25–26). 

 Radical Openness, where a system of interest is embedded in a wider ambiance that 

includes causal connections that are ‘cut off’ in any attempt at modelling the system, 

the effects of which cannot easily be accounted for (Chu, Strand, and Fjelland 2003, 

23–25). 

Advocates of the complex dynamic systems approach often work at the intersection of 

environmental and political philosophy, including the ethics of sustainability, climate change, and 

green political theory. Bryan G. Norton was among the first to introduce the language of self-

organizing complex systems into debates about sustainability, referencing Aldo Leopold’s ‘land ethic’, 

which holds that the larger context in which human social systems are embedded ‘can only be 

understood as a complex ecological system’ (B. G. Norton 2003, 174). John Barry finds the value of a 

resilience approach to environmental thinking in terms of how it ‘brings the environment … back 

centre-stage to the politics of sustainability’ in part because it ‘explicitly builds on the systems and 

cybernetic thinking and methodological approach’ and the related ‘modelling via “complex dynamic 
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systems” approach’ pioneered by ecologists (J. Barry 2012, 86 citing Meadows, Holling, and Webb). 

Thomas-Homer Dixon takes up the complex dynamic systems framework in his analysis of the 

ecological, energy, population and resource stresses facing modern society and the threat of 

‘synchronous failure’ across its multiple coupled systems. Like Norton and Barry, Homer-Dixon cites 

the ecologists C.S. Holling’s pioneering work on resilience in ecological systems, expanding these 

concepts from ecology to socio-ecological systems as inspiration for the view (1973; C. Holling et al. 

2004).33 

Why accept the claim that a complex dynamic systems approach is the best way to model 

human social systems? The ‘green’ argument begins with the dissatisfaction on the part of the 

progenitors of the complex dynamic systems view, ecologists and biologists, with attempts to model 

large-scale natural phenomena with linear reductionist methods prominent in the ‘physical’ sciences. 

Ecologists and biologists complain that these model types are simply inappropriate for the radical 

openness and contextuality of the systems they study. The relative failure of linear reductionist 

models to acknowledge the dynamic features outlined above warrants their rejection in favor of a 

complex dynamics view. Second, it is claimed that human social systems are embedded in ecological 

systems, forming a coupled system. Thus, if ecological systems are complex dynamic systems, and 

                                                      

33 Apart from ecology, sociology also advances a version of the complex dynamic systems approach. Nicholas 
Luhmann’s systems theory is an important methodological framework in sociology. For a discussion of its relevance to 
political theory, specifically Habermas’, see (Rasch 1991). Some political philosophers, notably Gerald Gaus, have 
proposed a complex systems model for normative political theorizing (2018) as a formalization of the informal 
‘mountain climbing’ analogy introduced in the previous section. 
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human social systems are embedded therein, then human social systems become a part of the complex 

dynamic whole. 

A similar line of argument has emerged from the philosophy of climate science and modelling. 

Climate science’s general circulations models (GCMs)34 are complex in structure, diverse in number, 

with numerous sources of uncertainty (Stainforth et al. 2007, sec. 4) such that no single model has 

distinguished itself in climate science as to allow for determinate prediction of the future impacts of 

climate change. Rather, an aggregation of adequate models combines with a range of possible 

emissions scenarios to produce a range of possible climate change projections. Philosophers and 

scientists thus hold the view that the results of climate science and modelling are statements of 

possibility. The models do not probabilistically predict future climate states of affairs, but rather 

provide a bounded ‘modal’ statement of the range of possible future climate changes: 

Empirical implications of our best climate models are modal sentences 
stating what is possibly true about our climate system … What this 
indicates—though not strictly implies—is an important fact about climate 
policy decisions, namely that they are decisions under uncertainty. In other 
words: climate policy has to be based on knowledge about the possible 
consequences of our actions without us being able to assign probabilities to 
the alternative outcomes. (Betz 2009, 10–11) 

the possibilist view, builds on a variety of positions outlined by 
philosophers and climate scientists … On the possibilist view, useful 
climate model assessment does not primarily aim to teach us something 
about how the climate system actually is but, rather, primarily aims to teach 
us something about how it might be. More precisely, it tells us that useful 
climate model assessment primarily aims to show that uncertain climate 

                                                      

34 These models include ocean, terrestrial, and atmospheric layers mathematically inter-linked in a finite-element 
analysis, which splits the model domain into numerous three-dimensional ‘cells’ across which energy and material 
balance equations are resolved for each time step (Betz 2009, 6) 
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model assumptions and results … describe real possibilities. (Katzav 2014, 
229) 

The possibilist interpretation of what we learn from climate models is reinforced as GCMs 

do not exhaust the modelling space in climate policy. Integrated assessment models (IAMs) serve the 

role of combining the natural and physical changes detailed by GCMs with social, economic, and 

political models of how human social systems will be impacted and will respond to climate changes. 

What follows is described as an ‘uncertainty explosion’, whereby uncertainties from each layer of the 

model compound and interact with other layers, further widening the range of uncertainty 

(Schneider and Kuntz-Duriseti 2002, 68). Climate change impacts complicate and undermine our 

ability to predict regional and local weather trends and their impacts on socio-ecological systems, 

such as agriculture, as with increasing warming comes increasingly volatile and unpredictable 

weather patters (Gail 2016) through dynamic shifts in system states previously in equilibrium, such 

as the increasingly erratic ‘jet stream’. Thus, precisely because of its attention to the complex dynamic 

interaction between multiple layered systems (atmospheric, terrestrial, ocean, economic, social, 

political) relevant to the problem, the science of climate modelling does not offer determinate 

probabilistic prediction of future climate impacts; it is instead possibilist. 

The complex systems approach suggests that normative theories beholden to probabilism - 

that model human social systems as de-coupled from nature, predictable, and easily brought under 

control to reliably deliver intended moral outcomes – are inappropriate to understand and address 

the problem of climate change. As the unusual climatic stability enjoyed in the Holocene yields to the 
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complex dynamic climate changes of the Anthropocene (Dryzek 2016), a new epistemology of 

futurity is needed: possibilism. 

It is important to differentiate the claim that human social systems are best modelled as 

complex dynamic systems from the more controversial one that the complex dynamic systems view 

better describes, ontologically, natural or social reality.35 The former is an epistemological claim, the 

latter a metaphysical one. I make only the former claim. I advocate for the complex dynamic systems 

approach as epistemically superior in modelling the normatively salient dynamics of human social 

systems. No claim is made, one way or the other, about the ‘true nature’ of reality. 

2.1.2.2 Fortuna and unintended consequences 

This section collects reflections on the relevance of contingency, surprise, and unintended 

consequences on political theorizing. I integrate and connect across history the medieval concern 

with fortuna to modern concerns about unintended consequences, and finally to the impacts of 

climate change in the Anthropocene. 

Ancient and medieval political theories (Greek, Roman, Italian) share a common concern with 

the effects of fortune, accident, and contingency on the design of institutions, and the virtues of 

citizens and the polity (Pocock 1975, 3). Focusing on 16th and 17th century Florentine thought, JGA 

Pocock explains the relation between virtue and contingency thus: 

If virtue depended on the freely willed actions of other men, on the 
maintenance of laws seeking to regulate those actions, and on the 
continuance of the external circumstances which made those laws possible, 

                                                      

35 For example, Norton mentions the view that systems theory suggests it best to think of nature as a set of processes, 
rather than collections of objects (B. G. Norton 2003, 178). 
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it in fact depended on a myriad variables...and the name of the force 
directing the variations of particulars was Fortune. (Pocock 1975, 76) 

Unchecked, fortuna was a threat to virtue, individual and political, and even to the existence of the 

republic. To confront this threat, the Romans advocated virtú as a quality of the statesman who could 

nimbly respond to contingency, accident, and surprise by proactively taking advantage of these 

phenomena as to pursue the common good (Pocock 1975, 37). Yet such proactive exploitation of 

contingencies itself creates the potential for the re-emergence of fortuna through the phenomena of 

unintended consequences (Balaban 1990).36 

Concern with unintended consequences persisted. Richard Vernon provides an insightful 

survey, exploring how reflection on unintended consequences influenced the thinking of the ‘Scottish 

School’ including Smith, Hume and Ferguson, Hegel, Marx and Engels, Popper, and Hayek (1979). 

Vernon dedicates most attention to Popper and Hayek,37 who shared a common aversion to large-

scale attempts to implement utopian political visions through ‘social engineering’, stressing the 

disastrous inattention to unintended consequences of such programs. Both also share the (perhaps 

overconfident) aim to reduce or eliminate unintended consequences. Popper suggested that with 

increasing scientific knowledge, the occurrence of unintended consequences would be reduced 

(Vernon 1979, 68) as capacities for prediction advanced. But sometimes scientific progress increases 

rather than decreases uncertainty, for example by revealing the incompleteness and thus increasing 

                                                      

36 The Greeks, Pocock claims, wrote history with a theme of how actions create outcomes dissonant from the heroes’ 
intentions (Pocock 1975, 6). 
37 Craig Smith claims that both Popper and Hayek were influenced by the Scottish Enlightenment School - including 
Hume, (Adam) Smith, and Ferguson - whose ‘understanding of the complexity of social life pays central attention to the 
idea that the interaction of individuals pursuing disparate ends produces social level consequences that formed no part 
of their intentions.’ (Smith 2009, 11,24) 
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the complexity of a model. Hayek’s position aimed to reveal the totalitarian tendency of any 

intentional plan for the economy, morally eliminate such intentions from the social world, and so 

eliminate the threat by removing the antecedent intentions. But as ancient and medieval theorists 

stressed, attempts to overcome fortuna can proliferate rather than abate its effects, and the 

unintended consequences of Hayek’s attempt to reinvigorate classical liberalism – neoliberalism - has 

had unintended consequences of its own. 

In opposition to these treatments, Vernon aims to elucidate a conception of unintended 

consequences that could better account for the abiding presence of this phenomena in politics. He 

provides examples in which: 

…a constantly shifting relation between instruments…eventual end…and 
mediate end… as the context shifts, projects and instruments acquire 
unforeseen uses and meanings. We may call this category of unintended 
consequences "contextual change." (1979, 68) 

Here, Vernon comes close to describing contextuality, a feature of complex dynamic systems outlined 

above (§2.1.2.1). Vernon’s survey and critique of the theme of unintended consequences thus suggests 

that a renewed account of the abidingness thereof could be situated in complex dynamic systems 

theory. Why think that unintended consequences are an abiding feature of politics? On my account, 

unintended consequences are the effect of which complexity (§2.1.2.1), over-confident intervention 

(§2.1.2.3), and conflict (§2.1.2.4) are the cause. When epistemically limited and over-confident agents 

intervene in complex socio-ecological systems rife with political conflict, there is an abiding 

disconnect between the intentions and outcomes of our political actions. 
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 One might admit the abidingness of unintended consequences but question their normative 

significance. On that point, of notable absence38 from Vernon’s survey is Dewey, whose pragmatism 

stressed the normative significance of the interaction between the ideals and principles motivating a 

political project and the institutional ‘means’ of implementing it. Kowarsch & Edenhofer, in 

advocating for a Deweyian methodological engagement with climate change policy, explain: 

[For Dewey] Ends-in-view do not justify means. Rather, the proof of the 
pudding is in the eating. The only way of evaluating means—and, through 
them, also the initial ends-in-view—is, roughly speaking, to test whether 
the means really help to relieve or overcome the problematic situation (e.g. 
climate change) or not, without creating too many additional problems … 
Dewey’s key assumption is that in their evaluation, ends and means are 
interdependent through the implications of the means. (Kowarsch and 
Edenhofer 2016, 302) 

Kowarsch & Edenhofer worry that the prevalence of methodologies in climate change ethics that 

prioritize the problem of non-compliance with ideal principles of climate justice ‘is in danger of 

missing, for instance, some of the ethically relevant unintended consequences of climate policies’ 

(Kowarsch and Edenhofer 2016, 300 my emphasis). A Deweyian approach that puts specific climate 

policy ‘pathways’ to close empirical scrutiny39 in their full range of outcomes, is preferred for its ability 

to account for unintended consequences, and to encourage their prompting reflection on the content 

                                                      

38 Arendt, who stressed the contingency of political action, is also absent from Vernon’s survey. I forego discussion on 
Arendt as her reflections on contingency primarily bear on a theory of the self, whereas I am interested in how 
contingency impacts institutional forms and outcomes (for a discussion see Honig 1993, 83f). While Arendt may offer ‘a 
virtú theory of politics’, I am more interested in a politics of fortuna. 
39 Deweyian pragmatism thus has close affinities with, and inherits the problems of, the ‘social failures’ model discussed 
in §2.1.1.4. Again, the problem being, there are social problems that are not ‘here and now’ problems, but rather 
impending problems the most normatively important impacts of which will occur in the future. For these problems, we 
cannot engage in close empirical scrutiny of the causes of the problem and immediately test remedies; we thus need 
another methodological approach (i.e. possibilism). 
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of ideal principles. The latter point often goes unattended by non-ideal theorists who treat 

unintended consequences only as a problem of mere implementation, not one that warrants critical 

reflection on the normative content of ideal principles. Ingrid Robeyns, for example, rightly calls for 

non-ideal political theorists to pair the widely popular attention to feasibility constraints (discussed 

in §2.1.1.3) with similar attention to unintended consequences which ‘are very important in policy 

and strategy design, and explain why so many well-intended policies do not contribute to the 

realization of the intended ideals’ (Robeyns 2008, 250). Yet in the three-fold typology of ‘normative 

social justice research’ that Robeyns offers, the phenomena of unintended consequences appears not 

in the normative core of (1) ideal theory, nor (2) non-ideal theory, but at the practical periphery of 

(3) ‘action design and implementation’. Unlike the Deweyian approach, Robeyns account of the 

impacts of unintended consequences does not invite re-evaluation or re-ordering of ideals and 

principles, only better planning and execution of implementation strategies by social scientists and 

policy-makers. 

I support Dewey’s position in the above contrast. Climate change itself is an unintended 

consequence of human industrial activity. The breadth of its impacts invite, as Jamieson (§1.2.4.2) 

argued, philosophically deep and disruptive normative questions about our relationship to nature and 

futurity, not just questions about how to better implement an ideal of politics undisturbed by the 

‘messiness’ of practice.  

In this section I have attempted to connect the ancient concern with fortuna to the modern 

concern with unintended consequences. I conclude with two claims. First, unintended consequences 
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are abiding features of political life. Second, unintended consequences are normatively significant (i.e. 

not mere implementation problems). Probabilism, as an epistemology of futurity that aims for reliable 

prediction and control is at pains to account for the abiding presence of unintended consequences, 

and its approach to action guidance thus misses a normatively significant element of politics. The 

alternative, possibilism, accepts the abidingness of unintended consequences as part of its motivation 

for imagining the future as a broad range of possibilities, and accommodates their significance in its 

preparedness approach to normative guidance. 

2.1.2.3 Epistemic limitations, overconfidence, and humility 

This section focuses on human epistemic limitations as part of the case for possibilism. Three 

claims are made. First, we must acknowledge several ineliminable epistemic limitations on the ability 

of human agents to understand and act in the context of long-term and large-scale problems like 

climate change. Second, we must acknowledge a tendency toward overconfidence and perhaps even 

arrogance in the self-assessments of our epistemic abilities to predict and control the future of 

societies. The two foregoing problems combine to create serious problems, at both the theoretical 

and practical levels, regarding our approach to intergenerational ethics and policy. Third and finally, 

the remedy for these problems is to adopt a stance of epistemic humility toward futurity that 

acknowledges our fallibility and overconfidence, further suggesting the need for a new method of 

decision support and planning. Possibilism embraces epistemic humility, and scenario methods 

provide the corresponding decision support. 
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Human beings have basic epistemic limitations. In addition to brute cognitive limits and 

error-proneness in our information processing capabilities, we are limited by our social situatedness 

to favor certain information sets over others, and vulnerable to psychological biases such as 

parochialism, myopia, and optimism. The problems wrought by these limitations intensify for long-

term and large-scale problems such as climate change for which we have little correlative experience 

(Swim et al. 2009). While some of these problems can be mitigated with education and training, 

serious problems in the distribution of opportunities for such education deprives many of the ability 

to do so. Thus, social and structural epistemic inequalities can exacerbate our basic epistemic 

limitations. 

Our epistemic limitations might be manageable if our self-assessment of them was accurate. 

But often it is not. We are instead prone to overconfidence in our ability to predict and control 

(Hendlin 2014, 17; Charlesworth and Okereke 2010, 124). This overconfidence is manifest in both 

theory and practice. Yogi Hale Hendlin argues that ‘threshold’ theories of intergenerational justice 

indulge in such overconfidence. For they aim to determine some minimum level of welfare or savings 

to secure for future generations while leaving no buffer room, safety factor, or slack to accommodate 

for the surprises and contingencies that may come our way. Overconfidence is also found in policy. 

Hendlin claims that mitigation policies following the IPCC’s +2°C threshold of dangerous warming 

‘commit the same categorical mistake of overconfidence’ (2014, 17) in thinking these thresholds are 

precise, and taking no further precautions. 
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Charlesworth & Okereke suggest a feedback relation that reinforces over-confidence in the 

‘predict and control’ paradigm in both theory and policy (Charlesworth and Okereke 2010, 

122,123,126). Probabilistic decision support methods like CBA are the dominant decision support 

tools for policy-makers and public servants. Thus, there is a strong demand from policy-makers and 

climate researchers to undertake normative analysis of climate change that provides the right kind of 

‘inputs’ for probabilistic models. Jamieson noted this problem in the early philosophical period of 

climate ethics, identifying and criticizing the ‘management approach’ (1992, 146) which demands 

reliable prediction and thus drives overconfidence in our ability to do so. When overconfidence 

carries into action, it exacerbates the impacts of unintended consequences and contingencies 

discussed in the previous section. Consider, for example, the overconfident marginalization of abrupt 

and severe warming scenarios within the scientific and policy communities (Charlesworth and 

Okereke 2010, sec. 2.1,2.2). Scientific communities, governments, and policy-makers are all said to 

exhibit overconfidence that climate change will be linear, gradual and proportional to atmospheric 

greenhouse gas emissions. The dominant policy rhetoric of ‘limiting warming’ to some threshold level 

(e.g. +1.5-2°C) only makes sense with this gradualist assumption. If, however, the earth’s climate 

system manifests abrupt and discontinuous changes, such as the collapse of the West-Antarctic ice 

sheet, overconfidence leaves us vulnerable to such contingencies.40 

                                                      

40 For a discussion of the threat of abrupt warming and its impact on the moral and philosophical aspects of climate 
change see (Gardiner 2009). 
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How should we respond to a situation in which epistemically limited agents overconfidently apply 

flawed epistemologies and decision support models in their frequent and high-impact interventions 

on the earth-life systems? Hendlin recommends adopting a stance of epistemic humility that 

acknowledges our epistemic limitations, and advocates for a systems theory approach (see previous 

section) that stresses precaution, buffer room, and harm reduction. I agree, but we must look not just 

to new social models (i.e. systems theory) or policy methods (i.e. precaution and harm reduction), but 

toward a new epistemology of futurity to remedy these problems. Possibilism offers openness to 

mapping a broad range of possible futures, a focus on preparedness and flexibility in place of 

prediction and control, and thus a fittingness to our epistemically limited embeddedness in complex 

dynamic systems. 

2.1.2.4 Conflictual politics 

Much of ancient and medieval political theory recognizes that political activity often involves the 

clash of opposing factions who employ intelligent strategies to undermine, thwart, and disadvantage 

competitors. From Aristotle to Machiavelli, it is understood that the republic needs a constitution 

that structures conflict between the interests of competing groups and avoids the corruption and 

decay that come with the unopposed and unchecked domination of one set of factional interests over 

others. Unmediated factional contestation in politics is another potentially threatening source of 

fortuna. 

Modern political theory has attempted to re-assert this insight as a critique of political theories 

that seek to harmonize politics. Conflictual models (Mouffe 2016; Honig 1993) stress that 
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contestation between groups is an essential and important element of politics. Realist political theory 

(to be discussed in greater detail in §4.2) calls for better attention to political insights that could be 

gained from studying the workings of partisan party politics, and the institutions that structure 

political conflict (Horton 2010). 

Opposing political agents or forces seek to learn about our intentions and plans as to 

undermine them. Facing off against an intelligent political opponent trying to anticipate and 

undermine our strategies adds an entirely new level of complexity, contingency, and frustration to 

our attempts to predict and control the course of complex dynamic social systems. Overconfidence 

strikes again with the naïve view that oppositional intelligent agency could be simplistically modelled 

as an element of the background circumstances of rational choice, for example, by having such agency 

represented by a probability value negatively effecting the feasibility of a program of political 

change.41 

As I will explain in §2.2.2 and §4.1, these reflections on political conflict relate directly to the 

‘securitization’ of climate change policy in service of national security interests, where powerful 

agents are integrating climate change into their military strategies. Underlying the rhetoric of a 

harmonized and cooperative response to climate change through the COP is a heavily contested and 

conflictual set of international relations that is full of potential for radical contingent change that may 

include ‘strategic’ inaction on mitigation and thus the possibility of severe warming. Domestically, 

                                                      

41 Tsebelis (1989) calls this tendency the ‘Robinson Crusoe’ fallacy, argues that it is pervasive in academic and policy 
contexts, and proposes a game-theoretic solution to the problem. 
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liberalism faces opposing political forces such as neoliberalism and environmental authoritarianism 

(discussed in §2.2.2, §2.3.2, and §6.2.3.1), and thus would be naïve in offering normative guidance that 

assumed not only a reliable ability to predict the future, but also uncontested control over state 

institutions. Control of these institutions will be (and always has been) contested, and thus a source 

of contingency. What will liberalism do if it starts losing control as the climate changes? 

2.1.2.5 Political agency and guidance under conditions of domination 

The four previous points in favor of possibilism as an epistemology of futurity make 

descriptive claims about the complexity, contingency, and conflictual unpredictability of political life. 

The final point in favor of possibilism is normative. The ‘predict and control’ paradigm not only 

assumes a simple and harmonious42 model of politics, it also imagines the political agent to whom 

guidance is offered as occupying and acting from a position of power and control. But the political 

environment for far too many political agents is one in which politics deprives them of power over 

their political affairs. Probabilism has a biased idealization of the political agent it offers normative 

guidance to. It assumes they enjoy access to political resources as to enact their will on the world.43 

But for many political agents, politics is not so much a matter of acting, but of being acted upon. In 

the case of climate change, this is the position of the global poor and future generations who will be 

disproportionately burdened by the politics of climate change today. They suffer under the erratic, 

                                                      

42 Harmony between intentions and outcomes (§2.1.2.2), and between political agents (§2.1.2.4). 
43 Lee Clarke argues that probabilism tends to favor the powerful, who make rhetorical appeal to probabilistic reasoning 
to implement or maintain dangerous systems that benefit them and harm others (2006, 49–50). 
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arbitrary will of high-emitting states that dominate both the emissions causing warming, and the 

financial and political means to mitigate and adapt to it.44 

Machiavelli, attentive to the forces of fortuna, valorizes a story of how princes and other ‘great 

men’ of history act with virtú in an uncertain world to achieve their will, often at the cost of cruelty 

and suffering imparted on those less powerful. If possibilism should be paired with liberalism, the 

latter demands we not be satisfied with offering better normative guidance to the powerful by 

increasing their attentiveness to contingency. For it to be integrated with liberalism, as I aim it to be, 

possibilism must offer the tools of normative guidance to the many, not just the few.  

Surely, we should seek to oppose and dismantle institutional disempowerment as to achieve 

further agency for those living under domination, as they struggle to themselves. But what do we do 

in the meantime, when those sympathetic to injustice are also relatively disempowered, or when allies 

are lacking because the injustices in question are hidden or obscured? Possibilism accommodates two 

workable strategies: hoping and coping. And it does so better than probabilism. 

Hope is belief in the possibility of a better future (McKinnon 2012, 122–124). Possibilism 

invites such a belief by advocating that we imagine the future as a broad range of possibilities. Some 

of these imagined futures will be ones in which injustice and domination are overcome. But what are 

the chances; what are the ‘odds’ of our overcoming; is it feasible? Possibilism, consonant with many 

social justice movements operating under conditions of injustice and oppression, de-emphasizes these 

                                                      

44 It may also be the position of lower/middle-class citizens of affluent western states, whose political institutions are 
dominated by the interests of the wealthy on climate inaction, and thus insensitive to broad popular interest in stronger 
action on mitigation. 
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questions45, not only because probabilistic assessments are often inaccurate (for the reasons outlined 

in the four preceding sections), but also because they aren’t an important aspect of possibilism’s 

epistemology of futurity. In possibilism, hope is thus protected from a pernicious overemphasis on 

probabilistic feasibility assessments in a way it is instead always vulnerable to under probabilism, 

where ‘the odds’ are centrally important. And hope needs to be protected, for it provides a crucial 

affective resource that supports the second strategy afforded by possibilism: coping. 

Coping aims to limit exposure to the negative impacts of domination, and to provide its 

victims with support and means to deal with negative impacts they cannot avoid. To exercise political 

agency under domination is to act under the force of an arbitrary, alien, unpredictable and often 

hostile will. In such conditions, expressing our political agency by charting a feasible transitional 

pathway of change is not viable, as any such plan is far too vulnerable to the unpredictable incursions 

of those dominating the political landscape. But possibilism offers an alternative method of 

structuring guidance that better expresses and safeguards political agency in conditions of 

domination: prepare for a broad range of possible futures. As mentioned above, some of these futures 

will be desirable ones where injustice subsides or is overcome, and these afford hope as a crucial 

affective resource for coping. But other futures will not be desirable; domination may continue or 

perhaps intensify. For these futures, contingency plans can be prepared that aim to reduce harm or 

maintain the capacity of the oppressed community for mutual support and solidarity. Such plans 

                                                      

45 ‘The young generation don't want to hear anything about "the odds are against us." What do we care about odds?’ 
(Malcom X 1964) 
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capture the political agency of the oppressed and offer normative guidance under conditions of 

domination and the uncertainty it produces. Thus, possibilism’s openness to many futures provides 

epistemic and affective resources that better safeguard the political agency of the oppressed. 

 

Collecting these five points, political theory must reconcile itself with the dynamics wrought 

by complexity, unintended consequences, overconfident intervention, conflict and domination in 

politics. I have argued that these considerations provide a modern reinterpretation of the ancient and 

medieval concern with fortuna. When complex systems are acted upon by epistemically limited and 

overconfident agents, embedded within these systems and engaged in conflict with other agents, the 

resultant system dynamics are such that unintended consequences and contingency are to play an 

ineliminable role in politics. 

The complexity of social systems, and the propensity of their human inhabitants for 

oversimplification and error, combine to create serious troubles for probabilism as an epistemology 

of futurity. These troubles are only to be multiplied as our climate - a critical layer in a wider complex 

socio-ecological system – changes over the 21st century bringing economic and political volatility. 

Possibilism is the alternative. It embraces systemic complexity, human limitation and 

fallibility, and an abiding dissonance between intentions and outcomes that embedded human 

intervention in complex systems creates. It thus advocates shifting our epistemic perspective away 

from predicting and acting upon the future as a single linear pathway, to imagining and acting across 

futures as a broad range of possibilities. It aims to provide normative guidance under these conditions 
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without the need for technically intensive probabilistic prediction and without the aspiration toward 

control. It achieves this end by offering decision support through scenario methods, which I will now 

discuss. 

2.1.3 Scenario methods in theory 

What rational choice theory is to probabilism, scenario methods are to possibilism. As a decision 

support tool, scenario methods are a mediator between possibilism as an epistemology of futurity, 

and the need for any political theory to offer normative guidance.46 Scenario methods follow a general 

schema for decision support tools that distinguish between two tasks: decision structure, and choice 

procedure (R. Lempert 2013, 628). The first, decision structuring task, helps us understand the 

landscape of the problem by outlining a broad range of possible scenarios constructed with a 

combination of empirical grounding and narrative enrichment. The second, choice procedure task, 

explains how to interpret the results of the decision structuring task as to select strategies as 

normative guidance. Variants of rational choice theory such as CBA also engage in these tasks. CBA 

identifies several alternatives with different levels of net utility and assigns probabilities to them 

(decision structuring task). Then, it invokes the principle of maximum expected utility to instruct the 

rational chooser to select the option with the highest expected utility, being the product of outcome 

utility and probability (choice procedure task). Scenario methods deny that probability theory must 

structure the decision and inform the principle of choice. I will explore scenario methods in greater 

                                                      

46 Many that employ possibilist reasoning do so informally, without relying on the language of decision theory at all. I 
explain scenario methods formally only to show that they enjoy a degree of decision theoretic rigor on par with 
probabilistic models, not to assume the superiority of formal methods over informal ones.  
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detail by investigating different solutions to philosophical problems for both the decision structuring 

and choice procedure tasks in the next two sections.  

2.1.3.1 Decision structuring 

The decision structuring task must answer the question of how the range of scenarios is to be 

bounded, and how it is to be split up into a set of individuated possible futures with distinctive 

features. I call these the Boundary and Individuation problems, respectively. Without a satisfactory 

solution to the boundary problem, the choice of the modal breadth47 and temporal span48 of possible 

futures is unbounded, and is therefore vulnerable to the objection that it fails to scrutinize between 

plausible and implausible futures. Without a satisfactory solution to the individuation problem, 

possible futures do not provide a consistent and distinctive descriptive basis for normative theorizing. 

Various methods have been proposed to solve these problems. As to evidence the philosophical 

maturity of scenario methods as a decision support tool, and their specific relevance to the problem 

of climate change, I will survey the technical literature on three decision structuring methods: 

intuitive logics, cross-impact balance, and modal falsificationism. 

Since the inception of scenario methods, deliberative processes have been the most highly utilized 

decision structuring methods, foremost among them being Intuitive Logics (R. Lempert 2013, 629; 

Lloyd and Schweizer 2014, 7–8). In this method, a group of problem stakeholders deliberate to 

                                                      

47 Refers to the criteria by which we distinguish mere possibilities from real possibilities, and include the latter in the 
decision structure, but not the former. See (Katzav 2014, 236–237; Gardiner 2006; Betz 2010, 93–96)  
48 Refers to the time horizon that our epistemic model of future states of affairs extends until. In other words, answers 
the question: How far in the future do we want our decision structure to model future states of affairs? 
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identify n key uncertainties, and then construct 2n scenarios individuated according to combinations 

of each uncertainty. Scenarios are then narratively enriched by the deliberating group to enhance 

their descriptive content. 

Lloyd & Schweizer criticize this approach as utilized in climate science, arguing that it is 

susceptible to cognitive biases on the part of deliberative participants that could result in a scenario 

range that inappropriately excludes ‘outcomes perceived as extreme’ (Lloyd and Schweizer 2014, 11) 

or surprising, such as abrupt and severe warming scenarios. To counter these problems, they 

investigate an alternative model for scenario construction: Cross-Impact Balance (CIB). Rather than 

having experts independently construct whole scenarios, CIB computationally constructs scenarios 

based on different combinations of scenario variables, assigns each scenario an internal consistency 

score based on expert assessments of variable relationships, and prioritizes analysis of highly 

internally consistent scenarios (Lloyd and Schweizer 2014, 14). Lloyd & Schweizer argue that CIB is 

scientifically more objective than the Intuitive Logics method. 

Betz also criticizes the Intuitive Logics approach, arguing that it yields an overly conservative 

range of possible futures. An alternative called ‘modal falsificationism’ (Betz 2009; Betz 2010) instead 

requires that a proposed possible future be shown to be inconsistent with our background knowledge 

of the relevant context of inquiry to be discounted from the range of plausible scenarios. As employed 

in climate change research, this means that possible futures need to be shown to be inconsistent with 

our general understanding of the physical mechanisms governing the climate system before they can 

be rejected as implausible, as abrupt or severe warming scenarios too often are. 
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2.1.3.2 Precautionary reasoning as a variant of scenario methods  

I have already contrasted scenario methods with CBA, a widely popular decision support tool. I 

will now discuss the precautionary principle, perhaps the primary philosophical and policy 

competitor to CBA (Gardiner 2006, 35). I argue that the precautionary principle is a variant of 

scenario methods because it offers specific answers to the decision structure and choice procedure 

tasks therein. Furthermore, I argue that many instances of precautionary reasoning demotivate 

contingency planning via an overzealous portrayal of the catastrophic consequences of severe 

warming. 

Precautionary principles instruct us to avoid the threat of worst-case scenarios, especially when 

they are significantly worse than other options and when the opportunity costs of avoidance are low 

(Sunstein 2007, 24). Precautionary principles work under uncertainty, rejecting the claim that 

rigorously evidenced probabilities need to be assigned to worst-case scenarios to justify precautionary 

response. Finally, precautionary principles are almost exclusively used to justify prevention or 

mitigation that avoids worst-case scenarios, rather than contingency planning that would allow us to 

cope with them. 

In establishing a decision structure, precautionary reasoning minimally requires the identification 

of a worst-case scenario, and at least one avoidance scenario. That precautionary reasoning is a 

variant of scenario methods is suggested by its reliance on scenario-based decision structures. For 

example, in arguing for a precautionary response to climate change, Catriona McKinnon offers the 

following set of scenarios relevant to the threat of severe climate change. 
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Table 2: McKinnon's precautionary decision structure 

  Climate Change Impacts 
  Mild Severe 

Action 
Mitigation  Unnecessary Expenditure Necessary Expenditure  

Inaction Savings Methane Nightmare 

 

In advancing a principle of choice under uncertainty, precautionary reasoning favors the maximin 

principle, which instructs us to choose as to avoid the worst-case when it is much worse than the 

second-worst case, and where the opportunity costs in so choosing are not high (Gardiner 2006, 47). 

In the example above McKinnon identifies the Unnecessary Expenditure and Methane Nightmare 

scenarios as embodying the worst consequences of mitigation and inaction, respectively. With 

mitigation and only mild climate change impacts, there is an unnecessary expenditure of collective 

resources. With inaction and severe climate change impacts, the release of arctic and ocean deposits 

of methane hydrates - a potent greenhouse gas - leads to abrupt and severe climate changes; a methane 

nightmare. Given that the worst consequences in Methane Nightmare are much worse than those in 

Unnecessary Expenditure, we are justified in mitigation on precautionary grounds. 

To see the specificity of precautionary reasoning as a variant of scenario methods, notice that the 

application of the maximin principle sidelines the two remaining scenarios. In contrast, the scenario 

method I propose (§2.1.3.3) advocates for robust preparedness across all scenarios. Relatedly, notice 

also that contingency planning for the severe warming scenario is not an imperative of precautionary 

reasoning. McKinnon employs precautionary reasoning to argue that a future with severe climate 
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change is to be avoided via mitigation, not prepared for.49 Contingency planning is an imperative for 

scenario methods adopting choice criteria other than maximin, namely robustness. 

Part of the importance of seeing that precautionary reasoning is a variant of scenario methods is 

to reveal how it marginalizes contingency planning. At its worst, precautionary reasoning acts to 

obscure the need to plan for the contingency of severe climate change. The strength of the case for 

precaution is proportionate to the relative disparity between the badness of the worst-case scenarios 

in relation to the second-worst cases. Thus, the advocate of precautionary reasoning has an 

argumentative incentive toward presenting the worst-case scenario as catastrophically bad. In the 

case of climate change, this permeates the discourse surrounding severe warming scenarios with the 

language of nightmares, apocalypse, catastrophe, and extinction.50 In such scenarios, normative 

guidance for a future with severe climate change is of little interest, given the totalizing badness of 

the circumstances and the purported inability of agents therein to remedy them. Thus, normative 

attention to the problem of contingency planning for severe climate change is subordinated to the 

cause of motiving mitigation through the catastrophic portal of severe warming scenarios in which, 

it is suggested, there is simply nothing to be done. 

I hope to recover scenario methods as an underlying and more basic decision support tool that 

the focus on precautionary reasoning has unfortunately obscured. In doing so, the duty to plan for 

the contingency of severe climate change is recovered. 

                                                      

49 While McKinnon does discuss normative problems for a future with severe climate change (2012, chap. 5), 
precautionary reasoning does not motivate that discussion. 
50 See §6.3.3. Note McKinnon’s use of ‘nightmare’ language above. See also Parr’s declaration that political theorists 
accept that ‘our politics must start from the fact that after 2050 it may all be over’ (2014, 147). 
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2.1.3.3 Criteria of choice: robustness and reflexivity 

Scenario methods yield contingency planning as a duty of climate justice when criteria of choice 

that integrate the motivating claims of possibilism inform the choice procedure. Two criteria will be 

explained and endorsed in this section. First, robustness advocates for those strategies that perform 

decently well across a broad range of possible futures, over strategies that perform better or maximally 

well on only a narrow range of possible futures. Second, reflexivity advocates for strategies that allow 

for quick dynamic changes, over those that create path-dependencies and rigidities that debilitate 

dynamic response to contingencies and unintended consequences. Robustness and reflexivity are 

criteria of choice that integrate the motivating claims of possibilism into scenario methods better than 

alternatives such as the precautionary principle. I will explain each criterion in turn. 

2.1.3.3.1 Robustness 

A decision structure will divide a bounded range of future possibility into a set of individuated 

scenarios. We can then draft a list of strategies and evaluate their performance under each scenario. 

Robustness is a choice criterion that favors those strategies that perform decently well across a broad 

range of scenarios. Lempert & Schlesinger explain that the ‘concept of robust strategies is closely 

related to Simon’s satisficing strategies (that is, strategies that do well-enough) and to Savage’s (1950) 

idea of minimizing the maximum regret’ (2000, 392). Contingency planning for climate change is a 

consequence of scenario methods advocating robust strategies: 

…our work suggests that climate change ought to be viewed more as a 
contingency problem than an optimization problem. Either society will 
have to make very large reductions in greenhouse-gas emissions over the 
course of the next century, or it will not. Since society does not yet know 
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which future will happen, it needs to prepare for both. (R. J. Lempert and 
Schlesinger 2000, 395) 

As I will argue in the chapters that follow, liberal societies responding to the threat of climate change 

should thus favor a robust set of institutions that facilitate mitigation and adaptation while preparing 

for the undesirable possibility that we fail in these measures, and so face the more severe impacts of 

climate change. Precautionary reasoning is not compatible with the robustness criterion. It portrays 

severe warming scenarios as catastrophic and directs normative attention toward mitigation. 

Institutional proposals said to optimize for mitigation and adaptation (e.g. ‘green’ capitalism51) fail to 

be robust in that they are inadequate or counter-productive in addressing the challenges of a severely 

climate changed future. 

2.1.3.3.2 Reflexivity 

We might imagine a strategy that is robust, but that locks us into its path of action, such that we 

cannot easily change course and pursue another strategy. Reflexivity, the second criterion of choice, 

stresses the need for such dynamism considering our fallibility and the abiding potential for 

contingencies and unintended consequences. John Dryzek argues that ecosystemic reflexivity will be 

the ‘first virtue of political institutions in the Anthropocene’ (Dryzek 2016, 1). Warning that the 

unusual climactic stability of the Holocene will soon yield to the dynamic instability of the 

Anthropocene, Dryzek argues that we must rethink our institutions ‘in dynamic social-ecological 

terms’ (Dryzek 2016, 1). Reflexivity is usefully contrasted with its opposing institutional vice: path-

                                                      

51 A reduction in the carbon-intensity of capitalism, increased commodification and pricing of natural capital, and a 
further concentration of the private and vastly unequal ownership in the means of ‘green’ energy production and 
distribution. See (Parr 2014, chap. 1; Magdoff and Foster 2011, chap. 5). 
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dependency. Path dependency refers to the tendency of a series of institutional design choices to 

successively reduce the feasibility of future deviations from the path set by those design choices 

(Dryzek 2016, 5). In other words, path-dependency ‘locks’ us into a set institutional trajectory, 

decreasing the likelihood or increasing the costs of deviations from that trajectory. Reflexive 

institutions, by contrast, have the ‘self-critical’ capacity to dynamically change themselves ‘after 

scrutiny of [their] own failures (or successes)’ (Dryzek 2016, 6). Dryzek identifies two such capacities: 

foresight and deliberation. Foresight is the capacity to anticipate changing background circumstances 

and repurpose institutions early on; scientific institutions build this capacity. Deliberation provides 

the means to detail and legitimize the substantive institutional changes needed for adaptation; 

democratic institutions build this capacity. Dryzek also identifies a negative route to building 

reflexivity - detecting and rooting out overly path-dependent and rigid institutions or proposals - 

geoengineering being a prime example (Dryzek 2016, 14–15). 

Why endorse these criteria of choice? Robustness and Reflexivity integrate the motivating claims 

of possibilism into scenario methods better than alternatives such as precautionary reasoning. 

Robustness captures the basic possibilist claim that we should conceive of the future as a broad range 

of possibilities to be prepared for, while precautionary reasoning motivates only mitigation of worst-

case scenarios. Reflexivity responds to the fallibility of human modelling and planning in complex 

contexts that gives rise to contingencies, surprises, and unintended consequences, while 

precautionary reasoning continues to exhibit the same overconfidence in our ability to ‘look before 

we leap’ (Binmore 2008, 117) as does probabilistic rational choice theory. 
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These two criteria of choice do not amount to principles of choice in that they will not always 

determinately resolve to select a single strategy, especially because they will sometimes conflict. But 

my aim here is not to arrive at determinate principles, only to show that scenario methods have 

sufficiently well-developed criteria of choice as to offer insightful normative guidance for a climate 

changing future. 

2.1.4 Objections 

Scenario methods are not without their critics, and these criticisms implicate possibilism as the 

underlying epistemology of futurity for scenario methods. This section will explain and respond to 

two objections to scenario methods, possibilism, and contingency planning for severe climate change. 

Dominic Roser has recently made a two-pronged argument that the risk-uncertainty distinction 

is irrelevant because (i) subjective probabilistic evidence is always available and should always be used 

(thus dissolving the category of uncertainty), and (ii) that popular principles of choice under 

uncertainty make tacit appeal to probabilities (Roser 2017). 

The first point demotivates scenario methods as a decision support method for conditions of 

uncertainty, which we are told do not in fact exist. Subjective probabilities – degrees of belief or 

confidence that agents hold or can be said to hold via inference from action – are always available. 

We never have to act under genuine uncertainty as we can always use subjective probabilities. And 

furthermore, we should, as Roser claims: 

low epistemic credentials are better than no credentials. If probabilities 
with high epistemic credentials are unavailable, then probabilities with low 
credentials [i.e. subjective probabilities] are second-best (or, to use a more 
fitting label, least bad). It is difficult to see how foregoing whatever 
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epistemic access to the features of the options at stake we have could lead to 
better policy decisions than making use of it. … Discarding low-credentials-
probabilities amounts to wasting information. (Roser 2017, 14) 

 Jamieson confronted the claim that we should rely on low credential probabilistic analysis in 

the earliest critique of the ‘management approach’ to climate policy, and the response is still relevant. 

After motivating skepticism about the ability of cost-benefit analysis to accurately predict the impacts 

of climate change, Jamieson considers the reply that ‘any [cost-benefit] analysis is better than none’ 

(1992, 146). In response to this objection, he writes: 

Imagine a century ago a government doing an economic analysis in order 
to decide whether to build its national transportation system around the 
private automobile. No one could have imagined the secondary effects: the 
attendant roads, the loss of life, the effects on wildlife, on communities; the 
impact on air quality, noise, travel time, and quality of life. 

When our ignorance is so extreme, it is a leap of faith to say that some 
analysis is better than none. A bad analysis can be so wrong that it can lead 
us to do bad things, outrageous things - things that are much worse than 
what we would have done had we not tried to assess the costs and benefits 
at all (this may be the wisdom in the old adage that "a little knowledge can 
be a dangerous thing"). (1992, 146 my emphasis) 

In other words, we should not rely on subjective probabilities because the epistemic deficiencies of 

low credential probabilities could be exactly in those areas where, if we investigated further, the 

potential for very bad unintended consequences would be revealed. Roser’s secondary claim, that we 

should not ‘waste’ information, has the absurd implication that data-quality analysis that removes 

‘bad’ data, a core part of any empirical inquiry, should not be done. 

Roser may be interpreted as offering a response to the concern about unintended 

consequences. He writes: 
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ex post we often realize that what we justifiably believed to be evidence 
actually had a net effect of misleading us rather than directing us towards 
the truth. But since decision-making principles instruct us from an ex ante 
perspective this is not relevant for the issue at hand. (Roser 2017, 14) 

But our experience with past-instances of unintended consequences, and our generalization that they 

are a non-discountable problem for decision support, is an ex ante consideration. Roser has not 

explained why generalized concerns with unintended consequences cannot form part of our ex ante 

judgment as to demotivate the use of low credential probabilities. 

Roser offers another objection, this time against principles of choice under uncertainty. Of 

interest to my argument is the criticism of the maximin principle invoked in precautionary reasoning. 

While I do not advocate this principle (see §1.2.4.3), Roser’s criticism is of broader relevance to 

scenario methods. Roser reminds us that in structuring its decision, precautionary reasoning must 

distinguish between realistic and unrealistic possibilities (see Gardiner 2006, 51 who advocates 

precaution and admits this). Roser argues that in doing so, precautionary reasoning makes tacit appeal 

to probabilities to distinguish between realistic and unrealistic possibilities, and so ultimately 

masquerades as a decision-rule under uncertainty: 

Judging a consequence to have a certain minimal level of evidential 
support, however, precisely means judging it to have a certain minimal 
probability. Thus, realism judgements [in precautionary reasoning] are 
nothing but probability judgements. ‘‘Realistic’’ is just another word for 
‘‘not highly improbable’’. (Roser 2017, 16) 

The objection states that if we have a body of evidence capable of bounding the decision structure 

(identifying only ‘realistic’ possibilities) then we can use that same body of evidence to assign 

probabilities to alternatives, meaning we are no longer deciding under uncertainty. Thus Roser’s 
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objection has two claims relevant to my purposes: (i) possibilist decision support tools make tacit 

appeal to probabilities to structure their decision and (ii) in doing so, they appeal to a body of evidence 

that invites the use of probabilistic decision rules. 

 I reject both claims. Regarding (i), I surveyed solutions to the boundary problem (§2.1.3.1) 

that do not appeal to probabilities to structure their decision (i.e. intuitive logics, modal 

falsificationism, cross-impact balance). Should it be claimed that tacit appeal to probabilities is being 

made even in these approaches, then an unargued Bayesian annexation of the concept of evidence is 

being made. That is, the objection cannot be that any appeal to a body of evidence to make epistemic 

credence claims among alternatives is a tacit appeal to probabilities simply because these evidential 

claims can be described in the language of Bayesian logic. For the claims could just as easily be 

described in the language of possibilist logic (Dubois and Prade 2015).52 That a Bayesian logic can 

express an evidential claim not originally made in that logic only shows the expressive power of that 

logic, not that the original claim made a tacit appeal to it. To claim otherwise is to say that Bayesian 

logic fully and uniquely describes the concept of evidence. Surely Bayesians cannot be permitted to 

unilaterally annex the concept of evidence as uniquely their own without further and substantial 

argument. 

 Regarding (ii), even if we admit that probabilities are tacitly used to solve the boundary 

problem, we can reject the inference that they can therefore be used to inform the principles of choice. 

                                                      

52 Possibilist logic rejects the first axiom of probability theory, that the sum of probabilities across an exhaustive set of 
alternatives (e.g. the coin will be heads or tails) is 1. It still offers credence evaluation in the form of plausibility 
measures, but the sum of these measures across an exhaustive statement of the alternatives need not sum to 1. 
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Consider the following example. The range of outputs from a set of climate models may show that 

only 5% of model results lie outside of a 1-6°C range of global average mean surface temperature 

increases of by 2100 (see Figure 2, p. 2). We thus solve the boundary problem by claiming, 

probabilistically, that there is a 95% chance that warming will be between 1-6°C by 2100. But there is 

much left to be done to structure the decision and mediate choices among the scenarios. We have not 

solved the individuation problem – how the range of possible warming levels should be split into a 

manageable set of scenarios. And we have not subsequently gone into the literature of what the 

impacts of different levels of warming will be, +1-2°C yielding considerably different impacts than 

+5-6°C. In short, the body of evidence used to solve the boundary problem (i.e. to distinguish between 

realistic and unrealistic possibilities) is radically different from the body of evidence used to structure 

the decision in full. And if the latter body of evidence is not so easily probabilistically parsed as the 1-

6°C by 2100 range was, then we may not be able to assign probabilities to alternatives in the same way 

as we drew a probabilistic threshold on the range of warming. Thus, Roser’s inference is invalid. 

 Roser’s objections to possibilist decision support methods are themselves a prime example of 

the vices of probabilism. At their worst, probabilism’s advocates equate their epistemology of futurity 

and decision support tools with rationality (Clarke 2006, 41). Any departure from these methods is 

claimed to be incoherent and irrational. That is a striking claim to make, given that probability theory 

formally and mathematically consolidated itself only a few hundred years ago. Apparently, most 

people across history, and most people today who are deprived of education on the mathematical 
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means to accurately reason probabilistically, are irrational. That is a kind of philosophical arrogance 

I think we must resist. 

 

 A different objection questions how contingency planning for climate change, specifically, 

emerges out of possibilism and scenario planning. We can imagine an almost innumerable list of 

undesirable possible futures: severe climate change, an asteroid impact, nuclear war, global 

pandemics. Doesn’t possibilism, and scenario methods, invite contingency planning for all such 

scenarios, and thus present an unmanageably large set of duties. On this objection, my arguments for 

possibilism as a general epistemology of futurity have bought me much more demanding duties than 

I bargained for. 

 In response, while I don’t think that contingency planning for climate change is the only such 

duty we have, I do think that it has features that differentiate it from other scenarios. Furthermore, I 

think that there are procedures to help manage the demandingness and solve priority problems 

regarding duties for contingency planning. Precautionary theorists have already had to wrestle with 

objections about the runaway implications of their possibilist reasoning, and much of my response 

will borrow from them. 

 Henry Shue argues that the convergence of three circumstances warrants precautionary 

action to mitigate a threat despite uncertainty: (1) the threat poses massive losses (2) it passes a 

threshold likelihood test and (3) the costs of mitigation are non-excessive. I will focus on (2) to draw 
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out a point of special significance in the threat of climate change. Shue expands on ‘threshold 

likelihood’ as: 

the likelihood of the losses is significant, even if no precise probability can 
be specified, because (a) the mechanism by which the losses would occur is 
well understood, and (b) the conditions for the functioning of the 
mechanism are accumulating 

Both conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied for the problem of anthropogenic climate change. We know 

the mechanism: the greenhouse effect; and we know that continued anthropogenic emissions are 

‘accumulating’. Those features distinguish the threat of severe climate change from others. Asteroids 

follow orbital paths. The underlying mechanism is Newtonian physics. We know the mechanism, 

but nothing that humans are doing is exacerbating the threat of impacts. That means climate change 

and asteroid impacts are not the same kind of threat. Does climate change have other distinguishing 

features? I think it does. We know that we (the affluent of the current generation) are responsible for 

GHG emissions, and that we are not performing well in our stated ambitions to curb them. We know 

that the most severe consequences of our inaction will fall on the global poor, the very young, future 

generations, and non-human parts of the natural environment; all of whom are relatively 

disempowered in the decision-making structures that we dominate. That combination of features – 

understanding of mechanism, accumulation, responsibility, failure, vulnerability, domination – 

distinguishes severe climate change from many other undesirable possible futures. 

 Here’s what I’m getting at: if we have a way of identifying and attributing to undesirable 

possible futures some combination of descriptive and normative features that distinguish some 

threats from others, then we are on the way to being able to sort and therefore set priorities for 
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addressing those futures. While we will probably never agree on the list of salient features or be able 

to clearly evaluate undesirable possible futures according to them without controversy, that is a 

general problem of priority setting in politics that contingency planning cannot be uniquely charged 

with. 

In §1.2.4.3, I explained how McKinnon raised and responded to the priority problem for 

precautionary reasoning. McKinnon’s suggestion, as I interpret it, was to allow experts to give 

comparative rankings of the severity of different threats, create a list of mitigation projects with 

correlative costs, and then fund these projects descending the ranked list until the democratically 

decided budgetary allocation for ‘contingency planning’ is exhausted. While I don’t endorse the 

specific details of McKinnon’s proposal, her solution demonstrates the general importance of 

procedural mechanisms in solving priority problems among possibilist duties. Nothing about these 

procedures guarantees that contingency planning for severe climate change will be highly prioritized, 

but the features that I outlined above suggest to me that it has a combination of distinctive features 

that warrant it being highly-ranked. 

In short, though possibilist contingency planning does not uniquely prescribe duties to plan 

for severe climate change, that duty can plausibly be derived from a combination of substantive and 

procedural priority setting methods, and the demandingness of possibilist obligations similarly 

managed. 
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This concludes my exposition and defense of the theoretical case for scenario methods. 

Possibilism is not merely an abstract epistemology of futurity. It inspires what has become a well-

researched and utilized decision support tool in scenario methods. 

We need a contingency plan for severe climate change because possibilism is the correct 

epistemology of futurity to confront the problem of climate change, and because contingency 

planning for severe warming is an obligation detailed by scenario methods that integrate the 

motivating claims of possibilism via the robustness and reflexivity criteria of choice. 

So much for theory. In the next section, I will explore further how possibilism is already alive in 

practice. Surprisingly, scenario methods are already being used to develop contingency plans for 

severe climate change. But the leading figures in these efforts are worthy of opposition. I argue that 

the philosophical virtues of possibilism detailed in this section warrant its recovery via an 

oppositional deployment in counterpoise to current use. Contingency planning for severe climate 

change must be made a subject of public justification according to liberal values, while it is currently 

a matter of expert administration according to neoliberal militarist values. 

2.2 Possibilism in practice 

In this section, I detail how possibilism is practiced through scenario methods in climate science 

and environmental policy to inform duties of mitigation and adaptation. I then look to the history of 

scenario methods which originated in the corporate and military sectors, and connect this origin 

point to a contemporary trend in the deployment of possibilist reasoning in the same sectors. What 

is revealed is that contingency plans for severe climate are being drafted, but their ends and means 
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should morally concern us. I argue that we should offer a careful critique of these practices, showing 

how they normatively offend against liberal commitments, but how their possibilist epistemology of 

futurity is worth recovering. 

2.2.1 Scenario methods in practice: climate science and environmental policy 

Multi-national organizations, including the IPCC, have made use of scenarios to 

communicate and manage uncertainties related to climate change and to inform duties of mitigation 

and adaptation.53 Initially offered as a Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES), and now 

communicated through Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), scenario analysis is used to 

manage and communicate uncertainty regarding future levels of atmospheric greenhouse gas 

concentrations and the associated range of impacts detailed by GCMs. The RCPs are in part the 

output of several prior socio-economic scenarios that are used to model the economic and social 

conditions contributing to different possible emissions pathways (Lloyd and Schweizer 2014, 2). The 

RCPs and the correlative impacts of climate models help us see the dangers of a ‘business as usual’ 

response, and thus motivate mitigation. 

                                                      

53 See 5th assessment: (IPCC 2014, 9). The IPCC made use of both probabilistic models  in its 4th assessment, and 
scenario methods  in its 1st-3rd, 5th assessments (see Betz 2010, 91–92). 
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Figure 4: Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)  

(IPCC 2014, 9) 

Scenario methods are also playing an increasingly important role in regional and local adaptation 

planning for those climate changes impending from historical emissions. A turn to scenario methods 

has been invited by (i) difficulties in having fine grained climate change predictions at the regional 

and local levels, (ii) concerns about uncertainty, surprise, and contingency, and (iii)  

acknowledgement of the importance of having communities actively participate and share local 

knowledge (Tschakert and Dietrich 2010, 11; Oels 2013, 23,27). 

North American indigenous communities have drawn on participatory scenario methods that 

carry on their history of adapting with foresight to environmental change, and utilize the power of 

imaginative narratives to allow them to combine indigenous knowledges and ‘ways of knowing’ with 
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scientific findings (Whyte et al. 2014, 6,8). While scenarios are primarily used to inform adaptation, 

some make explicit appeal to undesirable futures and thus could be said to engage in local contingency 

planning (Whyte et al. 2014, 5). 

While scenario methods have a grounding in practice, most of their current use informs duties of 

mitigation and adaptation. But I argued above that scenario methods reveal a new duty of climate 

justice: contingency planning for severe climate change. Of those that have applied scenario methods 

to that problem, corporations and military agencies are at the forefront. In the next section, I will 

argue that the utilization of scenario methods by these agencies is neoliberal and militarist, and thus 

morally objectionable. Surprisingly, contingency planning for severe climate changed is underway, 

but the current practice is morally troubling. 

2.2.2 Neoliberal militarist contingency planning for severe climate change 

Scenario methods had their origins and strongest uptake in the fields of organizational 

management, strategic planning, and corporate consulting in the mid-late 1960’s (Chermack, 

Lynham, and Ruona 2001; Konno, Nonaka, and Ogilvy 2014; Jefferson 2012). Firms like RAND 

corporation, and the Hudson and Stanford Research institutes, developed these methods and 

immediately attracted corporate clients such as Shell, Corning, IBM, and General Motors who 

enjoyed success in implementing them in competitive, dynamic, complex, and thus uncertainty 

ridden market contexts (Chermack, Lynham, and Ruona 2001, 10–11). Early scenario methods, such 
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as intuitive logics, were developed and popularized here. But from the outset, a close relationship 

between corporate and military interests was apparent.54 

Contemporary critical scholarship has highlighted the continuation of this harmony of corporate 

and military interests in the expansion of possibilism in practice. In ‘The Politics of Possibility’, Louise 

Amoore explains how the modern state, jolted into a post-9/11 security paradigm, turned to 

possibilism and scenario methods to reconfigure its security apparatus. Urgently needed was a 

method to remedy the shortcomings revealed in the probabilistic security paradigm: 

… where the state has relied upon the tracking forward of past patterns, the 
sudden changes and eruptive events will always be missed - strict 
mechanical probability fails. What was wanted was a system that could 
identify the incipient, the potential, the merely possible. (Amoore 2013, 43) 

Possibilism was the answer, and it was offered up to an increasingly privatized security sector by 

corporate consultants (Amoore 2013, 12–13). McKinsey and Company, for example, was contracted 

in 2002 to report on the New York fire and police department’s response to 9/11. 

Among the recommendations, the FDNY is advised to “conduct a citywide 
assessment of potential risks,” to create an “all hazards playbook” based on 
scenario thinking and “live simulations,” and to “do more to anticipate 
future events” … the authorization of McKinsey’s analysis brings into play 
bodies of knowledge on living with emergent uncertainty that have become 
accepted norms in [corporate] spheres. (Amoore 2013, 11–12) 

Amoore argues that possibilism has grown to inform a broad range of the knowledges and 

practices employed by the public and private security sector, including surveillance via data-mining, 

pre-emptive war justifications, border control and spatial tracking technologies. 

                                                      

54 ‘[S]cenario planning first emerged for application for business in a company set up for researching new forms of 
weapons technology in the RAND corporation’ (Chermack, Lynham, and Ruona 2001, 11).  
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Commercial possibilism quickly found affinities with martial possibilism, no doubt facilitated 

by the friendly institutional relation between corporate and military concerns in the US. Military 

strategy has all the features that gravitate practical reasoning toward possibilism: uncertainty, 

complexity, contingency, and conflict.55 Possibilism is a key part of national security policy, and has 

been for some time.56 In 2004, a report commissioned by the US Department of Defense (DoD) 

directly engaged in scenario analysis of how a possible future with abrupt severe climate change would 

impact US national security interests (Shearer 2005; Schwartz and Randall 2004). Policy reports from 

institutes such as the ‘Center for a New American Security’ use scenario analysis to address the threat 

of severe warming, and include contributions from ex-CIA directors and military officers (Campbell 

et al. 2007; Spratt and Dunlop 2019). The US military has long acknowledged that climate change 

must be viewed as a key strategic modifier for American military combat readiness. In 2013, the 

Obama administration issued executive orders (2013) ‘preparing the United States for the impacts of 

climate change’ with the DoD issuing a subsequent directive in 2016 calling for ‘coordinated planning 

by the DoD… to improve climate preparedness and resilience’ (Robert O. Work 2016). 

Angela Oels observes a transition from probability to contingency in the management of 

climate change risks. Security analysts are now taking seriously the possibility of breaching the +2°C 

of dangerous warming, and have suggested contingency plans for +5-7°C warming (Mabey et al. 

                                                      

55 Machiavelli’s formative concern with fortuna was developed in conjunction with his interest in military history and 
science. I think that is not a mere coincidence. 
56 As evidenced by the epigraph from Eisenhower opening this chapter. 
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2011). In the financial sector, ‘catastrophe bonds’ and ‘weather derivatives’ protect and advance the 

capital holdings of the affluent from severe climate changes. In the security sector: 

the transnational field of professionals of (in)security (i.e. police, military, 
intelligence, etc.) … have recognised the primary and secondary impacts of 
unmediated climate change as a legitimate security threat … traditional 
practices of the security community are being applied to the issue of climate 
change: for example scenario planning, early warning systems and risk 
management practices. (Oels 2013, 25) 

Policy documents in the US, UK, and Russia all identify climate change as a potential threat to national 

security, and ‘recommend increased disaster management capacity’ as the primary preparedness 

strategy (Oels 2013, 26). What is left out of this national security and disaster management approach 

of contingency planning for severe climate change is, as Oels notes, a broader concern with values 

such as ‘equity and justice’ (2013, 27). Scott observes a ‘securitized’ treatment that migrates climate 

policy from democratic politics to secretive expert administration (2012, 227). The use of possibilist 

reasoning to invite increased military involvement in disaster preparedness and response is not 

restricted to policy discourse, but defends and promotes the militarization and privatization of 

disaster relief and recovery in practice, evidenced in the responses to hurricanes Katrina in Louisiana 

(2005) and Maria in Puerto Rico (2017) (Kapucu 2011; Tierney and Bevc 2007; Bello 2006). 

While philosophical attention to the problem of climate change has barely broached the topic 

of contingency planning, governmental discourse and practices of contingency planning are 

underway. Unfortunately, these practises are driven by neoliberal militarism, a normative political 

programme worthy of opposition. Neoliberalism instrumentalizes disasters to promote privatisation 

and corporate growth (Gunewardena and Schuller 2008, 20,26). It promotes the displacement onto 
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the individual of costs (i.e. insurance) and social blame (i.e. deservingness for deprivation), as part of 

an attempt to mold them into subjects that view individualized preparedness, risk management, and 

resilience as core personal virtues, thus distracting them from the social and structural nature of 

problems like climate change (Evans and Reid 2014, 41,42). To do this, neoliberalism has developed 

ample discourses, but to expand and back their influence, must pair them with coercive force, inviting 

an intersection with militarism. Militarism valorizes military institutions and the work of militarized 

professionals therein, seeking to expand the influence and replicate the hierarchical disciplinary 

structure of the military across public institutions (Alexandra 1993).57 Neoliberal militarism deploys 

corporate media messaging that (falsely) sensationalizes disaster sites such as post-Katrina New 

Orleans as ‘snakepits of lawlessness and anarchy’ – thus legitimizing heavy military response to restore 

‘ the rule of law’ (Tierney and Bevc 2007, 41,42) and to clear the ground for corporatized relief and 

reconstruction (Bello 2006). When criticism is made of disaster responses on the part of public 

authorities, neoliberal militarism uses perceived ‘failures’ to justify even greater military involvement 

and exceptionalism (Tierney and Bevc 2007, 44). Thus, it inculcates a migration of public confidence 

and legitimation toward military institutions in times of crisis or disaster and invites the expansion 

of military58 and corporate powers to ‘temporarily’ displace liberal democratic and civic institutions 

which it labels unprepared for crisis. 

                                                      

57 See §4.3.2 for further discussion of militarism. 
58 Against established checks such as the Posse Comitatus Act, which limits military deployment within US territory. 
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2.2.2.1 The liberal critique of neoliberal militarist contingency planning 

Neoliberal militarist contingency planning must be rejected by liberals. First, the liberal 

commitment to the relative priority of individual value claims over communal claims grounds an 

objection to the ends of neoliberal militarist contingency planning, which focus not on the value of 

building institutional power to respect the moral equality and freedom of individuals, but instead on 

dubiously factional values like military supremacy and corporate growth. 

Second, the liberal commitment to public justification of the use of political power grounds 

an objection to the means of neoliberal militarist contingency planning, which are secretive and defer 

heavily to corporate and security professionals in development and implementation. Lacking in 

transparency and avoiding of participatory democratic scrutiny, neoliberal militarist contingency 

planning fails to respect valid claims for the public justification of contingency plans by those 

communities eventually subjected to the militarized exercises of political power enabled by these 

plans. 

Third, the same liberal commitment to public justification grounds an objection to the alleged 

restriction of the practices of neoliberal militarist disaster and humanitarian relief to ‘exceptional 

times of crises’, a claim which is either flatly disingenuous or dangerously naïve. A future with severe 

climate change will shift exercises of ‘crises power’ into a constant emergency, where the ‘exception’ 

that is the infrequent climate-related disaster becomes the norm. Militarized relief agencies would 

not be intermittently deployed during hurricane season but roam freely and continuously across 

regions afflicted by a rotating barrage of extreme weather events, food insecurities, and migrations 

of afflicted peoples. In this sense, neoliberal militarist contingency planning is not only secretive but 
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subversive. Its exceptional measures will migrate from the exception to the norm allowing it to 

manage, for more people and more regions, key institutions such as basic needs provisioning, 

municipal services, and law enforcement. It thus threatens to subversively displace the authority and 

legitimacy of liberal democracy, especially if we are not prepared to offer an alternative contingency 

plan for severe climate change. 

2.2.2.2 Complicity and fearmongering 

My critical engagement with contingency planning as currently practiced looks to mitigate 

the failings identified above, while avoiding a general retreat away from the need for contingency 

planning back toward probabilism and the imperative to ‘predict and control’. Given my advocacy of 

the virtues of possibilism detailed in the previous section, I want to land a precise critique of neoliberal 

militarist contingency planning that condemns its normative content but recovers possibilism as its 

epistemology. Such precision would be frustrated by concerns that possibilism may have a conceptual 

tendency to pair with pernicious ideologies such as neoliberal militarism. If possibilism is complicit 

with pernicious ideologies, then confidence in a neat dissection of possibilism from neoliberal 

militarism is dangerous, as some vestige of the latter will remain. 

First, I’ll try to make this ‘complicity objection’ clearer and sharper. What could be the alleged 

conceptual weakness in possibilism that makes it reliably vulnerable to pernicious ideologies? A 

plausible suggestion is that possibilism makes us vulnerable to fearmongering which is a tool often 

wielded by of those subscribing to pernicious ideologies. According to this objection, possibilism’s 

imagination allows fear of undesirable futures (i.e. disaster, catastrophe) to be fomented by the same 
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powerful authorities who purport to offer the only viable prospect of protection from these futures. 

Possibilism thus promotes not only fear but deference to powerful authorities and so enables their 

pernicious ideologies. 

In response, the exposition of possibilism I have offered can defuse this objection. First, 

possibilism invites our imagining a broad range of possible futures - not just undesirable ones but also 

desirable ones - and thus is skeptical of claims that some disaster is inevitable. It invites hope as much 

as it invites fear. Second, fear is often grounded in the unknown. Fearmongering offers vague details 

of the threat it suggests, and is usually not open to scrutiny about the validity of those details. But 

scenarios must be empirically informed. When paired with a commitment to public justification (see 

the next section), scenario construction is undertaken by stakeholders to the problem and subject to 

open reasoned debate. Terse rhetoric about ‘disaster’ is replaced with careful investigation of the 

important normative and descriptive features of the future in question. Upon such investigation the 

hyperboles of fearmongers are often detected as fallacious. Finally, possibilism should make us 

question any claim that there is only one ‘feasible pathway’ to reliably protect ourselves from an 

undesirable future, such as deference to powerful authorities. Possibilism is an epistemology that is 

skeptical of all guarantees that we can make ourselves invulnerable to the contingencies and 

unintended consequences that abide in politics. As possibilism sees it, deference to authority is surely 

not without its own dangers. 

As I see it, possibilism is not afflicted by some latent potentiality to favor morally dubious 

ends or means, such as neoliberal militarism. Generally, the internal conceptual flexibility and variety 
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of epistemologies and decision support tools allows them to be designed and configured to serve one’s 

desired moral ends; they are morally ambivalent instruments. As with any instrument, this invites 

abuse, but also reserves the opportunity to re-purpose them for favorable moral ends. 

2.3 Publicly justified scenario methods and contingency planning 

While neoliberal militarist contingency planning is an important instance of scenario 

methods to study, it is fortunately not the only practice. As mentioned in §2.2.1, environmental 

planners and local communities are also practising scenario methods to analyze climate uncertainty 

and build preparedness. Whyte et al. offers a useful exposition of scenario planning as practiced by 

the Red Lake, Oneida, and Sault Ste. Marie tribes in the American Great Lakes region. I draw the 

following insights relevant to public justification of contingency plans from their study: 

 The scenario planning process is community driven, aiming to serve local needs and 

ensure a broad base of local participation (Whyte et al. 2014, 4). 

 Scenarios are informed by empirical evidence of regional or local climate effects and 

are narratively enriched with content provided by the community about their goals 

and concerns regarding the future that include uncertainties at the national and global 

scales. Scientific information is presented in an accessible format, and is synthesized 

with local knowledge about climate trends (Whyte et al. 2014, 6). 
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 Intuitive logics are an accessible decision structuring tool for local communities.59 

Technical and formal methods (see §2.1.3.1) are better reserved for scientific and 

expert communities.  

 The content of the scenarios developed, the process used to arrive at them, and the 

responses planned to them, are transparent, publicly accessible, and open to 

contestation, revision and update (Whyte et al. 2014, 9). 

 Scenarios address challenges internal to the community, but also explore oppositional 

cases where the primary threats to community values are posed by hostile political 

forces, even established authorities.60 

The critique of §2.2.2.1, and the immediately preceding examples of scenario methods and 

contingency planning at the community level, contrast with the expertly administrated and 

undemocratic practice of neoliberal militarist contingency planning.61 This critique recovers 

possibilism and redeploys it to advocate for the public justification of contingency plans in accordance 

with liberal values instead of the expert administration of contingency plans according to neoliberal 

militarist values. 

                                                      

59 ‘The articulation of possibilistic hypotheses does not require formal mathematical reasoning, sound argumentation, 
precise measurement, or any other virtue typically associated with scientific reasoning; rather, it appeals to the virtues 
of fantasy, and creativity.’ (Betz 2010, 95) 
60 The scenario in question envisions the federal government ignoring its treaty obligations (Whyte et al. 2014, 5). 
61 While case studies of localized scenario planning help illustrate the contrasting uses of possibilism, I do not present 
them to advocate for the radical localization or total decentralization of public justification that eschews attention to 
larger political scales. Many institutional levels – civil, municipal, state, national, and international - have important 
roles to play in contingency planning for severe climate change. 
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Public justification requires that we propose institutional arrangements that we believe a 

broad base of our fellow citizens could accept. Public justification is not only a practice in transparency 

about our motives, aims, and ways of understanding the world, but a display of respect for the 

freedom and equality of our political interlocutors. Public justification offers an opportunity for 

objection, complaint, and contestation to proposed or established rules that respects the moral 

equality and interest in freedom of each member of the community. Contingency planning proposes 

institutions that prepare for the possibility of undesirable futures and is thus subject to the liberal 

demand for public justification. Expert administration of certain collective tasks can be a result of 

public justification. We can, as free and equal citizens, decide that certain matters are better handled 

by specialists as to gain efficiency, ensure quality, or save time. But I don’t believe that we’ve had the 

public conversations about contingency planning that would defend its currently being expertly 

administrated. Even if we have, I want to revisit those decisions given the threat of severe warming 

and the morally dubious ends neoliberal militarist contingency planning is pursuing. 

Possibilism, scenario methods, and contingency planning form an approach to practical 

reasoning about futurity. I have tried, here, to justify that approach to the reader by criticizing the 

undue prevalence of probabilism, by philosophically grounding possibilism as an epistemology of 

futurity, by defending the coherency of scenario methods as a decision support tool, and by detailing 

some examples of how contingency planning for severe climate change might be done wrong. In sum, 

possibilism has philosophical virtues suited for a climate changing future. Scenario methods 

appropriately inspired by possibilism instruct us to plan for the contingency of undesirable possible 
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futures. A severely climate changed future is an urgent and salient one to consider, especially when 

we realize that political forces worthy of opposition have already drafted contingency plans for it. 

Thus, liberal societies need a publicly justified contingency plan for severe climate change. 

In the remainder of this chapter, and the rest of the dissertation, I seek to be a participant in 

a liberal democratic public justification of contingency plans for severe climate change. While many 

of the complex and controversial political questions at issue will ultimately be worked out in liberal 

democratic politics, there is still the question of what arguments participants in that forum will offer 

as to persuade their democratic peers. Political theorists play an important role in organizing, 

situating, proposing and vetting arguments that could become useful starting or reference points for 

democratic debates. To initiate my contribution in this regard, the next section uses ‘Intuitive Logics’ 

to set up a scenario structure that turns on what I see as two key uncertainties in a climate changing 

future: the severity of climate changes, and the character of primary political authorities (relatively 

liberal or illiberal). In the next three chapters (3-5), I use these scenarios as the contextual basis to 

explore the lack of preparedness that liberal political theory and practice have toward the possibility 

of a severely climate changed future. Much of liberalism, I argue, is fair-weather – it is unprepared 

for severe climate changes. In the final chapter (6), I reflect on how the inadequacies of liberal theory 

in confronting a future with severe climate change suggest an ‘escape vector’; a research agenda for a 

climate-robust liberalism that could weather such a storm. 
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2.3.1 Scenarios for severe climate change 

Following the intuitive logics approach, two key uncertainties will be identified for a climate 

changing future. The first is whether physical climate changes and their impact on natural systems 

will be moderate or severe. Perhaps mitigation and adaptation will be aggressively undertaken in the 

remainder of the first half of the 21st century. If so, climate changes should be limited and moderate. 

But we may also fail to mitigate and adapt, and so face the more severe impacts of climate change. 

The second key uncertainty is how the character of primary political authorities will unfold into the 

future, whether they will be relatively liberal or illiberal. This uncertainty takes issue with a common 

assumption of liberal theories offering normative guidance about politics: that liberals reliably hold 

control over primary political authorities (i.e. the state). That assumption, across history and across 

the world, is often not true. As I mentioned in §2.1.2.4 and §2.1.2.5, possibilism is right to challenge 

the assumption that liberalism does not operate under conditions of political conflict and domination. 

As we saw in the last section, neoliberal militarist forces are far ahead in contingency planning and 

need to be opposed. A future with severe climate change brings political instabilities that may invite 

the displacement of liberal democratic institutions with relatively illiberal ones. 

Combined, these uncertainties provide the scenario structure detailed in Table 3. For the purpose 

of substantive theorizing about contingency plans for severe climate change, I will be backgrounding 

scenarios one and two, and focusing on three and four.62 I will now further detail their descriptive 

content. 

                                                      

62 I reintroduce scenarios 1 and 2 in §6.2.3, where I consider whether the contingency plan I suggest is robust across 
them. 
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Table 3: Scenario Structure for Contingency Planning 

  Primary authority: 

  Liberal Illiberal 

Climate 
change 

impacts: 

Moderate 1 2 

Severe 3 4 

2.3.2 Scenarios: empirically informed 

Scenarios are plausible futures that are both empirically informed and narratively enriched. 

General empirical trends are taken as the base layer of descriptive context needed for normative 

theorizing. The empirical literature suggests three intersecting and mutually reinforcing societal 

trends to intensify in a climate changing future: scarcity, conflict, and migration (IPCC 2018, sec. 

SPM 2.3 p. 13-16). I offer the following preliminary descriptions of each phenomena, to be elaborated 

in the chapters addressing each threat. 

 Extreme scarcity: decreases in crop yields, freshwater availability, and increases in 

extreme weather events damage food production and distribution systems, increasing 

the threat of basic needs deprivation. 

 Violent Conflict: increasing trends in militarization, domestic and international, 

significantly increase the threat of militarist violence. Domestic resource scarcity 

increases the threat of wars of foreign resource acquisition. 
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 Migration: scarcity, conflict, inundation from sea level rise, and increasingly frequent 

climate-related disasters significantly increase the number of both international and 

internal migrants that are exiting, travelling through, and resettling in new jurisdictions. 

Shifting to the second key uncertainty of institutional commitment, the possible abandonment of 

liberal ideals and institutions could result from a population’s explicit rejection of those ideals and 

institutions in preference for relatively illiberal ones. Evidence for this claim can be found in the rise 

of illiberal nationalist populist movements (R. Meyer 2016) in the early 21st century. Severe climate 

change presents special threats of instability, such as the spread of environmental authoritarianism 

(Beeson 2010; Gilley 2012) whereby strong centralized states are perceived to be taking bolder action 

in the face of environmental threats, leading to a legitimation drift toward that form of authority in 

comparison to the perceived laggardness of liberal democratic institutions on environmental 

concerns. Alternatively, the abandonment of liberal commitments could happen in a less intentional 

and explicit way, for example through trends militarization of disaster management  (Oels 2013; 

Tierney and Bevc 2007) becoming normalized, dominant, and eventually displacing liberal 

institutions. 

2.3.3 Scenarios: narratively enriched 

Even when empirically informed, the descriptive basis for normative theorizing about a future 

with severe climate change might be underdeveloped. Narrative enrichment adds to this basis by 

further developing the descriptive content of scenarios with the help of narratives. 
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The empirically informed component of scenarios places some limitations or constraints on these 

narratives. Narratives should not make claims that are inconsistent with their empirical basis. But 

beyond these minimal constraints, the construction of narratives is a creative act of situated and 

normatively motivated imagination, or storytelling (Rasmussen 2005). While some narratives might 

be more compelling, engaging, and turn out to be closer to reality than others, the creative choice of 

their content is still largely indeterminate, and therefore plural, contested, and provisional. Publicly 

justified contingency planning should expect a multitude of different scenarios to emerge across 

different democratic forums. I take this result as welcome, and do not intend to settle the matter of 

the appropriate normative enrichment of scenarios, but only to make a reasoned suggestion of that 

content. 

I elaborate on the narrative enrichments of the scenarios throughout the substantive chapters. In 

Table 4, I compile the narrative enrichment of two scenarios that will emerge across those chapters. 

In the first, liberal institutions are threatened by the impacts of severe climate change, and in the 

second, liberals face not only severe climate changes, but a displacement of their control over 

institutions by illiberal forces. Contingency plans aim to confront these scenarios with robust and 

reflexive institutional strategies that could address the threats they detail. 
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Table 4: Narrative enrichment of scenarios for severe climate change  

 
Threatened by the impacts of severe 

climate change  
… & further threatened by the 
prevalence of illiberal forces 

Extreme 
Scarcity 

Increased heat, droughts, storms, pests and 
diseases reduce domestic production of 
food; the global food distribution network 
and its ‘chokepoints’ are logistically 
disrupted by climate changes; private and 
public interventions on the global market 
to secure domestic supply of food (e.g. ban 
exports, aggressively procure import) 
create global price spikes that intensifies 
market scarcity elsewhere. Global food 
security adaptation measures either fail, 
are incomplete, or are inequitable. 

Corruption in rationing institutions 
threatens the weaponization of food; 
basic subsistence rights denied or 
curtailed.  

Increased 
threat of 
violent conflict 

Scarcity and migration increase the 
incidence of violent conflict; trends in the 
militarization of disaster relief and 
humanitarian aid continue. 

Proliferation of foreign intervention; 
domestic civil unrest responded to with 
militarized security forces; public 
confidence in military authorities 
outpaces that in liberal democratic 
institutions, threatening the latter’s 
displacement 

Increased 
displacement 

Inundation, storm surges, heatwaves, 
conflict, and economic instability increase 
migration. Urban centres are the preferred 
resettlement locations for migrants.  

Statutory authorities take a hostile stance 
toward informal urban settlements 
including threats of eviction, over-
policing, and forced relocation. 

 

2.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I offered an argument that liberal societies need to plan for the contingency of 

severe climate change. Some might think that argument was longer than it need be. I could instead 

have taken a quick look at the daunting task of mitigation (see Figure 2 p. 2), the ever-shortening 

timeline, the unprecedentedly sharp reduction in emissions that is necessary to stay below dangerous 

warming, and predicted, as the ‘hard green’ ecological realists do (J. Barry 2012, 17–25), that we will 
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fail to mitigate and adapt, and thus will face the more severe impacts of climate change. I didn’t take 

that path for good reason. It is paved with probabilism, a flawed epistemology of futurity that is 

especially inappropriate for the very future it alleges to predict. 

I argued that possibilism offers a better view of futurity. Grounded in reflections on complexity, 

contingency, over-confidence, conflict, and domination, it views the future not as a predictable linear 

pathway but a broad range of possibilities. It uses scenario methods to plan across these futures, rather 

than predicting and controlling for one of them. It retains the obligations to mitigate and adapt to 

climate change (to bring about a desirable possible future) but adds the obligation to plan for the 

contingency that we fail in these efforts (to guard against undesirable possible futures). 

But what is distinctive about the ways that liberal societies should carry out this obligation? 

Contingency plans for severe climate change are already being drafted. The dubious ends of neoliberal 

militarism, and its secretive means, revealed the need for contingency plans to be publicly justified in 

liberal societies as to provide guidance for an uncertain future that respects the freedom and equality 

of individuals. 

In the following three chapters (3-5), I use possibilist practical reasoning to contribute to the 

public justification of contingency plans by assessing the philosophical and institutional problems for 

liberal theory in a future with severe climate change. My aim is primarily critical. I argue that 

prevailing theoretical traditions, assumptions, and institutional practices, make liberalism 

unprepared to deal with severe climate change, or worse, exacerbate its vulnerability to illiberal 
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forces. The upshot, explored in the final chapter (6), is an ‘escape vector’ – a sketch of a climate-robust 

liberalism that avoids these failings.  
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3 Scarcity and Liberal Rationing 

 

Figure 5: National Guardsmen arrive at Barrio Obrero in Santurce, Puerto Rico, to distribute water and food. Credit: Carlos Giusti / 
Associated Press (Taylor 2017) 

 

Severe climate change will negatively impact natural and social systems and their capacity to 

meet basic human needs. The production and distribution of food will be disrupted by droughts, 

excessive heat, new or resurgent disease or pests, conflict, and more frequent severe weather events. 

Such disruption threatens conditions of extreme scarcity, where stocks of basic resources are 

insufficient to meet the basic calorific and nutritional needs of all. While mitigation and adaptation 

measures should aim to avoid such conditions by maintaining food security, contingency planning 

must address the possibility that such measures fail. 
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In this chapter, I explore how liberal political theory could address the condition of extreme 

scarcity through the institution of rationing. I assess three variants of liberal theory: free market 

liberalism, welfare state liberalism, and utilitarian liberalism. All three, I conclude, face significant 

challenges in their design of rationing institutions. 

In §3.1, I review empirical evidence suggesting that severe climate change will negatively 

impact food production. I connect that empirical threat to treatments of the concept of extreme 

scarcity in liberal political theory and find it unfocused and unhelpful in developing contingency plans 

for such conditions. I offer a properly focused conception of extreme scarcity, drawing on analytic 

resources from healthcare ethics. I explain the normative significance of extreme scarcity in terms of 

both the moral badness of basic needs deprivation that extreme scarcity makes unavoidable, and the 

special threat of the abuse of political power over food. I argue that extreme scarcity requires the 

institution of rationing that distributes the burdens of basic needs deprivation in a just and legitimate 

way. 

In §3.2, I assess the free market liberal tradition of handling rationing using market 

distribution. I argue that the promised functions of markets break down in extreme scarcity, 

disproportionately burdening the poor. Furthermore, free market liberalism erodes competing 

institutions of public and social provisioning, reducing the overall resilience of food systems, and thus 

intensifying the effects of market failures on the poor. 

In §3.3, I assess the welfare state liberal alternative of handling rationing, not through the 

market, but through the administrative bureaucracy of the centralized state. While welfare state 
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rationing can acknowledge a ‘right to food’ and institutionalize the fair-sharing of the burdens of 

deprivation better than free market liberalism, it faces two significant problems. 

First, welfare state liberalism commits to basic rights as social guarantees regarding how 

individuals can and should be treated by the state. While subsistence rights can be assured by the state 

under conditions of moderate scarcity, the state administration of rationing requires it to manage the 

non-fulfillment of subsistence rights. I argue that the welfare state can either claim to be the guarantor 

of subsistence rights, or the just distributor of deprivation, but not both. Thus, liberal commitments 

to basic rights and justice come into tension in extreme scarcity. 

Second, I address the threat of corruption in rationing. By corruption I mean the real or 

perceived threat that welfare state institutions operate with infidelity toward democratically agreed 

principles and procedures of justice. In rationing, corruption results in unjust or avoidably intensified 

basic needs deprivation and undermines legitimacy. Corrupted rationing is both morally severe and 

epistemically challenging. It is morally severe because of the special badness of basic needs 

deprivation. It is epistemically challenged by the erosion in public understanding of food systems 

prevalent today. Without such an understanding, even well managed rationing institutions are 

susceptible to the perceived threat of corruption being amplified by public misunderstandings of the 

food system. I explore examples from the literature on remedying the problem of corruption through 

institutional accountability and transparency. These solutions, I argue, are insufficient to mitigate the 

threat of corrupted rationing as they do not appropriately address its moral severity and epistemic 

challenges. 
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In §3.4, I discuss Tim Mulgan’s rule-utilitarian liberal rationing proposals. Mulgan claims that 

the design of survival lotteries – lethal rationing institutions – is the central philosophical concern of 

those living with extreme scarcity, and that subsistence rights are replaced with rights to fair-chances 

to survival in lotteries. I present and question Mulgan’s argument from utilitarianism toward survival 

lotteries, critique that institution itself, and finally oppose the revision of basic rights. 

My aim in this chapter is not to provide a comprehensive critique of liberal approaches to 

rationing, concluding that no such approach is viable. Rather, I aim to survey some (theoretically and 

practically) readily available liberal responses to the problem of rationing and argue that they are 

dissatisfactory. These dissatisfactions point the path toward an alternative, climate-robust liberalism, 

that I argue in Chapter 6 advocates for locally socialized rationing (introduced in §3.3.2.5 below). 

 

3.1 Extreme Scarcity 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, scenarios are both empirically informed and narratively 

enriched. In this section, I survey some relevant empirical findings on the impacts of severe climate 

change on food resource availability and explain the narrative enrichment of scarcity scenarios. 

3.1.1 Empirical grounding 

A report by the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United Nations explains 

how climate changes negatively impact the global production, distribution and consumption of food. 

Heat impacts alone are expected to reduce yields of select crops (maize, wheat, rice and soybean), even 

with the positive effects of increased CO2 fertilization (FAO 2015, 9). But heat is not the only factor. 

Reduced water availability, increased pestilence and crop disease, and the threat of increased and more 
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severe weather events such as floods, droughts, and storms, are expected to contribute negatively to 

production levels (FAO 2015, 9–10). Climate change also threatens negative impacts on the macro-

distribution of food through global trade and its micro-distribution through local markets to 

households. Global trade infrastructure is vulnerable to disruption by extreme weather events, 

especially the critical trade hubs through which a large share of food flows (FAO 2015, 23; Carrington 

2017). Food markets relay the foregoing effects to consumers with price volatility, spikes, and 

decreased purchasing power, especially for the poor (FAO 2015, 22). Finally, climate change also 

impacts end-use consumption of produced food by potentially decreasing its nutritional value, or 

radically changing the available food sources to meet local dietary and nutritional needs (FAO 2015, 

33). 

Empirical studies thus suggest that, either globally or regionally, a future with severe climate 

may be one in which food resources are extremely scarce. Such studies are accompanied by calls for 

increased adaptation (FAO 2015, sec. B). Adaptation aims minimally for sufficiency, or food security. 

Contingency planning is distinct from adaptation (§1.3.2). It demands that we ask: what if we fail to 

adapt, and the ideal of sufficiency cannot be fulfilled for all? In other words, what if liberalism must 

cope with extreme scarcity? 

3.1.2 Narrative Enrichment 

The political philosopher’s primary contribution to the narrative enrichment of empirically 

informed scenarios is empirically, theoretically, and historically informed imagination of the 

normatively salient descriptive features of possible futures. Our empirical review of the impacts of 
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severe climate change on food systems suggests that institutions in a severely climate changed future 

may be stricken with extreme scarcity. I also contribute to the narrative enrichment of scenarios by 

drawing on theoretical and historical resources. Theoretically, I suggest how different political 

theories might institutionally respond to and reorganize themselves in extreme scarcity. Historically, 

I detail analogous cases of rationing and scarcity and integrate narrative lessons (positive and 

negative) drawn from them into my arguments. Thus, the narrative enrichment of scarcity scenarios 

will be an unfolding project throughout this chapter. 

3.1.3 Extreme scarcity as outside the ‘circumstances of justice’ 

What do we mean by extreme scarcity? In political philosophy, the concept of extreme scarcity 

was popularized as part of the ‘circumstances of justice’ first discussed by David Hume and taken up 

later by John Rawls. I argue that in this framing, liberal theory has so far instrumentalized the concept 

of extreme scarcity as to provide argumentative support for theories of justice under ‘normal 

circumstances’, thus failing to offer an adequate analysis of the concept itself. 

Hume’s comments on the circumstances of justice are part of an argument that ‘public utility is 

the sole origin of justice’ as a virtue (Hume 2004, 32). He advances this proof by first supposing 

abundance of both resources and benevolence, showing that such conditions render justice useless 

before finishing the argument by considering the contrary case. 

Suppose a society to fall into such want of all common necessaries, that the 
utmost frugality and industry cannot preserve the greater number from 
perishing, and the whole from extreme misery: It will readily be admitted, I 
believe, that the strict laws of justice are suspended, in such a pressing 
emergence, and give place to the stronger motives of necessity and self-
preservation. (Hume 2004, 34) 
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Humean extreme scarcity might therefore be when basic resources are so lacking that even our 

best collective efforts cannot prevent the majority of the population from dying and the rest suffering 

from deprivation and malnutrition. I think that Hume has delved a bit too far into the extremities of 

scarcity here with the majority of the population dying from want. We could instead plausibly say 

that a society in which a sizeable minority of the population (e.g. one-third) lives in a state of basic 

needs deprivation and malnutrition, still suffers from extreme scarcity. It may be best to interpret 

Hume as considering the impacts of a societal collapse via intense and prolonged famine (Hope 2010, 

132). Hume wants his point about the nature of justice to go through, and in argumentative zeal, 

offers an implausibly intense conception of extreme scarcity. 

Hume’s idea of the circumstances of justice was taken up by Rawls in A Theory of Justice, 

where moderate scarcity is said to obtain whenever material resource availability is such that mutually 

advantageous social cooperation is feasible. Conversely, Rawls says extreme scarcity describes 

conditions in which mutually advantageous social cooperation is not feasible, and ‘fruitful ventures 

must inevitably break down’ (1999, 110) due to resource scarcity. If we follow Rawls, we must believe 

it is a mistake to talk of societies afflicted by extreme scarcity – there are in fact no such societies.63 

Such a claim is, I think, so empirically and intuitively amiss as to provide sufficient grounds to reject 

the Rawlsian conception of extreme scarcity. By precluding the possibility of societal relations (or 

cooperation) in extreme scarcity, it suggests that there is nothing normatively interesting for liberal 

                                                      

63 Catriona McKinnon makes a similar Rawlsian argument, claiming that conditions of extreme scarcity require 
rationing via triage, which violates mutual-advantage as a necessary condition of social cooperation by instituting death 
via deprivation (McKinnon 2012, 117). 
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theory (or perhaps political philosophy) to say about extreme scarcity. In Rawls, extreme scarcity is 

inadequately theorized because it is conceptually subordinated to the Rawlsian (mutual advantage) 

conception of society.64 

Non-liberal theory is not much help either. Similar problems plague anti-capitalist analyses, 

where it is denied that scarcity exists at all. Scarcity, we are told, is part of capitalist ideology, and thus 

neither moderate nor extreme scarcity exist apart from it. John Barry, for example, sets out to: 

... deconstruct the notion of ‘scarcity’ and argue that it is an 
artificially/socially sustained and created concept which can only be 
understood, under consumer-capitalism, in relation to socially created and 
sustained desires and ends. (J. Barry 2012, 182) 

This assessment might serve well for a critique of late capitalism, with its over-production, over-

consumption and waste, but it is woefully inadequate to address the threat of crop failures to basic 

human needs in a severe warming scenario. Careful conceptual analysis of scarcity is again foregone 

in favor of the argumentative aims of the theorist. 

Both the liberal and non-liberal engagements with the concept of extreme scarcity are 

inadequate; their treatment instrumentalizes the concept to advance normative projects altogether 

distinct from the task of uncovering the normative challenges raised in conditions where the 

resources required to meet human basic needs are extremely scarce. 

                                                      

64 Mulgan takes extreme scarcity to be a departure from Rawlsian ‘favorable conditions’ (Mulgan 2015b, 157). On my 
interpretation of this phrase in Rawls, it does not indicate extreme scarcity but instead one of the two parts of non-ideal 
theory: ‘But even granting the soundness of [ideal] principles for this purpose, we must still ask how they apply to 
institutions [i] under less than favorable conditions, and whether they [ii] provide any guidance for instances of 
injustice’ (1999, 216). But as I argued, extreme scarcity strikes deeper in Rawls’ theory. Extreme scarcity is not a problem 
for non-ideal theory for Rawls, but one for the circumstances of justice. It goes to the heart of the concept of a society 
and thus the intelligibility of raising questions of justice. 
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Fortunately, distant from these abstractions, literature in healthcare ethics engages directly 

with practical problems facing liberal institutions in conditions of extreme scarcity that arise due to a 

limited supply of specific health resources (e.g. donated organs) and budgetary constraints from a 

combination of rising healthcare costs, treatment capacity, and politically imposed austerity. While 

these scarcity problems impact even developed countries, they become especially acute in the 

healthcare systems of the developing world, where conditions of extreme scarcity are said to obtain 

(Alvarez 2007; 2009). Alvarez has provided a useful conception of extreme scarcity appealing to the 

concept of vital needs, being those needs essential for survival with vital abilities that include minimal 

autonomy: 

Extreme scarcity obtains if and only if the resources required to satisfy vital 
needs are less than the resources that the government can make available 
for its citizens to satisfy those needs. (Alvarez 2009, 205) 

I will now offer some critical comments on this conception with the aim of refining it to better fit the 

context of a future with climate change induced extreme scarcity. 

Extreme scarcity is not a binary concept with a clear demarcating boundary between itself and 

moderate scarcity such that strict necessary and sufficient conditions (i.e. ‘if and only if’) can be 

detailed for it. Scarcity, even when extreme, comes in degrees of scale and intensity. Scarcity can be 

localized to a given region or resource sector and can be intermittent or prolonged. Furthermore, 

extreme scarcity impacts distinct resources and their availability, rather than an ambiguous and 

homogeneous set of ‘resources’. I take the most basic resources to be food, water, essential medicines, 

and the physical means of environmental control (heating and cooling). 
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Nor is extreme scarcity a simple relationship between a fixed stock of basic resources (e.g. food) 

and a given population’s demands on it. Basic resources are part of an integrated system of production, 

distribution, and consumption - institutionally and socially mediated throughout - subject to dynamic 

change over time. While governments might be a major figure in such a system, civil society is equally 

important. 

Drawing on both the Humean conception, that offered by Alvarez, and my comments above, I 

offer the following conception of extreme scarcity as it may arise in a future with severe climate 

change:  

Extreme scarcity describes a condition of global, regional or local systems 
of basic resource (i.e. food, water and essential medicines)65 production, 
distribution, and consumption in which lack of these resources threatens or 
results in human basic needs deprivation. Such conditions are lesser in 
degree when they are intermittent, spatially localized, lower in incidence 
and intensity of deprivation, and ameliorable with institutional 
intervention; such conditions are greater in degree when they are 
persistent, regional or global in scope, higher in incidence and intensity of 
deprivation, and difficult to ameliorate even with genuine efforts on the 
part of institutions empowered and aimed at ceasing scarcity. 

An important corollary of this conception of extreme scarcity is that such conditions already 

afflict parts of the global south, as well as some marginalized communities in affluent countries. 

Severe climate change therefore threatens, not the emergence of extreme scarcity as an 

unprecedented or exceptional ‘crisis’ event, but its intensification where already present, its expansion 

                                                      

65 For the remainder of the chapter, I will be focusing on food scarcity. While water, essential medicines, and 
environmental control are important basic needs, I do not have the space to give them the independent attention they 
deserve. 
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to areas previously unafflicted by it, and its prolongation where it could previously have been quickly 

remedied. 

3.1.4 Basic needs deprivation and the weaponization of food 

 Extreme scarcity is normatively significant because of the special moral and political badness 

of basic needs deprivation. Morally, perhaps the most obviously bad element of basic needs 

deprivation is its immediate pains. This includes the pains of hunger and thirst, the anxieties and 

frustrations of not knowing when these conditions will pass, and the disempowerment of depending 

largely on others to help ameliorate them as deprivation reduces overall energy levels and induces 

lethargy. Deprivation also makes one more susceptible to contracting illness and exacerbates existing 

illness, furthering suffering and fear. Beyond its immediate pains, basic needs deprivation can 

undermine political agency and autonomy by negatively impacting our ability to reason, interact, and 

fully participate in political life. Relatedly, basic needs deprivation can make us vulnerable to 

domination and control, either by weakening our capacity to resist dominating agencies, or increasing 

our credulity and inclination to acquiesce under relations of power we would otherwise not. Basic 

needs deprivation is a corrosive disadvantage (Wolff and De-Shalit 2007), one in which a reduction 

or damage in its functioning has cascading negative impacts on several related capabilities, as when 

deprivation negatively impacts health and political agency. 

Politically, basic needs deprivation has afflicted individuals and communities throughout 

history, not simply as a natural calamity, but as a politically mediated disadvantage that is often 

accompanied or driven by the abuse of political power. Its most gruesome form is the weaponization 
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of food – the exploitation of the need for food, and the abuse of political power over food, to target 

dissident groups with deprivation leading to submission or starvation. Sen’s important work on 

famine shifted understandings of its causes away from drought, population, and scarcity of supply, 

toward the political institutions that structure entitlements to food as a market commodity. Studying 

the past 150 years of famine, Alex de Waal has recently argued for a newly politicized interpretation 

of famine, this time as a form of political violence: 

One of the clearest lessons to be derived from examining the catalogue of 
famines and episodes of forced mass starvation is that famines are a form of 
political crime: committed by governments and other political authorities 
that regard human lives as without value, or to be subordinated to other 
ends. Famine is characteristically perpetrated in pursuit of a goal such as 
imperial conquest, genocide, totalitarian social transformation, or 
counterinsurgency. (de Waal 2018, 193) 

While political philosophy is often concerned with the morally best use of political power, an equally 

pressing concern is the understanding of, and institutional safeguarding against, the most egregious 

abuses of political power. The weaponization of food must be counted among such abuses. 

A brief note on method. I mentioned in §1.1 that the mode of analysis I employ has a 

substantively negative normative valence. Its concern is with problems such as deprivation, violence, 

and the abuse of political power, rather than fulfillment, peace, and the just use of political power. 

The special moral and political significance of basic needs deprivation under extreme scarcity, and De 

Waal’s striking empirical claim that famine should be understood as a form of mass political violence, 

motivates this negative analysis. Conditions of extreme scarcity significantly raise the moral stakes 

on the possible abuse of political power, and so attention to this negative dimension of political 

morality is warranted. 
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With an account of the moral and political significance of basic needs deprivation in hand, I 

now attend to the understanding the basic workings of the institutions that are to confront extreme 

scarcity. 

3.1.5 Rationing institutions 

Preparedness for climate change induced extreme scarcity requires philosophical attention to the 

design and justification of rationing institutions. History provides useful insights into the 

implementation, operation, and justificatory challenges of rationing. I will provide a brief historical 

survey of three rationing cases: Britain and France in World War II, and food rationing in the form 

of famine relief in the global south. 

In Britain, rationing was instituted during WWI and pre-planned for WWII to ensure resources 

were prioritized for the war effort. Ration books were distributed to individuals who then registered 

with a local retailer and transacted coupons for rationed goods (Zweiniger-Bargielowska 2000, 16). 

Ownership of imported and domestically produced foods was to be centrally transferred to the 

Ministry of Food (2000, 14). Local committees, known as ‘War-Ags’, were granted powers over the 

use of privately owned agriculturally productive assets, such as instructing farmers on what to plant 

or even taking possession of land (Ministry of Food 1939, 90).66 The British system aimed to 

guarantee ‘fair shares’ of the national food supply to all citizens (Zweiniger-Bargielowska 2000, 13). 

Exemptions were made for children and nursing mothers (2000, 17). Rationing was implemented and 

                                                      

66 Effectively, this was a reorganization of prior ownership rights of private landholders, impacting rights ‘incidents’ 
(Honoré 1961) such as those to use and management. 
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justified in anticipation of market failures that were expected to lead to price spikes, inefficient war-

time allocation, and unfair food distribution between classes (2000, 14). We can take away the 

following insights. Public perception and contentment with the program was a key concern of public 

officials (2000, 14, 70), and fair burden-sharing was part of the public justification for rationing. 

Rationing did not seek to totally upend existing relations of production and distribution but did 

intervene and reorganize them. Markets in food remained, but the state took on a larger role in 

provisioning and especially distribution. 

 The rationing system differed importantly in occupied France. Under de jure Vichy rule, and 

de facto German rule, rationing was much harsher on the French than the British, who were subjected 

to ‘starvation levels’ (Mouré 2010, 271) of – at times - less than ½ ration per day (2010, 268). Public 

perceptions of Vichy rationing were abysmal. Practices and claims of corruption were widespread 

against the design of the system, its Vichy administration, private producers, and of course occupying 

German forces (2010, 264, 266, 275). Insufficient rations generated non-compliance, alternative food 

provisioning, and the creation of black-markets in food. Public discontent led to calls for more 

surveillance and harsher penalties for non-compliance with rationing policy (2010, 276). The French 

were unprepared for rationing, especially under an occupying power. The threat of corruption and 

ensuring compliance through enforcement emerge as key insights from the French experience with 

rationing. 

 Extreme scarcity, as conceived earlier, already has a regrettably high incidence in parts of the 

developing world. Here again, we see that distributive institutions are a mixture of state-rationing 
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and private markets. States use subsidies, price controls, stockpiles, and their purchasing power to 

influence the supply, production, and pricing of food grains (Chowdhury, Haggblade, and Ahmed 

2000, 133). Seen clearly in the global south, but often lost in the contrast between public (state) and 

private (market) distributive institutions, is the important role of social or household provisioning, 

wherein local communities draw on cultural traditions and practices of mutual coping and social 

obligation, to structure procurement, distribution, and rationing of food outside both state and 

market structures (Ryan 1990; Braun, Teklu, and Webb 1993; Seaman and Holt 1980). 

Writing from a famine relief practitioner’s perspective, Cuny and Hill show how distributive 

justice concerns remain relevant in rationing. In a situation where food supplies can only meet 99% 

of aggregate needs, Cuny and Hill consider three possible choices: (i) distribute full rations to 99% of 

the population, and cut rations off entirely to 1% (ii) cut rations 1% for all (iii) undertake a detailed 

analysis of exact nutritional needs and thus increase the efficiency of supply distribution to avoid 

deprivation (Cuny and Hill 1999, 129). I take these choices to correspond to ideals of sufficiency, 

equality, and efficiency, respectively, and to evidence the continued relevancy of debates about ideals 

of justice in extreme scarcity to be discussed further in the next section. 

 These historical reference points help us understand the function and operation of rationing 

as a distinctive distributive institution. I advance the following conception of rationing: 

Rationing institutions manage the production, distribution, and 
consumption of basic resources in conditions of extreme scarcity, their 
primary moral significance therein being the justification of the 
distribution of basic needs deprivation and the institutional means of 
achieving it. 

The design of these institutions must answer (at least) the following questions. 
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Adequacy – how much is a full ration, and thus when are individuals deprived of their basic 

needs? 

Exemption – who (if anyone) will be excluded from the scope of principles or procedures that 

impose deprivation, and thus protected from it?67 

Justice – which distributive ideals are pursued in rationing and what institutions and 

outcomes do they recommend? 

Deprivation – in both amount and kind, what resources will be withheld from those subjected 

to deprivation and for what period? 

Legitimacy – what are the constraints on the use of political power to implement just 

rationing, and how will compliance with rationing be ensured?68 

The task for the remainder of the chapter is to explore various answers to these questions from 

different perspectives in liberal theory. What do liberal theories tell us about the proper design of 

rationing institutions including their motivating values, relations of production, and principles of 

distribution? 

3.1.6 Just rationing 

Despite some liberal views to the contrary, considerations of justice are an intelligible and 

important part of the justification of rationing institutions. By ‘justice’ I am referring to debates 

between competing distributive ideals that could be realized in rationed distributions e.g. equality, 

                                                      

67 Plausible candidates include children, and nursing and pregnant women, due to the lasting effects deprivation would 
have in the developmental stages of infancy and early childhood. 
68 See §3.3.2. I unfortunately do not have space to discuss the enforcement of compliance with rationing outcomes. 
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sufficiency, priority, utility (see §1.2.3). Though primarily stated to inform distributions under 

moderate scarcity, these ideals remain relevant and provide competing distributive demands under 

extreme scarcity. To defend this claim, I will briefly survey the debate on distributive ideals under 

extreme scarcity. After this survey, I will side with a view that takes the liveliness of this debate as 

evidence of reasonable pluralism on this issue, and pragmatically argues for a fair procedure to select 

or hybridize a conception of justice in rationing 

Responding to Hume’s claim that justice is absent in extreme scarcity, Brian Barry (1978) argued 

that principles of fairness including equality remain relevant there, citing examples from rationing in 

healthcare to defend this claim. In articulating the ideal of sufficiency, Harry Frankfurt (1987) appeals 

to an example of rationing under extreme scarcity to criticize the ideal of equality therein. Frankfurt 

claims that the egalitarian, faced with insufficient resources to ensure the survival of all, advocates 

that each should be allocated an equal yet insufficient amount, leading to disaster, the death of all. 

Paula Casal has responded that the egalitarian - charitably interpreted –  commits to giving each an 

equal chance to survive (2007, 307). The ‘fair-chances’ interpretation of equality has found its way 

into discussion of just rationing in severe warming scenarios. Both Mulgan’s (2011) discussion of 

‘survival lotteries’, and McKinnon’s ‘triaged’ rationing (2012, chap. 5), appeal to the fair-chances 

principle in the design of rationing institutions. 

Regarding sufficiency, it may seem an odd ideal to assert in extreme scarcity. Given that the 

concept of extreme scarcity implies a lack of resources to adequately meet the needs of all, why 

demand the impossible? Frankfurt contends that in these conditions, sufficiency demands instead that 
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as many as possible receive enough (Frankfurt 1987, 31).69 Thus, in extreme scarcity, sufficiency 

appears to converge with (or collapse into) the ideal of utility, which demands the minimization of 

death due to deprivation. Catriona McKinnon, for example, proposes efficiency-based principles of 

triage that convert extremely scarce goods into the best survival chances for a population (McKinnon 

2012). 

Marcus Arvan has objected to Mulgan’s survival lottery and proposed instead a merit, or 

contribution-based principle that I interpret as stressing the ideal of responsibility (Arvan 2014). 

Claiming that a contribution-based allocation of scarce resources will preferentially (though not 

exclusively) reward scarce goods to those who contribute most to overall survival, Arvan holds that 

even the worst-off (i.e. those who cannot contribute to production due to physical inability) will 

benefit under that system, as it performs best at maximizing chances for survival by maximizing 

overall productivity.70 

So familiar distributive ideals, including equality, sufficiency, utility, and responsibility remain 

relevant enough in extreme scarcity to attract the philosophical attention of theorists. But which 

ideal(s) are to be preferred, balanced, combined, or hybridized – and in what way? I will follow 

theorists that advocate for a fair or legitimate political process that contextualizes, balances, combines, 

                                                      

69 Sufficiency itself does not inform us as to whom, exactly, ought to be saved. A procedure such as a lottery may 
therefore still be required to avoid complaints of unfairness in selection. 
70 This claim is doubtful if productivity, as influenced by the increasingly unpredictable and damaging weather effects of 
severe climate change, is likewise unpredictable and too difficult to detail exact contribution levels for. It is also ableist 
in its moral valorization of the contribution of only those enjoying the socially mediated ability to work with the tools, 
means, and methods restrictively normalised by the able-bodied majority. Finally, it has a morally disastrous historical 
record in the form of food-for-work policies that reinforce a cultural ethos that views the deprived with suspicions of 
laziness and that fuel ideological justifications for the weaponization of food (Daschuk 2013, 116). 
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or hybridizes reasonable distributive ideals into rationing policy (Fleck 2016; Daniels 2008). 

Motivations for this solution can be multifaceted, drawing on claims such as meta-ethical value 

pluralism, epistemological reasonable disagreement, pragmatic concerns about the temporal urgency 

for working institutions, or the need to integrate considerations of justice into normatively distinct 

considerations of legitimacy. Mulgan has emphasized the importance of seeing future people as the 

most competent judges of questions about the justice of rationing that they will endure (Mulgan 

2014a, 90; 2015c, 221). Theories of subjective legitimacy (Stilz 2015) emphasize the importance of 

ensuring those who will be subject to a system of political power can see it as self-authored. 

Contemporary debates about the justice of rationing are still relevant and should continue71, but for 

reasons of legitimacy these debates cannot be taken to settle the matter. 

My focus in the rest of this chapter will therefore shift away from justice, towards concerns of 

how rationing impacts theories of basic rights and legitimacy. Whatever the outcome of debates 

about distributive ideals, rationing institutions in a severely climate changed future will carry out the 

distribution of deprivation and will call on political power to implement rationing outcomes. I take 

the more significant normative and justificatory challenges for liberalism to lie here. Even if rationing 

could be just, its implementation may amount to an illegitimate exercise of political power, or the 

violation of basic rights. So while the justice of rationing is an intelligible and important concern for 

liberal theory, it cannot be the only concern, and is not my primary concern. Thus, I move forward 

                                                      

71 Importantly, as to build up a repository of insights for future people who will likely not enjoy the same amount of 
time for philosophical reflection as we do. 
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in my analysis of liberal theory’s engagement with rationing institutions under the assumption that 

there are reasonable answers to the question of justice in rationing that contextualize, balance, 

combine, or hybridize plausible ideals of justice by means of a fair or legitimate political process that 

settles the distributive dimension of rationing policy, and (perhaps) integrates it with a more 

comprehensive theory of justice. 

 

 In the next sections, three variants of liberal theory, and their bearing on the justification of 

rationing institutions, will be discussed: free market liberalism, welfare state liberalism, and utilitarian 

liberalism. I categorize each by detailing their motivating value commitments, views on the relations 

of food production, and favored distributive institutions. My argumentative focus will be on welfare 

state liberalism, with the other variants motivating (i.e. free market liberalism) or reacting (i.e. 

utilitarian liberalism) to that analysis. 
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3.2 Free market liberalism, private ownership, and market rationing 

 Markets are already said to efficiently manage demand for scarce goods, inviting the 

suggestion of their use for rationing under extreme scarcity. Free market liberalism ties a confidence 

in the market distribution of food with a commitment to private ownership of agriculturally 

productive assets to voice continued support for the global capitalist food economy in times of 

extreme scarcity. In this section, I will argue that the private accumulation of agriculturally productive 

assets and the free market distribution of food must be rejected as the primary means of rationing. 

The promise of market efficiency in the distribution of extremely scarce food is betrayed by market 

failures that yield inefficiency and injustice. The private accumulation of agriculturally productive 

capital makes access to food for the majority increasingly indirect, displaces alternative forms of food 

provisioning, and thus increases the dependency and vulnerability of individuals by reducing the 

resiliency of food systems. Finally, free market liberalism is stricken by the same legitimacy problems 

that (I will argue in §3.3.2) afflict welfare state liberalism. 

3.2.1 Free market liberal theory and practice 

 Liberty, efficiency, and spontaneity are the motivating value commitments of free market 

liberalism. Foremost among individual liberties is the freedom to privately own economic assets. 

Market circulation and distribution of goods and services is essential to increase economic efficiency 

and thus improve human wellbeing. Markets do not produce these desirable outcomes because they 

are part of an intentional plan; they are instead spontaneous and self-regulating institutions. Market 

spontaneity is not essential and immutable but contingent and fragile, however, and must be secured 
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by a regulatory regime against corruption such as individual fraud, theft, and monopoly, while 

protected from external overreach on the market by powerful political agents, especially the state 

agencies who enforce such regulations. 

 Of primary significance to the question of rationing is not free market liberal theory’s 

resurgence in the form of ‘neoclassical liberalism’, but its dominance in the institutional practice of 

the global food system. For the many people who spend a significant portion of their income on basic 

subsistence, the globalized free market in food makes market rationing a (sometimes painful) part of 

their daily lives. The emergence of the free market food regime was contingent but not spontaneous. 

Foucault takes changes in the governmental management of food scarcity in the mid-17th 

century to mark the transition between raison d'etat and laissez-faire governmentality with the focus 

on market non-intervention promulgated by the latter (Foucault 2007; Nally 2011; C. Williams 2015). 

Political commentators in the 17th century critiqued the heavy interventionism practiced by raison 

d'etat in the market on food resources that aimed to prevent famine and secure individual basic needs 

through stockpiling and state distribution. Opposing these policies, economists such as the 

physiocrats in France and later, political theorists such as Burke, Mill, and Smith lauded the free 

market as offering superior solutions to problems of food provision (Nally 2011, 40–41). By the mid-

late 19th century, free-trade in grain conducted under the gold standard was prominent in Europe. In 

its colonies, agricultural self-sufficiency was the norm (Friedmann 1982, 257, 259). The depression 

and WWII marked a temporary shift to continental self-sufficiency in food (Friedmann 1982, 258). 

In the post-WWII era, Friedmann takes the significant dynamics to be, not market distribution per-
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se, but rather the globalization and commodification of food and the private accumulation of 

agricultural production under capitalism 

…the significance of the international food order lies in its contribution to 
the widening and deepening of capitalist relations within the world 
economy, by shifting vastly more of the world's population away from 
direct access to food and incorporating it instead into food markets. 
(Friedmann 1982, 255) 

The result has been an increase of individuals’ vulnerability to food market failures, especially the 

poor (Friedmann 1982, 250). Nally (2011) takes the most recent intensification of food-as-capital to 

be claims of ownership to the base molecular structures of food, justified with plans to use 

biotechnology to genetically enhance crops (or animals) to reduce scarcity and increase food security. 

 Social scientific attention to markets in food follows from their dominance in practice and a 

pragmatic drive to curb immediate food insecurity. Here we find less theoretical, and more 

empirically orientated arguments for markets as the primary distributive means to ensure food 

security. Timmer argues that when it comes to the historical progress in curbing hunger ‘markets 

have done the heavy lifting’ (quoted in Alexandratos, 714). Markets have served this role by offering 

three essential functions: (i) motivating and driving economic logistics that produce, process, and 

ship food, (ii) allowing for price discovery that reveals the relationships between scarcity and demand 

and integrates this knowledge into economic actions, and (iii) efficiently allocating scarce goods 

(Timmer 2017, 6–7). The massive shift of economic activity and labour away from agriculture, 

described by Friedmann as the work of capital accumulation, is here part of the historical progress 

toward food security, which has as its side-effect the rarefication of agricultural ownership and labour 

- ‘a world without agriculture’ (Timmer 2017, 8). 
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3.2.2 Free market rationing failures 

 Free market rationing advocates the unconstrainted accumulation of private ownership in 

agricultural capital for production, and globalized markets that treat food as a commodity for 

distribution. In this section, I will critique each of these elements of market rationing toward the 

conclusion that it must be rejected as the primary means of rationing in a future with severe climate 

change. 

 Climate change induced extreme scarcity undermines market rationing by increasing the 

threat of food market failures. These failures are the product of conditions of extreme scarcity, the 

demand dynamics of food, and the inequalities in food entitlements that accompany fervently free 

market economies. I will arrange my critique around Timmer’s account of the three essential 

functions of markets. First, the purported sufficiency of market forces alone to drive the 

establishment of the infrastructure of food distribution (i.e. roads and warehouses) has been a noted 

failure in Sub-Saharan Africa. There, after the public sector was rapidly and single-mindedly 

downsized by trade liberalisation measures under the World Bank’s Structural Adjustment Programs, 

private financing of the huge investments in infrastructure needed to provide for economic logistics 

on the continent did not ‘spontaneously’ materialize (Bello 2009, 80–81). It seems governments are 

still best for building roads. In a future with severe climate change, even the established trade 

infrastructure comes under threat from increased extreme weather events (Carrington 2017), and it 

is possible the free market means of protecting this infrastructure – the insurance industry - will be 

so overburdened with damage claims that it becomes the epicenter of a new financial crisis. Second, 

price discovery does not function when volatile price ‘spikes’ obscure rather than reveal the 
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relationship between scarcity and demand. The nature of food demand at the interface between 

fulfilled and non-fulfilled basic needs drives this volatility.72 At this interface, food demand is subject 

to step-changes and sharp inflections. When food needs are fulfilled, demand for food is low as life’s 

other enjoyments take priority. But when food needs go unfulfilled or become uncertain, food’s status 

as a basic need and the threat of corrosive disadvantage from its lack mean that food demand ‘spikes’ 

sharply.73 In extreme scarcity, market failures induced by the resultant price spikes unjustly burden 

the poor. Third, efficient allocation no longer promotes equitable growth for all, but erodes the 

entitlements and thus induces deprivation, of those with inferior purchasing power: the poor (Sen 

1983, 165; Devereux 1994, 87). Efficiency is already a questionable choice for the primary distributive 

principle for rationing. But market efficiency is especially dubious as it does not even prioritize a 

plausible good such as needs fulfillment, as to dedicate scarce resources to efficiently minimize basic 

needs deprivation. Market efficiency instead maximizes profits, revealing its pernicious treatment of 

food as a mere commodity of exchange rather than a basic need. 

 The unconstrained private accumulation of ownership in agriculturally productive assets, and 

the imperative to increase labour productivity, result in a free market rationing system in which both 

ownership and labour involvement in the agricultural sector are rare among the citizenry. This 

creates two problems for free market rationing. First, as I will argue in detail in the next section, 

corruption is a serious legitimacy concern for any rationing system. The rarefication of agricultural 

                                                      

72 The commodification and financialization of food that often accompanies free market institutions also contributes by 
entangling food prices in market speculation and hoarding practices.  
73 For a brief mathematical account of the non-linear ‘geometric’ rise in food-prices from crop failure in 17th century 
subsistence agriculture, see (Parker 2017, 18). 
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ownership and labour among the citizenry erodes public understanding of the complexities and 

challenges of the food system under extreme scarcity, and thus increases the real and perceived threat 

of corruption in that system. Second, market provisioning often has the effect of displacing public 

and social forms of provisioning.  While its growth imperative expands its share of economic power, 

its cultural dominance subjects all institutions to a constant ‘economic tribunal’ (Foucault 2008, 247) 

by which market-centered norms and discourse pervade institutional justifications. The resulting 

‘mono-cropping’ of free market institutions eliminates redundancy74 in basic provisioning, ridding 

the system of social back-up and fail-safe coping mechanisms75 that can be activated upon market 

failure, and thus decreases the free market food system’s resilience to economic shocks of the kind 

that severe climate change will regularly offer. 

 For these reasons, we should reject free market liberalism as the primary theoretical basis for 

the design of rationing institutions. This is not to say that the market and private property cannot 

play a role in distributions under extreme scarcity. Indeed, I think they can and will. But the market’s 

role must be constrained and integrated alongside public and social provisioning as to avoid market 

failures and build understandings of food as both a need and a right - not just a commodity. I now 

turn to a variant of liberal theory that aims to do exactly that. 

                                                      

74 In the positive sense, redundancy is a property of systems that are able to ‘offload’ the functionality of damaged sub-
systems to back-up systems as to maintain overall functioning (Homer-Dixon 2007, 120). 
75 Deborah Bryceson refers to these fail-safes as a ‘subsistence fallback’ (quoted in Bello 2009, 47) 
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3.3 Welfare state liberalism, public ownership, and state rationing 

 The welfare state liberal approach to rationing is motivated by values such as equality, need, 

priority, and fairness. It advocates for increased public regulation76 and intervention in food 

provisioning and invites a greater role for the administrative bureaucracy of the central state to justly 

distribute extremely scarce food. It relies on coercive institutions, including police and prisons, to 

enforce rationing outcomes that justly share the burden of deprivation. 

 In this section, I will argue two critical claims: 

1. The welfare state liberal guarantee of basic subsistence rights to food is incompatible with the 

just distribution of deprivation via rationing. 

2. Welfare state liberalism inadequately mitigates the threat of corruption in rationing. 

3.3.1 Subsistence rights 

In contrast to the mutual-advantage conception of society advanced by Hobbes, Hume, and 

Rawls, a rights-assuring conception views society as the institutional artifice that mutually assures 

equal protection of our basic rights against their many threats. The Lockean tradition frames this 

conception with reference to pre-institutional rights to person and property. But alternative 

treatments interpret rights not as pre-institutional ‘constraints’, but as moral claims made within a 

social context that demand certain modes of treatment appropriate to the moral status of claim-

makers. Henry Shue offers an influential theory of basic rights of this kind that focuses explicitly on 

                                                      

76 Welfare state liberalism often leaves a large role for capitalist ownership and labour relations in the food economy, 
favoring stronger regulations and public presence in the otherwise capitalist economy, rather than full-scale public 
ownership of agriculturally productive assets and public-private agricultural labour relations. 
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basic rights to subsistence. I will draw upon it to structure an argument that welfare state liberalism 

cannot, at once, be a guarantor of basic rights to subsistence and manage rationing institutions. 

Shue claims that the concept of an individual moral right has three constituents: 

A moral right provides (1) the rational basis for a justified demand (2) that 
the actual enjoyment of a substance be (3) socially guaranteed against 
standard threats. (Shue 1980, 13) 

Rights are not ‘requests, petitions, or pleas’, but justified demands that can be asserted ‘authoritatively, 

confidently, and unabashedly’ (Shue 1980, 14–15). The target of the demand is not merely the 

enjoyment of the right as a ‘mere formality’, but to the enjoyment of the ‘substance’ that satiates the 

demand. Such enjoyment is secured, not by the uncoordinated action of individual agents, or acts of 

charity and benevolence, but with social guarantees against predictable and remediable ‘standard 

threats’. Such guarantees are secured through social arrangements, which include (but are not limited 

to) political institutions such as the state. 

 Equally important to Shue’s conception of moral rights is their political function. Rights are 

not mere political rhetoric. They intervene in a world of disparate power, and offer a competing 

discourse and institutional practice to restrain its abuse: 

Basic rights are a restraint upon economic and political forces that would 
otherwise be too strong to be resisted. They are social guarantees against 
actual and threatened deprivations of at least some basic needs. Basic rights 
are an attempt to give to the powerless a veto over some of the forces that 
would otherwise harm them the most. (Shue 1980, 18) 

Basic rights are distinguished from non-basic rights by a dependency relation. A basic right 

can be known as such if its enjoyment is ‘essential to the enjoyment of all other rights’ (Shue 1980, 

19). Non-basic rights lack this quality. Subsistence rights, justified demands to the social arrangements 
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that secure the actual enjoyment of sufficient basic resources (e.g. food, water, medicines), are basic 

rights on this conception. Frustration of basic needs undermines our effective enjoyment of other 

rights to a great degree. As basic rights, subsistence rights are to be socially guaranteed against 

standard threats. The guarantee will not be total. The threat is not eliminated but reasonably assured 

against, and the assurance will only address a limited set of predictable and remediable77 ‘standard 

threats’ that are empirically revealed and subject to change over time. 

3.3.1.1 The false-promise problem 

 I find this framework plausible and will use it to explore the relationship between welfare 

state liberal rationing and basic rights of subsistence. The relationship is, I will now argue, strained 

to the point that the liberal welfare state cannot both institute just rationing and guarantee subsistence 

rights. 

 As argued in the previous section; 

1. Extreme scarcity requires the institution of rationing. 

2. Welfare state rationing justly distributes the deprivation of basic needs. 

3. Therefore (1,2) under extreme scarcity welfare state rationing must (justly) deprive some 

individuals of basic needs. 

On Shue’s model; 

4. Forces that predictably and remediably deprive individuals of basic needs are ‘standard threats’ 

to their basic rights. 

                                                      

77 Shue contrasts remedial with ineradicable threats, such as illness, death, and accident (Shue 1980, 32). 
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5. Subsistence rights are basic rights. 

The welfare state liberal view on the ‘social arrangements’ necessary to guarantee basic rights is that: 

6. Welfare state institutions guarantee subsistence rights. 

I claim that; 

7. Welfare state rationing predictably and remediably deprives some individuals of basic needs. 

8. Therefore (4,5,7) welfare state rationing is among the standard threats to basic rights of 

subsistence for those subject to rationing under extreme scarcity. 

I further claim that; 

9. An institution cannot, at once, be a guarantor of basic rights and a standard threat to them. 

10. Therefore (6,8,9) the liberal welfare state cannot both guarantee subsistence rights and 

institute just rationing. 

I call this the false-promise problem. The liberal welfare state falsely promises to guarantee our 

subsistence rights in extreme scarcity, as its role as guarantor of those rights is put into conflict with 

its role as (just) rationer. 

3.3.1.2 Objections 

 To resist this conclusion, an objector could either reject my conception of extreme scarcity 

and rationing institutions (1 or 2), reject Shue’s model as applied to the welfare state (4,5,6), or reject 

one of claims 7 or 9. I refer the reader to §3.1.3 and §3.1.5 for a defense of premises 1 and 2. I will first 

discuss objections to premises 7 and 9, followed by two further objections drawn from the work of 

Hannah Arendt and Norman Daniels. 
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In premise 7, I claim that liberal rationing predictably and remediably deprives individuals of 

basic needs. Predictably sure, one objection goes, but in what way is liberal rationing remediable? I 

claimed in the previous section that rationing institutions distribute deprivation. In that sense, 

institutional deprivation seems not to be remediable. Whether welfare state liberal institutions step 

in to do the job or not, deprivation will occur because of extreme scarcity. In response, the deprivation 

delivered by welfare state rationing is remediable  in that the welfare state institutions could refuse 

(or be denied) the role of rationer. Deprivation would then be distributed by another institution.78 

Welfare state rationing is remediable in the sense that as a social arrangement chosen among 

alternatives, it is eradicable by choosing another.79 

Turning to premise 9, it may be objected that institutions can be both guarantors and standard 

threats to our basic rights. Indeed, it is a standard tenet of liberal and republican theory that in 

empowering the state to secure our basic rights, we must guard against the abiding potential of abuse 

of that power to do the opposite. But welfare state rationing poses an importantly different threat 

from that warned against in these theories, where power is abused by agents that defy democratic 

institutions and act unjustly. In welfare state rationing, the threat is that the democratically decided 

demands of justice enacted by the state infringe basic rights of subsistence. Welfare state rationing 

institutions are not usurping power or defying the democratic will. Rationing is a publicly justified 

                                                      

78 Shue’s language of ‘social arrangements’ guaranteeing rights is helpful in seeing this alternative. The welfare state is a 
formal, administrative, and relatively centralized set of institutions, and thus a quite specific form of social arrangement 
for which there are alternatives to manage rationing. 
79 Unlike the ineradicable ‘natural’ (i.e. non-remediable) threats that Shue lists: ‘eventual serious illness, accident, or 
death’ (1980, 32). 
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and declared use of power in pursuit of justice. The idea motivating the objection must be re-stated: 

an institution can be both a guarantor of rights and a possible threat to them when its agents act 

defiantly and unjustly. But the latter clause reveals this objection inapplicable to the false-promise 

problem, where I assume welfare-state institutions act justly and democratically in distributing the 

burdens of deprivation.  

I will now shift to objections that problematize the role of Shue’s model in the argument. 

Recall Shue’s idea that a basic right can be distinguished by its dependency relation with other rights. 

On this criterion, Shue argues that rights to subsistence and security are among the most basic of 

rights, since they are essential for the enjoyment of all others. But subsistence and security rights are 

not the only basic rights. Hannah Arendt’s influential analysis discourse reveals another, the ‘right to 

have rights’ (Arendt 1951, chap. 9), that can be argued even more basic than subsistence. For if social 

guarantees are an essential element of rights claims, then membership in the institutions that deliver 

these guarantees is a precondition for the security of any system of rights. ‘Human rights are thus 

revealed to be civic rights, dependent upon a political community for their actualization’ (Oman 2010, 

281). Rights of institutional membership are therefore more basic than subsistence rights.80 Citizens 

exercise these rights in scarcity stricken liberal democratic welfare states by collectively deliberating 

on and authoring rationing laws. As the product of the exercise of more basic rights of institutional 

membership, these laws take priority when the demands of just rationing conflict with less basic 

                                                      

80 While Shue’s conception may only admit of binary distinction between basic and non-basic rights, I take it that we 
can plausibly speak of the degrees to which a right is basic by asking to what degree the frustration of that right 
undermines the enjoyment of others. 
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subsistence rights. Thus, basic subsistence rights yield in their stringency when in such conflict, and 

there is no incompatibility between the welfare state’s dual-role of rationer and guarantor of rights, 

so long as we understand the priority of rights of institutional membership. 

But when Arendt critiqued a hollow commitment to human rights as mere rhetoric about 

‘human community’ with no institutional backing, she invoked the plight of the stateless and the 

deprivations they were burdened with. The claimed remedy was to ensure that advocacy of human 

rights always included the demand of institutional membership as to avoid such deprivation. Oman 

(2010, 287) identifies Arendt’s argument for a right to have rights as further ‘based upon a negative 

prescription – avoid suffering!’ For Arendt, suffering is no brute fact about human existence, but a 

result of political institutions the historical impact of which was to ‘transform our suffering from 

contingent and natural to systematic and constructed and, therefore, avoidable’ (Oman 2010, 287). 

But in extreme scarcity, there is no avoiding the hardship of deprivation; the severity of climate 

changes does not allow the fulfillment of all basic needs. The argument for the priority of the ‘rights 

to have rights’ thus assumes that the set of human rights preceded by this right can be fully and broadly 

guaranteed by institutions, and suffering avoided. But in a future with climate change induced 

extreme scarcity that is sadly not true. Thus, the efficacy of rights to institutional membership to 

avoid deprivation is undermined in extreme scarcity, and so too is the argument for their priority 

over basic rights of subsistence. 

Norman Daniels has advanced a view that I will re-purpose into another challenge to the 

argument. The most plausible statement of a ‘right to health’, Daniels claims, is a progressively 
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realized one that ‘carries with it only those entitlements that are fairly decided upon’ (Daniels 2015, 

334) by legitimate processes under resource constraints.  

By ‘‘progressive realization,’’ I mean the increasing satisfaction of a right to 
health as increases in resources and investment in health permit … (Daniels 
2015, 331) 

While Daniels does not suggest it explicitly, perhaps the right to subsistence is not guaranteed by the 

welfare state81 in extreme scarcity, as premise 6 states, but is rather progressively realized as a right 

to fair (and hopefully increasing) rations and is thus compatible with legitimately decided welfare 

state rationing. 

In response, note that Daniels’ advocacy of the progressive realization clause is restricted to 

the right to health for good reason. For there is no clearly definable upper bound at which our ‘health’ 

has been satisfied. Thus, further demands for resources to fulfill this right can emerge progressively, 

even as one’s health improves overall.82 But the right to subsistence does not have this quality. There 

are empirically well-defined thresholds83 of adequacy in food and water and satiating these demands 

prolongs but does not intensify them. Considering this important difference, the appropriateness of 

claiming that the right to subsistence should be subject to progressive realization must be questioned, 

as they cannot be the same as Daniels’ for the right to health. The motivation cannot be a general 

claim that all basic rights should be progressively realized. Rights not to be tortured, or arbitrarily 

confined, are stringent. Claiming the progressive realization of these rights seems to be a worrying 

                                                      

81 Shue already qualified the social guarantee of rights to be, not against all threats, but only against standard threats, 
and only to provide reasonable assurance against them (1980, 17). 
82 As is the case for the increasing demands of geriatric health brought on by overall improvements in life expectancy.  
83 Sensitive to variations among different individuals, but within empirically well-defined ranges. 
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concession to political laggardness regarding ongoing abuses of power. But the same can be said of 

the right to subsistence. Indeed, Shue’s reflection on the moral callousness of US foreign policy in the 

face of deadly global hunger motivated the stringency of basic rights to subsistence in his theory (Shue 

1980, ix), sharpening their function as an opposing force to ‘economic and political forces that would 

otherwise be too strong to be resisted’. Progressive realization is not a plausible clause by which to 

condition, or revise, the right to subsistence. 

Having defended the false-promise problem against some objections, I will reiterate its 

conclusion: in extreme scarcity, the liberal welfare state cannot both institute just rationing and 

guarantee subsistence rights. Liberal commitments to (i) distributive justice and (ii) the institutional 

guarantee of basic rights come into conflict in extreme scarcity. The welfare state liberal must restate 

or abandon their commitment to either just rationing, or basic subsistence rights. In this chapter, I 

will discuss and reject a proposal by utilitarian liberals who look to radically revise subsistence rights 

in extreme scarcity, arguing instead that we should retain a commitment to their stringency. In 

Chapter 6, I will propose that the welfare state should play only a secondary and qualified role in 

rationing, favoring instead attention to its duties to uphold commitments to stringent basic rights of 

subsistence. 
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3.3.2 Legitimacy 

I move now from the prior discussion of the tensions between the justice of welfare state 

liberal rationing and basic rights, to concerns about its legitimacy.84 In the normative sense, I take 

legitimacy to be the moral justification of the use of political power (A. Buchanan 2002). The 

descriptive sense, which I distinguish from the normative by using the term legitimation, concerns 

the degree of allegiance or opposition to a political authority’s use of its power on those subject to it 

(Connolly 1984, 224). In this section I will argue that legitimate welfare state liberal rationing requires 

a plan to mitigate the threat of corruption therein, and that standard welfare state measures to do so 

are inadequate. 

3.3.2.1 The psychology of hunger and the self-preservation thesis 

Before stating that argument, I will briefly address a popular claim that conditions of extreme 

scarcity give rise to exceptional and insuperable psychological obstacles to the legitimation of 

rationing. Exemplified by the trope of the ‘crazed survivor’ in post-apocalyptic fiction, I interpret the 

claim to be that enduring the stress of disasters induces a psychological response that shifts our 

motivational structure toward radical and exclusive self-interestedness, making the individual 

insensitive to moral demands and totally focused on self-preservation. Call this the ‘self-preservation’ 

thesis. It is often foregrounded in popular opinion and discourse when the threat of severe warming, 

extreme scarcity, and rationing are considered. It also finds a place in philosophical argument, with 

                                                      

84 To ensure that the arguments I develop here are distinct from the false-promise problem, I will assume that problem 
somehow resolved or diffused. 
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McKinnon echoing Hume in claiming that ‘self-preservation dominates all other motivations’ in 

extreme scarcity (2012, 61). That is unfortunate, as I will argue, because there are good empirical 

reasons to doubt that the self-preservation thesis is true, and good normative reasons to reject it. 

As an empirical claim, the self-preservation thesis is lacking in evidence. Mouré’s accounts of 

WWII rationing in occupied France, which notes significant deprivation, does not corroborate the 

thesis (Mouré 2010). Studies of the psychology of hunger reveal that deprivation shifts attention to 

food and induces ‘fatigue, irritability, depression and apathy’ (Baker and Keramidas 2013), but this 

ensemble of dispositions is far short of radical and exclusive self-interestedness. Cuny and Hill make 

similar observations of psychological responses to famine, which are said to include depression and 

apathy and the direction of thoughts and activities toward food (Cuny and Hill 1999, 20). Again, the 

evidence falls short of that needed to support the self-preservation thesis. 

A significant feature of the phenomenology of hunger that clinical studies cannot account for 

is the mental impacts of not knowing when one will eat next. Participants in the study discussed in 

Baker and Keramidas (2013) were deprived, but according to a strict schedule and with full knowledge 

of when the study would end. It might be claimed by the proponent of the self-preservation thesis 

that it is uncertainty about when one will eat next, rather than the immediate physiological effects of 

deprivation, that is doing the psychological work. But part of the role of rationing intuitions is to 

undercut these uncertainties by publicly justifying and operating the just distribution of deprivation. 

Uncertainty about food deprivation can and should be institutionally managed; it is not a brute fact 

about extreme scarcity that can ground the self-preservation thesis. 
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We can also reject the self-preservation thesis on normative grounds. The thesis essentializes 

the psychology of hunger and ignores the (institutionally mediated) social determinants of 

psychological responses generally. Even if we think hunger increases self-interestedness, why 

acquiescence to this apparently brute psychological fact? We can instead investigate its social 

determinants with the aim of designing institutions that counteract self-interestedness. The self-

preservation thesis also displaces systemic and institutional legitimacy concerns by over-emphasizing 

the normative significance of individual psychology. Historically, millions of people have been killed 

by the weaponization of food - a form of mass institutional violence that induces or exploits food 

scarcity to coerce and kill (de Waal 2018). I take historically grounded abuses of power to present 

more pressing legitimacy concerns than psychological conjectures fueled by tropes of ‘crazed 

survivors’. Suspiciously, the self-preservation thesis appears in the same neoliberal militarist 

discourse that justifies heavy military intervention in areas afflicted by disasters. Tierney and Bevc 

warn of the ‘mythological thinking’ about disaster-related behavior that depicts disaster stricken 

communities as ‘snakepits of lawlessness and anarchy’ (Tierney and Bevc 2007, 41), thus inviting 

martial law. If the self-preservation thesis empowers neoliberal militarist discourse and practice, then 

it deserves to be opposed on that association alone. 

For these reasons, I reject the self-preservation thesis as offering an important or central 

contribution to concerns about the legitimacy of rationing. While psychological considerations 

matter in rationing, they should not dominate the justification of those institutions in the way the 

self-preservation thesis would have it. 
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3.3.2.2 Corruption 

What a historical review of rationing does show is an abiding concern with institutional 

corruption.85 Corrupted rationing is an institutional or administrative failure to practice rationing as 

to realize legitimately agreed principles and procedures of justice, often resulting in unjust or 

avoidably intensified deprivation. Concerns about corruption remain even if the use of political 

power is publicly declared and intended to accord with some conception of dialogical legitimacy (e.g. 

democratic or public reason). For the institutions that aim to realize the principles arrived at through 

dialogically legitimate processes could fail to do so in practice. Such practical failures could be either 

institutional or administrative (Ceva and Ferretti). Administrative corruption is the more familiar 

kind: public officials use the administrative or discretionary powers allocated to them in betrayal of 

the commitment to the common good attached to their office, abusing their position of power for 

personal or familial gain. A common example is the embezzlement of public funds for private use by 

officials. Institutional corruption occurs when the intended function of a given institution is 

undermined or encroaches on and disrupts the function of another. For example, capitalism is said to 

be corrupting when it undermines democracy through the private financing of elections. Corruption 

is ill-theorized when it is taken to be wholly administrative and therefore mitigated by a criminal 

justice system that detects and punishes the individual wrongs of corrupt public officials.86 

                                                      

85 See the WWII accounts of British and French rationing in §3.1.5, (de Waal 2018) on famine as a political crime, and 
(Kaplan 1982) for a 18th century study. 
86 Braithwaite and Fisse find empirically that corporate crime involves not a few but ‘many individuals, organization, 
and sub-units of organizations’ and find it plausible to generalize this finding to abuses of power (Braithwaite 1997, 
326–327). 
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Institutional corruption might be helped along by administrative corruption, but it is not reducible 

to it. Its causes may instead include unintended consequences of institutional design, or emergent 

institutional dynamics that were not foreseen in earlier stages of its public justification. 

I claim that corruption in rationing has two significant features: moral severity and epistemic 

distancing. First, corrupted rationing is morally severe as its outcome is the avoidable deprivation of 

basic needs, which I take to have greater moral weight than the harming of financial interests in the 

more familiar forms of financial corruption such as bribery. Due to its moral severity, the threat of 

corruption in rationing demands ex-ante guards over ex-post redress (in the form of criminal 

sanction and financial compensation) since the harms of basic needs deprivation via corrupted 

rationing are not easily redressed or compensated for. Second, the mitigation of corruption in 

rationing must address the problem of the global public’s epistemic distancing from food systems. 

Crucial to the legitimacy and legitimation of rationing, I claim, is the ability of the public to 

investigate, monitor, understand, and make accountable and transparent their food system and its 

afflictions under extreme scarcity. Without public vigilance toward rationing, the threat of 

corruption posed by the welfare state’s use of political power to manage rationing is inadequately 

checked. I argue public vigilance in rationing has a crucial epistemic element: a broad public 

understanding of food systems and the capacity to gather and transfer information about them. But 

as noted in §3.2.1, the transformation of the global food system wrought by capitalism has reduced 

opportunities for the kind of epistemic relationship with food systems that build such an 

understanding. I argue for a reorganization of agricultural ownership and labour that not only offers 
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‘direct access’87 to food, but a complex understanding of food systems, of the challenges of agricultural 

labour, and of the experience of contingency, failure, unpredictability and vulnerability that will be a 

part of agriculture in a severely climate changed future. Welfare state liberal measures to mitigate 

corruption in rationing, discussed in the next section, are insufficient for that purpose and do not 

challenge capitalist control of the global food system as to re-build and broaden public understanding 

of food systems. 

3.3.2.3 Welfare state liberal accountability and transparency: Schedler and Daniels 

How does welfare state liberal theory claim to address the threat of corruption and thus 

legitimize rationing? Understanding corruption as a public vice, the institutional and civic virtues 

that are said to mitigate it are accountability and transparency. Schedler conceives of accountability 

as a two-dimensional concept comprised of answerability and enforcement. Answerability is the 

obligation of political authorities to inform and explain their decisions to the public; also known as 

transparency or publicity.88 But answerability itself cannot check against abuses of power: ‘Political 

accountability involves more than the generation of data and the interplay of arguments’ (Schedler 

1999, 15). Enforcement complements the demands of information and explanation with the threat of 

wielding political power to sanction non-compliance and deter it before it can occur. 

Answerability is realized through freedom of the press, speech, information, association89 and 

through norms of democratic accountability by which political authorities feel obliged to inform and 

                                                      

87 And therefore entitlement to food that can endure the failure of market and state provisioning. 
88 Infractions of publicity are elsewhere called ‘surreptitious’ uses of power (Ceva and Ferretti). 
89 Which creates civic accountability agencies through, for example, NGO’s. 
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explain decisions to the public. Enforcement is realized through negative sanctions such as 

reputational damage from public disapproval, electoral accountability that removes parties from 

power, criminal sanction against individual offenders, and the investigative agencies that carry out 

such enforcement. Accountability measures are said to be both vertical and horizontal. Vertically, 

citizens hold ruling parties accountable through elections to executive offices and legislatures. 

Horizontally, the welfare state holds itself internally accountable by establishing specialized, 

professionalized, and independent accountability offices, such as auditors and ombudsmen (Schedler 

1999, 23) and by making its operations transparent to a free press and active civil society.  

Gathering these insights, one might conclude that welfare state liberalism already has the 

institutional measures in place to respond to the threat of corrupted rationing. An independent 

media, free elections, and legal and bureaucratic oversight, are fit for the job. Before opposing that 

conclusion, I will further explore the literature on accountability, this time in healthcare rationing. 

Norman Daniels has developed an influential view of ‘accountability for reasonableness’ to 

inform legitimate rationing in healthcare. Rationing, or ‘priority setting’ is required as the costs of 

treatable healthcare needs often exceed budgetary allocations for health. To determine the principles 

according to which treatment priorities should be set, committees of healthcare experts, practitioners, 

and ethicists debate and decide how limit-setting will be undertaken in their jurisdiction. To be 

legitimate, these limit-setting institutions must be held to public account (Daniels 2008, 103). 

‘Accountability for reasonableness’ (AFR) provides the framework to achieve this, and details four 

conditions limit-setting committees must abide by (Daniels 2008, 118–119): 
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1. Publicity: decisions must be publicly accessible 

2. Relevancy: rationales must appeal to ‘evidence, reasons, and principles that are 

accepted as relevant by (“fair-minded”) people who are disposed to finding mutually 

justifiable terms of cooperation.’ (Daniels 2008, 118) 

3. Revision and Appeal: decisions on limit-setting must be publicly contestable and a 

dispute-resolution procedure must be available. 

4. Regulation: voluntary or public regulation of the process must ensure 1-3 are met 

Publicity mitigates corruption which flourishes under secrecy. Relevancy remedies the flaw in 

majoritarian or aggregative democratic procedures whereby the reasons motivating the winning side 

do not even count as relevant to the question at hand from the perspective of the losing minority. 

Daniels claims AFR is dialogically superior to aggregative democratic legitimacy in understanding the 

importance, not of the count of votes, but of the content of reasons (Daniels 2008, 112–113). Revision 

and Appeal allows individuals or groups who feel wronged to directly challenge the committee, 

engaging in a formal follow-up dialogue that can lead to revision or future changes in policy. Finally, 

regulation fulfills the need for a mechanism of enforcement of the foregoing, either by public law, or 

private accreditation (Daniels 2008, 133). While the public does not participate directly in decisions 

about rationing, Daniels claims that AFR offers different yet still important forms of participation in 

these decisions including opportunities to interrogate, challenge, and provide input on the relevancy 

of rationales for limit-setting decisions. This reveals, Daniels claims, that ‘we must avoid the trap of 

thinking that direct participation in deliberation is required for legitimacy’ (Daniels 2008, 130). 
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One might think that welfare state liberalism is now even better prepared to mitigate 

corruption in rationing. Not only does it have its general mechanisms of accountability inventoried 

by Schedler, but measures tailored specific to rationing offered by Daniels. With theoretical backing 

and a grounding in institutional practice, the legitimacy of rationing looks to be in good hands with 

the welfare state. 

I will now argue against such confidence. While the measures detailed by Schedler and 

Daniels might be necessary to mitigate corruption in rationing, they are insufficient, as they fail to 

address the moral severity and epistemic challenge of food rationing under extreme scarcity. 

3.3.2.4 Moral severity and the need for ex-ante accountability measures 

The moral severity of corruption in rationing raises the acceptable threshold of risk, amplifies 

its perceived risk, and thus demands a shift from ex-post compensation and redress to ex-ante 

mitigation. 

As Schedler argues, accountability is a modest concept in that it does not aim for complete 

transparency and control of the welfare state’s power, which is impossible given the ineliminable 

uncertainty and opacity of power (Schedler 1999, 19). That means accountability sets a threshold of 

acceptable risk of abuses of power and aims to mitigate that risk. The unjust and avoidable 

deprivations of basic needs that occur in corrupted rationing are morally severe (see §3.1.4), thus 

lower the threshold of acceptable risk via increasing the intensity and scale of its negative impacts, 

and accordingly demand more stringent accountability measures. The moral severity of rationing also 

heightens suspicions of the perceived risk of corruption that may exceed its actual risk. These 
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suspicions are often amplified by conflictual politics, with charges of corruption from opposing 

political parties being a common currency in elections. Risk perceptions that exceed actual risks still 

need to be addressed and thus exert pressure toward more stringent accountability measures. Finally, 

the unjust harms of basic needs deprivation from corrupted rationing are not easily compensated for. 

This means that ex-post accountability measures like criminal sanction, and redress through financial 

compensation, are inappropriate and ineffective. Thus, corrupted rationing demands a shift in 

accountability from less stringent ex-post measures that detect, sanction, and redress corruption after 

the fact, to more stringent ex-ante measures that deter and prevent it before it can occur. 

3.3.2.5 Epistemic distancing and experiential knowledge of food systems 

The challenge of epistemic distancing in food rationing is also not adequately addressed by 

welfare state accountability. Meeting the demands of transparency as to mitigate corruption in 

rationing requires the reorganization of ownership in agriculturally productive assets and the 

generalization of agricultural labour as to build public understanding of the food system. Such radical 

transparency measures that intervene in property and labour relations are foreign to the welfare state, 

which is too often unwilling to challenge capitalist control the food system. Welfare state 

accountability, as illustrated by Schedler and Daniels, meets demands of publicity90 by offering 

information, explanation, and consultation to the public. The knowledge of the workings of political 

power that these mechanisms achieve is primarily propositional: having read the newspaper, I know 

that there have been crop failures in the mid-west. But there are two further kinds of knowledge and 

                                                      

90 I take this concept to be roughly synonymous with both answerability and transparency. 
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understanding that are not easily conveyed by welfare state publicity: knowing how, and knowing 

what-it-is like, or skill and experiential knowledge, respectively. To know how to grow food, one 

needs to learn more than mere facts about the food system.91 Gaining skill knowledge often requires 

effort, practice, and instruction. To know what-it-is-like to grow food, one also needs to know more 

than facts, and perhaps more than skills (Shapiro 2009; Shapiro 2012). Experiential knowledge is a 

participatory, situated undertaking and often includes an affective and identity attachment in the 

knower. I may know that my sister is a farmer (propositional), I may even know how to grow grain 

(skill) – having received instruction from her on the subject. Despite all that, I may still not know 

what it is like to be a farmer (experiential) in the way she does. 

I claim that skill and experiential knowledge of food systems is part of the publicity 

requirement for accountability, and therefore also necessary92 to mitigate corruption in rationing. 

Since capitalist control of the global food system has eroded these public knowledges, I further claim 

their re-building must come through a radical transformation of the ownership of agricultural assets 

and the division of agricultural labour as to offer sufficient opportunities for participation therein, 

along with greater local democratic involvement in rationing decisions. Welfare state accountability 

does not recognize these broader knowledge requirements of publicity, nor is it willing to challenge 

                                                      

91 Stanley (2011), with Williamson (Stanley and Willlamson 2001), has argued that skill knowledge is reducible to 
propositional knowledge. Even if that is analytically true, it is insufficient to support the practical claim that a broadened 
publicity requirement could be fulfilled through the mainly propositional measures welfare state accountability 
advocates. Learning agricultural skills via education that relies solely on its analytic reducibility to propositional 
knowledge may be inefficient, ineffective, or impractical. 
92 Though it is not sufficient. As Schedler notes, accountability is comprised of answerability and enforcement. Thus, 
public knowledge about food must be paired with the capacities to detect, signal, and highlight non-compliance and 
threaten and enforce sanction against potential abuses of power over food. 
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capitalist control of the food system to secure them. It is therefore inadequate in mitigating the threat 

of corruption in food rationing under conditions of extreme scarcity. I will now elaborate on each of 

these claims. 

Why is skill and experiential knowledge of food production and distribution a requirement 

of the publicity condition on accountability for rationing? Skill and experiential knowledge offers 

direct epistemic access to food systems and thus meets the requirements for more stringent ex-ante 

accountability measures warranted by the moral severity of rationing. A citizenry enduring and 

invigilating rationing needs more than internal reports from the professionalized accounting agencies 

of the welfare state, corroborated by a free media. To make proper use of this information, 

corroborate it directly, and thus properly invigilate against abuses of power in the rationing system, 

the public needs opportunities for direct involvement in the food system that builds skills and 

experience with the novel complexities and difficulties of food production and distribution under 

severe climate change. Skill and experiential knowledge of food also helps guard against a dangerous 

legitimation gap between the real and perceived threat of corruption. Even if the real threat of 

corruption is low, suspicions and false allegations of corruption against private and public producers 

and distributors in welfare state rationing can still be prevalent, making the perceived threat high.93 

Suspicions are heightened by the combination of the moral severity of deprivation, a lack of 

involvement and therefore understanding of food systems in conditions of severe climate change, and 

                                                      

93 For historical evidence of the prevalence of (false) claims of corruption in grain provisioning in 18th century France, 
especially in times of political conflict, see (Kaplan 1982). 
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the commonality of allegations of corruption in conflictual politics. Where irritated and anxious 

citizens see shortfalls in production that raise suspicions that producers are ‘holding out’, producers 

see crops that have been destroyed by severe climate changes. Merely presenting more facts about the 

food system to irritable and suspicious citizens enduring rationing will not suffice. In contrast, 

participating in agricultural management and labour gives one direct experiential access to the 

realities and challenges of food production, a deeper level of understanding and knowledge of the 

food system, and first-hand access to information about it, thus shrinking the dangerous legitimation 

gap between the perceived and real threats of corruption. 

Why can the skill and experiential knowledge necessary to mitigate corrupt rationing only be 

built by a wide dispersion of ownership of agricultural assets, the generalization of agricultural labour, 

and greater local democratic involvement in rationing decisions? For example, why not instead 

facilitate indirect participation and education through classroom experiential learning in public 

education and small community gardens that simulate the complexities of large-scale food systems? 

While these measures would go some way to building a broader public understanding of food 

systems, they do not go far enough. To be an effective accountability measure, the experiential 

knowledge necessary to mitigate corruption in rationing must be situated at the very site of political 

power over food, not some down-scaled proxy of it. Direct corroboration of information, familiarity 

with challenges in production and distributions systems, and the institutional experience of managing 

food systems with co-citizens, can only be gained by direct involvement at the scale that captures the 

full complexity and moral stakes of those systems; where the goal is to provide adequate food for all, 
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and if that cannot be done, ration what can be provided fairly. As claimed previously, the global 

capitalist food system contracts opportunities for direct involvement in food systems, including 

ownership of agriculturally productive assets, by encouraging the unconstrained private 

accumulation of these assets. But the immediately converse approach, a welfare state intervention to 

make national public ownership of agricultural assets the dominant system, would not facilitate such 

participation either. The large number of participants in a unitary, nation-wide ownership scheme 

would dilute opportunities for direct involvement and decision-making for each citizen. Thus, I 

suggest that social ownership through agricultural cooperatives, organized around semi-autonomous 

localities, and regionally networked up to the national (or global) level, is the preferred direction of 

transformation in the food economy. Such a system would allow for sufficient levels of participation, 

responsibility and thus experiential and institutional knowledge for each citizen. A move in the 

direction of social ownership need not be a total transformation that eliminates public and private 

ownership and labour relations. The goal is to build sufficient understanding of food systems among 

the citizenry as to fulfill the broadened requirements of accountability warranted by the moral 

severity and epistemic challenges of food rationing. Thus, I modestly advocate for a mixed system of 

ownership and labour that makes locally socialized agriculture a much more prominent form.94 

Coincident with the transformation in agricultural ownership and labour (production side) 

would be greater local democratic involvement in rationing decisions (distribution side). Allegations 

                                                      

94 For a case study of a limited system of socialized agricultural land ownership in Mexico that was eventually eroded by 
free market policies, see (Bello 2009, 46–53). 
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and suspicions of corruption would not only skeptically query production shortfalls, but also question 

distributive rationing decisions. Here, the public must acquire the requisite experiential knowledge 

through direct exposure to the institutional nuances and complexities of debates between competing 

distributive ideals for rationing, and must share part of the cognitive burden and social blame95  that 

comes with the difficult task of deciding who will be deprived of adequate food. Again, the complete 

localization of distributive rationing decisions is not warranted as our goal is a modest one that aims 

to build an understanding of food systems sufficient to mitigate the threat of corrupted rationing. A 

mixed system, whereby central authorities guarantee a calorific and nutritional ration minimum to 

all citizens, and a local democratic authority debates and distributes the remainder of rations, could 

suffice to build the necessary understanding of distributions under extreme scarcity. 

Why is welfare state liberalism unwilling to challenge capitalist control of the food system as 

to mitigate the threat of corrupted rationing? I don’t take there to be anything essential about liberal 

theory that favors a capitalist economy; many such theorists are critics of capitalism. But welfare state 

liberal theories of accountability, exemplified by Schedler and Daniels, show that anti-corruption 

measures that call for radical transformation in property and labour relations are often off the table 

for welfare state liberals. Capitalism’s grip on the economy is often acquiesced to, accepted as a 

‘feasibility constraint’. Schedler’s conception focuses on administrative (i.e. individualized) corruption 

and is thus unable to see how capitalism – as an institution – threatens corruption in rationing by 

                                                      

95 It is important to consider how social blame influences the perceived threat of corruption in rationing. It is much 
easier to foster suspicions of corruption in rationing when one is far removed from it; when it is easy to blame ‘the 
bureaucrats’ or some other social group. 
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undermining public understanding of food systems. Daniel’s ‘accountability for reasonableness’ 

addresses only the allocation of scarce medical resources; it does not, for example, query whether 

corporate control over the production of pharmaceutical drugs is legitimate and how that power is 

to be held to account. Both approaches to welfare state accountability conform with Dryzek’s 

discourse analysis of ‘administrative rationalism’, which accepts liberal capitalism as given, and favors 

bureaucratic solutions that utilize expert staffed, professionalized agencies to promote the public good 

(2013, chap. 4). In contrast, I have argued that we must reject capitalist control over food systems and 

mitigate the threat of corrupted rationing, not by empowering professionalized bureaucratic 

accounting agencies, or restricting membership on ‘limit-setting committees’ to experts (Daniels 

2008, chap. 4), but by increasing opportunities for direct citizen participation in the food economy 

through popular management and labour, and the localization and democratization of rationing 

institutions. 

3.3.2.6 Objections 

The division of power over food to favor localized agricultural cooperatives will not be 

immune to corruption. Indeed, it may be objected that localization heightens the threat of a prevalent 

form of corruption, namely, social bias or patronage. A significant feature of centralized and 

professionalized accounting agencies is that their officials are vetted for conflicts of interest and 

subject to standards of professional ethics that are specifically designed to guard against internal 

corruption from social bias and patronage. Localizing rationing increases the threat of socially 

influenced corruption as a network of social relationships fostering localized favoritism and partiality 
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overlaps with rationing. To respond, I do not advocate for the abandonment of professionalized 

accounting agencies, but rather argue that they are insufficient to mitigate corruption in rationing 

under extreme scarcity. Accepting the heightened threat of social bias and patronage in localized 

rationing, we should maintain a role for professionalized agencies to monitor locales for such abuses 

of power over food (in addition to their role of monitoring the central state for similar abuses). 

A second objection: if mitigating corruption in rationing is so important, why not oblige 

citizens to participate directly in food systems, rather than merely expanding opportunities for them 

to do so. Opportunities may not be taken up by a public that disfavors agricultural labour relative to 

alternatives, e.g. industrial or commercial. According to my arguments, voluntary non-participation 

in agriculture would undermine public understanding in food systems and therefore inadequately 

mitigate corruption. Given its moral severity, should we not institute measures that ensure 

participation by making it an obligation? If we do, it appears to be a violation of freedom of 

occupation, or worse, forced labour. 

To respond, I would first like to cast doubt on the claim that the public would not take up 

opportunities for agricultural ownership and labour if offered. ‘Peasant’ (small-scale subsistence 

farmers) movements, strong in the global south, have been an active political force in protesting 

policies that redistribute land to corporations and large private owners, showing an intense interest 

in retaining or regaining opportunities for agricultural ownership and labour (Bello 2009). Perhaps 

in the global north, where agricultural labour is viewed as menial and culturally shunned, there are 

greater obstacles to the public taking up such opportunities. But even there, movements such as 
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‘slow/local food’, ‘food sovereignty’, and ‘re-peasantization’ are attracting citizens to a renewed and 

more direct relationship with agriculture to advance health, social, and environmental causes. To the 

standing motivations for these movement, the local socialization of agriculture advocated above adds 

another: preparedness for the contingency of extreme scarcity in a severely climate changed future, 

and the threat of corruption in rationing. 

We should also interrogate the sense of obligation being invoked in the objection, as to see 

that it can manifest itself in different forms. Compulsory citizen service mandated by the state and 

backed by a threat of force would be an abuse of power that rivals corrupted rationing in its moral 

severity. Fortunately, there are other ways of fostering a sense of obligation for direct involvement 

in food systems that do not take this form. For example, the obligation could follow from a general 

social ethos that encourages citizens to contribute solidaristically to agricultural labour, in the face of 

the shared hardship of scarcity, by way of publicly valorizing and socially incentivizing such labour 

(rather than threatening and coercing it with force). 

 

I have argued that for it to be legitimate, welfare state liberal rationing must mitigate the 

threat of corruption, and that standard institutional means for it to do so are inadequate. A radical 

transformation in the food economy is required to build broader public understanding of food 

systems that, I claim, is necessary for public invigilation that safeguards against corruption in 

rationing. Welfare state liberal theory is at pains to accommodate the changes in property and labour 

relations in agriculture, and in local democratic decision-making on rationing principles, that this 
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epistemic broadening of the requirements of accountability demands. It is thus insufficient to address 

corruption as a legitimacy concern in rationing. 

3.4 Utilitarian liberalism, survival lotteries, and the revision of rights 

Utilitarianism applies the principle of utility – maximize overall wellbeing – to politics. In its 

direct, or act-utilitarian form, this means that each political action or decision is to satisfy the demands 

of the principle of utility. In the rule-utilitarian form, an institutionally enforced system of rules 

fulfills these demands, and said rules direct individual action and decision. Exemplified in Mill, rule-

utilitarian liberalism claims the ability to derive liberal institutions from the application of the 

principle of utility in the context of modernity. Individual rights are one such derivation, but the 

nature and content of rights are open to radical revision depending on the context in which the 

principle of utility is applied. In this section, I will present and critique Tim Mulgan’s application of 

rule-utilitarian liberalism to the context of a future with severe climate change. Mulgan argues that 

the best interpretation of utilitarianism in such a future is a lexical objective list rule-utilitarianism. 

From this theoretical basis, it is suggested that extreme scarcity requires rationing through a survival 

lottery and in turn, the radical revision of subsistence rights into ‘rights to fair chances for survival’. 

Through this radical revision of rights, utilitarian liberalism offers a solution to the false-promise 

problem, and thus perhaps has a theoretical advantage over welfare state liberalism. In this section, I 

present and question Mulgan’s argument from utilitarianism toward survival lotteries, critique that 

institution itself, and finally oppose the revision of basic rights. 

 Mulgan invites us to imagine a severe warming scenario that he dubs the ‘broken world’: 
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where resources are insufficient to meet everyone’s basic needs, where a 
chaotic climate makes life precarious, where each generation is worse off 
than the last, and where our affluent way of life is no longer an option. 
(Mulgan 2015b, 157) 

Mulgan argues that this is a possible future, and thus worthy of attention to normative theorists.96 

Applying arguments established in previous work, Mulgan explains how a lexical objective list rule-

utilitarianism is the best interpretation of utilitarian theory for the problem of intergenerational 

ethics including ‘broken’ futures. I will explain the three distinctive elements of that theory. 

Mulgan’s first move is toward rule-utilitarianism away from act-utilitarianism. Standard 

objections to act-utilitarianism, such as its demandingness, intensify in a broken future. When basic 

resources are so scarce that not all basic needs can be met, act-utilitarianism may implausibly demand 

we sacrifice ourselves so that others can live (especially if we are alone in our commitment to that 

theory) (Mulgan 2015a, 102–103). Act-utilitarianism also struggles with problem cases such as Parfit’s 

‘Repugnant Conclusion’, whereby the utilitarian is counter-intuitively forced to favor a future with a 

very large population with lives barely worth living over smaller populations with much higher 

wellbeing. Rule-utilitarianism disfavors such futures by detaching its theory of value from its theory 

of obligation (unlike act-utilitarianism). It admits the value of large populations with lives barely 

worth living, but denies (with the help of lexicality, explained below) any obligation to bring such 

futures about (Mulgan 2015a, 107). 

                                                      

96 Mulgan may be adopting a possibilist epistemology of futurity of the kind I argued for in Chapter 2, though it appears 
his motivations for doing so are primarily to extract insights for moral theory, whereas my motivations are toward 
institutional contingency planning as a demand of practical reasoning within liberal theory. 
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Mulgan argues that the theory of wellbeing utilitarians adopt should be objective list, not 

preference-based. Objective list theories of wellbeing identify a set of outcomes, experiences, 

relationships (etc.) that are ‘good in themselves irrespective of the agent’s attitude toward them’ 

(Mulgan 2015a, 105). Preference theories only attend to the subjective desires of the agent in detailing 

the good. In doing so, they lead to implausible views about the obligation to avoid the badness of 

environmental destruction wrought by climate change. Though such damage deprives future people 

of valuable experiences and relationships (e.g. with nature), preference theory holds this is not bad 

unless it frustrates preferences, and thus could be compatible with human wellbeing via the 

modification of the preferences of future people to remove frustration with such destruction. It thus 

struggles to account for the intuitive obligation to avoid the badness of environmental destruction. 

Finally, the utilitarian selects among various mathematical aggregation methods to ‘maximize 

overall wellbeing’. Classical utilitarianism favored total (Bentham) and average (Mill) interpretations 

that maximize the total sum of wellbeing across individuals, or the calculated average across 

individuals, respectively. Mulgan rejects both for the lexical option, which demands that we maximize 

the number of individuals who enjoy a wellbeing above some equal and definite threshold value. 

Mulgan argues that this is the only way to escape Parfit’s ‘Repugnant Conclusion’, mentioned above. 

Here, the objective list theory helps solve the problem of setting that threshold through the relative 

ease of detailing a ‘bundle’ of goods demarcating the threshold (Mulgan 2015c, 218). 
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While Mulgan’s arguments for lexical objective list rule-utilitarianism are relatively rigorous, 

the arguments from that theory to survival lotteries and the radical revision of rights in a broken 

future are less clear. 

Mulgan claims that rationing institutions under extreme scarcity take the form of a survival 

lottery, an ‘institution that determines, in times of crisis or scarcity, who lives and who dies’ (2015a, 

207) in allocating sufficient scarce survival goods (food, water, etc.) to winners and totally depriving 

losers of the same. Survival lotteries are claimed to be a necessary institution in a broken world (2016, 

7; 2015c, 207), and the central philosophical concern of its inhabitants (2014a, 91; Mulgan 2014b, 60; 

2015c, 220).97 Moreover, public deliberation on, and experience with, survival lotteries invites the 

transformation of rights of subsistence into rights to fair chances for survival via a lottery. 

Mulgan’s lexical objective list rule-utilitarianism goes some way toward justifying survival 

lotteries as our choice for rationing institutions. The objective list element draws attention to the 

survival goods to be allocated while lexicality explains the value of allocating threshold amounts of 

these goods. And a Millian emphasis on public deliberation explains why the details of survival 

lotteries should be the product of public deliberation among participants collectively reasoning about 

the long-term institutional application of the principle of utility (Mulgan 2015c, 221–222). 

                                                      

97 Mulgan suggests this holds true whether we are utilitarians or not. For example, in a broken world Rawlsian liberals 
must integrate the design of survival lotteries into the hypothetical deliberations among participants in the original 
position (Mulgan 2011, chap. 15). 
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Yet argumentative gaps remain.98 Mulgan often only ‘suggests’ that survival lotteries are the 

institutional derivation of lexical objective list rule-utilitarianism (2015a, 110; 2015c, 220) without 

offering a rigorous argument for this. A charitable reconstruction might go as follows.99 Rule-

utilitarianism is both formally and practically committed to impartiality. Formally, lexicality accords 

no particular individual a special claim to the enjoyment of wellbeing over others (all have a formally 

equal claim). Practically, rule-utilitarianism must stabilize its system of wellbeing maximizing rules 

over the long-term. Humans have an intuitive sense of fairness and offense against it by a set of 

arbitrary or biased rules will destabilize the institutions that enforce said rules. Therefore, impartiality 

is also needed for stability. In conditions where resources are such that not all can enjoy wellbeing 

above the lexical threshold, some procedure must select those who will fall above the threshold and 

those below. That procedure must be impartial, or fair, for the reasons stated above. The best 

procedure that fits all these demands is a survival lottery wherein those who enjoy wellbeing above 

the threshold (winners) and those who suffer deprivation below (losers) are selected at random. 

I will now offer philosophical and practical objections to this utilitarian liberal argument for 

survival lotteries. Philosophically, while lotteries might be an important aspect of rationing 

institutions, lethality is not a feature of lotteries that we must accept. Practically, lethal rationing 

threatens the weaponization of food, and this threat must temper any philosophical advocacy for it 

as the morally ideal form of rationing. 

                                                      

98 I thank Will Kylmicka for pressing me to interrogate in greater detail the argument running from utilitarianism to 
survival lotteries. 
99 Here, I attempt to elaborate on Mulgan’s claim that ‘The fairest way to allocate any scarce necessity is a lottery’ 
(2015b, 162). 
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3.4.1.1 Against survival lotteries 

Mulgan’s readiness to endorse center lethal rationing is philosophically implausible and 

practically dangerous. It is philosophically implausible because the centrality of lethal rationing has 

not been adequately argued. Earlier, I conceived of extreme scarcity as coming in degrees of intensity, 

where only some of these require that deprivations be lethal. If the onset of severe climate change is 

temporally drawn out over the 21st century, then there will be periods and instances of extreme 

scarcity that require rationing but where scarcity levels do not require lethal deprivations. Inattention 

to this fact leads to cases in which the extreme inequality in distribution that survival lotteries 

advocate – with winners enjoying full rations and losers starving – seems not only implausible but 

unjust. When we have 90% of the supplies to meet total food needs, we should cut rations 10% for 

everyone, not ask 10% of the population to starve so that 90% can have full rations. Survival lotteries 

identify a strong threshold of adequacy and demand that the highest number of people satisfy it. The 

side-effect of that demand is to push the inequalities in deprivation between ‘winner and losers’ of the 

lottery to the extreme. We should object to these extreme inequalities in deprivation in those 

conditions where it is avoidable. Furthermore, severe climate change will make weather, and thus the 

productivity of conventional food systems, increasingly unpredictable. There may be shortfalls and 

windfalls in production, with heavy seasonal and regional variations in productivity. These dynamic 

uncertainties are in tension with Mulgan’s static stipulation that scarcity in the broken world is such 

that ‘not all can survive’. The idealized certainty in knowledge about seasonal productivity, stockpiles, 

and survival mutability of rationed goods embodied in this statement is empirically unsound. Thus, 

while lotteries may be an important part of rationing institution, the centrality of lethality in 
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rationing requires further argument from the utilitarian liberal considering these abiding 

uncertainties about the dynamic intensity of scarcity, especially with the long-term vision of rule-

utilitarianism. 

Practical considerations also place a heavy normative justificatory burden on proposals that 

advocate lethal rationing. First, I take killing to be a prima facia serious moral wrong, thus placing a 

weighty moral burden-of-proof on anyone advocating it. Second, killing via food deprivation is a 

historically well-established abuse of political power (de Waal 2018; Daschuk 2013) that enables the 

weaponization of food. To effectively guard against such abuse, lethal rationing must carry a heavy 

justificatory burden and practical steps must be taken to avoid its necessity. Instead of a readiness to 

engage in decisions about ‘who will live and who will die’, rationing should commit to guaranteeing 

everyone some chance for survival. Mulgan’s readiness to claim the philosophical centrality of 

survival lotteries not only sidelines the uncertainties of food provisioning under severe climate 

change by stipulating a static scarcity level in which not all can survive, but via this stipulation dodges 

the heavy moral and political burdens of justifying lethal rationing and should be rejected. 

In light of this criticism Mulgan’s position could be reinterpreted as stating, not that survival 

lotteries are the first concern of rationing, but that they will sometimes be its necessary form. 

Furthermore, there is a converse danger for the abuse of political power in those institutions that 

staunchly commit to non-lethal rationing: they may institute practices that are effectively and 

untransparently lethal. Indeed, when scarcity is so extreme that some will unavoidably perish, giving 

the deprived meager rations as to satisfy the demand they enjoy some chance of survival would only 
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prolong their suffering. In response, I am prepared to admit that rationing must in some instances be 

lethal. When it is, I agree that it should be explicit and transparent about its lethality and avoid 

unnecessary suffering among the deprived. My critique of Mulgan’s view is not meant to deny the 

possibility or incidental necessity of lethal rationing, but to de-center it in the justification of rationing 

institutions. 

3.4.1.2 Retaining a commitment to stringent basic rights 

Mulgan claims that the collective experience of justifying and practicing a survival lottery will 

radically alter the utilitarian liberal’s interpretation of basic rights in a severely climate changed future: 

Participating in the [survival] lottery, and in the preceding deliberation, 
may be the best way for future people to develop and express their views 
about the content of rights—and the limits of rights. Perhaps, for them, this 
is what a right will be—an equal chance to live or die. (Mulgan 2015b, 162) 

I argued above we have reasons to reject the centrality of survival lotteries in rationing. If we 

accept that critique, then the (alleged) revisionary impact of survival lotteries on the content of basic 

rights would not go through. But we could generalize Mulgan’s claim to be that rationing revises basic 

rights as to relax their stringency. For example, in extreme scarcity we no longer have basic rights of 

subsistence, but instead rights to fair rations. 

In this section, I argue that we can and should retain a commitment to stringent basic rights 

under extreme scarcity. The reasons for that commitment are hidden behind Mulgan’s narrow 

conception of the role of rights in liberal theory. Mulgan considers only two such roles. First, the 

view of rights as side-constraints (2018, 9) posits a set of well-defined rights the content of which is 

not up for public debate or institutional modification, and which are usually justified with reference 
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to their moral importance and naturalness. Second, the view of rights as guarantees (2014b, 59), while 

not committed to well-defined pre-political rights, does demand that a set of institutionally mediated 

rights be guaranteed to all. In advancing the view that rights are subject to radical revision in extreme 

scarcity, Mulgan cites the difficulties of holding each view in a future with extreme scarcity. But these 

two views do not exhaust the role of rights in liberal justification. Jeremy Waldron has advocated a 

theory of liberal rights as both inputs and outputs of the public justification of institutions.  

[C]laims of right will figure as both inputs and outputs, so far as theorizing 
about justice is concerned. They function as inputs inasmuch as they help 
constitute our sense of what it is to take each individual seriously. The 
content of familiar rights helps indicate the sort of beings we are dealing 
with, what are likely to count for them as goods and harms, and broadly 
what it is to respect such beings in the quest for fair terms of human 
association… (Waldron 1993, 27) 

But we also expect, Waldron continues, that more institutionally tangible (e.g. legal) rights will 

emerge from any justification that understands the moral status of its audience in the language of 

rights:  

We expect or hope that familiar claims of right will also figure among the 
outputs of an adequate theory of justice. We hope that an institutional 
structure set up in this way can offer certain guarantees to individuals... 
(Waldron 1993, 28) 

Waldron’s view allows us to see that Mulgan conflates the contrast between rights as ‘inputs 

and outputs’ by demanding that rights as inputs to public justification correlate directly with rights as 

outputs. Mulgan’s primary concern seems to be with the institutional specification of rights that 

correlate directly with legal entitlements.100 But one can agree that a stringent basic right to 

                                                      

100 As was Bentham’s, who famously declared rights to be ‘non-sense on stilts’. 
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subsistence is not fully realizable and thus readily transformable into a legal entitlement (i.e. output) 

in extreme scarcity, and still maintain a commitment to stringent basic rights as an ‘input’, or 

conditioning factor, in public justification. 

I argue that maintaining a commitment to stringent basic rights, even in extreme scarcity, 

serves three important roles as an ‘input’ to public justification. First, as Waldron notes generally, and 

Tomalty specifically in the context of severe climate change (Tomalty 2014, 56), equal basic rights 

help express a commitment to the equal moral status of persons and thus play an important role in 

conditioning the public justification of liberal institutions to accord with the core normative 

commitments of liberalism (§1.1). Rights help us understand individuals as having a moral status via 

the claim that they are deserving of modes of treatment, or protections against especially acute 

deprivations. Rights discourse has a historically established presence in liberal constitutional practice 

alongside claims of the moral equality of persons. The language of the various Bills, Charters, and 

Declarations of rights help express the equal moral status of persons in conjunction with the liberal 

commitment to the normative priority of the individual. They do so without correlating directly to 

legal entitlements, as Mulgan’s restricted view of rights as ‘outputs’ demands. 

Second, stringent basic rights have morally important retrospective and prospective functions 

in a future with severe climate change. Retrospectively, they help us make sense of the wrongs and 

injustices committed by past generations, who failed to mitigate and adapt to climate change, 

exposing future people to its more severe impacts, and thus violating their basic rights (Tomalty 2014, 

55). Prospectively, stringent basic rights ground the (general societal) obligation to de-intensify and 
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eventually exit conditions of extreme scarcity, so that basic rights frustrated under scarcity can instead 

be fulfilled. The deprivations scarcity requires us to impose are regrettable and remediable (over the 

long-term). There is thus an obligation to de-intensify and eventually exit extreme scarcity, along 

with one to cope with it. A commitment to stringent basic rights grounds a general societal obligation 

to exit extreme scarcity over the long-term in the thought that it is better to have a greater incidence 

of rights fulfillment across society than a lesser (all else equal), and exiting or de-intensifying extreme 

scarcity will facilitate such a change. Utilitarian liberalism might realize these retrospective and 

prospective functions as well, by invoking the need to progressively apply the principle of utility over 

the long-term. But if a commitment to basic rights already forms part of the intuitive appeal of 

utilitarian (especially Millian) liberalism, and (as argued above) realizes these two functions in 

extreme scarcity, then we have good reason to retain such a commitment in extreme scarcity, rather 

than revise it away as Mulgan suggests. 

The third and final reason to retain a commitment to stringent basic rights is to preserve them 

as a historically achieved bulwark against the power of institutions to (re)shape our collective way of 

life and thus the social context in which moral claims are formed, articulated, and understood. We 

must resist handing over the discursive framework of rights, especially rights to subsistence, to radical 

revision in the context of severe climate change, for this threatens to undo important historical 

progress that has been made in building social acceptance, and thus the moral efficacy, of rights claims 

in social discourse. There is an important history of political struggles toward institutions that are 

socially expected to be receptive to, and transformable by, critiques articulated in the language of 
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stringent basic rights. ‘The Rights of Man’ were not only a theoretical innovation of moral 

philosophy, but a practical political slogan, easily understandable and repeatable across social classes, 

and thus a potent way of transforming social discourse. Opening the content of basic rights to radical 

transformation by institutions threatens to undo this work. Instead of rights constraining 

institutions, institutions are allowed free reign to transform rights. To be fair, utilitarian liberals do 

not advocate for the radical revision of all basic rights under extreme scarcity. Rights to non-

discrimination and procedural fairness, for example, are not resource sensitive and thus need not be 

revised due to scarcity (Mulgan 2014a, 88–89). But the loss of rights as basic as the right to subsistence 

alone would have considerable impact on the moral efficacy of rights claims in social discourse, and 

we should be worried about the lasting damage this may cause. Basic rights were, as a matter of 

historical effort, hard to gain, and rights may be even harder to re-gain after resigning them. The 

inability of liberalism to uphold its long-standing commitments to a broad set of basic rights would 

surely be exploited in rhetoric opposing liberalism. 

Given that the foregoing defense of stringent basic rights to subsistence focuses on the 

important role of rights as ‘inputs’ to a political theory, one may ask, what should we say about the 

role of rights as ‘outputs’? Waldron proves helpful here again. Not all statements of moral rights as 

inputs need be correlated with legal rights as outputs. Rights demand certain modes of treatment, and 

the duties correlative to them do as much work here as the right itself. While we can affirm the 

stringency of a moral right to subsistence, we can also realize that in extreme scarcity, the duties 

correlative to these rights cannot guarantee adequate food for all. But our reaction need not be the 
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rejection of the moral right. We can instead search for other statements of the duties correlative to it 

(Waldron 1993, 212). In the case of extreme scarcity, we are thus directed to investigate the moral 

severity of basic needs deprivation and how to justly share its burdens through rationing 

institutions.101 On that view, preserving the important function of (moral) rights as inputs comes 

into tension with the hope for (legal) rights as outputs whose content closely tracks those of the moral 

rights. What I have argued suggests that we should favor a resolution to this tension that preserves 

the important role of stringent basic rights as inputs, at the cost of losing a satisfactory 

correspondence to their direct legal correlates as outputs. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I clarified the notions of extreme scarcity and rationing, and assessed the proposals 

of three variants of liberal theory in designing rationing institutions. In extreme scarcity, free market 

liberal theory fails to deliver on the promised function of markets in practice, disproportionately 

burdening the poor. Welfare state liberalism reacts to market deprivation with a view of food as a 

need and right, rather than a source of profit. But as rationer, I argued that the welfare state 

disingenuously claims to guarantee subsistence rights, and fails to adequately mitigate the threat of 

corruption in rationing. Finally, I argued that the woes of welfare state liberalism do not warrant a 

turn to utilitarian liberalism. We should resist proposals such as survival lotteries, the radical revision 

                                                      

101 Like Waldron, Shue’s theory of basic rights does not demand that moral rights have directly correlative legal 
entitlements (1980, 16, 52). He also admits the complexity and variety of means of guaranteeing the ‘actual enjoyment of 
a substance’ (16) demanded by a right, which I take to invite a similar discussion on how best to detail the duties (stated 
at 52-53, 60) that partially fulfill subsistence rights in extreme scarcity.  
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of basic rights. Each of my critiques constrains the range of liberal responses to rationing in a future 

with climate change induced extreme scarcity. 

These critiques are in no way meant to motivate a liberal resignation from the challenges posed 

by extreme scarcity and the attendant need for rationing a future with severe climate change. Such 

resignation would only empower illiberal forces already emboldened today, whose capture of primary 

political authority would be the true disaster of a future with severe climate change. Resignation is 

not an option; liberalism must be reconfigured for severe climate change. After reviewing two further 

afflictions of such a future - violence and migration - I will in Chapter 6 suggest an alternative for 

liberalism that navigates the philosophical challenges of severe climate change without running 

aground of the obstacles mapped.  
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4 Violence and Liberal Militaries 

There has been in recent years a considerable literature on Machiavelli, most 
of it admiring his most ‘realistic’ pages. I have tried to present the views of 
those who rejected him, not because they were moved by religious or moral 
illusions, but because they were more realistic … 

Judith Shklar, ‘Putting Cruelty First’ (2006, 93) 

Social science reports that a future with severe climate change is likely to have an increased 

threat of violent conflict (Hsiang, Burke, and Miguel 2013). Can liberal theory and institutions 

address this threat? To answer this question, we must investigate the nature of the threat of violent 

conflict, the way that liberal theories have so far addressed it, and the viability of this treatment in a 

future with severe climate change. 

In this chapter, I engage with a renewed interest in realist political philosophy to investigate 

its bearing on the threat of violent conflict in a future with severe climate change. I argue that only a 

specific kind of realism should be invited to remedy liberalism’s lack of attention to the threat of 

violent conflict: the ‘liberalism of fear’ advocated by Judith Shklar. Focusing on the threat of militarist 

violence identified by the liberalism of fear, I turn to apply it to the field of liberal civil-military 

relations and its concern with the relationship between military institutions and liberal democracy. I 

critically assess three institutional commitments advocated by civil-military theorists: the rule of law, 

professionalism, and democratic civilian control. I argue that ‘putting cruelty first’ among evils as the 

liberalism of fear suggests, reveals shortcomings with each thesis, casting doubt on their efficacy in 

mitigating the threat of militarist violence in a future with severe climate change. 
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In §4.1, I survey the empirical basis of the heightened threat of violent conflict under severe 

climate change, how established military institutions are reconfiguring themselves to secure ‘national 

interests’ as the climate changes, and what this implies for the critical potential of a normative liberal 

engagement with the threat of violent conflict. 

In §4.2, I introduce realist liberalism and its claim to offer special attention to the threat of 

violent conflict in a way that ‘moralist’ liberalism does not. I assess four theses espoused by realists: 

modus vivendi, the primacy of practice, deep pluralism, and the evils of cruelty. Among these, only 

the call to ‘put cruelty first’ among political evils found in the ‘liberalism of fear’ advocated by Judith 

Shklar offers realistic attention to the threat of cruelty that militarist violence poses to individuals in 

a future with severe climate change. 

In §4.3, I survey some discontents with the philosophical treatment of warfare through ‘just 

war theory’. Answering calls to ‘institutionalize’ our approach to the morality of war (A. Buchanan 

2006), in §4.4, I venture to use the liberalism of fear to critically engage liberal political theory with 

civil-military relations. There, three institutional commitments are taken to be centrally important 

in mitigating abuses of military power: the rule of law, professionalism, and democratic civilian 

control. I critically assess each using the liberalism of fear. The rule of law is inadequate in abating 

cruelty and its undue ascendancy among political commitments enables cruelty. Professionalism 

creates a cruel division of labour between officer and solider that enables institutionalized torture. 

Democratic civilian control fails to enfranchise the most important ‘civilians’ in modern warfare, 

those who are killed and maimed it. 
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I conclude that the liberalism of fear proves useful as a tool of realist critical engagement with 

liberal military institutions. Learning from these critiques, I suggest two safeguards against the rising 

threat of violence in a future with severe climate change: democratization of the military, and civil 

resistance as civilian control. 

4.1 The threat of violent conflict in a future with severe climate change 

Undertaking a ‘comprehensive synthesis’ of the current literature on the connections between 

climate change and human conflict, Hsiang, Burke, and Miguel report that: 

Our meta-analysis of studies that examine populations in the post-1950 era 
suggests that the magnitude of climate’s influence on modern conflict is 
both substantial and highly statistically significant (P < 0.001). 

...amplified rates of human conflict could represent a large and critical 
social impact of anthropogenic climate change in both low and high-
income countries. (2013, 1212) 

Hsiang et al. adopt a ‘broad’ definition of conflict ‘using the term to encompass a range of 

outcomes from individual-level violence and aggression to country-level political instability and civil 

war’ (2013, 1). The social scientific connection between climate change and violent conflict holds for 

various kinds of conflict.102 Violent conflict can occur between individuals, as in assault; within 

groups that constitute a broader political community, as in civil war; or between groups that view 

themselves as distinct political communities. While Hsiang et al. note a strong statistical relationship 

between changes in climate and violent conflict, they call attention to the need for further research 

                                                      

102 From Hsiang et al., the dependent variables found in the constituent studies are: violent crime, domestic violence, 
violent and property crime, hostility, murder, violent retaliation, personal violence, police use of force, civil conflict, 
minority expulsion, intergroup conflict, political instability, peasant rebellion, civil war, and collapse.  
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to identify the causal mechanisms103 driving this correlation, since ‘the policies and institutions 

necessary for conflict resolution can be built only if we understand why conflicts arise’ (2013, 12). 

Among the various state institutions that will manage the threat of violent conflict, militaries 

hold the greatest capacity for violence. Critical social science attempts to map emerging trajectories 

of discourse and practice in military institutions in a climate changing future. As mentioned in §2.2.2, 

there is a complex inter-relationship between the security sector104 and climate change. Discourse 

and practices in regard to climate change are being ‘securitized’ by way of climate change being viewed 

and acted upon as an international and  ‘human security’ issue  (Scott 2012; Barnett and Adger 2007). 

Meanwhile, there is a cross-adoption of discourse, decision methods, and analysis techniques between 

climate and security professionals (Oels 2012, 197) amounting to the ‘climatization’ of the security 

sector. For example, security analytics such as scenario planning are integrated into defense strategies 

for severe warming scenarios, while modelling technologies emerging from climate science are 

incorporated into security analytics (Oels 2013, 25).  

                                                      

103 Candidate theories of the causes of violence include: 
1. Rational theory - violence occurs when agents act on it as a prescription of their instrumental rationality; it is 

simply one of the many means we can take to pursue our ends. 
2. Disinhibition theory - violence occurs when the restraints (e.g. self-control, threats of state punishment, 

mutual deterrence) that usually inhibit aggression are removed (Fiske and Rai 2014, 154). 
3. Competitive scarcity theory - competition over scarce essential resources gives rise to and escalates violence. 
4. Error theory - violence occurs when otherwise responsible moral agents make errors in reasoning that 

prescribe violence, or participate in social processes of collective moral disengagement and dehumanization 
(Fiske and Rai 2014, 156). 

5. Relationship regulation theory - violence is used as a way of regulating social relationships, and is often 
motivated by the performing agent's moral beliefs, being viewed by them as morally permissible or obligatory 
(Fiske and Rai 2014). 

Importantly, we should not assume that only one among these theories is correct; they may instead each contribute 
some degree of causal influence as part of a confluence. 
104 An umbrella term for military, police, penal, paramilitary, border control, and other coercive agencies of the state 
who are licensed to use relatively intensive forms of violence. 
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A multi-level process of militarization is afflicting many state institutions previously less 

inviting of military power, threatening militarist violence in a climate changing future. Domestically, 

the militarization of disaster management, border control, and law enforcement threaten the 

subversion of plausible constitutional limits on domestic deployment of military power and the 

division of security labour between military and non-military agencies. Internationally, the 

militarization of humanitarian intervention and development assistance threaten to veil direct and 

indirect military aggression in a garb of perniciously legitimating moralism. 

The militarization of disaster management sees the increasing deployment of military forces 

in proportion to the increased frequency and severity of extreme weather events brought on by severe 

climate change (Tierney and Bevc 2007). In the US, though the Posse Comitus Act limits domestic 

deployment of federal military forces, it is easily subverted as state governors face political pressure 

to invite the President to deploy the military via the Insurrection Act (Kapucu 2011, 10–11).105 

Military personnel are tasked with the function of law enforcement in disaster stricken areas, 

furthering an ongoing military-police blur in the US (Kraska 2007) that sees police action become 

increasingly lethal, and military missions drift from protecting the state from external aggression to 

becoming a force of long-term civil occupation. The militarization of border control sees national 

territorial boundaries bolstered with military power in response to racist images of ‘hordes’ of ‘climate 

refugees’ overwhelming civilian (i.e. non-militarized) immigration authorities. 

                                                      

105 In Canada, disaster response is similarly in provincial jurisdiction, but the Canadian military has dedicated response 
units that provincial authorities often call upon. A recent deployment in response to flooding in the Ottawa/Gatineau 
region in April 2019 saw more Canadian Forces personnel deployed domestically than were active overseas (Pugliese 
2019). 
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Internationally, the militarization of international relations threatens the abuse of a 

‘responsibility-to-protect’ doctrine that appeals to human security or human rights frameworks to 

legitimize military intervention in states claimed incapable of protecting their own citizens against 

climate disasters or internal conflict (Oels 2012, 199). Relatedly, an increasingly large share of US 

development assistance is now allocated to building military institutions in strategically important 

countries of the global south (Oels 2012, 201). Similar practices that blur the distinction between 

military and police force are replicated in ‘beneficiary’ countries through this assistance, furthering 

the threat of state violence therein. In both instances, moralistic frameworks of human security and 

human rights are co-opted to legitimate for military intervention that - upon closer analysis – is 

beneficial only to the parochial interests of the dominant actors wielding the military power of the 

‘home’ democracy. 

4.1.1 Narrative enrichment: militarist violence in severe warming scenarios 

I have presented what I take to be the important empirical and critical insights and trends that 

frame my forthcoming analysis of the threat of violent conflict in a future with severe climate change. 

In summary, there is an empirical correlation between climate change and violent conflict such that 

the incidence and intensity of violence is expected to increase with the severity of climate changes. At 

the same time, trends in military institutions suggest that their expansive capabilities for violence are 

reaching into new domains and that institutional checks and public invigilation of military powers 

are eroding. In a future with severe climate change, I thus imagine the most pressing threat of violent 

conflict to be posed by military forces and will focus specifically on those of western liberal 
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democracies. I imagine that the already significant operational capacity of military forces, the history 

of their less than restrained deployment into foreign territories by western states, and the political 

and economic instabilities wrought by scarcity and migration caused by severe climate changes, 

combine to present a significant threat of increased militarist violence, especially against those in the 

global south. How is liberalism to respond? 

 

4.2 Getting ‘real’ about violent conflict: the realist critique of ‘moralist’ liberalism 

Claiming lineage with authors such as Machiavelli and Hobbes, realism as an approach to 

political theory prioritizes attention to values such as peace, order, stability, legitimacy, and security. 

It has enjoyed a recent revival and engagement with liberalism (Rossi and Sleat 2014). Realism is often 

described as a reaction to an alleged ‘moralism’ and its dominance in much of liberal theory. Bernard 

Williams, prominent among realists, describes moralist theories as those that ‘make the moral prior 

to the political’ (2005, 2) and thus deny ‘a greater autonomy to distinctively political thought’ (2005, 

3).106 Realism, in contrast, is said to afford this autonomy to politics. Importantly for my purposes, a 

central claim of realism is its alleged superiority in perceiving and stressing the significance of the 

abiding threat of violent conflict in politics, and the need to mitigate it. This section explores whether 

and how a shift toward realism might provide a plausible re-orientation of liberal theory as it 

                                                      

106 Williams claims moralism has (at least) two models: enactment and structural. In the enactment model, moral (e.g. 
utilitarian) principles (or concepts, ideals, values) are used to evaluate society and propose changes that accord with 
these principles. Here, morality unduly instrumentalizes politics. In the structural model (e.g. Rawls), the underlying 
moral foundations of political association (or co-existence) are detailed and constrain political justification. Here, 
morality unduly constrains politics. 
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confronts a potentially more violent climate changed future. I present a typology of realism’s critical 

engagement with liberal theory by identifying and critically assessing four realist theses: 

1. Modus Vivendi secures civil peace more readily than other forms of liberal justification. 

2. The ‘primacy of practice’ remedies the failure of moralism to perceive political reality. 

3. Deep pluralism is a more significant problem for political justification than moralism admits. 

4. Cruelty is first among political evils, and its abatement the first concern of politics. 

Only the last of these, the call to ‘put cruelty first’ among evils offered by Judith Shklar, do I endorse 

as a realism that could help prepare liberalism for severe climate change. Shklar’s realism107 – I argue 

– aids in critical assessment of each of the preceding realist theses, is philosophically defensible, and 

is theoretically appropriate to a violent future with severe climate change. But in its abhorrence of 

cruelty, Shklar’s realism is staunchly and unapologetically moralist. It thus reveals the narrow framing 

of realism that claims it to be defined by its rejection of moralism. In Shklar, realism is afforded by 

moralism, but a specific kind: understanding and aiding the struggles of those suffering institutional 

cruelty. 

4.2.1 Modus Vivendi: naivety, civil peace, compromise 

For modus vivendi theorists, the political value of civil peace goes unrecognized or 

unappreciated by moralists, and the urgency and fragility of securing it speak against moralist calls 

for political consensus and aspirations for ideal justice. An alternative to consensus that strikes a 

                                                      

107 Shklar, as far as I know, did not identify as a realist and did not describe the liberalism of fear as a realist political 
theory. But Shklar is often grouped together with other realist theories (e.g. Spragens 1999, chap. 1). Instead of rejecting 
the thought that Shklar was a realist, I aim to show the distinctives of (what we might call) her realism. 
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political compromise is less demanding, practically and morally, and thus more conducive to 

expedient civil peace. I will split the modus vivendi approach into three sub-theses: liberal moralism’s 

naivety about violent conflict, the value of civil peace, and the need to compromise to achieve it. I 

argue that while the first is somewhat convincing, the latter two are not. 

Patrick Neal defends modus vivendi liberalism against a charge of ‘vulgarity’ he sees pressed 

against it by moralists. Civil peace is to be accorded special priority for Neal because the abiding threat 

of instability posed by a descent into violent conflict cannot be sidelined in politics. Political liberals, 

like Rawls and Larmore, conceive of the threat of instability as posed by the ‘fact of reasonable 

pluralism’, whereby disagreement about the nature of the good life persists in any free society. 

Regarding this assessment, Neal complains that: 

to conceive of the central threat to the stability of a liberal, constitutional 
order, as disagreement about the nature of the good life is to think of liberal 
political life as if it were analogous to a philosophical debate amongst friends. 
… it is easy to overlook just how much social order is implicitly being 
assumed when we suppose that that question is the root of conflict and the 
threat to stability. (Neal 1993, 635) 

From the Hobbesian perspective, ‘we would only be so lucky’ (Neal 1993, 634) if the threat of conflict 

were simply the threat of epistemic pluralism. 

A Hobbesian liberal will surmise that if citizens are civilized to the point that 
the deepest sources of conflict among them are their arguments about the 
nature of the good life, then all in all things are going pretty well. (Neal 1993, 
637) 

Neal makes clear one of the central realist critiques of moralist liberalism: it is naïve about the abiding 

and physical nature of the threat of violent conflict. 
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I find the claim that liberal moralism is naïve about violent conflict convincing. Much of 

liberal theory is captivated by a concern with ideal principles and institutions, of how politics could 

go best. Violence is obviously not the best way politics can go, and so is quickly marginalized. The 

result is that ideal constitutional, democratic, legal and economic institutions are the primary focus 

of liberal theory, while the institutions that mediate violence (military, para-military, police, carceral) 

are discussed much less. If not naivety, this disparity evidences at least inattention to the problem of 

violent conflict. But any charge of naivety implies a positive corrective shift in understanding and 

perspective. Here, the modus vivendi charge of naivety directs attention to its remaining theses: the 

importance of civil peace, and the need for compromise. While I accept that liberalism needs to afford 

greater attention to the problem of violent conflict, I argue that civil peace and compromise are not 

where we should go looking. 

Moralist naivety about violence is especially objectionable to realists because of the 

importance they ascribe to civil peace. Hobbes attributes special priority to securing peace because 

the state of war is claimed to be the absolute worst political state of affairs that we could have the 

misfortune of experiencing.108 John Horton endorses the Hobbesian argument that the individual’s 

enjoyment of peace and security is a precondition for anything else they value, and thus has 

‘instrumental value for almost everyone’ (Horton 2010, 438). Similarly, Williams109 holds that 

                                                      

108 While Hobbes seems to ascribe lexical priority to civil peace, contemporary realists often stress that this priority 
need not be lexical. Horton, for example, holds that peace and security are matters of degree, need not be maximized, 
and are susceptible to trade-offs with other political values (2010, 444). Gray rejects that peace – as a political value 
among many – should be afforded special priority (Gray 2002, 25). 
109 Williams is not first and foremost a modus vivendi theorist. As with many realists, Williams advocates several realist 
theses. 
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securing the conditions needed for peaceful cooperation is the first task of a political theory. Peace is 

uniquely constitutive of politics, and therefore enjoys a special priority among political values or goals 

(B. Williams 2005, 3). Without peace, other political values and goals cannot be pursued, and it is 

therefore frivolous to talk of pursuing them without first according special priority to peace. 

The abiding threat of civil conflict that looms over politics drives authors such as John 

Horton, John Gray, and Enzio Rossi, to advocate the modus vivendi approach as contrasted with the 

aspiration for consensus (as in Rawls’ political liberalism). Rossi contrasts compromise with 

consensus with appeal to the distinction between obedience and compliance (Rossi 2013, 6). In 

consensus, parties obey the agreement as they see themselves as having ‘higher-order reasons (i.e. the 

commitment to engage with fellow citizens in certain moralised ways) to abide by its terms even if 

those terms are not their preferred ones’ (Rossi 2013, 6). Compromise does not require that citizens 

share these higher-order moral commitments. All that is required is that they take themselves to have 

sufficient reason to comply with the agreement. The modus vivendi approach is less focused on beliefs 

and more on behavior (Neal 1993, 631). Since compromise is less demanding and more readily 

established than consensus, it better serves the urgency of establishing civil peace. 

I will now critically assess the importance of civil peace, and the according need to 

compromise to secure it. Civil peace is a problematic political ideal, and compromise an incomplete 

account of political justification, I argue. 

Civil peace has not yet outgrown its Hobbesian roots in being a collective or social value, and 

thus still carries the threat that civil peace is pursued at the expense of individual rights, liberties, and 
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wellbeing. When realists talk about civil peace, they are primarily concerned with the integrity of the 

political community or state, not the security of its individual members against violence.110 Thus calls 

for ‘peace, stability and order’ manifest themselves in state discourse and practice as justifying 

exceptional and opaque national security measures, increased policing of minority communities, and 

harsh criminal punishment. In contrast, for the liberalism of fear the locus of moral significance in 

the threat of violence is the individual. It is cruelty as suffered by the individual, too often at the hands 

of states, and justified by them as necessary for maintaining order, that is to be condemned as the first 

among political evils. Nor does the liberalism of fear advance the narrow moral focus on civil peace. 

For civil peace can be enjoyed at home while its ‘benefits to industry’ empower militarist violence 

internationally. Putting cruelty first, in contrast, is not a merely domestic policy.111 It condemns civil 

peace at home if it enables cruelty abroad; if the home democracy is militarist, civil unrest is no evil. 

Compromise is an implausible account of political justification as it does not attend to the 

inequalities in power among parties to the compromises. For example, one of the ‘great’ compromises 

of the US constitutional debates was struck between northern and southern states regarding two 

policies: 

                                                      

110 For those (e.g. Williams, Horton) who use the language of peace being a pre-condition, or necessary condition, of 
politics this charge is especially relevant. They claim that without civil peace, there is no politics, and therefore no basis 
for the individual to complain about security measures as their claim owes its relevancy to the social order the state 
secures. 
111 ‘It used to be the mark of liberalism that it was cosmopolitan and that an insult to the life and liberty of a member of 
any race or group in any part of the world was of genuine concern. It may be a revolting paradox that the very success 
of liberalism in some countries has atrophied the political empathies of their citizens.’ / ‘…the liberalism of fear makes a 
universal and especially a cosmopolitan claim, as it historically always has done.’ / ‘… Unrestrained "punishing" and 
denials of the most basic means of survival by governments, near and far from us, should incline us to look with critical 
attention to the practices of all agents of all governments and to the threats of war here and everywhere.’ (Shklar 1989, 
36,29,37 respectively) 
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New England would not vote to prohibit the slave trade if Georgia and 
South Carolina would not insist on the two-thirds vote on commercial 
laws. This compromise resolved the last major conflict of interest facing 
the [constitutional] convention. (Ketcham 1986, 165) 

While conducive to civil peace between the relatively well-matched North and South after the War 

of Independence, the perspective I wish to highlight in this compromise is that of the slaves, whose 

disenfranchisement and lack of political power in the debates (and American society) surely facilitated 

the smoothness of the compromise between North and South, allowing the cruelties of the slave trade 

to continue. Compromise does not provide a plausible account of political justification unless it is 

attentive to the actual balance of powers between political groups. Compromise must be conditioned 

by another commitment: the division of powers, which both Neal (1993, 636) and Shklar (1989, 30–

31) stress the importance of. As the example above shows, compromises struck without an 

adequate112 division of powers can perpetuate injustice, cruelty, and violence by institutionalizing 

what could be described as a form of low-intensity warfare113 against weaker groups. As severe 

climate change will disproportionately burden the global poor, who are already disempowered in 

relations with the global north, this critique of compromise remains relevant in that context. 

I conclude that this study of the modus vivendi approach has provided a plausible critique of 

a liberal moralist inattention to the threat of violent conflict: liberal theory often presumes peaceable 

                                                      

112 Of course, political power is not subject to a clear accounting; it is opaque. But that does not mean assessments of 
‘adequate’ divisions of power are intractable, only that they are themselves always open to scrutiny and readjustment. 
113 With ample talk of peace, realism might want to invest further in developing a conception of the contrasting social 
relation: war. Williams describes the relations between the Spartans and Helots, their slaves, as one of ‘internalized 
warfare’ (2005, 5) in which the Spartans at times openly declared war against the Helots. But it is dubious to rely on the 
declarations of dominate groups to determine whether relations of war obtain between the dominant and those they are 
dominating. 
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relations between individuals, groups, and political communities and thus misperceives the relevance 

and threat of violence in politics. Some corrective is necessary for this misperception if liberal theory 

hopes to address a potentially more violent climate changing future. But the modus vivendi focus on 

a statist conception of civil peace and its own power-naive advocacy of compromise, prevent my 

adopting it as a realist corrective to that naivety.  

4.2.2 Primacy of practice 

In advocating for a modus vivendi, some theorists reveal a commitment to a distinct realist 

thesis that I will call the primacy of practice. Roughly, the primacy of practice claims that greater 

attention to actual political practices and dynamics is an important or central part of the realist 

corrective to moralism. In this sub-section, I distinguish between three realist perspectives on 

political practice. I argue that Horton’s view aggrandizes ‘statecraft’ and is thus susceptible to the 

critique that it defends the ‘status-quo’. Prinz and Rossi’s view avoids that critique by pursuing a realist 

version of ideology critique, but in eschewing moralism misses the motivations for attention to 

ideology. Shklar’s view, in contrast, perceives political practice through a lens of moral indignation 

borne exactly from its moralism: the abhorrence of cruelty. 

In advocating for the modus vivendi approach, John Horton thinks it counts in its favor that: 

…  something like [modus vivendi] is going on in politics most of the time, 
at least when we are not dealing with brute coercion. Negotiation, 
bargaining, compromise, persuasion, a measure of give and take, cobbling 
together policies that may be effective but whose intellectual coherence is 
doubtful, strategies of avoidance, exploiting ambiguity, and so on, are the 
stuff of most ‘normal’ politics … (2010, 441) 
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On this view, instead of theorizing on abstract political values or principles as moralist liberalism 

often does, the workings of elections, partisan politics, constitutional and judicial conflict, and 

protest, should be given more attention by political theorists. Such attention will prove due, according 

to Horton, who expects such observation to reveal how politics as practiced ‘could not realistically get 

much better’ and is ‘something for which we have reason to be grateful’ (2010, 441). 

 Williams espouses another version of the primacy of practice (drawing on Goethe and 

Wittgenstein) when he writes: 

… political projects are essentially conditioned, not just in their background 
intellectual conditions but as a matter of empirical realism, by their 
historical circumstances… [where] those circumstances almost always are 
created not by our thought but by other people’s actions. (2005, 25) 

Williams thought Goethe put it succinctly with the phrase, ‘in the beginning was the deed’ (2005, 24). 

For any political project, we must ‘identify a place in the world, a practice, which will give the set of 

concepts motivating it a “grounding in reality” ’ (2005, 21). For a political project to reshape practice, 

it must start somewhere, and that will be within existing practices. Flouting this requirement 

threatens to undermine the action motivating intelligibility of the political project – rendering it 

unable to ‘make sense’ to fellow political agents as grounds for their actions. 

 Contrasting Horton and Williams claims, one can see that the primacy of practice has multiple 

variations. Horton assumes that the practices of stable political orders are a reliable source of positive 

moral learning for the theorist. Williams makes a different claim, that a political project must ground 

itself in a reality of ongoing political practice lest it be little more than intellectual musings. 
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Those who advance the primacy of practice are confronted with two critiques: the status-quo and 

ideology critiques. The status-quo critique complains that a realism that endorses the ‘primacy of 

practice’ just ends up defending and reinforcing the status-quo, opposing critical evaluative judgments 

and radical social change. If the status-quo critique is successful, ‘primacy of practice’ realism is just 

conservatism (Finlayson 2015). In contrast, the ideology critique draws on Marxist, Foucauldian, or 

Frankfurt School critical theories to warn how political power can deceptively and harmfully 

intervene in the belief systems of its subjects, creating flawed epistemic relations that legitimize 

established systems of power to the benefit of ruling authorities. 

Horton’s statement of the primacy of practice looks vulnerable to the status-quo critique; almost 

like a restatement of Burke’s conservative presumption that history has proven established 

institutions worthy of moral reverence. While Williams is less vulnerable to the status-quo critique, 

he is sufficiently worried about the ideology critique as to include a ‘critical theory principle’ in his 

account of legitimacy whereby: 

…the acceptance of a justification [of coercive political power] does not 
count if the acceptance is produced by the coercive power which is 
supposedly being justified… (2005, 6) 

Prinz and Rossi (2017) analyze this principle, and argue that it fails to be a realist response to the 

ideology critique because it runs afoul of Williams’ own ambition to afford sufficient autonomy to 

political norms. The problem, we are told, is that Williams (tacitly) appeals to moral claims to justify 

and explain the workings of the critical theory principle, especially the complex task of detecting 

when a justification has been ‘produced’ by the very coercive power that is being justified. Prinz and 
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Rossi claim that Williams’ appeals to ‘injustice’ and ‘freedom’ make the critical theory principle ‘lapse 

back into moralism’ (Prinz and Rossi 2017, 355). To develop a ‘distinctly realist’ response to the 

ideology critique, Prinz and Rossi advocate that realism draw more directly from Marxist, Frankfurt 

School critical theory, and recent treatments of ideology in analytic social epistemology. The result is 

that realism can join in on a condemnation of ideology as describing flawed epistemic relations 

between political agents, and the structures of political power that they are subject to (Prinz and Rossi 

2017, 360). 

The problem with this result is that by pursuing a purely epistemic condemnation of ideology, 

realism affords a response to ideology critique at the expense of failing to capture the moral concerns 

that motivate that critique. It provides no way of morally distinguishing between the intuitively 

egregious ideological outcomes of violence and cruelty, and its relatively innocuous outcomes. 

Capitalist ideology harms (e.g. alienates) hedge-fund managers and working-class Americans in a 

very different way than it harms migrant workers who die constructing football stadiums on unsafe 

construction sites in Qatar. Climate denialism, a carbon capitalist ideology, harms affluent Americans 

who suffer ‘epistemic flaws’ in failing to appreciate the empirical consensus on anthropogenic climate 

change, in a very different way than it harms the global poor, who will bear the most intense burdens 

of non-mitigation. The difference is real, and a purely epistemic realist ideology critique cannot see 

it. 

For the liberalism of fear, the danger of practice-first realism defending the status-quo and 

ignoring ideology, is grounded in moral indignation toward historical and ongoing cruelty, and of 
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ideology’s role in its facilitation. That is a three-part condemnation: moral in its motivation, empirical 

and historical in observation, and epistemic in its understanding of how the moral outcomes it 

condemns are institutionally mediated by ideology. On this view, the problem with Williams’ attempt 

to work out a ‘critical theory principle’ is that it is insufficiently moralist, and the problem with Prinz 

and Rossi’s view is that it is devoid of moral content. Oddly, the contemporary analytic social 

epistemology treatments of ideology that Prinz and Rossi claim inspiration from do not follow this 

aversion to moralism. Haslanger, for example, explicitly claims that ideology critique has a normative 

element and is morally anchored (2017, 4). 

Realist approaches to political practice could be categorized into three ways a realist theory ‘gazes’ 

upon those practices. One gaze aggrandizes the statesmanship of political elites and the history of 

established institutions, instructing the theorist to take moral lessons from their perceived ‘success’. 

Another yearns to be morally neutral, carefully restricting its theorizing to deciphering the contextual 

structure, form, and internal tensions of institutions through study of their discourse and practices. 

The liberalism of fear attends to practice but gazes upon it very differently. Those who put cruelty 

first look upon political practice with moral indignation because they come to investigate its 

institutions and practices from a specific perspective - that of the victims who suffer most harshly 

from institutionalized cruelty and seek relief from it. The realist gaze of the liberalism of fear is neither 

aggrandizing of practice, nor neutral, but a moralism whose abhorrence of cruelty grants a more 

realistic perspective than competing realist theories: it can see the blood on the ground. In §4.3, I will 

demonstrate the benefit of this perspective by using the liberalism of fear to critically assess the 
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practices of modern liberal-democratic military institutions that both liberalism and realism often 

ignore. 

4.2.3 Deep pluralism 

Another realist thesis holds that liberalism has not yet reconciled itself with the political depth 

of pluralism, and to do so requires a shift toward realism. Pluralism has many forms both normative 

and descriptive. I will discuss two. First, value pluralism, as defended by David McCabe, holds that 

there are multiple independent, incommensurable, and often incompatible versions of the ‘good life’, 

or fundamental moral and political values (e.g. equality, liberty) relevant to politics.114 Second, 

political pluralism, as defended by Matt Sleat, holds that the diverse political frameworks found in 

modern societies (e.g. liberal, communist, theocratic) are likewise independent and often 

incompatible. When political theory takes (either) pluralism seriously, we are told, it must move 

toward realism. In this section, I present McCabe and Sleat’s views, and their convergent critique of 

Shklar’s liberalism of fear. I argue that these critiques misattribute to the liberalism of fear an ambition 

to create a ‘consensus on cruelty’ as to fulfill the demands of justificatory liberalism. I express doubts 

that Shklar had any such ambitions. The liberalism of fear is (or should be) partisan. Its ambition is 

not to provide a rationally unifying justification of liberalism, but to wield liberal institutions for a 

substantive and controversial moral end: the abatement of cruelty. One way it does this is by 

embracing socio-cultural pluralism and using it as a bulwark against extreme imbalances in power 

that enable cruelty. 

                                                      

114 For similar realist engagement with value pluralism, see Galston (2002) and Gray (2002). 
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For McCabe, the liberal project has two substantive elements and one procedural. 

Substantively, liberalism aims to establish institutions that afford broad liberties and avoid 

paternalism. Procedurally, liberalism must satisfy the ‘justificatory requirement’ identified by 

Waldron: political power must be justifiable to all those subject to it (2010, 5). McCabe claims that 

the justificatory requirement applies especially to ‘the critic’, an individual skeptical of liberal 

principles yet subject to liberal rule (2010, 7). McCabe argues in favor of value pluralism which 

bolsters the critic’s objections to attempts to justify liberalism with controversial appeals to autonomy 

or overlapping consensus that ultimately fail. These failures motivate a turn to a modus vivendi 

liberalism as a second-best option to secure the liberal project. 

For Sleat, political liberals are right to acknowledge the ‘fact of reasonable pluralism’ but 

underestimate the true depth of its impact on politics. We reasonably disagree not only about our 

moral, religious, and philosophical views, but also about our political principles and frameworks. 

Accepting the ‘fact of reasonable pluralism’ yields not only a moral but also political pluralism. The 

political liberal ambition, to reach consensus on political principles, is thus untenable. We must accept 

abiding disagreement about politics, and the central task of a realist political theory is ‘establishing 

the terms on which we are to co-exist and the means for making commonly binding decisions in 

conditions of disagreement’ (Sleat 2015, 47). Sleat argues that these terms are not adequately 

established by modus vivendi liberalism or the liberalism of fear. On close analysis, both rely on 

contentious moral or political commitments instead of providing the terms on which we can resolve 

disagreements about them (Sleat 2015, 101–102). Instead, we must accept that liberalism is a partisan 
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political position, a ‘fighting creed’ (Sleat 2015, 137). Liberals must always compete against other 

political frameworks to win and hold political power. Upon victory, they must relate to their 

conquered enemies and adversaries with a liberal restraint that reflects their commitment to 

respecting the freedom and moral equality of all persons (Sleat 2015, 144,160). 

Both McCabe and Sleat reject Shklar’s liberalism of fear as a liberal realist response to the 

depth of pluralism. McCabe claims that modus vivendi liberalism and the liberalism of fear both 

accept that ‘many citizens endorse normative frameworks which recommend as ideal some illiberal 

model of political association’ and seeks ‘something diverse citizens can agree to as an acceptable 

compromise’ (2010, 126). Similarly, Sleat claims that ‘both the liberalism of fear and modus vivendi 

pursue a similar theoretical strategy for identifying the grounds of consensus upon which politics can 

then be built’ (2015, 100) and that the liberalism of fear seeks to build consensus upon the political 

sunnum mallum (greatest evil) of cruelty (Sleat 2015, 101–102). So, both Sleat and McCabe take the 

liberalism of fear to be offering an account of political justification that could satisfy a consensus-

based ‘justificatory requirement’ under deep pluralism. In this it fails, we are told, due to the 

controversial status of its moral views on the evil of cruelty.115 In response, I argue that the liberalism 

of fear does not, and should not, aim to fulfill the demands of justificatory liberalism as Sleat and 

McCabe claim it must, and therefore is guilty of no such failure. To argue this, I will review the textual 

evidence for a ‘consensus on cruelty’ in Shklar’s essay, followed by textual evidence that opposes such 

                                                      

115 Both Sleat and McCabe cite Yael Tamir’s critiques of the indeterminacy of ‘fear’ (2015, 102; 2010, 130 respectively). 
McCabe re-asserts value pluralism, this time in a negative sense, citing Kekes’ critique that there is no single greatest 
evil such as cruelty (2010, 132). 
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an interpretation, and finally argue that - Shklar’s position aside - the liberalism of fear should 

embrace its partisanship. 

Two pieces of textual evidence could support the view that Shklar aspired for a ‘consensus on 

cruelty’. First, Shklar claims that the fear of cruelty is universal in two senses (Shklar 1989, 29). 

Factually, its badness is experienced by, and thus familiar to, all people (or sentient beings). 

Normatively, the claim that cruelty is evil extends our moral concern with it to all individuals; it is 

not a parochial claim but a universal one. One might take this dual-claim of universality as an attempt 

to provide a compelling normative basis for liberalism in itself, but Shklar does not. A focus on the 

universality of cruelty does not get us to liberalism, something more is needed. And here we find the 

second piece of evidence. Shklar proposes that a prohibition on cruelty as a ‘necessary condition for 

the dignity of persons’ can get us from cruelty to liberalism, she then writes: 

This could also be achieved by asking whether the prohibition would 
benefit the vast majority of human beings in meeting their known needs 
and wants. Kantians and a utilitarian could accept one of these tests, and 
liberalism need not choose between them. 

… the liberalism of fear does not rest on [Kant’s] or any other moral 
philosophy in its entirety. It must in fact remain eclectic. (1989, 30) 

This appeal to Kantian and utilitarian moral frameworks, and indifference between them, is easily 

read as to align with the ‘political’ turn in liberalism taken by e.g. Rawls and Larmore. But I think that 

is a mistake. 

There is a much stronger theme throughout the essay that offers a substantive, controversial 

account of liberalism. Shklar historically situates liberalism as a reaction to the wars of religion that 

plagued Europe from the 16th through the 18th centuries:  
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…liberalism's deepest grounding is in place from the first, in the conviction 
of the earliest defenders of toleration, born in horror, that cruelty is an 
absolute evil, an offense against God or humanity. It is out of that tradition 
that the political liberalism of fear arose and continues amid the terror of 
our time to have relevance. (1989, 27 my emphasis) 

While liberalism generally aims to secure a broad range of equal freedoms for all (Shklar 1989, 21), 

the first freedom of the liberalism of fear is from cruelty: 

… the freedom [the liberalism of fear] wishes to secure is freedom from the 
abuse of power and intimidation of the defenseless that this difference 
[between the weak and the powerful] invites. (Shklar 1989, 27) 

Shklar contrasts this negative historical grounding of the liberalism of fear against competing 

liberalisms of rights (Locke), personal development (Mill), and value pluralism (Berlin). These 

comprise the ‘party of hope’, while the liberalism of fear aligns with the ‘party of memory’ (Shklar 

1989, 26) – memory of the cruelties of the wars of religion, the two World Wars, fascism, genocide, 

the contemporary resurgence of torture, and the general rarity of liberal rule across history and to 

this day. The substantive normative and methodological distinctiveness of the liberalism of fear is 

contrasted with the optimistic, progressive, and positive liberalisms with which it is placed in contest. 

Such a contrast clashes with the alleged centrality of the desire for the liberalism of fear to 

‘remain eclectic’. To maintain the centrality of that ‘eclectic’ theme, one must foreground Shklar’s 

indifference between a Kantian or utilitarian liberal account of human dignity while backgrounding 

her critically contrasting the liberalism of fear with Lockean, Millian, and Berlinian liberalism, thus 

alienating those views from the consensus. But that foregrounding seems arbitrary. Furthermore, it 

is exactly this substantive and controversial side of the essay that McCabe and Sleat claim undermines 

Shklar’s (alleged) aspiration for a consensus on cruelty. But the claim that Shklar aspired for such a 
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consensus, but then utterly failed in this task by offering too substantive and controversial a ‘universal’ 

grounding for that position, is implausibly uncharitable, and so demands we rethink the initial claim. 

With these two problems combined, I think we have enough reason to reject the claim that Shklar 

aspired to a consensus on cruelty. 

 If the liberalism of fear does not aspire to consensus, what does it aspire to? I agree with Gatta’s 

view that we can fruitfully interpret Shklar’s liberalism of fear, not as a liberalism of consensus, but 

as a partisan rallying call of a liberal political faction that, in aspiring to reveal and abate cruelty, enters 

politics as ‘party to the agon rather than as its super partes adjudicator’ (Gatta 2018b, 146, see also 

112, 115-117). On this reading, the ‘eclectic’ themes in Shklar’s essay are not attempts to emulate a 

political turn and meet the justificatory demands of consensus.116 They are attempts to widen the 

historical self-understanding of liberals as to remind them of a partisan political project they might 

carry forward today. In giving the theory broad appeal short of rational irresistibility, the eclectic 

themes also aim to recruit among liberals and other citizens potentially sympathetic to the cause of 

anti-cruelty. But it recruits them as partisans. McCabe and Sleat are thus wrong to complain that the 

liberalism of fear fails to fulfill justificatory liberal aspirations for a ‘consensus on cruelty’, for it never 

had them. 

In the terminology of justificatory liberalism, we could say that one of the ‘views of the good 

life’117 that such theories aim to mediate among is the view that cruelty is abhorrent and that liberal 

                                                      

116 In Waldron’s formulation (1987), political power must be justified to all citizens subject to it. 
117 Still, the liberalism of fear seems to defy this categorization. In focusing on the evil of cruelty, it is a view of the 
badness to be avoided in life rather than its good. 
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political institutions are needed to abate it. The liberalism of fear is a rallying call to found, build, and 

grow the power of an anti-cruelty liberal political faction in actual society, rather than provide the 

terms on which political factions strike compromises or reach a consensus in some ideal, imaginary 

society. 

In this sense, the liberalism of fear aligns with Sleat’s liberal realism – it is a partisan political 

project. But Sleat’s further comments, that upon winning political victory partisan liberals must aim 

to be ‘restrained masters’ (160) in a ‘moderate liberal hegemony’ that maintains state unity through 

coercion (61), reveals a deep division between the two parties. Sleat’s is a statist liberal realism whose 

liberal perspective is that of the ‘master’, the liberal victor. The liberalism of fear’s ‘fighting creed’ pits 

it against the powerful, on the side of the victims of cruelty against whom the ‘overwhelming power 

of states to kill, maim, and indoctrinate’ (Shklar 1989, 30) is wielded. Instead of trusting the powerful 

liberal state with its own self-restraint,118 liberals that ‘put cruelty first’ invigilate against governments 

by building the institutional power of victims and minorities to engage in resistance against 

institutional cruelty. 

Ultimately, the liberalism of fear aims to reconcile itself with a different kind of pluralism 

than the value or political pluralisms so central to McCabe and Sleat. Shklar’s pluralism accepts the 

multitude of ethnic, cultural, and political groups in existing societies, and utilizes this diversity as a 

bulwark against cruelty. Pluralism is recognized in that inter-group relations with vast differences in 

                                                      

118 ‘Masters can only be subject to self-restraints and hence even the most elaborate institutional designs for ensuring 
that such limitations to the use of power are respected can be overcome if they so desire’ (Sleat 2015, 168). 
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power (economic, political, social) signal a potential threat of institutional cruelty. Pluralism is 

utilized in abating cruelty by ‘dividing and sub-dividing’ social power as to develop a network of 

(formal and informal) checks and balances. The liberalism of fear does not seek to rise above pluralism 

to provide a rationally irresistible political justification of liberalism. Rather, it is but one faction ‘in 

the fray’ of politics whose primary concern is interrogating, revealing and abating relations of 

institutional cruelty. 

4.2.4 Cruelty 

The liberalism of fear ‘puts cruelty first’ and advocates a substantive, moralist, partisan 

liberalism. In this section I organize and develop its two main claims: the moral condemnation of 

institutional cruelty, and the confidence in liberal institutions to effectively abate it. I then defend the 

view against some common critiques. 

Shklar offers a brief definition of cruelty as ‘the deliberate infliction of physical, and 

secondarily emotional, pain upon a weaker person or group by stronger ones in order to achieve some 

end, tangible or intangible, of the latter’ (1989, 29). But I think there is more, or should be more, to 

our conception of cruelty and so will attempt to develop it further. Cruelty – as I interpret it - is a 

historically informed three-part concept including reflective, psychological/phenomenological, and 

institutional elements. First, understanding cruelty does not begin in abstraction, but in confronting, 

witnessing, and reflecting on its prevalence in reality.  In her important book on Shklar, Giunia Gatta 

suggests the reader recall specific images or narratives they take to be paradigmatic of cruelty to use 

as both a philosophical referent while conceptually investigating it, and as a reminder of the theory’s 
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partisanship – who it is for. Gatta’s choice is the image of Omran Daqneesh, a young victim of the 

Syrian civil war, who sits in an ambulance in Aleppo, bloodied and in shock after being rescued from 

his collapsed home. Gatta asks: 

What would a political theory look like, that dwells – indeed begins – with 
that perception of scandalous cruelty, when a stunned child looks at his 
bloody hand and rubs it off on the seat of an ambulance, too big for him? 
And indeed, what would politics, and foreign policy, look like if that image 
and the suffering and disorientation of hundreds of thousands of children 
and adults in Syria and around the world were the tether anchoring 
reflections and decisions? (2018b, 1) 

In building a liberalism around it, cruelty is to be reflected upon by its witness using the guiding 

principles suggested by this line of reflective questioning. Second, the psychological and 

phenomenological center of cruelty is the concrete individual: its victim. They have a common 

aversion to bodily pain, mental suffering, and to the afflictions of fear and anxiety that come with 

insecurities in these. These harms are bad for the individual and morally demand remedy. But genuine 

moral regard for the individual requires that those reflecting on cruelty investigate the factual context 

of these harms. In doing so with sufficient attention to history and reality, we come to the third and 

final, institutional element of cruelty. The individual considered above is often not a victim of 

incidental interpersonal harm by a maleficent aggressor.119 Rather, they are the weaker party to a 

political power relation that is institutionally mediated, and they are suffering harms justified as 

‘necessary’ for the powerful’s moral and political ends.120 Institutional cruelty is foregrounded due to 

                                                      

119 Shklar writes: ‘Public cruelty is not an occasional personal inclination. It is made possible by differences in public 
power, and it is almost always built into the system of coercion upon which all governments have to rely to fulfill their 
essential functions’ (1989, 29). For a critique of Shklar that entirely misses this point see (Kekes 1996).  
120 The basic social ontology of the liberalism of fear is ‘the weak and the powerful’ (Shklar 1989, 27). 
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its historical and continued role in expanding the scale and intensity of individual suffering. The 

politically powerful can afflict a great number of people with institutional cruelty and their ability to 

do so can be overwhelming in relation to their victim’s capacity for resistance. 

 Abhorring cruelty does not get one to liberalism. Seeing the prevalence cruelty in the world 

might just make us misanthropes (Shklar 2006, 84–86). Abhorrence of cruelty must be paired with 

liberal commitments to moral equality, the value of freedom, and the normative priority of the 

individual (§1.1). But ‘putting cruelty first’ among evils conditions these commitments. The first 

freedom is that from cruelty, the prohibition of which is a ‘necessary condition for the dignity of 

persons’ (i.e. moral equality) (Shklar 1989, 30). 

That closes the theoretical gap, but a practical one remains. The liberalism of fear must further 

claim that liberal institutions are (or could be) effective at abating cruelty. Guided by the conception 

of cruelty above, while we cannot change the physiological and psychological constants of aversion 

to pain and suffering, we can intervene in the institutionalized power relationship between the weak 

and powerful to reduce its disparity. The most important liberal institutional commitment is 

therefore the dispersion, division, and subdivision of political power (Shklar 1989, 28,30).121 Political 

power is divided in a constitution that separates executive, legislative, and judicial functions as to 

avoid the overwhelming concentration of state power in any one functionary while also mutually 

entangling them within a set of encroaching and overlapping checks and balances. The division of 

                                                      

121 According to Gatta, ‘the avoidance of concentrations of political and economic power that invite abuse and 
intimidation is the main goal of the liberalism of fear’ (2018b, 95). 
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power does not stop at the formal state level, however, but must continue to the sub-state level among 

individuals and groups by widely dispersing ownership in property (Shklar 1989, 31) and supporting 

a plurality of robust civic associations (28,30,37). Democracy is an instrument of this checking and 

balancing of political power, as are individual rights and liberties, the rule of law (37), and a protected 

private sphere. The defense of liberal institutions as effective in abating cruelty is an empirical claim 

based on their actual performance and does not promote the myth of liberalism’s flawless (or 

progressive) historical record thus far. Indeed, Shklar is deeply concerned with liberalism’s historical 

failures in this regard (especially in the US), failures that must be taken seriously as lessons that 

demand reflection on, and re-statement of, liberal ideals and institutions as to effectively abate rather 

than perpetrate cruelty going forward. 

The liberalism of fear provides the best option for realist attention to the threat of violent 

conflict in a future with severe climate change. Among realist views, the liberalism of fear is striking 

in its foregrounding of the threat of institutionalized cruelty on the part of ‘military, para-military, 

and police agents in any regime’ (1989, 29). Whereas other forms of realism might celebrate these 

agencies role in securing civil peace, the liberalism of fear sees that ‘their overwhelming power to kill, 

main, indoctrinate, and make war’ demands that ‘any confidence we develop in their agents must rest 

firmly on deep suspicion’ (1989, 30). A critical perspective on military institutions is welcome given 

the trends in securitization and militarization of climate change discourse, policy, and practice that 

were surveyed in §4.1. It is also, strangely, what liberalism has not been provided with by the 

foregoing attempts to apply a realist corrective to liberal ‘moralism’. Furthermore, the liberalism of 
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fear is deeply concerned with power imbalances as they exist in political reality. As climate change 

intensifies, the burdens it creates will disproportionately harm the global poor, further entrenching 

global inequalities. Vulnerability to military violence is one such harm that the global poor will 

disproportionately bear. We need a theory attentive to the threat of violence and to how power 

imbalances will shape our institutional attempts to abate it. Finally, a future with severe climate 

change will be no utopia. Our entry to it will signal the failure of governments everywhere to take 

seriously well-founded obligations of mitigation and adaptation, casting them in a shroud of 

deserving suspicion. Ideal liberal theories are of little use here. What is needed is a theory of ‘damage 

control’ (Shklar 1989, 27). 

While acknowledging the potential cruelties of military power, Shklar’s brief essay did not 

comment directly on the proper institutional form of liberal militaries. In §4.3, I aim to critically apply 

the theory as to draw out its views on modern militaries and how liberals can abate militarist violence 

in a severely climate changed future. Before that, however, I will address some common critiques of 

the liberalism of fear from its opponents. 

It is tempting to cast the liberalism of fear as primarily concerned with state cruelty, which I 

take to be a variant of institutional cruelty. David McCabe makes such an interpretation, and then 

critiques the liberalism of fear as inattentive to ‘private cruelty’, like domestic abuse (2010, 128). Yael 

Tamir similarly wants to challenge Shklar’s alleged conclusion that ‘the state ought to be the prime 

target of liberal fears’ (1997, 307). 
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In response, it is a mistake to cast the liberalism of fear as solely focused on state power. In 

opening the essay, Shklar writes: 

the fear and favor that have always inhibited freedom are overwhelmingly 
generated by governments, both formal and informal. (Shklar 1989, 21 my 
emphasis) 

I take the phrase ‘formal and informal’ to be significant. While state (formal) institutions are of 

concern to the theory, institutional power more broadly (informal) is equally of concern. That is one 

part of the response to the critique: the liberalism of fear is not (or need not be) narrowly focused on 

state cruelty. The second part of the response follows from this broader institutional focus. As 

feminist scholars have long pointed out, domestic abuse, which McCabe cites as a form of ‘private 

cruelty’ is not private at all – it is institutionally mediated by patriarchal relationship norms and an 

economic system that makes many women dependent on their partners and thus vulnerable to cruelty 

(see Tamir 1997, 308 for the same point). The cruelties of patriarchy and capitalism, even if they are 

wrought by ‘informal’ governments, can rightly be the target of the liberalism of fear’s 

condemnations. 

Shklar’s plan for liberalism to abate cruelty also suggests a broad institutional focus in not 

being exclusively concerned with how to wield or restrain state power.122 The ‘constant division and 

subdivision of political power’ includes not only the traditional tripartite division of state power, but 

encompasses the power of civil society groups to ‘become significant units of social power and 

                                                      

122 In contrast, McCabe moves quickly from the claim that ‘private’ cruelty is pervasive to the claim that actions and 
policies of the state provides the best institutional remedy for it (2010, 128). 
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influence that can check, or at least alter, the assertions of other organized agents, both voluntary and 

governmental’ (Shklar 1989, 30).123 

 Another, related critique claims that the liberalism of fear does not recognize the extent to 

which its abhorrence of cruelty licences state intervention to abate it, and this threatens the theory’s 

liberal character. Foregrounding the potential cruelties in private relationships (McCabe 2010, 128), 

and within ethnic and cultural groups (Tamir 1997, 308), motivates heavy state intervention to abate 

them.124 Kekes takes the degree of state interventions to be so extensive that the result is not 

liberalism, but conservatism (1996, 844). My response comes in two parts. First, we can doubt that 

wielding the power of the state is the only or best way to abate non-state cruelties. Second, even when 

state intervention is necessary, the liberalism of fear offers ways of structuring it that maintain its 

liberal identity. 

 Recalling our conception of cruelty, the claim implicit in the critique is that the relation 

between the weak and powerful can only be intervened upon by introducing an external actor more 

powerful than those party to the relation of cruelty as to re-balance or end the relationship in favor 

of the victim. Shklar’s remedy – the political, economic, and social division of power – looks instead 

to pre-emptively or directly empower the weak to engage in resistance against the powerful or exit 

the relationship on their own terms. It avoids the careless implication of ending significant power 

imbalances by creating perhaps more pervasive and intense ones by giving the state overbearing 

                                                      

123 While ‘voluntary’ qualifier reinforces Shklar’s focus on non-state cruelties, it may be problematic, as many forms of 
civic association are non-voluntary, such as race. I think it could easily be removed and Shklar’s point stand. 
124 While Tamir welcomes this intervention as compatible with liberal nationalism (see 1997, 299–300), McCabe argues 
that its extent threatens core liberal commitments to anti-paternalism and maximal liberty (128). 
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power to regulate societal relationships. So, while the critique claims that those advancing the 

liberalism of fear have no other option than reliance on a strong coercively empowered state to 

remedy cruelty, Shklar has already provided one. 

Second, the critic may reply that the institutions Shklar advocates are extensive state 

interventions in social relationships and thus illiberal. To be sure, state intervention is still a part of 

the liberalism of fear125, but its scope is limited, and coercive public agencies are invigilated against 

with skepticism.126 The liberalism of fear’s further institutional prescriptions for the state, including 

constitutional and legislative guarantees of economic independence, fair and equal access to legal 

contestation, multiple democratic enfranchisement, and a robust civil society with potential for 

‘horizontal’ interventions and accountability, are familiar features of a liberal order, not an illiberal 

one. They do not defer to the use of the state’s military, para-military, police and carceral professionals 

to coercively enter private spaces to surveil and regulate social relationships. Nor do they aim to 

establish an ‘educative state’127 that pre-empts cruelty by removing its (supposed) source in bad 

character. Through the division and sub-division of public and social power, the liberalism of fear 

provides weaker parties opportunities for self-directed contestation, exit of cruel relationships, and 

solidarity from adjacent social groups. This avoids paternalistic over-reliance on state agents for 

                                                      

125 Some degree of coercive intervention on the part of state authorities will remain necessary to abate cruelty. But the 
liberalism of fear stresses the use of a broad range of institutional devices as to avoid over-reliance on coercive agencies 
as the primary means of abating cruelty. I thank Sue Donaldson for encouraging me to clarify this point. 
126 ‘A minimal level of fear is implied in any system of law, and the liberalism of fear does not dream of an end of public, 
coercive government. The fear it does want to prevent is that which is created by arbitrary, unexpected, unnecessary, 
and unlicensed acts of force and by habitual and pervasive acts of cruelty and torture performed by military, 
paramilitary, and police agents in any regime.’ (Shklar 1989, 29) 
127 ‘Liberalism, as we saw, began precisely in order to oppose the educative state.’ (Shklar 1989, 33) 
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rescue from cruelty. So, when we are attentive to the nature of the solutions Shklar provides, we can 

see that coercive state intervention is not the sole or primary means to abate cruelty, and when it is 

necessary, it is not deployed in a way that makes the liberalism of fear illiberal. 

 How is the liberalism of fear a realist political theory? It is not realist by the definition offered 

by Williams and taken up by many: the rejection of moralism as to ‘put politics first’. In ‘putting 

cruelty first’ the liberalism of fear is unashamed of, and unmoved by, charges of moralism.128 Its 

realism is suggested by the epigraph opening this chapter. There, a realism that ‘puts cruelty first’ is 

distinguished from two other approaches, one Machiavellian, the other Illusory. Machiavellianism 

sees politics from the perspective of the powerful who hope to remain so and are happy to wield 

cruelty for that end. A politics of ‘religious and moral illusions’ witnesses and condemns cruelty on 

religious and moral grounds but then retreats to an idealized realm of illusions to imagine a society 

free of cruelty. It does not see how cruelty has historically been ignored, motivated and justified with 

appeal to religious and moral zeal (Shklar 2006, 81–84). Illusory approaches idealize power 

relationships between ‘equal’ citizens, and desire that reality conform to ‘an ideal pre-established 

normative order’ (Shklar 1989, 26). While not objectionable in content, the ‘love of ideals’ can distract 

us from cruelty when we should be morally confronting it in reality. Shklar’s realism sits between 

these two poles, Machiavellian and Illusory. It demands a more realistic commitment to moral 

perception and political action than either offers. 

                                                      

128 For a helpful discussion of the difference between Shklar’s and Williams’ realisms, with their respective reactions to 
Rawls as a case study see (Forrester 2012, esp. 262, 264). 
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4.3 The Liberalism of Fear as institutionalist alternative to Just War Theory 

In this section, I advocate for a re-engagement of liberal theory with concerns about the 

relationship between military institutions and liberal democratic political institutions. On the one 

hand, such attention is scarcely found in the just war tradition. On the other, institutional theory 

abounds in civil-military relations, but the arguments there have received little attention129 from 

normative liberal theory. Following a call for greater institutional attention to the ‘morality of war’, I 

venture to use the liberalism of fear to facilitate a critical engagement with civil-military relations. 

4.3.1 Just war theory 

Questions of the proper institutional arrangement of our ‘powers of war’ were taken as a 

significant concern for Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Kant (Dolman 2005, 33–34), and the 

early American republicans (e.g. Hamilton, Madison, Jay, Jefferson). Is the integrity of the republic 

best secured through reliance on citizen militias, or mercenary forces? How should authority over the 

military be divided between the executive and legislative bodies of the federal government, and 

between the federal and sub-federal jurisdictions? Are professionalized standing armies in times of 

peace dangerous to liberty? Such debates about the proper form of military institutions, and their 

relationship to adjacent ‘civilian’ institutions, have unfortunately evaporated from much of liberal 

theory. Instead, treatments of the ‘morality of war’ are now dominated by just war theory. Serious 

discontents with this approach have developed, motivating a shift back toward an institutional 

treatment of war and militaries. 

                                                      

129 Jessica Wolfendale’s work is a notable exception (2007; 2009). 
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Just War theory’s central aim is to articulate and justify a set of rules, principles or norms 

regarding warfare. Buchanan charges the theory with a ‘noninstitutionalist framing assumption’ 

(2006, 38) that blinds it to how institutional contexts impact the justification of norms and principles 

of ‘just’ war. For Buchanan, ‘a defensible theory of the morality of war must integrate moral reasoning 

with institutional theory’ (2006, 38). The latter is sensitive to matters of (non)compliance with even 

the most well-argued principles and norms, to the threat that they can be abused when applied well-

meaningly in the real world (2006, 16), and to the feasibility, costs, and benefits (2006, 21–22) of 

establishing institutions to support compliance and ameliorate threats of abuse. 

Rigstad advances an institutionalist critique of instances of Just War theorizing that make 

heavy use of ‘imaginary and non-military examples’ (124). Citing as exemplary of this approach the 

work of Jeff McMahan on the justifiability of killing those who non-responsibly pose lethal threats, 

Rigstad says of the imaginary, non-military cases employed by McMahan: 

We do not need to construct such an outlandish case in order to elicit 
intuitions … we arguably already have ample real world examples of Non-
Responsible Threats embodied in the form of child warriors who have 
been coerced into military service […] Nor do we need to rely entirely on 
our own ivory tower intuitions, untutored by experience of war or military 
discipline, when we can also draw upon the testimony of soldiers who 
know what it is like to encounter child soldiers on the battlefield. 

Reliance on imaginary non-military examples distracts from the salient facts of military institutions, 

in this case, the reality that much of military training is directed toward the inculcation of lethal 

response from soldiers to all threats on the battlefield; a response that is designed to override counter-

vailing inclinations, including moral norms refined and issued through ‘just war’ theorizing. 
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Wolfendale reveals another institutionalist critique. Torture is widely regarded by Just War 

theorists as morally impermissible and rightly prohibited under international law. Military 

authorities and their civilian superiors join in on this condemnation of torture. And yet torture is still 

practiced by military personnel. Wolfendale takes this ‘discrepancy between rhetoric and reality’ to 

demand explanation (2007, 1), and the explanation is to be found in an analysis of military 

institutions. In rigorously drilling the ethic of obedience into recruits, military training and culture 

removes the capacity for morally reflective disobedience that could defy illegal orders to torture. If 

Wolfendale is correct, it is naïve to think that we can combat torture simply by refining our 

arguments about its impermissibility, further enshrining them in law, and perhaps encouraging the 

military to make them required reading. That takes no account of the institutional entrenchment of 

the enabling factors of torture within military institutions. 

4.3.2 Institutionalizing the ‘morality of war’ via civil-military relations 

How could we facilitate greater engagement with the institutions of warfare? A good starting 

point, I suggest, is to develop an understanding of militarism: an institutional pejorative describing a 

corruption of military institutions that manifests in a malformed relationship of domination over 

adjacent non-military institutions (Alexandra 1993). A concern with militarism invites attention to 

the internal structure of military institutions (i.e. how they recruit and train soldiers, procure 

armaments, plan and conduct warfare) and how they interact with civilian agencies including the 

government and private industry. As a corrupted institutional form, militarism is to be understood 
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as to be avoided. Societies that succumb to militarism130 present grave threats to the integrity of 

liberal-democratic institutions and to individual security. Alexandra provides three positive 

evaluative criteria to help judge whether institutions avoid militarism (1993, 215–220). First, military 

power is justified only if its exercise is controlled by democratic political power as to protect the state 

from destruction by external force. Second, military power is not to be used to advance narrow state 

interests. Third, militarization131 must be restrained to lower the threat and intensity of destructive 

conflict, to maintain economic stability, avoid war profiteering, and to contain the societal prevalence 

of military virtues (i.e. obedience and deference to hierarchy) that threaten to displace liberal-

democratic virtues with which they are incompatible. 

While the philosophical attention to militarism that Alexandra offers is both rare and welcome, 

it is only a starting point in understanding the proper relations between civilian and military 

authorities that are required to avoid it. To deepen our institutional theory of military power, I 

suggest that we venture outside of familiar philosophical terrain to engage liberal theory with the 

field of civil-military relations.132 Here, political scientists and sociologists are far ahead in offering 

nuanced empirical and historical analysis of debates and institutional attempts to structure the 

relationship between civilian and military authorities (Janowitz 1960; Huntington 1981; Feaver 1996; 

Barany 2012). But in offering rigorous institutional analysis and theory, the descriptive pragmatism 

                                                      

130 See Alexandra on the ‘pure view’ in (1993, 212–215). Also see on Coady on ‘romantic’ militarism (2007, 44–48). 
131 A term describing the proliferation and maintenance of armaments, and the forms of military organization that 
wield them in combat (Alexandra 1993, 1). 
132 Alexandra suggests as much in citing Huntington, who is a central author in the field and will be discussed in the 
next section. 
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of civil-military relations does not offer a critical normative perspective on the military. As Buchanan 

suggests, what is needed is a mediating theory that integrates both moral and institutional theory. As 

I will demonstrate in the next section, Shklar’s liberalism of fear can serve this role. 

4.4 The Liberalism of Fear and Civil-Military Relations 

Three core institutional theses are common among civil-military theorists: the rule of law, 

professionalism, and democratic civilian control. In this section, I will explain and critique the efficacy 

of each theses in perceiving and abating the cruelties of militarist violence. 

4.4.1 Rule of law 

Military power is to be exercised in accordance with the rule of law. The legal system, 

including the constitution, the body of law pertaining to military institutions (e.g. the National 

Defense Authorization Act in the US), and the military disciplinary code, must effectively detail and 

constrain the actions of the armed forces and the civilian authorities that command them (Lambert 

2009, 258 citing Mandel). The legal restraint of military power is publicly known and declared, equally 

and generally applied, non-compliance is monitored, and sanctions appropriately issued when 

detected (Lambert 2009, 170–173). International conventions, including those specific to war, and 

general human rights frameworks, must be observed by all parties to violent conflicts. When critics 

decry the Iraq war as illegal or demand new conventions on the use of autonomous weapons, the rule 

of law is being invoked as an institutional restraint on military power. 

 While the rule of law is scarcely objectionable when considered in philosophical isolation 

(who would prefer the arbitrary and parochial ‘rule of men’?) – our commitment to it must be 
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tempered by reflection on its corruption in institutional practice. This corruption goes by different 

names. 

For Shklar it was legalism, the ideology that the impartial administration of a well-defined 

system of rules amounts to justice, and that justice in that sense alone is the foremost of political 

commitments, ‘a policy superior to and unlike any other’, ‘the pinnacle of goodness, the epitome of 

morality’ (Shklar 1964, 111,113). Legalism comes in degrees. At its extreme, it aims to resolve all 

political disagreement with ‘courtlike procedures’ (117) where ‘all politics must be assimilated to the 

paradigm of just action - the judicial process’ (122). Shklar denounced this ascendancy of the ‘rule of 

law’ to a political commitment par excellence. Perhaps her most striking condemnation of legalism is 

that it is compatible with Nazism. Shklar provides the example of Frank, governor general of occupied 

Poland: 

What [Frank] objected to was not Nazi policy, of which he fully approved, 
but its being carried out in a formally nonlegal manner. He wanted rules 
for extermination, stable procedures for condemning, and he wanted the 
judiciary left free to come to decisions on the basis of these rules. In other 
words, guilt, to be sure, guilt of crimes against Nazi law, was to be 
established by Nazi courts before punishment. (Shklar 1964, 208) 

Because legalism, when sufficiently extreme, is compatible with and therefore no guard against fascist 

violence, the ‘rule of law’ is severely limited as an institutional constraint on military power. 

 In recent critiques of similar spirit, Johanna Oksala reflects critically on sites of violence such 

as the military prisons in Guantanamo Bay, and to legal justifications for torture advanced by military 

intelligence agencies. Appealing to Foucault’s concept of ‘governmentality’, she suggests that the ‘rule 
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of law’ legitimates militarist violence through the rationality and efficiency of its administration and 

management: 

.. monitored and sanctioned by medical professionals, military officials, 
administrative personnel, rather than paramilitary institutions or courts of 
law. ... [violence] is professionalized, rationalized, and bureaucratized. The 
state must erect a network of legal, psychological, and medical expertise 
around the application of violence. (Oksala 2011, 109) 

While legalism rightly doubts the rule of law’s claim to be impartial and thus apolitical, the 

governmentality critique further suggests that law is an appendage of power and becomes an 

instrument or tactic to perniciously legitimate militarist violence.133  

…in liberal democratic states legitimate forms of violence must be 
rationally moderated and professionally regulated. Governmentality thus 
represents a new form of political legitimacy. It makes it possible to erect a 
veil of pseudo-legality around the application of violence and to enforce 
highly dubious notions of legitimacy. (Oksala 2011, 110–111) 

Cruelty is neither perceived nor abated when militarist violence is so veiled by legalism. 

The solution, for Shklar, is not to abandon a commitment to the rule of law but resist its 

ascendancy as an institutional commitment par excellence. Far from apolitical, the law is ‘political 

through and through’ (Gatta 2018b, 128). The rule of law must therefore be situated in a broader 

political theory that aspires to more substantive political commitments than the impartial 

administration of a system of rules, and that sees the potential for law to be abused as an instrument 

of power. The rule of law is only valuable in its service to greater political aims. In much of civil-

military theory, these political aims are undetailed and clichéd commitments to human rights and 

                                                      

133 For a similar analysis of how ‘law-and-order’ ideologies in the US address the ‘legality, but not lethality’ of racial and 
carceral violence see (Murakawa 2014). 
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democracy that suspiciously ignore real-world power imbalances. For the liberalism of fear, the rule 

of law is one part of a broad set of institutional measures that aim to reveal and abate cruelty. 

Should military power be subject to legal constraint? Yes, it should. But for those liberals who 

‘put cruelty first’, that answer does not get us very far in abating the cruelties of military violence. It 

does not tell us what the law should be for it to abate cruelty, nor how to make it effective in the face 

of political opposition and power imbalances. And when we see a ‘veil of pseudo-legality’ abused to 

perniciously legitimate confinement and torture, we do well to de-center the rule of law in our efforts 

to abate cruelty and pursue alternative means of institutional constraint on military power. 

4.4.2 Military professionalism 

While legal control of military power might be viewed as an external constraint on military 

institutions, civil-military theorists also stress internal constraints on the organizational structure and 

ethics of military institutions themselves. For Huntington, the foremost institutional commitment of 

strong and subordinate militaries is professionalism. 

Military professionalism includes both institutional forms and an individual ethic. The officer 

corps are the center of professionalism. Officers are full-time soldiers of higher rank, the military 

elite. They must be formally trained in military matters and history at specialized academies to become 

experts in the ‘management of violence’ (Huntington 1981, 25). In contrast, enlisted troops are trained 

to ‘apply violence’ at the direction of officers who manage it. Professionalism thus requires an 

institutional division of labour between officers and enlisted troopers, and the institutions of military 

education, discipline, promotion, and recruitment to manage it. All directly impact the military’s 
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effectiveness and are thus matters of managerial interest to the officer corps. Education focuses 

curricula on military tactics and history, discipline instills the ethic of obedience, promotion is based 

on military talent, and recruitment seeks those with martial talent among the citizenry. 

In addition to these institutional forms, professionalism cultivates a ‘military ethic’, which 

Huntington describes as ‘conservative realism’ – a view that takes the threat of military conflict to be 

regrettably ineliminable (realist), and yet is not bellicose but cautious in its advocacy for engagement 

in military actions (conservative) (1981, 69–70). Obedience to hierarchy is the ‘supreme military 

virtue’ (1981, 74). It is inculcated in enlisted troops, who must obey superiors, and in the officer corps, 

who must obey civilian authorities. 

When internal professionalism is combined with external constraints such as legal and 

civilian control,134 Huntington claims that the military achieves its maximum effectiveness with a 

minimum of interference in politics. Military professionals are too occupied with education, training, 

and combat readiness, and too honor-bound to their military ethics, to become dangerously involved 

in civilian politics. Professionalized militaries are apolitical. Thus, professionalism is the key to strong 

and subordinate militaries that can both protect against external threats, without becoming an 

internal threat to civilian authorities. 

                                                      

134 Huntington terms this arrangement ‘objective civilian control’ and contrasts it with ‘subjective control’, which aims 
to instill the political institutions and virtues of the society’s prevailing political ideology into the military (1981, 83). 
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4.4.2.1 Military professionalism’s critical potential 

Before I critically assess the limits of professionalism, it is worth reflecting on the critical 

potential it has given the trends in militarization surveyed in §4.1. Military professionalism can argue 

that the primary operational concern of the military is external threats. Engaging in military 

operations in domestic territory would thus only be permitted for training or countering invading 

forces. Professionalism thus has grounds to criticize the increasing trends in deployment of military 

force for climate change related ‘disaster management’. This is especially true when military forces 

become involved in domestic law enforcement. Relatedly, military professionalism can condemned 

the militarization of police forces (Kraska 2007), who are being afforded access to lethal weaponry, 

are more frequently using ‘advanced tactical’ or SWAT teams and vehicles, and are imitating the 

military’s focus on lethal force training. To allow such latitude to police forces is effectively to 

empower them as para-military groups that duplicate and rival the operational capacities of the 

military and dangerously propagate its culture and ethic into the civilian security sector. Military and 

police forces are distinct institutions and serve different functions, and military professionalism can 

condemn the blurring of that distinction. Professionalism can also criticize the increasingly intimate 

relationship between militaries and the civilian security industry. Under the ‘conservative realism’ of 

military professionalism, the function of the military is to provide effective defense while avoiding 

interference with civilian authorities. But lucrative defense contracts, and war profiteering, are as 

problematic a form of civil-military encroachment as a politically ambitious officer corp. 
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4.4.2.2 Military professionalism: a cruel division of labour 

In what follows, I aim to renew and reapply skepticism of military professionalism135 to the 

contemporary context. Drawing on Shklar’s liberalism of fear, I argue that military professionalism 

contributes heavily to three relations of institutionalized cruelty. The first, between officers and 

soldiers, is a disciplinary cruelty imparted in training by the officer on the soldier to cultivate both 

the ethic of obedience and lethal response to battlefield threats. The second, again between officers 

and soldiers, but this time on the battlefield, is the abuse of soldiers as expendable resources in 

securing arbitrary military objectives in which they are killed or maimed. The third, between the 

soldier and victims of military violence on the battlefield, where the obedience and lethality cultivated 

in training enables cruelty against civilians. I draw on examples from the US war in Vietnam, and 

military torture, to explore these claims. Viewing the soldier as a relay of cruelty – both its victim and 

perpetrator – reveals the complex, multi-layered, and often indeterminate nature of institutionalized 

cruelty in the liberalism of fear; a complexity that should be welcomed, not philosophically sanitized. 

The critique is followed by a suggestion: military institutions should be subject to normative 

evaluation according to liberal ideals, and the cruelties of professionalism so revealed should be abated 

with the relative democratization of militaries. 

Professionalism always entrenches a classed division of labour in its field of expertise. Doctors 

manage medicine and make clinical judgments, nurses administer to patients. Engineers design 

bridges, construction workers build them. Lawyers develop their argument for a case, legal assistants 

                                                      

135 For a survey of standing critiques of Huntington’s professionalism in the civil-military literature, see (Feaver 1996). 
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and clerks prepare for and administer trials. Military professionalism is no different. In the military, 

the officer class is professionalized, and the soldier is not. The soldier is a mere labourer of war. They 

lack professional capability, military education, and according to Huntington, can never be 

professionals (1981, 74). For the officer, the soldier is an instrument to be used. Molding, and 

wielding the soldier as an instrument of warfare is the officer’s expertise. Soldiers are made so by 

disciplinary training designed and overseen by the officer corps. The goal of this training is two-fold: 

to instill the ethic of obedience to authority, and to build the physical and psychological skills that 

dispose effectively towards violence. Rigstad explains both the necessity and ‘success’ of disciplinary 

training in the military: 

In untrained individuals there is a deep reluctance to kill other human 
beings, as evidenced in US Army Brigadier General S. L. A. Marshall’s 
finding that only 15% to 20% of US soldiers in World War II who were in 
the line of fire when encountering the enemy actually discharged their 
weapons … Subsequently, through systematic development of intensive 
military ‘programming’ or ‘conditioning’ procedures employed during basic 
training, the US military managed to increase that firing rate to 55% by the 
time of the Korean War, and 90% to 95% by the time of the Vietnam War 
… Much of this ‘success’, if we may call it that, is a result of the fact that 
soldiers are trained in disciplinary institutions designed to cultivate martial 
virtue … 

But the success comes at a cost. Disciplinary training imparts physical cruelties and humiliation on 

soldiers, who are subjected to arduous and painful physical training, publicly shamed for poor 

performance, subject to forced group-bonding rituals (hazing) and punished under military penal 

codes historically more intense in their cruelties than their civilian counterparts. 

 Upon enduring these cruelties, soldiers are subjected to new ones as expendable assets ordered 

by officers to secure military objectives on the battlefield. The high-level American military strategy 
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in the Vietnam war was quite simple and vulgar: ‘kill high numbers of Vietnamese to break their will 

to fight’ (Neale 2013, 175). With constant pressure from command to achieve this goal in the ground 

war, officers ordered soldiers to effectively act as ‘bait’ to draw out targets upon whom artillery or air 

strikes were called in. Many soldiers died in friendly fire incidents after calling in these strikes or were 

killed or maimed by the booby-traps and mines laid by Vietnamese forces along the paths they were 

ordered to tread as ‘bait’ (177-178).  

The command to ‘raise the body count’ relayed through the officer corps to the soldiers, drove 

them to acts of cruelty in the killing of civilians who would be falsely counted as combatants as to 

reflect positively on the performance of the company. Neale describes a cycle of fear, helplessness, 

anger, and cruelty among American ground troops. Fear and helplessness on patrols seeking an 

illusive enemy, anger when attacked and fellow soldiers were killed, and cruelty in reprisals against 

civilians who were simply the nearest targets for retribution. When the anger swelled among the 

troops, officers also became targets. ‘Fragging’, or the killing of unpopular officers by their troops, 

became a serious problem (190). This revolt among the soldiers, and wider insubordination and 

mutiny, was one of the major factors for US withdrawal from Vietnam. 

Professionalism enables cruelties by exploiting the harsh division of labour and authority 

between officer and soldier, cultivating the military virtue of obedience and pride in professionalism 

in the soldier, and exploiting that virtue and pride to enable cruelty in combat. Struck by the 

discrepancy between military rhetoric against torture and its ongoing practice by military personnel, 

Jessica Wolfendale argues that the explanation for this discrepancy is to be found in military training 
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and the valorization of professional ideals. While military training should result in reflective rather 

than blindly obedient soldiers, it currently does the opposite. Military training cultivates blind 

obedience, and undermines the soldiers capacity for moral reflection and empathy (Wolfendale 2007, 

chap. 6), in part through forcing them to endure cruelties and humiliation. Furthermore, elite military 

training of ‘interrogation officers’ builds upon basic military training and makes appeal to 

‘professional pride’ (Wolfendale 2007, 169) in being included in the most exclusive of military units. 

Torturers rely heavily on the discourse of professionalism to justify their actions (Wolfendale 2007, 

174). They rationalize cruelty by claiming to bear it as a special ‘burden of service’ in the pursuit of 

national security that their fellow citizens have tasked them with, as professionals. The routine and 

repeated application of specialized knowledge in torture is combined with the professional 

requirement of emotional detachment in its performance, and the operational reality of social 

isolation in remote locations with small elite military units, to make torture into just another ‘job well 

done’ by professionals (Wolfendale 2007, 174–179). Military professionalism, as practiced, enables 

torture - perhaps chief among cruelties in the liberalism of fear. 

These examples are useful in two regards. First, they satisfy the institutionalist demand to 

contextualize our theorizing about war with attention to military institutions. Second, that attention 

reveals how relations of cruelty are multi-faceted and opaque. Rather than clear, simple and intuitive 

relations of victims and perpetrators, the same parties to multiple relationships can stand as both. 

This may sound like a problem for a liberalism that ‘puts cruelty first’, but with Gatta, I think it is 

instead welcome that we retain a healthy skepticism about attempts to provide conceptually rigorous 
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accounts of cruelty that make the categories of victim and perpetrator mutually exclusive and aim to 

philosophically resolve the messiness of ‘hard cases’ (Gatta 2018b, 99, 115). Ascriptions and rankings 

of the intensity and moral urgency of relations of cruelty are part of politics, subject to scrutiny and 

contestation, and thus the liberalism of fear does not aim (nor think it possible or desirable) to resolve 

them fully with a rigorous philosophical conception. This skepticism does not disallow us from 

claiming, I think plausibly, that while soldiers are both perpetrators and victims, the institutional 

cruelties that they (and the American military more broadly) relayed onto victims were more intense 

and morally urgent to cease than those the soldier’s suffered. 

The critique of military professionalism just offered appealed to the relationship between 

officers and infantry engaged in ground warfare. But it may be objected that this context is irrelevant 

due to the increasing role of technology in warfare, much of which is now fought with air, armor, 

and naval power over large distances. If soldiers are less involved in direct combat, then disciplinary 

cruelty that instills a lethal response is less necessary, and the abuse of soldiers less prevalent due 

simply to their absence on the battlefield.  

In response, technologized warfare has greatly expanded civilian cruelty. Distancing the 

soldier’s involvement in the deployment of violence does nothing to limit the cruelties imparted on 

civilians by air, armor, and naval power. Here, Vietnam remains relevant. Thousands of civilians died 

in the extensive American air bombing campaign, perhaps more than were killed in the ground war. 

Napalm burned and the chemical defoliant Agent Orange maimed Vietnamese across generations. 

Professionalism returns in the technologized military to continue to enable cruelty. A new class of 
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officers, technical experts such as engineers, maintain and deploy the advanced weaponry of warfare. 

Military doctrines such as ‘collateral damage’ are refined in professional contexts and applied 

deceptively to legitimize the killing and maiming of civilians in technologized warfare: 

The current era is the heyday of collateral damage. Increasing reliance by 
the militaries of advanced industrial countries on high technology and 
communications, especially bombing, has made it so. … High technology 
and smart weapons have not diminished civilian suffering – they seem to 
have added to it. (Rockel and Halpern 2009, 4) 

4.4.2.3 Democratization and the all-volunteer American military 

If professionalism contributes heavily to cruelty, how might we abate it? I suggest that military 

institutions should be relatively democratized. Militaries are not essentially hierarchical and non-

democratic, and relative democratization is possible. Historical examples include the National Guard 

Federation in Paris (1871) and the Petrograd Soviet (1917). In both cases, soldiers had democratic 

powers such as the election of officers, and used their democratic enfranchisement within military 

institutions to contest cruel punishments in disciplinary codes and command objectives (Gluckstein 

2013; Haynes 2013). Democratization intervenes in the hierarchical division of labour between officer 

and solider and provides institutional means for soldiers to elect officers, reform training and 

disciplinary codes, contest cruel command objectives, and recover capacities for reflective moral 

agency needed to refuse orders to torture.136 I advocate only for relative democratization as the 

complete transformation of militaries as to make them identical in ethic and form to liberal-

                                                      

136 Wolfendale recommends changes to training to recover reflective moral agency for soldiers but does not suggest 
how these changes should be instituted (i.e. internally or externally), and seems most concerned with the capacity for 
soldiers to individually conscientiously object to illegal or immoral orders. I offer the friendly suggestion that there is a 
connection between recovering the reflective moral agency of soldiers and giving them political agency through 
democratization of the military. 
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democratic institutions is not necessary to abate the cruelties of professionalism, and may come at the 

cost of professionalism’s (albeit limited) critical leverage against trends in the militarization of 

responses to climate change (§4.4.2.1). 

The post-Vietnam US military made a significant institutional change: it moved to an all-

volunteer force. The movement away from conscription of troops via lottery, the classically 

democratic institution for recruitment, has reinforced another serious problem in combination with 

professionalism, one I can only reference but not explore in-depth: dangerous military sub-cultures. 

In civil-military relations, this is referred to as the ‘state-within-a-state’ syndrome (Lambert 2009, 58) 

whereby those comprising the military have political, economic, and social lives so disparate from the 

rest of the citizenry that they could be described as their own embedded political community; the 

crucial difference from other such communities being that they have exclusive control of the society’s 

armaments! While Huntington thought that professional militaries would be apolitical via their 

military ethic and corporateness, a volunteer recruitment policy attracts a specific and narrow 

demographic pre-disposed toward that ethic because the military’s ‘conservative realism’ is their pre-

service politics (Dolman 2005, 174). This political differentiation is combined with an economic one. 

With the huge resources afforded to military institutions in the US, the American military (including 

the Department of Defense) is the largest employer in the world. Service members enjoy access to 

welfare-state institutions (e.g. healthcare, housing, vacation) otherwise denied to millions of 

Americans (Mittelstadt 2015). As I argued above, the liberalism of fear is attentive to the division of 

power in pluralistic societies as large disparities therein signal a threat of cruelty. When the military 
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is dominated by specific cultural or political groups and affords economic advantages to service 

members otherwise denied to citizens, surely the liberalism of fear must react with intensified 

skepticism of military power. 

Equally worrying, the American military enjoys degrees of public confidence that constantly 

outpace those in democratic institutions (Hill, Wong, and Gerras 2013; Montanaro 2018), a fact 

which surely aids public legitimation of the military’s worrying role in climate-related disaster 

response. Rather than viewing the military with skepticism as the liberalism of fear suggests, 

American culture is enamored by it. It is worth contrasting the current state of the American military 

with Hamilton’s starkly dated 1787 defense of the establishment of the centralized standing army: 

The smallness of the army renders the natural strength of the community 
an over-match for it; and the citizens, not habituated to look up to the 
military power for protection, or to submit to its oppressions, neither love 
nor fear the soldiery; they view them with a spirit of jealous acquiescence 
in a necessary evil, and stand ready to resist a power which they suppose 
may be exerted to the prejudice of their rights. (Hamilton, Jay, and Madison 
2008, sec. #8) 

While I suggest that democratization would help ameliorate the contributions of 

professionalism to military cruelty, democratizing the American military in its current condition 

would only exacerbate the ‘state-with-a-state’ problem. It would add a layer of political institutions 

that, combined with its economic and social differentiation, only contribute further to the military’s 

being ‘a society apart’.137 Thus, I refine my suggestion: soldiers should have greater democratic power 

within the military only if the soldiery demographically reflects the citizenry’s diversity, and the 

                                                      

137 Unfortunately, Lambert suggests that such civil-military integration is already underway within all-volunteer forces 
(2009, 61). 
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military does not constitute a ‘society apart’. Active recruitment measures to diversify the military are 

thus needed to accompany democratization movements. 

As with the rule of law, our confidence in the ability of professionalism to prevent abuses of 

military power must be limited, and we must therefore attend to other institutional measures. 

4.4.3 Democratic civilian control 

Democratic civilian control is the central institutional commitment in civil-military 

relations.138 The civilian control thesis is perhaps as old as philosophy. In Plato’s Republic, the virtues 

of the auxiliaries (soldier class) are explained with the metaphor of a loyal dog: fierce against enemies, 

yet obedient and docile toward masters (Republic II, 375e). 

While Huntington stresses military professionalism, its true importance is in its role in 

objectively securing civilian control over the military. Civilian control is objective when the military 

is professionalized, and its internal command hierarchy has its terminus in a single civilian agency. In 

democracies, the agency at the top of this pattern of control is a representative of popular sovereignty, 

and militaries operating under this hierarchy are instruments of a democratic peoples. The ‘balanced 

pattern’ of control advocated by Huntington tasks the head of the executive and their subordinate war 

secretary, with high-level political decisions -  such as whether to declare war - but does not grant 

them command authority over the military (Huntington 1981, 186). Such authority is reserved for 

the military chief (or general staff), who takes orders from the war secretary, relays them to the officer 

                                                      

138 ‘In its most general sense, the principle of democratic civilian control (of the armed forces) occupies the central 
normative place of liberal-democratic conceptions of civil-military relations (CMR).’ (Lambert 2009, 1). ‘Civilian 
control of the armed forces is the most fundamental principle of military politics in democracies …’ (Barany 2012, 26).  
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corps, who in turn command soldiers on the battlefield. Civilian administrators control supply, 

logistics, and financing of the military through the bureaucracy of the War Department (headed by 

the war secretary). As militaries cannot operate without dedicated support and finance services, the 

division of ‘sword and coin’ between the military chief (sword) and War Department administration 

(coin) marks the ‘balance’ in this form of control. When this pattern of civilian control is legally stated 

in the constitution and defense law, and combined with the practice of professionalism, the three 

institutional theses discussed in this section combine to (allegedly) mitigate the abuse of military 

power. 

As with my critiques of the rule of law, and professionalism, I will not reject the principle of 

democratic civilian control outright. Rather, I will interrogate, with the help of the liberalism of fear, 

its two normatively operative terms: ‘democratic’ and ‘civilian’. First, who is the civilian allegedly in 

control of democratic military power? We find, with indignation, that this category excludes those 

civilians who suffer modern warfare’s most intense cruelties. The ‘civilians’ enfranchised by the 

civilian control thesis are the citizens of democracies on behalf of whom military power is wielded. 

For the liberalism of fear, democratic civilian control fails to enfranchise the most important civilians 

in democratic warfare – those who are killed and maimed by it. Second, what conception of 

democracy is at work in exerting civilian control over military forces? Again, a quite narrow sense. 

Control over military forces is maintained by civilian officials through the formal constitutional, legal, 

and administrative controls of the state. But this marginalizes democratic practices such as non-

governmental oversight, public criticism and protest that are central to the role of democracy in the 
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liberalism of fear. In so narrowly casting its two normatively operative terms, democratic civilian 

control theory enables militarist violence. It rhetorically appropriates the language of cruelty to justify 

military interventions that kill foreign civilians and uses the law to quash protest of democratic 

warfare. While democratic civilian control might be re-interpreted with the help of the liberalism of 

fear, I suggest that even then, it should be treated as less central a measure in constraining the abuse 

of military power than it currently is by civil-military theorists. 

Modern warfare kills a historically high number (and perhaps ratio) of civilians (Epps 2012, 

sec. 3, see p. 329 for discussion of ratios). Our concern with violent conflict in a future with severe 

climate change, as viewed through the liberalism of fear, must foreground the relations of cruelty that 

obtain between liberal militaries and the civilians that are killed and maimed by them; and it must ally 

with the latter. What does democratic civilian control of the armed forces do for them? For the 

thousands of Iraqi civilians killed in the US invasion of 2003, perhaps less than nothing. Through the 

‘Iraq Resolution’ Congress democratically authorized use of force in Iraq that was certain to include 

civilian causalities that were normatively marginalized by the military doctrine of ‘collateral 

damage’.139 The Iraq war abided by US domestic ‘rule of law’ and, though short of Huntington’s 

standards, was authorized and conducted in accordance with democratic civilian control.  

In her essay detailing the commitments of the liberalism of fear, Shklar details the scope of its 

condemnation of cruelty: 

                                                      

139 See (Rockel and Halpern 2009) for a critical review of this concept in historical context. 
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…evil is cruelty and the fear it inspires, and the very fear of fear itself. To 
that extent the liberalism of fear makes a universal and especially a 
cosmopolitan claim, as it historically always has done. (Shklar 1989, 29) 

She also briefly discusses the relationship between democracy and liberalism: 

It is therefore fair to say that liberalism is monogamously, faithfully, and 
permanently married to democracy - but it is a marriage of convenience. 
(Shklar 1989, 37) 

The convenience served by that marriage is the abatement of cruelty.  When liberals that ‘put cruelty 

first’ face a choice between (1) democratic authorizations of military force that will kill and maim 

foreign civilians and (2) cosmopolitan commitments to condemn and abate cruelty, it seems that the 

latter – more central commitment - must win out. But the contrast is not so simple, as democratic 

justifications for military intervention appeal to the plight of foreigners who suffer cruelties under 

illiberal regimes, and the potential for these ‘outlaw states’ to project cruelties abroad in the form of 

international terrorism.140 Advocates for humanitarian intervention, or a ‘responsibility to protect’, 

thus appropriate the language of fear and cruelty to promote democratic warfare (Gatta 2018a). 

Democratic justifications for military intervention cannot be ignored by the liberalism of fear when 

they engage concerns for cruelty on their side and allege to be acting to abate them. 

But this rhetorical appropriation of the language of cruelty is a contortion of the liberalism of 

fear. Allegations of cruelty made to justify warfare are especially deserving of interrogation to confirm 

their veracity. Upon interrogation, some such allegations are revealed to be exaggerated and conjured. 

When the fears and claims of ‘necessity’ driving intervention are found to be voiced most strongly by 

                                                      

140 Huntington warned of this symptom of the transmutation of militaries by liberalism: full of ideological zeal, they are 
eager to mount crusades for freedom (1981, 152–153). 
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the democratic representatives of the state who are charged with exercising control over the military, 

the abiding suspicion of these agents advocated by the liberalism of fear should deepen. Finally, as I 

have already explained, the liberalism of fear does not understand the interventions that ally us with 

the victims of cruelty to be rescue operations that come with a promise of self-restraint in the 

deployment of liberal military power. 

Gatta has already corrected these misunderstandings of the liberalism of fear as it is 

appropriated in interventionist rhetoric (2018a). A more careful application checks the military zeal 

of liberal democracies by building international linkages in civil society as to relay the democratic 

voice of the potential targets of the cruelties of democratic warfare. Here, a renewed account of 

democratic civilian control has the potential of expanding outside of the relations of vertical 

accountability in the formally democratic institutions of representative democracy, and beyond the 

borders of the state. Democracy, in the liberalism of fear, goes beyond this narrow and formal 

conception to find its roots in an active civil society, and a citizenry with enough ‘moral courage, self-

reliance, and stubbornness’ (Shklar 1989, 33) to protest democratic warfare. 

But I worry the broadening of democratic civilian control to include protest does not go far 

enough. It strikes me as another exercise in liberal self-restraint. For it relies on domestic civil society 

to create international linkages, and on the domestic populace being receptive to and prepared to 

protest. Its efficacy in abating cruelty is limited, as protests of both the Vietnam and Iraq wars show. 

Liberal militaries are raised, armed, and democratically authorized to wage war. Discontented citizens 
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protest these wars. It is as if we have a sword in one hand and a ‘peace’ sign in the other. Civilians are 

still killed and maimed by our military power. Protest is not enough. 

While broadening of both the ‘civilian’ and ‘democratic’ elements of the democratic civilian 

control thesis is a welcome insights gathered from the liberalism of fear, the trap of self-restraint 

should temper our optimism about the ability of a renewed sense of democratic civilian control to 

abate militarist violence. Civil-military theorists take democratic civilian control to be the central 

institutional restraint on military power (see footnote 138 p. 245). For liberals that put cruelty first, I 

think that must be rejected. For them, democratic civilian control reaches a level of importance about 

as high as the ‘rule of law’, which as I said previously, is not much. While there should be both formal 

democratic subordination of the armed forces to civilian officials, and more importantly informal 

routes of democratic contestation that engage international civil society, these measures are too often 

self-restraints that have been proved limited in abating the cruelties of democratic warfare. 

4.5 Conclusion 

I have argued two main theses in this chapter. First, to address the increased threat of violent 

conflict in a future with severe climate change, we should avoid the allure of much of ‘liberal realism’ 

as it appears in its recent revival in the literature, and instead favor an older, wiser, and oft 

misunderstood articulation: Shklar’s liberalism of fear and its call to ‘put cruelty first’. Second, in doing 

so we can gain new critical perspectives that help ‘institutionalize’ theorizing on the morality of war. 

I engaged the field of civil-military relations and critically assessed its proposals for institutional 

constraints on military power: the ‘rule of law’, professionalism, and democratic civilian control. Each 
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of these proposals, I argued, is vulnerable to criticisms drawn from the liberalism of fear that should 

limit our confidence that individually or combined, they can reliably abate the increasing threat of 

military cruelties in a future with severe climate change. 

If this critique is sound, how should liberalism move forward? I agree with the conventional 

wisdom of civil-military relations that if liberal militaries are to be properly constrained in their use 

of violence, a combination of institutional measures is necessary. With a critical perspective on liberal 

militaries that ‘puts cruelty first’, I close this chapter by suggesting two institutional safeguards in a 

potentially more violent future with severe climate change: (i) the internal democratization of 

militaries and (ii) capacities for democratic civil resistance that disrupt the civilian economic basis of 

modern military power. Combined, I suggest, these measures could abate cruelty while avoiding the 

trap of self-restraint. 

To clarify, the trap of self-restraint in civil-military relations that I am suspicious of is the 

tendency to surround liberal militaries with externally imposed, self-authored codes of conduct, 

norms, and procedures that bolster confidence that overwhelming military power is under 

democratic control. To escape this trap in a time of rising militarism, we need practices that directly 

disrupt the ability of militaries to project violence. Such practices may be self-instituted, but they are 

not satisfied with restraining military power with rules or norms; they disrupt its power directly by 

intervening in its internal organizational structure and its integration with the civilian economy.  

I have already advocated for democratization of the military in §4.4.2. These policies would 

significantly re-shape the military’s internal organizational structure – a key part of its ability to 
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project violence. Throughout history, the ability of the military to train, discipline, and manage the 

demands and discontents of soldiers has impacted its operational capacity. By democratically 

structuring internal contestation between soldiers and officers, democratization opens an 

institutional avenue for several military reforms. For example, soldiers could themselves lead efforts 

to reform training as to recover their capacity for reflective disobedience, thus allowing them to 

collectively oppose orders to torture. 

Democratic civil resistance looks to move beyond anti-war protest and its collective display 

of public disapproval of warfare. My suspicion is that this is a too well-rehearsed and well-regulated 

ritual of self-restraint. Civil resistance141, in contrast, targets the operation of the civilian economy at 

the points where it integrates with military power (e.g. armaments industries, supply contracting) 

with means that are less focused on communicating disapproval and more on disrupting the steady 

circulation of goods, people, and information that empower liberal militaries.142  

Both measures aim to create leverage points with the potential to directly disrupt the 

operational power of militaries and thus the threat of militarist violence they project. To safeguard 

against militarist violence, and to move beyond self-restraint in doing so, we should democratize the 

military and build civic institutional capacities for civil resistance as democratic civilian control. 

                                                      

141 See (Chenoweth and Stephan 2011) for a recent argument for the superiority of civil resistance relative to violent 
resistance in antiregime, antioccupation, and secession campaigns in the 20th century. 
142 An array of strategies and tactics that Gene Sharp has called ‘non-violent action’ (1973) can achieve this. 
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5 Migration and Liberal Federalism 

 

Figure 6: Children standing in front of the Chicago Urban League headquarters. Chicago Urban League Photos 

(University of Illinois at Chicago) 

 

Climate change is expected to contribute to increased rates of internal and international 

migration (IPCC 2014, 73). Political philosophers have approached the problem of climate change 

influenced migration in various ways. Territorial rights approaches (Nine 2010; Kolers 2009) focus 

on the remedial territorial claims of groups whose home is rendered uninhabitable by, for example, 

salt water inundation from sea level rise. Immigration and refugee approaches (Lister 2014; McAdam 

2012) focus on the special status that should be afforded to international migrants under international 

convention and law, and how migrant claims will interact with exclusionary border controls 

(Eckersley 2015). 
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 At least two problems with these approaches suggest that there is further research 

opportunity in the political philosophy of climate change influenced migration. First, research 

attention is focused on international migration. But the social scientific literature on migration and 

climate change suggests that internally displaced persons - those migrating within their country of 

origin - will be comparable in number to international migrants (Koser 2011, 289–290; Geisler and 

Currens 2017).143 The distinct jurisdictional challenges faced by those internally displaced by climate 

change deserve further research attention. Second critics have suggested that the popular academic 

focus on the problem of international migration has a worrying synergy with xenophobic state 

security rhetoric offered by right-wing nationalists (Hartmann 2010). Such rhetoric appeals to 

imagery of ‘hordes’ of international migrants ‘flooding’ uncontrolled borders and has gained 

significant traction during the Syrian refugee crises. This rhetoric is not only false (Oels 2012, 200), 

but potentially very damaging to immigrant communities already established in western states. 

In this chapter, I explore a new research avenue regarding the problem of climate change and 

migration. I focus on the question of how we might justify robust resettlement rights for persons 

internally displaced by severe climate change within the borders of their federated state. 

In §5.1, I draw on historical and social scientific accounts of urban migrants in the US and the 

global south (Geisler and Currens 2017; Grossman 1989; Lemann 2008; Fox 2014; Martin 1993) and 

attribute three resettlement rights to these communities based on their activities. Most striking 

                                                      

143 Hugo (2011, 271) states that in 2008 there were 27 million internally displaced persons as compared to 15 million 
refugees. See also the International Organization for Migration (IOM) report (Frank Laczko and Christine Aghazarm 
2009, 18,23,25,29,74). 
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among these activities is the creation of informal institutions by migrants to meet basic needs and 

improve wellbeing. In §5.2, I contrast and differentiate these rights from those offered by the Guiding 

Principles on Internal Migration (OCHA 2004). Doing so reveals the need for robust resettlement 

rights in a future with severe climate change that are not merely passive rights to aid from established 

state agencies144, but active rights that defend the self-organized informal institution building of 

migrant communities where the current arrangement of these institutions is failing to secure basic 

needs. I use the contrast with the Guiding Principles to stress the importance and distinctness of meta-

jurisdictional rights, which claim for the rights-holder a share of the authority to remake 

jurisdictional complexity. 

To capture the special concern with robust (meta)jurisdictional rights, I argue in §5.3 for a 

turn to federalist theory. Federalism is not only a theory but a jurisdictional practice in many 

countries. With increased internal displacement, jurisdictional tensions between formal state 

institutions, and informal migrant institutions, are set to intensify with severe climate change, and 

federalism is a good place to explore these tensions. I advance an unjustified asymmetry objection 

against federalist practice, specifically in the US. There, a federated relationship between the central 

and state governments is asymmetrically paired with a devolved relationship between state 

governments and municipalities. This asymmetry is unjustified because plausible normative 

                                                      

144 For an account of important work being done by state agencies in Florida and China, see (Geisler and Currens 2017, 
327–328). 
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justifications for federal relations between the center and its states apply as well to relations between 

the states and their municipalities. 

In §5.4, I argue that a deepened dynamic federalism can resolve this unjustified asymmetry. 

Federalism is deepened when the devolved relationship between state and municipal entities is 

replaced with a federated one that recognizes municipal entities as having a legitimate claim to a share 

of (meta)jurisdictional authority. Federalism is dynamic when the division of jurisdictional 

complexity is amenable to change and renegotiation over time via the merging, splitting, or creation 

of new geographical and policy domains. Robust meta-jurisdictional resettlement rights are captured 

in this variant of federalism as it theoretically grounds the power of migrant communities to formally 

integrate into and remake municipal jurisdictional complexity. I situate my proposal between Iris 

Marion Young’s non-dominating federalism (2007), and Jacob T. Levy’s critiques of that view in 

defense of traditional federalism (2008). I argue that we can and should make federalism deeper, and 

more dynamic – as Young suggests - while at the same time retaining the virtues of clarity and rigidity 

that Levy sees in the traditional form. I distinguish the municipal focus of my proposals from those 

of King and Weinstock, who advocate for the constitutional inclusion of cities in federalism (King 

2014; Bednar 2014). 

In closing, I express pessimism about the viability of a shift to deepened dynamic federalism in 

the US context. While many states have self-instituted a less devolved relationship with 

municipalities through the doctrine of ‘home-rule’, those that do offer only limited meta-

jurisdictional authority. Amendment processes for state constitutions that would expand such 
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authority appear infeasible routes of change. While US federalism may be too ossified to formally 

recognize robust meta-jurisdictional resettlement rights, such rights can still be a powerful tool taken 

up by migrant communities and those who stand in solidarity with them to defend their informal 

institutions. 

5.1 Migrant communities: challenges and solutions  

A study of migrant communities spanning both the global north and south provides a 

contextual and historical analogue for my discussion of the resettlement of internally displaced 

persons. In the United States, I discuss the ‘Great Migration’ of African Americans from the 

agriculture south to the industrial north (circa 1914) that created racially consolidated migrant 

communities in predominately white cities like Chicago and Detroit. These communities faced many 

challenges accessing public services, exacerbated by racial discrimination, and in response developed 

their own informal institutions. In Ghana, I will study the informal urban settlement of Old Fadama 

located on the outskirts of the capital Accra. A confluence of factors in the global south has 

proliferated such informal urban settlements, known as ‘slums’.145 Slum-dwellers face many 

institutional and social challenges and have similarly organized to assert their rights as urban 

communities. 

                                                      

145 ‘...any urban area that suffers from one or more of the following conditions: non-durable structures (e.g., shacks), 
insufficient living area (i.e., overcrowding), deficient access to adequate water facilities, or deficient access to adequate 
sanitation facilities.’ (Fox 2014, 192 citing UN-Habitat) 
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5.1.1 The Great Migration: US c. 1914 

Suffering under the exploitative ‘share-cropping’ system of the racially segregated American 

south, the first decision of those partaking in the ‘Great Migration’ was to depart from their 

agricultural livelihood in the south for a new urban one in the industrial north.146 After deciding on 

their destination migrants set out on the long journey north. Many had to make multiple stops on 

their way north, to which they could not afford to travel directly. They took up jobs during their stay 

to finance the next leg of their journey. Fortunately, work was not hard to come by, as many black 

southern urbanites had already left for the north themselves, creating labour shortages (Grossman 

1989, 111–112). Fearing this labour shortage would get out of hand, southern police forces attempted 

to obstruct the travel of migrants, reportedly dragging them from trains or sidetracking their 

carriages to prevent their leaving (Grossman 1989, 108). I take these accounts to evidence migrants’ 

interest in relocating to a destination of their choosing, and in not being coercively obstructed in 

undertaking their journey there. 

As more black migrants arrived in cities like Chicago and Detroit from the American south, 

essential services like housing, hospitals (Martin 1993, 41–42), and employment agencies proved 

increasingly inadequate, and continued to be plagued by racial discrimination against blacks. In 

response to these institutional failings, migrants created their own informal institutions. 

With most white charitable organizations and social institutions unwilling 
to accept black clients, and even some municipal facilities inhospitable, 

                                                      

146 As always, motivations for migration were not simply economic, nor any single issue, but a combination of factors. 
A significant factor for black southerners was, of course, overt and institutional racism and racial violence (see 
Grossman 1989, 108–110). 
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Chicago’s black community assembled its meager resources to assist the 
newcomers. (Grossman 1989, 143) 

Adapting Booker T. Washington’s doctrines of racial solidarity and self-
help to the northern city, these business leaders and politicians de-
emphasized the fight for integration and dealt with discrimination by 
creating black institutions. Between 1890 and 1915, they established a 
bank, a hospital, a YMCA, an infantry regiment, effective political 
organizations, lodges, clubs, professional baseball teams, social service 
institutions, newspapers, and a variety of small businesses. (Grossman 
1989, 130) 

Prominent among these civic institutions was the emergence of the Urban Leagues.  

The centerpiece of both black and white efforts to assist and influence 
newcomers was the Chicago Urban League, which provided the bulk of the 
services most important to recent migrants… In the areas of employment, 
housing, social work, and relief, the Urban League quickly emerged as the 
leading social agency in the black community. (Grossman 1989, 142) 147 

While striving for self-determination, this informal institution building still took place in a 

political and economic system dominated by whites.148 To finance their work these civil society 

groups were heavily dependent on philanthropy, predominantly available from whites. This skewed 

financing structure influenced the emergence, programming, and messaging of black civic 

institutions in ways that impinged on their self-determination, and even dictated the survival of some 

associations over others (Lemann 2008, 98; Grossman 1989, 140-141,143; Martin 1993, 52). 

                                                      

147 See also Martin for an account of the Detroit Urban League, specifically its work on housing and health (Martin 
1993, 11,29,43). 
148 It is worth noting that these civic institutions also engaged in what might be called class or cultural discrimination, 
actively encouraging personal conduct and property management that to aimed to detach the white majority’s 
association of black culture with poverty, and discouraging expression of southern culture (e.g. songs, clothing, 
customs, food) that further attributed to the stigmatization of blacks by whites (see Grossman 1989, 154). Some of these 
practices, and other perceived concessions to white majority influences, led critics like Marcus Garvey and J.H. Porter to 
found counter-movements (Martin 1993, 54). 
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I take this account to evidence that migrant communities engage in informal institutions 

building to support basic needs and wellbeing, often in response to the institutional failures of ‘formal’ 

institutions in this regard. Notable obstructions to these efforts include a lack of reliable and 

independent financing. 

5.1.2 Old Fadama: Accra, Ghana 

Informal institution building is also seen on the part of urban slum-dwellers in the global 

south. Stacey & Lund provide a case-study of institution building in the informal settlement of ‘Old 

Fadama’ in Accra, Ghana.149 There, the Old Fadama Development Association (OFADA) stands in 

for public authorities – absent due to their own declaration of the illegality of the settlement - to 

provide a number of community organized essential services including infrastructure maintenance, 

fire protection, building inspection and coding, policing, and waste management; all financed 

through informal community revenue collection. OFADA enjoys political legitimacy among the 

settlement’s population, in large part due to its positive contributions to the security of their basic 

needs. 

the role OFADA plays as makeshift surveyor, construction engineer and 
urban planner – together with its efforts to reduce the risk of fire and 
flooding, regulate construction and demarcate access roads – have all meant 
that areas of Old Fadama are now safer than before. (Stacey and Lund 2016, 
604) 

                                                      

149 See also (De 2017, 994) for a study from India. 
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No less, the ability of OFADA to provide these services contributes to the solidarity of the 

community and thus protects against state agencies following through with eviction (Stacey and Lund 

2016, 609). 

Slum-dwellers must informally occupy and use resources (e.g. land, water) to meet basic 

needs. This poses a great risk to individuals in the form of criminal punishment for trespass, theft, or 

eviction (Mohindra and Schrecker 2013, 64–69). Even if slum-dwellers are not burdened with 

criminal status, the illegality of their community’s living conditions precludes them (as a group) from 

institutional benefits through denial of city services and other public investments (Fox 2014, 193). 

Such denial furthers an institutional failure to support their basic needs; a failure to which the 

informal institution building of the OFADA is a response. Stacey and Lund view the work of these 

institutions as responding to rights-claims within the informal settlement (2016, 595–596). The 

community imparts legitimacy onto these institutions in virtue of their efficacy in fulfilling these 

claims. 

5.1.3 From challenges and solutions to migrant rights claims 

I suggest that from these historical analogues of the challenges faced by migrant communities, 

and the solutions they developed, that we can infer some resettlement rights claimed by internally 

displaced persons, including rights to: 

1. Travel to a resettlement destination of their choosing without obstruction 

2. Use resources at the resettlement site to fulfill basic needs 
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3. Build and sustain informal institutions that support the basic needs and wellbeing of the 

community in response to failures of formal institutions in this regard. 

On the importance of rights to resource use (2), urban poverty is an oft cited contributing cause 

in the emergence and growth of slums (Fox 2014, 193), and widespread inequality in property in land 

is said to be an impediment to resettlement of those suffering displacement from sea level rise (Geisler 

and Currens 2017, 326). Research suggests that when ownership status is positively reorganized by 

state authorities (e.g. through granting land title, or at least occupancy rights), slum-dwellers increase 

investments in occupied land and housing, improving basic needs security (Field 2005; Nakamura 

2016). 

Rights to resource use (2) and informal institution building (3) are importantly connected. 

Wherever resources like land are used by individuals there is an according need to manage that use 

with jurisdictional capacities for collective resource management.150 When formal institutions fail to 

offer jurisdictional support to informal urban settlements, serious problems arise. Fox, and Geisler & 

Currens, pair their assessment of the pernicious impacts of poverty and inequality with an equal 

concern for institutional obstacles faced by migrant communities and slum-dwellers including 

exclusionary land use policies, zoning laws, building codes, and lot size controls (Fox 2014, 193; 

Geisler and Currens 2017, 326). These obstructive policies are usually in the jurisdictional domain of 

municipal authorities. As seen above, migrant communities respond to these jurisdictional obstacles, 

                                                      

150 Territorial rights theorists have rightly stressed the relation between property and jurisdictional rights. Cara Nine’s 
territorial rights theory splits the concept of a resource right into two parts: 1) jurisdictional rights to create and run a 
territorially bound property rights system, and 2) incidents of collective ownership over property (2012, 120). 
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and the general stigma of illegality imparted on their informal urban settlements, by building their 

own informal jurisdictional capacities. To this, we should think they have a moral right. 

5.1.4 Narrative enrichment: urban resettlement in severe warming scenarios 

Before closing this section, I will pause to clarify the context of the problem I aim to apply 

robust resettlement rights to. As mentioned in §2.3.2 & §2.3.3 severe warming scenarios are both 

empirically informed and narratively enriched. I cited earlier the empirical basis for a concern with 

migration in a future with severe climate change. I will now narratively enrich the contextual basis 

of the scenario and specify the problem I aim to speak to. 

I imagine that an increased migrant population is confronted with institutional failure on the 

part of established authorities to administer relocation programs. This failure is part of the general 

failure to fulfill obligations of mitigation and adaptation on the part of governments (and other 

powerful actors) in a severe warming scenario. As a result, migrants often opt for resettlement in 

urban areas, where they hope to access at least some support services. The influx of migrants to these 

informal urban settlements, and the lack of preparedness on the part of established authorities, creates 

conditions of relative deprivation for residents there, who are demographically and culturally 

heterogeneous. Informal institution building of the kind evidenced above is a common response on 

the part of migrants. The jurisdictional tension between informal migrant institutions and formal 

municipal (or state/federal) authorities can sometimes be hostile, including charges of criminality and 

eviction notices. Finally, much of the forthcoming discussion will focus on internal displacement in 

the United States. I do this for two reasons. First, to oppose the over-portrayal of migrants as 
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‘foreigners’ noted by Hartmann in the introduction (2010). Second, because the United States is a 

federation. I argue in §5.3 that federalism is a fruitful context to make connections between the robust 

resettlement rights of internally displaced persons and contexts of jurisdictional complexity and 

conflict in which I imagine these rights being claimed and contested. I hope the arguments I make in 

the US context have broader applicability. 

 

In this section, I have used two case studies to infer a set of resettlement rights claimed by migrant 

communities. In the next section, I will contrast these rights claims derived here with those found in 

the Guiding Principles on Internal Migration, arguing they are importantly different. I will use that 

contrast to highlight why I think resettlement rights must be robust, and why rights to informal 

institution building should be extended to rights to meta-jurisdictional authority that empower 

migrant communities to jurisdictionally reshape and reorganize municipalities. 

5.2 Robust (meta)jurisdictional resettlement rights 

The Guiding Principles on Internal Migration were drafted by the United Nations in 1998 and 

apply to persons displaced: 

to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, 
violations of human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who 
have not crossed an internationally recognized state border. (OCHA 2004, 
para. 2) 

The principles state protections from displacement, during displacement, for humanitarian 

assistance, and for return, resettlement, and reintegration of formerly displaced persons. The 

principles are important in their clear condemnation of egregious practices that are sadly too 
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common, including the coercive confinement of displaced persons (Principles 12,14)151, the 

separation of families (17), and the weaponization of humanitarian assistance (24). They also state 

migrant rights that align with the analyses offered in the previous section, including rights to food, 

water, shelter (18), property (21), political participation (22), and education (23). 

 While the Guiding Principles make important progress in protecting internally displaced 

persons, I see two main shortcomings. First, the section on resettlement is the shortest of all, having 

only three principles. The first (28) demands that ‘competent authorities’ manage voluntary 

resettlement and requires some degree of consultation by those authorise with migrant communities. 

The second (29) details a non-discrimination requirement for returning or resettled communities and 

requires the return of their property. The third (30) grants international humanitarian organizations 

access to communities to administer assistance. 

These principles do not capture the nature of the challenges faced by resettled communities 

seen in the previous section and adopted in the narrative enrichment of my severe warming scenario. 

Formal institutions can fail to support the security of basic needs, and even exacerbate the problem 

by making the occupancy and use of resources by migrants to fulfill basic needs illegal. The Guiding 

Principles do not properly foreground the self-directed informal institution building on the part of 

migrant communities. Instead, nation states (3) and humanitarian organizations (16-17) are cast as 

the primary duty-bearers and active providers of aid and protection for internally displaced persons, 

who are seen as passive beneficiaries rather than politically organized institution builders. Given the 

                                                      

151 References to the Guiding Principles are to the principle number rather than the page number that it appears on. 
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possibility that both the state and non-governmental organizations152 fail in the provision of basic 

needs, migrant communities should enjoy a more clearly stated right to self-directed informal 

institution building that supports their basic needs and wellbeing in place of formal institutional 

failures.153 

 From this contrast, I make two arguments that focus my discussion of resettlement rights for 

the remainder of the essay. First, resettlement rights should be robust: they should not be solely 

dependent on state or formal authorities to administer local institutional capacities. Second, we 

should recognize the special importance of meta-jurisdictional rights. These two arguments combine 

into a focus on robust (meta)jurisdictional rights for migrant communities. Before arguing for these 

rights, I will first explain their significance and content. 

5.2.1 Meta-jurisdictional resettlement rights 

 What are meta-jurisdictional rights, and why do they matter? While jurisdictional rights 

confer power to run a primary legal authority over a given geographic and policy domain, meta-

jurisdictional rights confer power to create, modify, or destroy the boundaries of jurisdictional 

entities (A. E. Buchanan 2003). Why do they matter? Such powers have considerable philosophical 

and practical significance. Internationally, they impact the creation and modification of the borders 

of nation-states. Domestically, they are crucial to the adjudication of jurisdictional disputes between 

                                                      

152 Humanitarian assistance fares little better than the failures and obstructions of state authorities when it stunts, 
disrupts or precludes the growth of the informal institutional capacities of migrant communities by making them 
dependent on ‘non-governmental’ aid. 
153 Bronen’s (2011) proposal for a ‘Climigration’ relocation policy in the US also has limited application in the context of 
interest: it is focused on relocation (rather than resettlement) and assumes that states authorities will be proactively 
supportive in planning for it (rather than perhaps reactively obstructive toward migrant communities). 
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sub-state entities in multi-jurisdictional states. The philosophical concern inviting debates about 

meta-jurisdictional authority is: who has the power to (re)make jurisdictional boundaries/structures 

and why? Partial answers to these questions are sometimes entrenched in formal constitutions. Other 

parts of the answer may come from the body of constitutional law that grows out of resolved 

jurisdictional disputes and legal precedence. Meta-jurisdictional rights are also practically significant. 

Most states are multi-jurisdictional in character, and many formally recognize the distinct 

jurisdictional claims of constituent entities (e.g. through devolution or federalism). As climate 

influenced migration increases in a severe warming scenario, there will be large population and 

demographic shifts as displaced people move to avoid rising heat, sea levels, and more frequent and 

intense storms. Assuming these movements to be analogous to the historical cases previously 

discussed, we can expect jurisdictional contestation to emerge and thus contrasting claims regarding 

the legitimacy of powers to remake jurisdictional domain are increasingly relevant. Municipal 

jurisdictions will be an important site of these contests, as their policy domain – zoning, housing, land 

use, and public services – directly impact the health and wellbeing of migrant communities dwelling 

in informal urban (re)settlements. 

Why do resettlement rights need to be robust? Because their context of use is one of 

institutional failure. In the severe warming scenario considered, states have failed to mitigate and 

adapt to severe climate change. Not only does this cast general suspicion on their institutional 

capacities and moral character, but it implies that they have not prepared (via adaptation) for 

increased migration such as internal displacement and informal urban resettlement. Our concerns 
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about formal institutional failure might stem from rising hostility and lack of compassion toward 

migrant communities on the part of state authorities. Alternatively, formal authorities might simply 

be overwhelmed and unprepared for resettlement of large numbers of internally displaced persons. 

When established institutions lack capacity to meet the needs of resettled communities, migrants can 

and do build such capacities on their own. To say that they should be protected and supported in their 

doing so, is to say their jurisdictional rights are robust. 

Meta-jurisdictional resettlement rights empower migrant communities to not only establish 

informal institutions, but also to negotiate changes to the jurisdictional complexity of the established 

municipal jurisdiction in which they are embedded. Migrants could, for example, request special 

representation on city councils, housing and land use committees, or even move to divide their 

municipality to create a new jurisdiction of their own. Inspired by the historical work of migrant 

communities in building informal institutions, I argue that these claims can plausibly be extended 

from a right to establish informal jurisdictional capacities, to meta-jurisdictional rights to integration 

into formal jurisdictional structures. 

Why should migrants be said to have not only rights to build informal jurisdictional capacities 

but also to re-shape formal jurisdictional complexity; that is, to hold a share of meta-jurisdictional 

authority? I argue that: 

1. In a context of formal institutions failure, migrants have jurisdictional rights to build informal 

institutions that they often successfully exercise. 
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2. Informal migrant institutions should be formally integrated, in accordance with migrant’s 

desires, and in a way that respects the integrity and local legitimacy of informal institutions. 

3. Migrants desires for formal integration plausibly include changes to municipal jurisdictional 

complexity. 

4. If informal migrant institutions should be formally integrated according to migrant’s desires 

to change municipal jurisdictional complexity, migrant communities have meta-jurisdictional 

rights. 

5. Therefore (1-4), migrants have meta-jurisdictional rights. 

 In support of (1), since migrants have a basic right to fulfill their basic needs, they must use 

resources to do so. That requires jurisdictional structures of collective resource management, lest 

serious coordination problems arise. When such institutions are not available due to flaws in 

established institutions154, then migrants are justified in creating their own. In support of (2), we 

should note that despite the failures of formal institutions to serve migrant interests, there are still 

significant advantages of integration into formal institutional structures. The most obvious is a share 

of political power that has the potential to undo obstructive municipal policies (e.g. exclusionary 

zoning, eviction notices) as to remove the harmful stigma of illegality imparted on informal urban 

settlements. Another revealed by our discussion in §5.1 is that informal institutions often face 

significant challenges in financing. The Urban Leagues were beholden to white philanthropists, and 

                                                      

154 For example, when neither market nor welfare-state institutions provide enough income support for migrants to 
meet nutritional needs, they are justified in using land for agricultural purposes and in creating institutions to manage 
this use. 
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the OFADA had to impose informal taxation burdens on already poor residents. Formal jurisdictional 

integration offers access to reliable tax base to finance informal institutions. Additionally, formal 

jurisdictional integration allows for knowledge sharing, standardization, and connects informal civil 

servants to a professional base of peers – improving service delivery and community wellbeing. 

Integration is not the erasure and replacement of informal institutions. It must acknowledge the effort 

and knowledge that has been built within migrant institutions and the need to maintain the integrity 

and local legitimacy of informal institutions through integration. In support of (3), note first that 

integration has different styles. Migrants might simply desire to have their settlements declared legal 

and be integrated into the voting, service provision, and taxation base of established municipalities, 

with informal civil servants forfeiting their duties to their formal counterparts. But given past and 

ongoing tensions with formal authorities, migrants can plausibly make demands to retain greater 

autonomy for their informal institutions. They may desire to establish a new municipality of their 

own, or to divide an existing one to do the same. Decisions regarding formal jurisdictional integration 

should weight the claims for the autonomy of informal institutions in proportion to the degree that 

they have contributed to the security and wellbeing of migrants and enjoy local legitimacy. Since 

integration must be sensitive to migrant desires to maintain the integrity of their informal 

institutions, and those desires plausibly include demands for the remaking of the jurisdictional 

complexity of municipalities in integration, migrants have meta-jurisdictional rights (4). Migrants 

enjoying these rights cannot unilaterally decree jurisdictional changes, but they do have claims to a 

share of meta-jurisdictional authority that demands formalized power in negotiations with 
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established authorities (regarding e.g. redistricting) and to acknowledgment as entities before the law 

if jurisdictional disputes reach the courts. 

One may doubt the need for robust meta-jurisdictional rights. If obstructive municipal 

policies are the problem faced by migrant communities, then why not directly challenge those policies 

through informal democratic pressure or litigation rather than target change at jurisdictional 

structures? In response, the challenge faced by migrant communities is not found merely in the 

content of the exclusionary or discriminatory policies they are subject to, but the power structures 

that create and sustain those policies. It is implausible to demand that migrant communities 

continually dedicate their limited resources to reactive political campaigns and litigation, only to 

remain vulnerable to the newest form of cleverly crafted exclusion and discrimination created by the 

same flawed institutional structures. With meta-jurisdictional rights that instead remake 

jurisdictional authority, migrant communities gain proactive power over the institutions that enable 

obstructive policies, and the important benefit of setting their own (limited) political agenda instead 

of reacting to that set by the majority. When the power imbalances in established jurisdictional 

structures are so deep that migrants feel that any integration short of being granted their own new 

jurisdictional entity would only entangle them in political strife that wastes their collective resources, 

meta-jurisdictional rights become especially important as an alternative to policy change through 

elections or litigation. 
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In this section, I have used a contrast with the Guiding Principles on Internal Migration to 

argue for robust (meta)jurisdictional155 resettlement rights for persons internally displaced to 

informal urban settlements by severe climate changes. Taking account of the informal institution 

building of migrant communities that responds to formal institutional failures, and the benefits of 

(carefully) integrating these informal institutions into formal jurisdictional structures, we can see the 

case for migrant communities claiming (meta)jurisdictional rights. 

But such claims will be made in established political contexts in which questions of meta-

jurisdictional authority already have a history of distribution and contestation. To understand the 

practical significance of migrant’s (meta)jurisdictional rights, and their potential functionality ‘on the 

ground’, I argue in the next section that we should complement our attention to the ‘grassroots’ 

perspective of the migrant community, with a high-level constitutional and legal perspective on 

jurisdictional complexity offered by liberal theories of federalism. 

5.3 Federalism and robust (meta)jurisdictional resettlement rights  

Having argued for robust (meta)jurisdictional resettlement rights, why turn to federalism? 

First, I advocate more attention to the reality of jurisdictional complexity in contemporary states. 

Second, I argue for attention to federalism as a specific view on jurisdictional complexity relevant to 

the phenomena of internal displacement. 

                                                      

155 I use this phrase to signify two rights incidents: 1) jurisdictional rights to establish informal institutions and 2) meta-
jurisdictional rights to facilitate integration into formal jurisdictional structures. 
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Severe climate change will induce migration and thus increase jurisdictional tension and 

conflict. Liberal political theory seems to marginalize concerns about domestic jurisdictional 

complexity, often assuming a unitary jurisdictional authority (Kymlicka 1995, 128; Levy 2007a, 459, 

463; Nine 2012, 38 all make this observation). But many contemporary states are multi-jurisdictional. 

Within the external borders that demarcate one nation-state from others, multiple jurisdictions exist 

and have authority over different geographical and policy domains. Domestic jurisdictional 

complexity can be de jure, de facto, or both. The UK, for example, is officially a unitary state, but in 

practice devolves jurisdictional authority (to e.g. the Scottish Parliament). The US, in contrast, is 

officially a federated republic, and the states united under its constitution have authority over their 

jurisdiction not by grant from the central government, but by recognition as equal parties to 

federation under Article Four of the US constitution. While federalism comes in many forms, it can 

be distinguished from devolution from the point of contrast between the US and UK noted above. 

Devolution (UK) grants jurisdictional authority at the pleasure of the central government, which 

holds a monopoly on meta-jurisdictional authority. Federalism distributes (meta)jurisdictional 

authority between the central government and constituent states through constitutional 

provisions.156 Confederalism can be distinguished from federalism by its radical reduction of the 

power of the central government. A confederacy might, for example, do away with central legislative 

authority and retain only a minimal central executive to manage treaty relations between constituent 

                                                      

156 In the US, these (i) identify the initial parties to federation as having jurisdictional authority over a well-defined 
geographic and policy domain, (ii) detail the relationships between them, and (iii) explain the meta-jurisdictional terms 
on which changes in the initial distribution of jurisdictional authority can be remade and by which new jurisdictional 
entities can enter the federation. 
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entities and foreign relations with other states. In converse to devolution, in a confederacy it is the 

constituent states, not the central government, that have primary meta-jurisdictional authority. 

Why turn to federalism specifically given other forms of jurisdictional complexity, such as 

devolution and confederation? Practically, many states that will be afflicted by severe climate change 

influenced migration have an institutional history of federalism.157 Whether that is theoretically 

defensible or not, it is the starting point from which institutional flaws must be identified so that 

pathways of change can be charted. Theoretically, if there are both good reasons to endorse non-

unitary jurisdictional complexity, and to retain a strong role for a central government, then federalism 

appears to be where we will land. Finally, even if one isn’t convinced by that combination of reasons 

for federalism, some of what I say here will be relevant to unitary states that have a de facto federalist 

practice. Some long-established devolved jurisdictions are viewed as having a claim to the authority 

granted to them by the center, even if that authority is not legally ‘entrenched’, but instead resides in 

the power of democratic pressure and socio-cultural practice that would decry and thus make 

infeasible any attempt to revoke it. 

Before proceeding, a note on terminology, which can get confusing. I will use the term ‘center’ 

to denote the central government in federalism158 and given my focus on the US, the term ‘state’ to 

                                                      

157 In the global north, Canada, the US, Germany, and Switzerland. In the south, India, Brazil, Argentina, South Africa. 
158 Denoted elsewhere with the terms ‘federal’ or ‘national’ government. 
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denote the immediately constituent jurisdictional entities of the federation.159 Finally, I call the sub-

jurisdictions that comprise the states ‘municipalities’.160 

In the remainder of this section, I will first survey some normative justifications for federalism 

(§5.3.1). Then, I will note a striking asymmetry in the jurisdictional relationship in US federalism 

between, on the one hand, central and state authorities, and the other, state and municipal authorities 

(§5.3.2). While the former relationship is properly federal, the latter is devolved. In §5.3.3, I argue 

that this asymmetry is normatively unjustified: reasons to favor a federated relationship between 

central and state authorities apply as well to the relationship between states and municipalities. 

5.3.1 Normative justifications for federalism 

There are many normative justifications for federalism. I will explore three groupings. First, 

historical justifications offered at the constitutional convention of the United States, captured in the 

‘Federalist Papers’, offer multiple arguments for federalism’s service to ideals such as liberty, security, 

and separated loyalties. Second, contemporary philosophical justifications that draw on group rights 

and value claims through concepts such as subsidiarity, self-determination, and cultural 

differentiation argue for federalist practice in pluralistic societies. Finally, economists and legal 

theorists have developed justifications for federalism from analogy: fiscal-competitive theorists view 

                                                      

159 Which in other contexts will be provinces (Canada) or länders (Germany). 
160 In the US, it is officially ‘counties’ that make up the state, and municipalities that make up the counties. While the 
policy domain and jurisdictional role of counties varies from state to state, they often have a limited policy domain that 
does not bear heavily on informal urban resettlement, and so I choose to focus on municipalities. 
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federalism economically as a marketplace for jurisdictional policies, while adaptive-dynamic theorists 

view federalism ecologically as an evolutionary policy space. 

5.3.1.1 Historical federalism: protecting liberty and security in historical context 

In the Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton, John Jay, and James Madison, offer an 

interesting nexus between federalist theory and practice, drafted and circulated as they were at the 

constitutional convention of a soon to be newly federated republic. For the federalists, jurisdictional 

complexity in the form of federalism is necessary to protect and realize multiple political values. 

Madison argues that dividing political power as to utilize the ‘separation of loyalties’ (Levy 2007b, 

309–312) between federated entities creates a system of checks and balances and is necessary to 

mitigate the threat posed to political liberty by the usurpation of either central or local government 

by anti-republican forces. Hamilton argues that federal military institutions provide better security. 

With both a central standing army, and a decentralized militia system, the new federation can 

simultaneously protect against foreign aggression with the central standing army and check the threat 

of internal usurpation with the states’ militia system. These arguments are very much embedded in 

the historical circumstances of the US after its War of Independence. The new republic needed to 

retain its independence against European powers that bordered it, while managing internal tension 

between its states. As circumstances have changed, new arguments for federalism have been 

developed. 
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5.3.1.2 Culture, self-determination, subsidiarity 

With the emergence of culturally heterogeneous societies, and group rights claims therein, 

contemporary federalism also appeals to the accommodation of group self-determination as a distinct 

motivation for jurisdictional complexity. Multinational federalism draws jurisdictional boundaries as 

to make national minorities comprise the majority of citizens in a sub-unit. It thus grants cultural 

groups a degree of self-government, autonomy, and cultural integrity when they would otherwise be 

assimilated in a unitary state (Kymlicka 2005). Iris Marion Young’s federalism is motivated by a 

criticism of the view that self-determination should be understood as freedom from interference, or 

sovereignty. Young argues that self-determination should be understood as ‘relational autonomy in 

the context of nondomination’ (2007, 52, 63–66). In modern societies, with multiple groups claiming 

self-determining status, federalism is the institutional requirement of a proper conception of self-

determination as non-domination (Young 2007, 66). 

A distinct justification for federalism, known as subsidiarity, exhibits a ‘predilection for 

locating authority as the most local level feasible’ (Bednar 2014, 231) and thus advocates for 

decentralization of authority. Some variants of subsidiarity ground its preference for local authority 

with appeal to its superior service to substantive values: liberty, efficiency, justice (Føllesdal 2014, 

216). King (2014), in a different vein, claims that subsidiarity may best be understood as an epistemic 

thesis that the locale ‘knows best’ what values are at stake in a policy and how to realize them locally. 

In justifying an abiding role for a central state, subsidiarity offers arguments that the center should 

support and enable local power. King, for example, cites empirical work that suggests that the locale 
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‘knows best’ only when non-local authorities help facilitate local decision-making as to fully realize 

the epistemic competence of the community (2014, 308). 

5.3.1.3 Fiscal-competitive and Adaptive-dynamic federalism 

Fiscal-competitive federalism claims to maximize policy efficiency. Policies use limited tax 

resources to satisfy individual preferences. Efficient policies provide the best ratio of (net) preference 

satisfaction to tax expenditure. Fiscal federalism claims that decentralization of policy authority 

through jurisdictional complexity benefits society through maximizing policy efficiency when two 

conditions are met: (i) there are no externalities - no policies that ‘spill over’ into others, imposing 

costs on those who had no say over the policies and (ii) there is a competitive and free flow of people, 

firms and capital across jurisdictions (Bednar 2014, 232; see Levy 2007b, 460 for an overview). In 

effect, jurisdictional complexity and differentiation creates a competitive market for policies, and 

residents ‘shop’ across jurisdictions for policy bundles they prefer. 

 In contrast to this economically minded fiscal-competitive federalism, adaptive-dynamic 

federalism draws on concepts from ecology and biology (e.g. evolution, resilience, redundancy, and 

robustness) to argue for the virtues of federalism in responding to environmental problems including 

climate change. Ruhl argues for adaptive federalism (2010, 1400), contrasting it with traditional 

federalism that relies on ‘rigid hierarchy’ and ‘predictive capacity’. Adaptive federalism draws instead 

on the concept of resilience, and advocates overlapping and flexible jurisdictional networks that adapt 

in response to ‘the high variability and low predictability’ of climate changes. Adelman & Engel 
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similarly argue that the efficiency imperative underlying fiscal-competitive federalism161 is 

inappropriate for environmental problem-solving. Efficiency optimizes a system to a specific set of 

conditions. But when conditions rapidly change – as they will in a climate changing future – the past 

work done in optimizing the system comes at the cost of its resilience to change. 

Rather than engaging in the charade of identifying the one putatively 
"efficient" level of government for environmental policy making, an 
adaptive model is structurally designed to contend with unpredictable 
change. The basic philosophies of the two approaches could not be more 
different - one is premised on stable equilibrium conditions and rigid 
control; the other seeks to exploit disruptive change as a source of 
resilience and adaptability. (Adelman and Engel 2008, 1827–1828) 

Bednar argues for a ‘systems-level’ approach (see §2.1.2.1) that informs subsidiarity justifications162 of 

federalism, claiming that subsidiarity enhances the robustness of jurisdictional systems, understood 

as their capacity to maintain function despite perturbations (2014, 234). ‘A robust federation must 

adapt … subsidiarity is a catalyst for that change ... [as it] bolsters the robustness of a federal system’ 

(Bednar 2014, 250). Federalism creates an evolutionary policy space that promotes diversity, 

experimentation, and selection, where ‘subsidiarity plays a key role in both mutation and selection’ 

(Bednar 2014, 238). Subsidiarity facilitates policy diversity and experimentation (mutation) by 

proliferating policy authorities. It also multiplies the set of ‘safeguards’ that determine policy 

appropriateness (selection) (2014, 238). 

 

                                                      

161 What they call ‘classical federalism’. 
162 Bednar’s hybrid view reveals the potential of mixing different normative justifications for federalism. 
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Going forward, I will foreground three of the above normative justifications for federalism as 

especially significant to my concern with migrant communities in a future with severe climate change: 

self-determination, subsidiarity, and adaptive-dynamic federalism. I thus depart from discussing 

historical, cultural, and fiscal-competitive justifications for federalism. Historical justifications are 

parochial to the historical circumstances in which they were made. Cultural justifications are 

applicable when migrant communities are culturally unified. This can be the case when entire 

communities are uprooted and migrate together, but sadly some communities may be broken up, and 

often informal urban settlements and institutions are culturally pluralistic. Indeed, often migrant 

communities can only establish a discernable culture after enjoying stable resettlement for some time. 

South-side Chicago’s urban culture, which draws elements from both the Northern and Southern 

black experience, was developed there, not transplanted from elsewhere. Finally, fiscal-competitive 

federalism has been criticized as idealistic and a departure from federalism as practiced (Levy 2007b, 

315–317; Levy 2007a, 460–462). Furthermore, informal migrant communities seem to be rife with 

externalities and obstacles to ‘freedom of flow’ precisely because they are informal. 

In the next section, I will point out a striking feature of the constitutional structure of US 

federalism. While the jurisdictional relation between the center and states is federated, the relation 

between the states and municipalities is devolved. I go on to claim that this asymmetry is unjustified 

according to the three normative theories of federalism foregrounded. 
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5.3.2 US Constitutional law: federalism above, devolution below 

The United States Constitution splits meta-jurisdictional authority jointly between the 

federal legislature (Congress) and the legislatures of the states, effectively granting both a meta-

jurisdictional veto-power: 

New States may be admitted by the Congress into this Union; but no new 
State shall be formed or erected within the Jurisdiction of any other State; 
nor any State be formed by the Junction of two or more States, or Parts of 
States, without the Consent of the Legislatures of the States concerned as 
well as of the Congress.163 

But in the analogous relation between states and municipalities, the US supreme court has determined 

that states hold a monopoly164 on meta-jurisdictional authority within their borders. In Hunter v. 

Pittsburgh (1907) the court majority states this bluntly: 

Municipal corporations are political subdivisions of the state, created as 
convenient agencies for exercising such of the governmental powers of the 
state as may be entrusted to them... The number, nature, and duration of 
the powers conferred upon these corporations and the territory over which 
they shall be exercised rests in the absolute discretion of the state…. The 
state, therefore, at its pleasure, may modify or withdraw all such powers, 
may take without compensation such property, hold it itself, or vest it in 
other agencies, expand or contract the territorial area, unite the whole or a 
part [207 U.S. 161, 179] of it with another municipality, repeal the charter 
and destroy the corporation. All this may be done, conditionally or 
unconditionally, with or without the consent of the citizens, or even 
against their protest. (Hunter v. Pittsburgh 1907 my emphasis) 

The jurisdictional relation between states and their constituent municipalities is devolved rather than 

federated.  

                                                      

163 Article 4, Section 3. My emphasis. 
164 States are constrained by the usual condition that their exercise of this power does not violate central authority. See 
(Gomillion v. Lightfoot 1960) for a case in which the states exercise of redistricting power over municipalities was ruled 
to be in violation of the 14th Amendment’s guarantee of ‘Equal Protection’. 
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While the powers of devolution afforded to states under US federalism impacts both 

established (formal) municipalities and emergent (informal) migrant institutions, it is especially 

disadvantageous to the latter.165 In US federalism, migrant communities have no grounds for an 

official claim to formal jurisdictional integration that recognizes local meta-jurisdictional authority, 

even if their informal institutions are outperforming formal institutions in securing individual basic 

needs and enjoy widespread local legitimacy. Migrant communities are limited to litigation and 

democratic contestation. Through litigation, they can challenge their state’s monopolistic exercise of 

meta-jurisdictional authority in judicial review, perhaps as violations of higher-level federal or 

constitutional law (Gomillion v. Lightfoot 1960). Through democratic contestation, migrant 

communities can attempt to gain influence over state legislatures as to enact redistricting or 

governance restructuring legislation that remakes municipal jurisdictional complexity in their favor. 

But as argued in §5.2.1, these powers are far short of those offered through meta-jurisdictional rights.  

The asymmetry noted above is not restricted to the United States. Scholars of federalism have 

been drawing attention to the curious absence of municipalities, especially cities, in much of federalist 

debate. Municipal entities are de facto (and in rare case, de jure) participants in federalism, but this is 

at the pleasure of state and central authorities that are privileged as the ‘first’ parties to federation. 

Levy explains the asymmetry in meta-jurisdictional practice thus: 

Real federalism is marked by a very high level of stability, and usually 
constitutional rigidity, in the arrangement of states or provinces; and by an 
entrenchment of two, but only two, levels of decision-making authority. 

                                                      

165 Established municipalities enjoy a reliable tax base, and their jurisdictional integrity is somewhat protected by the 
electoral sanctions they can threaten potentially overbearing state authorities with. 
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That is, federalism is typically an arrangement of one central government 
and a number of states or provinces, not of a center, states and provinces, 
counties, municipalities, metropolitan regions, and so on. Many other units 
of government exist, but they lack constitutional status; they may be 
defined and redefined by the center or by provinces. (Levy 2007a, 462–463) 

 

5.3.3 The unjustified asymmetry objection 

Is this asymmetry in federalism, that demands a federated relation between states and the 

center while allowing a devolved relation between states and municipalities, justified? I will now 

argue that according to the three normative justifications for federalism foregrounded at the end of 

§5.3.1, it is not. The normative reasons that motivate a federated relation between the centre and the 

states remain applicable to the relation between states and municipalities. 

5.3.3.1 Self-determination 

I will focus on Young’s account of self-determination and its invocation of federalism as the 

institutional requirement of non-domination. For Young, self-determining political entities are 

comprised of members that share a common interest in autonomy and non-dominating relationships 

that are also interdependent with adjacent groups (2007, 65). Federalism institutionally secures non-

domination in these networks of interdependence through a system of ‘self-rule plus shared-rule’ 

(Young 2007, 66). 

On that view, we can then ask: do municipalities count as self-determining entities, and thus 

deserve a formally federated relation with other such entities? Young responds in the affirmative: 

Small units such as cities, towns, and neighborhoods can count as self-
governing units that are nested within federal constitutions which regulate 
their relationships with one another. (2007, 69) 
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While municipalities count as self-determining entities and should be recognized as such under non-

dominating federalism, Young draws on urban theory to suggest that the relation that should obtain 

between municipalities and states might not mimic the conventional one between the center and 

states. 

Rather than bringing these jurisdictions [i.e. municipalities] under a single 
centralized authority that would override their local decisions, [urban 
theorists] call for regularized systems of negotiation and cooperation 
between municipal units. (Young 2007, 69) 

This is consistent with Young’s advocacy for a ‘decentered’ federalism where central authority and 

hierarchy is diminished and federated relations are more horizontal and fluid, rather than vertical and 

rigid. In §5.4.2, I will present some objections to this view from Jacob T. Levy and argue that they 

motivate a more modest response to the asymmetry objection than Young’s federalism offers: state 

constitutions should formally recognize the (meta)jurisdictional rights of municipalities. This would 

institute a relationship between states and municipalities that, while perhaps still too vertical and 

rigid on Young’s view, is at least federated instead of devolved. 

5.3.3.2 Subsidiarity  

Recall that subsidiarity motivates migration of policy authority to the ‘lowest feasible level’. 

Municipalities, as jurisdictional constituents of states, are surely ‘lower level’. But the second criterion, 

that the institutional capacities of the locale can feasibly enact policy, sets a limit on how low we can 

go. In practice however, municipalities have proven their institutional capacities to enact policies. 

Thus, being closer to the locale, and a feasible policy domain, municipalities deserve jurisdictional 

authority under subsidiarity. But then they also deserve a federated relationship with state authorities. 
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States offer important external supports that effectively realize the epistemic competency of the 

locale, and mediate conflicts between municipalities. King surveys empirical evidence from Chicago 

that suggests local community groups best engage in deliberation when it is facilitated and funded by 

external authorities (2014, 308). Federated relations thus help realize and stabilize subsidiarity. When 

states indulge in a devolved relationship with municipalities, they violate the commitment to 

subsidiarity by failing to acknowledge the legitimate authority of the locale and by shirking their 

obligation to support and stabilize local institutional capacities. 

5.3.3.3 Adaptive-dynamics 

On the adaptive-dynamic view, federalism is said to institute differentiation and complexity 

in jurisdictional systems as to give them desirable systemic properties including robustness, resilience, 

and adaptability. The adaptive-dynamic view of federalism stresses the networked, overlapping 

nature of jurisdictional systems, and does not advocate for rigid differentiation and hierarchy in 

federated relationships. Federated jurisdictional relations contribute to the desirable system-dynamic 

properties aimed for, then we thus have as much reason to avoid a devolved relation between 

municipalities and states as anywhere else. Thus, the advocates of the adaptive-dynamic view 

previously cited include municipalities166  in the complex network of jurisdictions in which desirable 

system-dynamic properties are realized (Bednar 2014, 239; Ruhl 2010, 1397–1398; Adelman and 

Engel 2008). A devolved relationship anywhere in the network detracts from this aim by making 

freedom of experimentation and policy selection beholden to a higher authority’s monopoly on meta-

                                                      

166 Ruhl and Adelman & Engels refer to this level of government as the ‘local’. 
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jurisdictional authority. Municipal entities are not free to experiment when states are free to 

intervene – uncontested - and restructure their jurisdictional integrity at will. Thus, adaptive-

dynamic federalism demotivates devolved relations between states and municipalities that grant the 

former a monopoly on meta-jurisdictional authority. 

 

The arguments above support an unjustified asymmetry objection against federalist practices 

that institutes a devolved relationship between states and municipalities while stressing a federated 

relation between states and the center. In the next section, I will explore how we might go about 

remedying that asymmetry as to honor the (meta)jurisdictional rights of migrant communities argued 

for previously. But first, I will consider how an opponent of the objection may attempt to respond. 

One response is that the above critique overemphasizes the importance of the constitutional 

entrenchment167 of federal relations, thus failing to consider the reality of amicably informal relations 

between municipalities and states. Taking such a broader view of federal relations reveals there is no 

problematic asymmetry. While rulings such as Hunter vs. Pittsburgh institute formally devolved 

relations, the common practice of inviting municipalities ‘to the table’ in policy discussions between 

central, state, and local governments, who informally relate as equals at that table, shows that state’s 

formal powers of devolution do not always manifest themselves overbearingly in practice.168 Despite 

formally devolved relations, an informally federalized relation obtains between states and 

                                                      

167 Levy explains as entrenched ‘any rule or provision […] which cannot be altered by the same rules as ordinary 
legislation’ (Levy 2014, 333) 
168 For examples in the Canadian context, see (Leo 2006). 
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municipalities in practice. Furthermore, as there are non-constitutional safeguards that protect this 

relationship169, the asymmetry is superficial as restricted to the constitutional-legal relations of the 

federation. 

While important in seeing federalism as more than a constitutional structure, this response 

under-estimates the importance of constitutional entrenchment, especially to the context of interest. 

The response depends on the existence of relatively amicable relations between municipalities and 

states that, while desirable, can sometimes break down. While established municipal entities that 

leverage large economic and electoral power (i.e. cities) might be privy to amicable relations with 

state authorities170, how do migrant communities living in informal urban settlements fare? As we 

saw in previous sections, the relation between these communities and established jurisdictional 

authorities is often less than amicable, if not hostile. Instead of being ‘invited to the table’, slum-

dwellers are served eviction notices, overly policed, and socially stigmatized. Constitutional 

entrenchment of a formally federalized status for municipalities grants migrant communities 

(meta)jurisdictional power, not at the pleasure of states and on condition of amicability, but by right. 

The practice of federalism will reach beyond constitutional and legal provisions, but they are still an 

important element of it, especially for migrant communities in a future with severe climate change. 

 

                                                      

169 For example, ‘best practice’ procedures among civil servants, or electoral accountability that would decry the absence 
(reported by a free media) of municipalities from important policy discussions between state and federal agencies. 
170 Weinstock thinks that the unique features of cities often put them into conflict with state and central authorities 
(2014, 275). 
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Self-determination, subsidiarity, and adaptive-dynamics justification for federalism all motivate 

an unjustified asymmetry objection to jurisdictional relations of the kind exhibited in US federalism. 

How could this asymmetry be resolved? Young suggested that instead of rigid and hierarchical, 

federalism should become more fluid and horizontal. In the next section, I will offer a different, more 

moderate solution. While federalism should be deepened to include municipalities, and dynamic in 

allowing jurisdictional change at the municipal level, these changes can be embedded within the 

otherwise rigid and hierarchical ‘traditional’ model of federalism, and thus stop short of the radical 

fluidity and dynamism called for by Young. 

 

5.4 Deepened-dynamic federalism 

In this section, I seek a remedy for the unjustified asymmetry in federalism as to accommodate 

(meta)jurisdictional rights for migrant communities. Federalism, I argue, should be deepened and 

dynamic. Deepened in that municipalities enjoy a federated relationship with states, and dynamic in 

that they share in meta-jurisdictional authority to remake the jurisdictional complexity of their state. 

Both features should be constitutionally entrenched in state rather than central constitutions. I 

differentiate and defend my position from alternatives in the literature. I begin with an exposition of 

Young’s federalism, followed by a critique from Levy. I position my view between these two, 

revealing a middle ground between rigid-hierarchical and fluid-horizontal federalism. I close by 

contrasting my view with King and Weinstock, who offer arguments that cities should be 

incorporated in federal constitutions. 
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5.4.1 Young’s non-dominating federalism 

As the institutional requirement of self-determination as non-domination in a complex 

interconnected world, Young’s federalism is diverse (2007, 37–38), decentered, asymmetric, non-

contiguous, fluid, and horizontal (2007, 66–69). The policy scope of the central government is 

curtailed in favor of policy autonomy for locales, with whom it is obliged to engage in (or facilitate) 

more horizontal negotiations that involve relevant stakeholders to policy disputes. Since those 

stakeholders change across different policy problems, and over time, federalism must be fluid in who 

it ‘invites to the table’ on a given policy question. Finally, the stakeholders need not be geographically 

or territorially contiguous entities, and thus jurisdictions or organizations could be party to the 

federation that are not bounded in the traditional way. These are quite radical changes to the character 

of federalism, as contrasted with practice in the US. They resolve the unjustified asymmetry objection 

by granting self-determining status and (meta)jurisdictional rights to migrant communities and 

demanding that they be one of the parties to a fluid, decentered negotiation on policy issues with 

adjacent groups, such as established states and municipalities. 

5.4.2 Levy’s critique 

Young’s non-dominating federalism can be charged with a lack of clarity, finality, and rigidity, 

which Jacob T. Levy elucidates as key virtues of a federal system of jurisdictional rules through three 

critiques.  

First, drawing on Raz, Levy argues that given its commitment to respecting the radical 

openness of complex interconnection, Young’s federalism faces the difficult question of who to 
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involve as parties to the negotiation of a given jurisdictional decision. Confronted with a policy 

question, self-determination as non-domination first: 

... asks some (crucially) unspecified actor to decide whether a polity’s 
decision creates domination over others (or implicates them in our 
network of interrelations), in order to decide whether the decision may be 
left to the polity or must be negotiated in shared institutional settings with 
those others. (Levy 2008, 70) 

But the authority to decide the parties to a negotiation is a power to heavily influence, if not 

determine, the outcome of the negotiation.171 Non-dominating federalists cannot appeal to the factual 

and normative context of the policy issue to decide which parties are to be involved, for that 

determination will be made by some authority who will decide in a way that is inevitably 

controversial. Absent a determination of where to locate the (crucial) power to decide the parties to 

a complex interconnected jurisdictional negotiation, there is a lack of clarity in non-dominating 

federalism. 

 In another line of criticism, Levy suggests a related virtue of jurisdictional structures that I 

call finality. While clarity makes known who has initial jurisdictional authority over a policy question, 

finality demands that policy questions be resolved in a reasonable amount of time and that they be 

treated as resolved for a reasonable time thereafter. Without finality, jurisdictional decisions and 

disputes are not truly resolved but subject to constant renegotiation. Levy suggest that Young’s non-

domination federalism may lack finality and thus have the undesirable result of ‘multiplying initial 

power imbalances’ (2008, 71) if applied to real-world jurisdictional disputes. Parties that have 

                                                      

171 ‘The apparent authority just to decide whether outsiders get a voice in the decision becomes the authority to make 
the decision.’ (Levy 2008, 71) 
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considerable economic, legal, and financial resources could increase the frequency, and draw out the 

length, of jurisdictional disputes with weaker parties in a way that drains their relatively limited 

resources, effectively ‘negotiating them to death’ (Levy 2008, 71). Levy provides the example of 

indigenous groups attempting to make self-determining decisions over their land use policies. Given 

the ‘expansive understanding of interconnectedness’ (Levy 2008, 73) that self-determination as non-

domination subscribes to, and the history of settler colonialism, indigenous land use policies will 

interconnect with settler communities. Indigenous communities would therefore be obstructively 

entangled in constant negotiations with groups that already dominate them in many ways. I take these 

arguments about the value of finality to apply equally to the migrant communities I imagine displaced 

by severe climate change. 

Lastly, Levy criticizes Young’s non-dominating federalism for producing a ‘jurisdictional 

muddle’ - an unmanageably complicated and unstable system jurisdictional structure that eschews the 

virtues of rigidity, or relative constancy in jurisdictional arrangements (Levy 2008, 71). Young’s 

explicit ambition to pluralize and proliferate levels of self-government, by inviting municipalities, 

cities, and neighbourhoods into federalism, will for Levy destabilize established jurisdictional entities. 

This is especially pertinent to Young’s view, according to Levy, because stable jurisdictional settings 

are necessary for the moral deliberation and debate required by a conception of self-determination as 

non-domination to understand the proper scope of interconnected moral problems and draw the 

right set of affected groups into negotiations to resolve them. 
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 Finding the jurisdictional virtues of clarity, finality, and rigidity Levy identifies plausible, in 

the next section I will propose a ‘middle path’ between Young’s fluid-horizontal federalism and Levy’s 

defense of rigid-hierarchical federalism. Modest changes to state constitutions can resolve the 

unjustified asymmetry objection, grant (meta)jurisdictional rights to municipalities and migrant 

communities, while honoring the virtues of clarity, finality, and rigidity Levy stresses. 

5.4.3 Deepened-dynamic federalism: a middle-ground between Young and Levy 

I propose entrenching (meta)jurisdictional powers for established and emergent 

municipalities in state constitutions. In federations with structures analogous to the US, not only the 

center but also the states have constitutions. Municipalities should be acknowledged as constituent 

entities in state constitutions and a federated relationship should be detailed between them and the 

state that protects municipal jurisdictional integrity and provides municipalities a share of meta-

jurisdictional authority. Recall that meta-jurisdictional powers include the ability to create, modify, 

and destroy jurisdictional entities. The first of these abilities is especially relevant to migrant 

communities whose informal institution building, and claims for formal integration thereof, may aim 

at the creation a new jurisdictional entity. Entrenching the (meta)jurisdictional powers of 

municipalities in state constitutions resolves the unjustified asymmetry objection by removing the 

devolved relation between states and municipalities, replacing it with a federated one. It also respects 

the (meta)jurisdictional rights of migrant communities argued for in §5.2, who can activate the 

constitutional provisions to make claims for formal integration of their informal institutions. 
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Both the location and the limited scope of these new (meta)jurisdictional powers for 

municipalities, situates my proposal between Young and Levy’s views – capturing elements of both. 

In locating the new (meta)jurisdictional powers of municipalities in state constitutions, my view 

maintains much of the clarity, finality, and rigidity that Levy defends in traditional federalism. Indeed, 

revealing the devolved relation between states and municipalities, and replacing it with a federated 

one, should be welcomed on grounds of rigidity in the following sense. Devolution gives too much 

power to state authorities to radically change, and thus destabilize, municipal jurisdictional authority. 

Recall the language used in Hunter v. Pittsburgh: the state may at its ‘pleasure’, radically change the 

boundaries of municipalities, and thus significantly disrupt their stability. The unchecked powers of 

state authorities under devolution do not promote jurisdictional integrity, rigidity and stability at the 

municipal level. 

The newly entrenched (meta)jurisdictional powers of municipalities are also limited in scope 

in my proposal. The constitutionally privileged relation between states and the center, as the primary 

parties to federation, is maintained. The new, dynamic (meta)jurisdictional powers are for 

municipalities only.172 While drawing inspiration from Young’s non-dominating federalism, this 

modest proposal blunts Levy’s critique of that system. Claiming that Young’s federalism would lead 

to a ‘jurisdictional muddle’, Levy seems to suggest that dynamism would have federalism made 

radically open to jurisdictional change at all levels. But my proposal does not go that far; its dynamism 

is moderate and limited. Municipal jurisdictional complexity can change, importantly now according 

                                                      

172 The meta-jurisdictional relation between states and center is detailed in under Article 4 of the US constitution. 
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to the desires of municipalities themselves. But the new fluidity and dynamism of the federalism I am 

proposing is limited to only that level of jurisdictional authority. 

I have deliberately not detailed the process by which state-municipal jurisdictional disputes 

would be resolved. As I think the procedures to decide on jurisdictional change are numerous and 

will change from state to state based on context, I hold no view on that matter in these pages. I will 

only say this. Detailing the procedures does not appear to me an impossible institutional hurdle, and 

there is much room to accommodate different balances between the competing virtues of dynamism 

and stability. If dynamism is preferred, then procedures regarding the frequency, allotments, 

eligibility, and adjudication of claims for changes in municipal jurisdictional complexity could be 

expanded or streamlined. If stability is preferred, then the same can be restricted (but never wholly 

denied). 

The wide breath of variation possible in the design of the constitutional provisions for 

(meta)jurisdictional municipal powers, and the procedures dealing with claims of this kind, reveal 

that we do not have to side with either Young or Levy; with either a radically fluid-horizontal 

federalism or the rigid-hierarchical status-quo.173 There is a ‘middle path’ that resolves the unjustified 

asymmetry objection and grants migrant communities displaced by severe climate changes the meta-

jurisdictional rights they deserve. Importantly, this path is already traveled. As I will discuss further 

                                                      

173 In closing his essay on Young, Levy seems to suggest a middle path is open, where non-domination provides the 
substantive theory of freedom for federalism, but hands off the task of institutional design of the jurisdictional rules that 
capture that theory to a clear, final, and rigid hierarchy of jurisdictional authority that resembles practice (Levy 2008, 
74–76). 
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in concluding this chapter, several state constitutions in the US follow a tradition of ‘home-rule’ to 

include provisions for the (meta)jurisdictional powers of municipalities. 

 

5.4.4 Contrasting deepened-dynamic federalism with King and Weinstock’s urbanism 

I will close this section by briefly contrasting my proposal with King and Weinstock’s arguments 

that cities should be formally included in federalism.174 King and Weinstock both argue that cities 

have been neglected in federalist theory and constitutional practice. With different lines of argument, 

they both advocate for the constitutional inclusion of cities in federalism. In contrast, my proposal 

focuses on municipalities, not cities, and calls for their integration into state constitutions, not federal. 

Weinstock explores arguments from both self-determination and subsidiarity for including cities 

in federalism. Cities have a unique spatial organization and set of policy concerns that are arguably 

best understood and resolved with epistemic and motivational resources in the locale, yielding 

subsidiarity-based reasons for inclusion. Additionally, cities have several normatively differentiating 

features as self-determining entities. They have diverse urban political cultures and are important 

sites of politically contested issues such as international migration and nation-building. Thus, for 

reasons of both subsidiarity and self-determination, cities should be formal parties to federalism.175 

                                                      

174 I thank Jacob T. Levy for directing me to this literature. 
175 Though Weinstock notes these considerations pull in different directions. While self-determination claims are 
driven by the self-assessed needs and desires of the community, subsidiarity offers an objective evaluative standard of 
the appropriateness of a jurisdictional system that may, at times, oppose the desires of the community (Weinstock 2014, 
253). 
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King offers two subsidiarity arguments for the ‘epistemic superiority’ of cities and distinguishable 

‘spheres of concern’ on urban policy issues. First, given their characteristic forms of dense spatial 

integration, ‘cities generate spatially bonded patterns of benefits and burdens’ (King 2014, 303) that 

their residents should have more say over. Second, residents live out much of their life in the city and 

are thus epistemically and motivationally more proximate to the policy issues they should have more 

say over. These two points demotivate the current situation which ‘leave cities and localities as utterly 

dependent wards of state or provincial governments’ (King 2014, 296). But epistemic arguments from 

subsidiarity should be tempered, according to King, with note of empirical work suggesting the 

epistemic superiority of the locale, to be effectively realized, must be supported and facilitated by 

overarching institutions. Reflecting on this temperance, King departs from subsidiarity arguments 

and revisits and repurposes Levy’s ‘separation of loyalties’ argument drawn from the Federalist 

Papers. There, cities should be constitutional constituents of federalism when, like states, they can 

‘inspire durable loyalty’ (King 2014, 316) to function in a system of jurisdictionally entangled checks 

and balances. 

Deepened-dynamic federalism differs from King and Weinstock’s views in two key ways. First, 

both King and Weinstock advocate for (what I call) urbanism, which can be contrasted with localism 

and with my view: municipalism. Weinstock explains localism as the position that ‘any collective 

subject can in principle make [a] claim for constitutional status’ (Weinstock 2014, 283). I agree with 

Weinstock’s criticism of localism, which points out that some collective subjects will simply be too 

small to develop the institutional capacities (for self-determination, loyalty, etc.) that make them 
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deserve inclusion in federalism, and that urban spaces are likely to be special sites of political conflict 

with other jurisdictional authorities (e.g. state and central). Urbanism focuses on cities as a unique 

form of spatial organization and association, and the political and cultural features that emerge from 

it, and advocates for their constitutional inclusion in federalism. I advocate for municipalism rather 

than urbanism, however, because the historical cases of the struggles for recognition on the part of 

migrant communities (§5.1.1-5.1.2) reveals that cities are themselves sites of internal diversity and 

political conflict. Weinstock makes this point (2014, 279), but does not – I think – acknowledge its 

impact on which jurisdictional entities we should be extending the hand of federalism toward. 

Thinking of cities as composed of multiple municipalities helps see them as they are: culturally diverse 

(e.g. downtown vs. suburbs) and institutionally complex (governed by councillors elected from 

jurisdictional sub-units such as ward or districts). Municipalism captures the internal diversity of 

cities better than urbanism, and thus identifies the proper unit of jurisdictional power to be 

constitutionally included in federalism.176 

There is a second way that deepened-dynamic federalism differs from Weinstock’s views. I take 

Weinstock to be proposing that cities be party to the federal relationship at the same ‘primary’ 

constitutional level that states currently enjoy (2014, 276).177 Thus, the constitutional changes that 

would be motivated by Weinstock’s proposal modify the central constitution.178 As I said earlier, my 

                                                      

176 It is also indifferent as to whether the municipality is relatively urban or rural. Deepened federalism does not aim to 
enfranchise cities specifically but municipalities generally. 
177 Though I may be mistaking his use of ‘federal constitution’ as specifically referencing e.g. the US constitution, when 
what is meant is the constitutional structure of the federation generally, which would also include state constitutions. 
178 King’s target for constitutional change is less clear. On the separation of loyalties argument, only if cities can muster 
enough loyalty to match that of states do they deserve a similar standing in the federation. 
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view differs in targeting the constitutional entrenchment of (meta)jurisdictional rights of 

municipalities in state constitutions, retaining the ‘primary’ relation in federalism as one strictly 

between states and the center. I hold this view – first - because I don’t see why, to fulfill the demands 

of (e.g.) subsidiarity or self-determination, cities need primary status in the federation. It seems that 

constitutional inclusion of some kind is needed, but we must remember that federations proliferate 

constitutions beyond their central one. Second, if we think that Levy’s point of the value of rigidity 

holds some weight, then we can preserve a relatively rigid state-central constitutional relation while 

making the state-municipal one more dynamic. 

Though I disagree with King and Weinstock on those points, there are two learnings from their 

analyses that further buttress my previous argument in §5.2.1 for the formal integration of informal 

migrant institutions. First, King’s highlighting the empirical evidence that reveals the need to provide 

external institutional support to realize the epistemic competence of the locale. This offers an 

important additional motivation toward the formal integration of informal migrant institutions, who 

can improve their institutional capacities with access to the supports of the broader federation.  

Second, both King (2014, 299) and Weinstock (2014, 279) are critical of romantic views of cities that 

overemphasized their cultural unity and harmony. On a similar note, we must be wary of romantic 

views of migrant communities, which can still be sites of conflict and injustice. As I noted earlier 

(footnote 148 p. 259), there was at times a lack of class solidarity and efforts toward cultural 

assimilation in the work of the Chicago Urban League. Another part of the motivation of formally 
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integrating migrant institutions is to allow new perspectives and claims of (in)justice to flow between 

that community and to draw on external supports for resolution. 

5.5 Conclusion 

I have argued that the informal institution building efforts of internally displaced migrant 

communities suggests they have (meta)jurisdictional resettlement rights. These rights not only 

support their institutional capacities to fulfill basic needs and improve community wellbeing, but also 

ground a claim for formal institutional integration and a share of meta-jurisdictional authority. Such 

a claim targets the municipalities whose policy domain (housing, land use, zoning, public services) is 

especially important to migrant wellbeing. While federalism invites normative theory to engage with 

jurisdictional complexity as practiced, it does not appropriately capture the normative significance of 

the municipality or informal migrant institutions. Municipalities, in much of federalist theory and 

practice, are devolved entities with no meta-jurisdictional power of their own. I argued that this 

reveals an unjustified asymmetry in federalist theory. Reasons that justify constituent states of the 

federation holding a share of meta-jurisdictional power (i.e. subsidiarity, self-determination, 

adaptive-dynamics) apply as well to municipalities. Resolving this unjustified asymmetry does not 

require radical openness and fluidity in federal structures. A modest proposal - the constitutional 

inclusion of municipalities in a formally federated relation with their states - would make federalism 

deeper and dynamic while honoring the (meta)jurisdictional rights of migrant communities crucial 

to preparedness for severe climate change. 
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My proposal for deepened-dynamic federalism has some traction in practice. In a minority of 

state constitutions in the US, a doctrine of ‘home-rule’ is followed that grants municipalities meta-

jurisdictional powers. While Hunter v. Pittsburgh made clear that states are under no constitutional 

obligation to institute a non-devolved relation with municipalities, such a relation is still permissible 

– it is simply the prerogative of the states. Most states favor strict municipal devolution (known as 

‘Dillon’s rule’), a few mix devolution with home-rule, and ten have a clear commitment to home-rule 

(Puentes, Richardson, and Gough Zimmerman 2003, 17–18). Oregon, a home-rule state, 

constitutionally details a non-devolved relation that limits the power of states over municipalities: 

[Municipal] Corporations may be formed under general laws, but shall not 
be created by the Legislative Assembly by special laws. The Legislative 
Assembly shall not enact, amend or repeal any charter or act of 
incorporation for any municipality, city or town. The legal voters of every 
city and town are hereby granted power to enact and amend their 
municipal charter, subject to the Constitution and criminal laws of the 
State of Oregon … (Constitution Of Oregon 1857 Article XI, Section 2) 

And it also opens a legislative route for municipalities to be granted meta-jurisdictional rights of 

merger: 

The Legislative Assembly, or the people by the Initiative, may enact a 
general law providing a method whereby an incorporated city or town or 
municipal corporation may surrender its charter and be merged into an 
adjoining city or town, provided a majority of the electors of each of the 
incorporated cities or towns or municipal corporations affected authorize 
the surrender or merger, as the case may be. (Constitution Of Oregon 1857 
Article XI, Section 2a) 

Other states have enacted home-rule traditions in statute only (that may thus be repealed by the state 

legislature according to ordinary legislative procedure). 
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 Despite the traction of home-rule serious doubts remain regarding the potential to move 

toward a deepened-dynamic federalism, and thus doubts about US federalism’s preparedness to 

honour the (meta)jurisdictional rights of migrant communities in a future with severe climate change. 

The first obstacle remains Hunter v. Pittsburgh and its constitutional entrenchment (via judicial 

review) of what I have argued is the unjustified asymmetry of US federalism. There are today 

significant jurisdictional and policy disputes between municipalities and their state governments - 

especially in cities and on the issues of migration and climate change - that the shallowness of US 

federalism exacerbates by permitting devolution. The second obstacle remains the states themselves, 

and their indulgence of powers of devolution over municipalities. To deepen federalism, amendments 

to state constitutions must overcome procedural obstacles such as super-majority votes in state 

legislatures. This problem is even greater when we acknowledge that deepened-dynamic federalism 

is not simply concerned with constitutionally empowering established municipalities, but emergent 

ones (like the informal institution of migrant communities). We saw above that Oregon, a 

progressive state on the matter, gives meta-jurisdictional powers of merger to municipalities, but 

only to established ones. But some migrant communities may demand formal integration of a new 

municipal entity. US federalism is very far from meta-jurisdictional powers of this kind for emergent 

municipalities. Constitutional amendments via legislative influence is the most obvious route of 

formal change, but as migrant communities are often electorally disenfranchised minorities, that 

route does not appear feasible.  
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Not all hope is lost, however. We must remember the spirit of informal institution building in 

Chicago, Accra, and elsewhere: ‘we can build it ourselves’. When established institutions fail to secure 

basic needs and wellbeing, the right of remedy must not be limited to a petitioning of the same 

authorities responsible for failure. If their rights are robust, migrant communities can build 

institutional capacities themselves. Taking this thought further, if the integration of migrant’s 

informal institution into a broader structure can provide numerous benefits to emergent 

municipalities, but formal integration is not feasible, then migrants can again ‘build it themselves’. 

Networks of migrant communities can gather to create informal migrant federations. In solidarity, 

adjacent civil society actors can ‘stand in’ for established authorities (who are absent or hostile) to 

provide support and facilitation that emulates that which would be offered by established authorities 

under formal federalism. Movements such as sanctuary cities, city alliances on climate change, and 

federations of the urban poor179, already exhibit the potential of informal municipal networks and 

can provide example to migrant communities in building their own climate-robust federations. In 

developing this suggestion, further research could revisit Young’s model of federalism, which 

becomes highly relevant for these informal federations. Young advocates broadening our conception 

of federalism to accommodate dis-contiguous, non-territorial, and trans-national federations of the 

kind that informal migrant federations are likely to take.  

                                                      

179 For example, the Ghana Federation of Urban Poor (GHAFUP) (Stacey and Lund 2016, 599). 
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6 Conclusion: Climate-Robust Liberalism 

6.1 Fair-weather Liberalism 

In the preceding chapters, I argued that liberal societies should prepare an institutional 

contingency plan for severe climate change. From the empirical literature on severe warming, three 

threats were identified: scarcity, conflict, and migration. Liberalism, I argued, will face challenges in 

dealing with extreme food scarcity, an increased threat of militarist violence, and internal 

displacement. I further argued that much of the immediate liberal response to these problems is 

inadequacy, or fair-weather. As I believe liberalism is worth weather-proofing, a reconfiguration is 

necessary. I gestured toward solutions in the preceding chapters and aim to develop them further 

here. I will first summarize the main critiques of liberalism that make it deserve the ‘fair-weather’ 

title. 

6.1.1 Scarcity 

Reaching for the most immediate resources in liberal theory to engage the problem of food 

scarcity, namely the concept of ‘the circumstances of justice’ in Hume and Rawls, showed how 

liberalism mishandles that concept and its attendant problems. Liberal theory has instrumentalized 

extreme scarcity to support arguments for liberalism under so-called ‘normal conditions’. In doing so, 

it proclaimed justice to be impossible in extreme scarcity, providing dangerous180 grounds for liberal 

                                                      

180 Such resignation is never simply a theoretical ‘opting out’ of the discussion. Practically, it is an invitation for illiberal 
forces to win political power and take control of rationing as to manage it according to their dubious notions of justice 
and legitimacy, or to flagrantly weaponize food. 
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resignation from that problem. Fortunately, literatures on rationing institutions in health care and 

global development engage directly with the problem of extreme scarcity and allowed the refinement 

of that notion. The idea of a just distribution of deprivation via rationing institutions was thus 

recovered, and some candidate principles of justice under extreme scarcity were explored. But 

liberalism’s main challenge, I argued, was not in squaring scarcity with principles of distributive 

justice but ensuring that rationing institutions are legitimate and compatible with basic rights to 

subsistence. There, I argued for two central problems afflicting welfare state liberalism. First, in 

extreme scarcity, the welfare state’s dual roles of securing our basic rights to subsistence and 

administering a just distribution of deprivation via rationing, are no longer compatible. Second, the 

threat of illegitimate corruption in rationing reveals the inadequacy of welfare state liberal theories 

of accountability under extreme scarcity. The moral severity and epistemic challenges of corrupted 

rationing are left unaddressed by these theories. Utilitarian liberalism fares little better. It too readily 

invites discussion of lethal rationing, and is too willing to revise away basic rights under the burdens 

of scarcity. 

6.1.2 Conflict 

In response to the threat of militarist violence in a future with severe climate change, I 

introduced realism and its critique of liberal theory’s naivety regarding the threat of violent conflict. 

But realist liberalism comes in many varieties. I cautioned against modus-vivendi liberalism (Neal, 

McCabe, Gray), anti-moralist liberalism (Williams, Rossi), and realist liberal pluralism (McCabe, 

Sleat). Contrasting these views with that of the ‘liberalism of fear’ advocated by Judith Shklar, I argued 
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that a realistic concern with violent conflict in a future with severe climate change would do better 

by ‘putting cruelty first’ among political evils. 

But what does it mean to ‘put cruelty first’ in confronting the heightened threat of militarist 

violence in a severely climate changed future? I argued that it demands critical attention to liberal 

militaries as institutional relays for militarist violence. Thus, I engaged the field of civil-military 

relations, and its focus on the historical inter-relationship between military and civilian institutions. 

There, I critically applied the ‘liberalism of fear’ to three civil-military theses claimed to jointly 

mitigate the threat of militarist violence in liberal democracies. I argued that they are not only 

inadequate in this regard, but they reinforce and enable cruelty. Liberal militaries, and the democratic 

peoples that (allegedly) control them, are thus unprepared to mitigate the impending threat of 

militarist violence in a future with severe climate change. 

6.1.3 Migration 

While much of political philosophy is concerned with international migration, the empirical 

literature on migration and climate change suggests that a significant portion of climate-influenced 

migration will be internal to the borders of existing states. Thus, I attended to issue of persons 

internally displaced by severe climate changes in jurisdictionally complex states, where migrants will 

be crossing jurisdictional boundaries that are not international, and I focused specifically on migrants 

informally resettling near urban areas. 

I began by presenting historical analogues as to understand the claims and activities of migrant 

communities. I found that whether on the south-side of Chicago through the Urban League, or in the 
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slums of Old Fadama Accra through the OFADA, migrants shunned by statutory institutions build 

their own informal institutions to stand in for absent authorities and secure their basic needs and 

wellbeing. There are good reasons to think these informal institutions deserve to be formally 

integrated into broader jurisdictional structures, as to more reliably secure basic needs and wellbeing 

while honoring their local legitimacy. 

The work of informal institution building on the part of migrant communities from the 

‘bottom-up’ revealed jurisdictional contestations within the liberal state and I turned to federalist 

theory to analyze these jurisdictional dynamics from the ‘top-down’. There, I charged US federalism 

with an unjustified asymmetry: while the jurisdictional relation between the center and states is 

federated, the relation between states and their constituent municipalities is devolved. Constitutional 

law has decided that municipal entities can be created, destroyed, and modified at the pleasure of the 

states, and against the protest of their citizens. I surveyed prominent normative justifications for 

federalism and found that the arguments for federal jurisdictional relations apply as well to the 

relation between states and municipalities as they do between the states and the centre. The 

asymmetry that allows federalism above, but devolution below, is unjustified. 

The shallowness and rigidity of US federalism dismisses the informal institution building work 

of migrant communities and their legitimate calls for formal jurisdictional integration as emergent 

municipal entities. But a different federalism is possible. A deepened, dynamic federalism that 

constitutionally guarantees a federated relation between states and municipalities and allows for 

emergent migrant municipal entities to petition for formal jurisdictional integration, can honor the 
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resettlement rights of migrant communities while retaining the virtues of clarity and stability found 

in traditional American federalism. But a standing over-commitment to these virtues pose serious 

feasibility obstacles to even the modest aim of enacting these reforms by amending state (rather than 

central) constitutions. Overly rigid and shallow, American federalism entrenches the jurisdictional 

status-quo and fails to honor the robust resettlement rights of internally displaced persons. 

 

These are the markers of a fair-weather liberalism. In a severely climate change future, tensions 

between basic rights and the demands of justice will flare. Accountability mechanisms will be 

inadequate to guard against corrupted food rationing. Liberal militaries will not be subject to adequate 

constraint in their deployment of violence. Migrant communities will remain jurisdictionally 

marginalized, and their informal institutions will go unsupported or attacked by statutory authorities. 

Moreover, these problems have so far been analyzed individually. But they will arrive concurrently, 

and in a mutually reinforcing way. The recent impact of Hurricane Maria on Puerto Rico in 

September 2017, though far from the kinds of impacts severe warming would entail, is illustrative of 

some aspects of the mutual interaction and overlap of these problems. 

After the hurricane subsided, relief efforts were organized through FEMA with heavy reliance, 

as is standard practice (Kapucu 2011), on the American military. Food and water provision, and other 

aid logistics, were delivered by the DoD using combat assets and 9,000 personnel (Garamone 2019). 

This is the militarization of disaster relief and food aid discussed in previous sections, and evidences 

the intersection of fair-weather liberal food and military institutions. The local community was 
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scarcely involved in rationing decisions. The food provided was sourced from major American food 

corporations and was poor in quality (Robles and Leanos 2019). The patterning of the political 

authorities that hold power over food production, distribution, and quality is as follows: American 

food corporations control production; the American military controls distribution; and FEMA is 

accountable for quality standards in their supply contracting decisions. 

 

Figure 7: A woman carries bottles of water and food during a distribution of relief items after Hurricane Maria hit San Juan, Puerto 
Rico on Sept. 24, 2017.  

Credit: Alvin Baez/Reuters (Robles and Leanos 2019) 

 Combat assets and personnel run ‘sorties’ (Losey 2017) to deliver civilian aid in direct tension 

with what liberal civil-military relations imagines to be the ‘balance’ in civilian control: a division 

between military combat personnel and capacities, and civilian logistical supply personnel and 

capacities (see §4.4.3, p. 245). Civilian authorities like FEMA rely so heavily on the military for 

disaster relief because they are instructed to by federal law. A long history of militarization in the US, 
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coupled with underfunding of municipalities and civilian infrastructure, falsely reinforces the belief 

that the military is the operationally superior agency to facilitate disaster response, manage 

evacuation, and administer emergency food provision. In a future with severe climate change, a 

continual barrage of storms, droughts, fires, and floods will invite the continual deployment and 

normalization of this militarized ‘relief and reconstruction complex’ (Bello 2006). 

 Finally, Puerto Rico’s standing as an ‘unincorporated U.S. territory’, disenfranchised from 

statehood, shows the relevance of jurisdictional marginalization to the provision of aid and the 

wellbeing of migrants and evacuees. President Trump, in complaining of the amount of disaster-relief 

funding offered to Puerto Rico, implied that it was analogous to a foreign country (Immerwahr 2019). 

Housing assistance offered to evacuees from Puerto Rico was lesser than that offered to those 

displaced by Hurricane Katrina in the state of Louisiana (Gorena Morales 2018). Even Puerto Rico 

Governor Ricardo Rossello, in calling for more aid from central authorities, was not above stoking 

the same fears of ‘mass migration’ that stigmatize international migrants, here applied to US citizens: 

If Congress doesn't step up, he said, “my fear is we’re going to have some 
side effects that are devastating both for Puerto Rico and the United States. 
Mainly massive migration that would deteriorate our [economic] base here 
in Puerto Rico and would provoke significant demographic shifting in 
other areas of the United States.” (Wilhelm 2017) 

6.2 Climate-Robust Liberalism – a sketch 

While the preceding analysis has been mainly a critical diagnostic of liberal theory and practice, 

I believe that the flaws of fair-weather liberalism can be used as the markers that guide us in the 

direction of a climate-robust liberalism. In this section, I sketch its methodological style and its 

provisional policy programme. 
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6.2.1 Methodology 

Three methodological commitments characterize the theorizing leading to a climate-robust 

liberalism: possibilism, negative political theory, and institutionalism. I will explain each in turn. 

As argued in Chapter 2, the epistemology of futurity motivating contingency planning, and the 

use of scenario methods, is possibilism. We should view the future as a broad range of possibilities to 

be prepared for, rather than a linear pathway to be predicted and controlled. Possibilism’s 

philosophical commitments, first seen in ancient and medieval republicanism, can be rearticulated in 

modern terms such as complex dynamic systems theory, conflictual politics, and unintended 

consequences. But possibilist practices have become a core element of neoliberal militarism, a 

doctrine worthy of opposition. As a superior epistemology of futurity to confront a climate changing 

future, possibilism deserves to be rescued from neoliberal militarism and re-purposed for use against 

it. 

Possibilism deploys scenario methods for action guidance. Scenarios are empirically informed 

and narratively enriched attempts to outline a variety of ways the future could possibly go. Scenarios 

use empirical prompts to identify the main challenges different futures will offer. In doing so, they 

align with non-ideal methodologies that see a close relationship between science and normative 

theory. But possibilism and scenario methods differ in their stressing the need to anticipate 

impending threats of injustice whose likelihood might not be empirically clear, and advocate that such 

threats be considered alongside the cause of combatting injustice today. In doing so, possibilism puts 

less emphasis on feasibility and predictive science than non-ideal theory, and more on possibility and 

the science of uncertainty. To guide institutional design, two choice-criteria were advocated. 
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Proposals that are robust, in performing well-enough across a broad range of scenarios, and reflexive, 

in allowing quick institutional adaptation and reorganization, are preferred over those that are less 

so. 

While possibilism was the primary epistemic component of my analysis, its substantive 

normative valence was negative. As described by Johnathan Allen, negative political theory is 

distinctive in its focus on negative political concepts and experiences ‘such as injustice, evil, vice, 

cruelty, and humiliation’ (2001, 339). These concepts and experiences are not given serious 

philosophical attention of their own by positive theories, but are instead briefly used to affect a turn 

to positive political concepts. After positive theories are detailed, they mistakenly theorize injustice, 

vice, and humiliation in terms of the absence or obstruction of positive correlates such as justice, 

goodness, and belonging. But the badness of cruelty is woefully captured in describing it as the 

absence of flourishing, and the institutional means of safeguarding against it are similarly mis-

theorized. 

As possibilism is the appropriate epistemology of futurity to adopt for a climate changing 

future, so negative political theory is the appropriate normative theory. If a severe warming scenario 

actualizes, grand plans of a feasible transitional pathway toward a liberal utopia are no longer viable. 

What is needed, as I said in §4.2.4, is a theory of ‘damage control’; a theory that identifies the salient 

negative concepts, experiences, dynamics, and outcomes that must be addressed by liberal 

institutions; that acknowledges and works from within power disparities instead of idealizing them 

away; and that sees liberalism as embedded in a political conflict with abiding illiberal forces that will 
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leverage the political instabilities wrought by climate change in an attempt to displace liberal 

democracy. Thus, my analysis of scarcity, conflict, and migration foregrounds the institutional threats 

of corruption and weaponization in food systems, militarist violence against civilians, and migrant 

exclusion by hostile statutory jurisdictional authorities. 

Finally, climate-robust liberalism stresses the normative significance of, and directs attention 

toward, institutions. This approach can be contrasted with alternatives that are instead focused on 

crafting political principles, or coaching the individual’s exercise of their political agency toward 

specific actions, virtues, or beliefs. Institutionalism stresses the philosophical significance and 

practical import of institutional design, building, maintenance and change in a context of plural, 

conflictual politics.181 It grounds this view, and thus pairs well with possibilism, in part by stressing 

the importance of unintended consequences and complexity in political practice. When we attempt 

to apply our principles ‘on the ground’, outcomes diverge from intentions, even more so when we 

must reach compromises with, or face resistance from, opposing political forces. These dynamics at 

the interface between theory and practice are not to be explained away or ignored but accepted as 

normatively salient phenomena abiding in politics. On this view, institutions have important 

functions other than implementing or realizing ideal principles of justice with maximal fidelity.182 

Institutions can mediate conflicts, do ‘well-enough’ by working toward compromise and stability, and 

distribute power among politically disparate groups and factions. Institutions can be arranged such 

                                                      

181 Perhaps first articulated in Aristotle’s ‘Politics’. 
182 ‘Institutional design is not a process of deduction from moral first principles; and if liberalism is to be a political 
theory rather than simply a restatement of universalistic moral philosophy, it must give institutional design its due.’ 
(Levy 2007a, 475) 
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that they anticipate, detect, and limit the scale and intensity of unintended consequences. When 

institutionalism is paired with negative political theory, the primary concern is building institutions 

that are effective in safeguarding against the abuse of political power. The problems I have attributed 

to fair-weather liberalism stress the importance of attention to the practical dynamics of the 

institutions of food provisioning (corruption), military power (professionalism, democratic civilian 

control), and jurisdictional complexity (informal versus statutory institutions). The solutions offered 

are not principles of justice, but a patch-work of institutional safeguards against specific threats. 

 

The methodological stripes of climate-robust liberalism are thus possibilist, negative, and 

institutionalist. Climate-robust liberalism arrives at the question of contingency planning through 

possibilism, and poses it thus: in a severely climate changed future, how might established institutions 

react to scarcity, conflict, and migration in ways that entrench, intensify, or expand injustices and 

deprivations, and what are the institutional safeguards that we can develop to prevent such abuses of 

power and protect liberal democracy against illiberal forces? 

6.2.2 Institutions 

Three institutional proposals have emerged from the preceding analysis of scarcity, conflict, 

and migration that venture a provisional answer to the above question: 

4. Locally socialized rationing to safeguard against corruption in food provisioning 

5. Democratization of militaries and civil resistance as civilian control to safeguard against 

militarist violence 
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6. Deepened dynamic federalism to safeguard against migrant exclusion 

In this section, I will attempt to fill out the details of each proposal. I then revisit the criteria of choice 

outlined in Chapter 2, arguing that the arrangement sketched is robust and reflexive where fair-

weather liberalism is not. 

 Locally socialized rationing was primarily motivated by a broadened conception of liberal 

accountability needed to address both the moral severity of corrupted rationing, and the epistemic 

distancing from food systems wrought by a global capitalism. But Chapter 3 noted two other 

important concerns: a tension in welfare state liberalism between basic rights and the demands of 

justice I called the false-promise problem, and an argument stressing the need to retain a commitment 

to stringent basic rights despite temptations to revise the content of rights under extreme scarcity. 

Thus, two questions linger: What is the role of the state in rationing? And what institutional form 

does a commitment to stringent basic rights take under extreme scarcity? I will answer each in turn. 

 First, locally socialized agriculture splits rationing institutions between local and central 

authorities in a federated state (intersecting with the call for deepened dynamic federalism). I envision 

the central authority guaranteeing a basic (though likely inadequate) minimum to all citizens, while 

the local authority supplements basic needs with locally produced food, and democratically decides 

(perhaps within a set of central guidelines) how deprivation will be justly distributed when there are 

shortfalls. Central authorities also coordinate with local distributors to ensure a balance of food 

between over-producing and under-producing regions, and jointly-manage stockpiles. Finally, the 

central authority invests in, coordinates, and evaluates regional policy experimentation aimed at 
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improving production and distribution to achieve an exit from extreme scarcity. This arrangement 

responds to the false-promise problem by favoring the welfare states’ commitment to guaranteeing 

basic rights over justly rationing.183 It is local civic184 and political authorities that take on the primary 

burden, in both administration and in terms of public perception, of food production and the just 

distribution of deprivation.  

 Next, how are commitments to stringent basic rights upheld? The standard practice of having 

bills or charters of rights in or near the legal core of the society should be retained, not revised. In 

practice, central authorities would continue their commitment to guarantee these rights through (i) 

a long-term commitment to coordinating an exit from extreme scarcity and (ii) a short-term 

guarantee of a basic food minimum to all citizens. 

 Some may object that there is still a lingering tension in the above story. The central welfare 

state seems to avoid false-promise tensions in its management of rationing only by handing off this 

task to local authorities – a jurisdictional sleight of hand. But the guarantee of stringent basic rights 

by the central welfare state assures each individual that these rights will not be infringed by other 

individuals, groups, or political actors in its jurisdiction – local rationing authorities included. As the 

primary guarantor of basic rights, isn’t the central state obliged to step in and shut down the local 

authority’s infringement of basic rights? 

                                                      

183 Recall the problem argued toward a dilemma: either the welfare state can be just rationer, or it can be guarantor of 
basic rights, but not both (§3.3.1.1, p. 154). 
184 Agricultural cooperatives are directly owned and democratically operated by groups of citizens, not the state. 
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Perhaps if the tension between basic rights and justice were the only relevant consideration, 

but it is not. Locally socialized agriculture is primarily motivated by the threat of corrupted rationing, 

and therefore by concerns with illegitimacy. We seek to square rationing institutions not only with 

basic rights and justice, but also with liberal legitimacy. I have argued locally socialized rationing 

should be favored over centralized welfare state rationing, despite the abiding presence of false-

promise tensions. In balancing these considerations, legitimacy is given significant weight because 

corrupted rationing, especially the weaponization of food, is taken to be worse than the temporary 

and just non-fulfillment of basic rights. My claim then, is not that locally socialized rationing resolves 

false-promise tensions, but that it eases them by dividing rationing between central and local 

authorities. Central authorities honor a commitment to basic rights through guaranteeing a basic 

minimum and coordinating an exit from extreme scarcity, local authorities justly distribute 

deprivation, and the former withholds interference with the latter for rationing related rights non-

fulfillment. 

The objection, and response, shows that the tension outlined by the false-promise problem 

cannot be neatly philosophically resolved without remainder. Liberalism must cautiously address but 

ultimately endure the residual tension between justice and rights revealed by the false-promise 

problem. Endurance is warranted for at least two reasons. First, we have a responsibility to safeguard 

liberal commitments to basic rights, justice, and legitimacy against the affliction of resource scarcity 

wrought by the failure to mitigate climate change. Second, the remainder is also a reminder that 
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extreme scarcity needs to be exited from; only then can liberalism re-achieve better harmony between 

justice and basic rights. 

 

Democratization of militaries and civil resistance as civilian control were motivated by 

worrying trends in the militarization of responses to extreme weather events from climate changes. 

Various attempts to make liberalism more ‘realistic’ failed to perceive these trends with suspicion, 

instead reinforcing them by stressing the priority of values such as peace, order, and security. The 

‘liberalism of fear’ advocated by Judith Shklar, however, proved the exception in realism with its 

attention to the threat of militarist violence. It offered a valuable critique of liberal overconfidence in 

standard tenets of civil-military relations. From this critique, two institutional proposals emerged: 

internal democratization of military institutions, and civil resistance as civilian control. While the 

first targets the formal structure of military institutions, the second is informal, mobilizing citizens 

as members of organized anti-militarist civil society groups. First, militaries can be democratized by 

viewing them like democratic workplaces in which soldiers, as workers, have rights to self-organize 

and build institutions that facilitate engagement and contestation with their managers, officers. 

Militaries must also be demographically democratized through recruitment policies that avoid the 

military being dominated by specific ethnic, cultural, or political groups. Second, civil resistance as 

civilian control tasks civil society groups with preparedness for civil resistance against domestic 

militarism; resistance that targets the civilian economic integration of modern militaries so crucial to 

their projection of violence. Anti-war protest is primarily communicative and discursive – a public 
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declaration of, and invitation for co-citizens to consider, one’s disapproval of war. But civil resistance 

considered as part of democratic civilian control over militaries is strategic and involves non-violent 

use of force to disrupt the steady circulation of goods, people, and information across militarist war 

economies. 

 

 Deepened, dynamic federalism looks to empower municipalities as the local and terminal level 

of jurisdictional power in the federation. Formally, this would mean granting established and 

emergent municipalities a federated relation to their states and meta-jurisdictional powers to 

dynamically reshape jurisdictional complexity. I also propose the expansion of the municipal policy 

domain to include locally socialized agriculture, rationing, and de-militarized (i.e. civilian) emergency 

response. As these functions are centrally important in a future with severe climate change, the 

municipality becomes a more prominent jurisdictional entity in climate-robust liberalism. At the end 

of Chapter 5, I expressed pessimism that municipalities would be granted such a status under US 

federalism. This means that the policy agenda outlined above might have to be pursued by 

municipalities without constitutional enfranchisement in, and without the formal political support 

of, their states. This lack of formal recognition makes work toward deepened dynamic federalism 

harder, but not impossible. Taking lessons from the informal institution building of migrant 

communities, established municipalities can (and do) form municipal civic alliances and networks 

focused on mitigation, adaptation, and localized preparedness for severe climate change. Civil society 

groups already active under the banner of migrant justice and solidarity (see §6.3.2) are well 
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positioned to perceive and progress the nascent resettlement rights of persons displaced by climate 

change. 

6.2.3 Robustness and reflexivity 

In this section, I revisit the two criteria of choice that integrate the motivating claims of 

possibilism into scenario methods: robustness and reflexivity. I argue that the institutional 

arrangements of climate-robust liberalism satisfy these criteria where those of fair-weather liberalism 

do not. 

6.2.3.1 Robust 

The robustness choice criteria states that an institutional arrangement is robust to the degree 

that it fares decently well across the relevant scenarios. The scenario structure developed in Chapter 

2 consisted of two key uncertainties: the severity of climate change impacts (moderate/severe), and 

the liberal affinity of primary political authorities (abiding/receding). These uncertainties, as per the 

Intuitive Logics method (see §2.1.3.1), yield four scenarios (Table 3, p. 120). 

Climate-robust liberalism is robust across all four scenarios. As I will argue in the next section, 

the institutional arrangements I advocate for are synergistic with mitigation and adaptation plans 

(scenario 1). The critical analysis across chapter 3-5 revealed the flaws in fair-weather liberalism and 

responded with climate-robust institutions that perform well-enough185 in a severe warming 

scenario in safeguarding against corrupted rationing, militarist violence, and migrant exclusion 

                                                      

185 Safeguards neither optimize institutions for positive political outcomes, nor guarantee the elimination of abuses of 
political power. Rather, they make the modest yet important claim to limit the frequency, scale, and intensity, of such 
abuse and to facilitate detect and organize opposition it when it occurs. 
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(scenario 3). Finally, I will argue in this section that they perform well even if liberalism finds itself 

relatively alienated from primary political authority (scenarios 2 and 4). 

Climate-robust liberalism is robust across scenarios 2 and 4 because it targets both public and 

civic institutions for the infusion of liberal values and practices and so proliferates the number and 

kinds of institutions wherein these values and practices reside. Climate-robust liberalism advocates 

for a deepened-dynamic federalism that empowers municipalities. It locally socializes agriculture by 

making the agricultural cooperative the core civic institution of food production. It democratizes 

military institutions and requires the maintenance of a robust anti-militarist civil society to ensure 

civilian control of militaries. It honors and supports informal institution building of migrant 

communities and advocates for their formal integration. In engaging multiple institutions (economic, 

military, jurisdictional) across public, civic, state, and municipal levels, climate-robust liberalism 

expands and deepens the capacity for liberal institution building and maintenance across the citizenry. 

It builds resiliency against illiberal forces through redundancy, requiring the erosion of not only the 

public liberal democratic institutions of the centralized unitary state, but a widely dispersed and 

institutionally variegated multitude of public and civic institutions, where the displacement or 

collapse of any one provides a signal of impending threat, and opportunity to organize resistance, to 

others.186 

                                                      

186 This view is a variant of what Richard Boyd terms ‘functional pluralism’ (2004, 9) which claims that intermediate 
groups have beneficial function for liberal democracy. In contrast to my proposal of safeguarding through proliferation 
and sequestration of liberal democratic institutions into civil society, Boyd and others see the function of civil society as 
the home of ‘civility’, a liberal democratic norm that expresses a public commitment to the moral equality of persons 
(2004, 27). The two projects would align if the norm is reliably paired with an institutional expression thereof. My 
worry is that it is not. 
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To elaborate on this point, two main illiberal political forces threaten the displacement of 

liberal-democratic institutions in a severely climate changed future: neoliberal capitalism, and 

environmental authoritarianism. Neoliberal capitalism is a variant of free market liberalism that looks 

to radically expand the capital accumulations of corporate firms and the market exchange of all goods. 

Environmental authoritarianism, discussed in Chapter 2, centralizes authority in public institutions, 

the control of which is restricted to a small group of political elites who enforce their favored 

institutional arrangements with heavy use of coercive threat, force, and indoctrination. Both aim to 

dominate public institutions to establish their favored arrangements, but the more interesting 

similarity between the two is their drive to dominate or evacuate the power of civil society. Neoliberal 

capitalism portrays itself as glorifying and protecting civil society from undue interference from the 

state, but in fact only cares about one civic institution: the corporate capitalist firm. All other civil 

society groups and institutions are marginalized in favor of this organizational form, and thus civil 

society is transformed into corporate capitalist society. Environmental authoritarianism may also 

dominate civil society by covertly making all such groups puppets of the state, but it also often simply 

evacuates it, permitting no other power than that of the public institutions favored by the ruling elite 

(Gilley 2012, 287). A climate-robust liberalism stands in direct contrast to these attempts to dominate 

or evacuate civil society, and thus effectively safeguards liberalism. Not only do civic institutions play 

a crucial role in climate-robust liberalism’s system of safeguards against the abuse of public political 

power, they also proliferate and sequester liberal-democratic norms and practices (e.g. workplace 

democracy, municipal forums, soldier’s unions, civil resistance groups) and thus expand the capacity 
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to organize networks of distributed resistance against neoliberalism, militarism, and 

authoritarianism.187 

6.2.3.2 Reflexive 

Robustness alone does not wholly capture the motivating claims of possibilism. Recall that a 

central claim of possibilist political epistemology was the abiding presence of unintended 

consequences and contingency in the operation of institutions. Morally salient institutional 

phenomena emerge that were not, perhaps could not have been, perceived by the attentive 

institutional designer or political actor. 

Reflexivity responds by stressing the complementary virtue of institutional arrangements that 

are attentive to unintended consequences, contingency, and can quickly re-assess, re-purpose and re-

arrange themselves to address emergent problems. Foresight and deliberation are the core 

institutional capacities of reflexive arrangements, scientific and democratic institutions being their 

respective sites (Dryzek 2016). Climate-robust liberalism promotes and strengthens both capacities. 

Democratic institutions are supported through their expansion and proliferation under 

climate-robust liberalism. Critical policy domains, such as agriculture and rationing, are moved away 

from market and expert control and democratized at the community level.188 Military institutions are 

                                                      

187 Berman (1997) offers a historical account of how Nazi infiltration of German civil society groups was a crucial factor 
in the fall of the Weimar Republic. Berman takes the lesson to be that an energetic civil society is not always better as it 
invites dangers such as the ascent of fascism. I take the lesson to be that instead of focusing all efforts at strengthening 
the liberal state against such threats, liberals should directly invigilate against such infiltration through the infusion and 
rigorous maintenance of liberal democratic institutions and norms across civil society, particularly the workplace. 
188 Locally socialized agriculture, for example, would replace corporate capitalist agri-business with locally owned and 
operated agricultural cooperatives that embody practices of workplace democracy. 
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democratized and subject to civilian control through democratic civil resistance. Finally, deepened-

dynamic federalism proliferates and protects the jurisdictional integrity of a number of democratic 

forums (municipal, state/provincial, federal), allowing for policy experimentation, comparison, and 

evaluation across multiple jurisdictional levels and units. 

Scientific institutions can be integrated alongside these democratic institutions to provide 

foresight for climate-robust liberalism. Dryzek describes foresight as the ‘capacity to anticipate 

anthropogenic state shifts and act before the shift occurs’ (2016, 11). To support the integration of 

scientific with democratic institutions, I agree with Dryzek’s call for the ‘deliberative democratization 

of science’ (2016, 11), which should at least include efforts to ensure scientific literacy among the 

citizenry189, and transparency as to the way that scientific and expert assessments influence policy 

decisions.190 

 

I conclude that climate-robust liberalism, as sketched, fulfills the robustness and reflexivity 

criteria outlined in Chapter 2. I have not argued that climate-robust liberalism is the best institutional 

option to meet the threat of severe warming. That would require more than a sketch, and the 

consideration of many more alternatives and their supporting arguments, than space permits. I only 

                                                      

189 Rather than relying on adequate uptake and application of propositional scientific knowledge, this could also include, 
as stressed in §3.3.2.5, greater skill and experiential knowledge among citizens via broadened participation in scientific 
institutions. 
190 Such transparency is flouted by neoliberal militarist contingency planning as discussed in §2.2.2.1. 
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advance the modest comparative claim that climate-robust liberalism is a better alternative, in terms 

of robustness and reflexivity, than fair-weather liberalism.191 

6.2.4 Limitations 

To reinforce the partial and provisional stature of climate-robust liberalism as sketched, I will 

in this section discussion some limitations of my analysis. 

 My treatment of scarcity did not address water as a basic need among humans and a basic 

input for food production. Water stress is a well-evidenced impact of climate change, water rationing 

may be needed as much as food rationing in a severe warming scenario, and its acquisition could 

become the motivation for the use of military force. Environmental control in the form of shelter 

that provides adequate heating and cooling is also a basic need that will be stressed under the 

heatwaves and volatile temperature fluctuations that climate change will bring, and I have not 

addressed that problem. 

 My analysis could be further described as anthropocentric in that I am primarily concerned 

with safeguarding against abuses of political power that harm humans. But ecosystems and their non-

human constituents, many argue, have value of their own, and are subject to intensive harms in the 

Anthropocene (see §1.2.4.2, p. 27). It seems like a contingency plan for severe climate change should 

include efforts at environmental as well as institutional ‘damage control’. Some of these efforts could 

                                                      

191 In advocating the institutional proposals critiqued across chapters 3-5, fair-weather liberalism fares relatively poorly 
in scenarios 2, 3 and 4 and is thus relatively less robust. It also fails to prioritize support for the new and different kinds 
of scientific and democratic institutions need for reflexivity. 
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come with re-wilding (see §6.3.1, p. 327), but that is an unintentional side-effect of an analysis and 

institutional sketch that is, admittedly, anthropocentric. 

 Many of the abuses of political power that my view aims to guard against involve group 

relations where the parties are differentiated by gender, racial, ethnic, or other identities. In my 

analysis I have not taken up, as some do, an explicitly gendered, racialized, or indigenized perspective 

on preparedness for severe warming. Alternative methodologies rightly stress the importance of 

retaining explicit attention to particular group memberships and perspective. In its generalized 

perspective, I think my analysis is again limited. 

Finally, I have assumed that the core theoretical and institutional commitments of liberalism 

are worth preserving. But liberalism is not without its critics, and rightly so. Especially relevant are 

critiques revealing liberalism’s historical complicity in slavery, colonialism, and white-supremacy 

(Losurdo 2014). I am of the view that these critiques warrant serious reflection and reconfiguration 

of liberal theory short of its abandonment. I sympathize with those who have lost hope (and it is only 

hope I have, not faith) that an internal reflection and reconfiguration of liberalism will recover the 

promise of freedom and equality for all, rather than betray it once again. Thus, I do not claim that 

liberalism is the only tradition worth preserving, and do not think its preservation should come with 

the continuation of its historical repression of ideologies like socialism, anarchism, or indigenism that 

articulate and arrange differently the ideals of equality and freedom. It would be a serious strategic 

mistake to think our foremost political foes in a future with severe climate change will be those who 

share differently in the tradition of equality. It is those who celebrate hierarchy and domination that 
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need to be opposed. Against these forces an alliance must be struck. I have attempted to sketch a plan 

to maintain the integrity of but one party to this alliance (if the others will have us). 

Every theory will have its limitations, and it is the responsibility of the theorist to be frank 

about them. I stress that the foregoing analysis and policy programme is partial and provisional. It is 

a work in progress while still being progress on what we currently have. Its true value will be revealed 

by the critical engagement of other theorists. I have tried to be clear about my methods to make such 

engagement easier. 

6.3 Preparedness ‘here and now’ 

Much of the discontent directed against ideal political theory is its displacement of attention to 

ongoing injustice in the ‘here and now’ and thus lack of guidance on corrective action against it. There 

is a risk however that non-ideal theory, in counter-acting this problem, becomes overly focused on 

present injustices and fails to anticipate emergent or impending injustices, or future events that could 

significantly exacerbate present injustices. Severe climate change is one such event. In my analysis of 

that problem, I have tried to create a link between the past, present, and future as to broaden the 

methodological gaze of normative political theorizing. That said, the institutional programme of 

climate-robust liberalism departs significantly from practice existing today. If climate-robust 

preparedness is to be achieved, institutional re-shaping must begin in the ‘here and now’. This section 

explores the integration of duties of contingency planning with our immediate and concurrent duties 

of mitigation and adaptation, claiming the two can be compatible and synergistic. I then survey the 

institutional grounding climate-robust liberalism has to begin a re-organization of liberal institutions. 
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Various civil society movements hold promise in this regard. I close with a critical analysis of the 

affective dimension of climate change discourse, arguing against the fear-inducing apocalyptic 

portrayal of severe warming scenarios, and for the replacement of fear with a new affective aid, 

resolve – a determined commitment to worthy ideals adversity. 

6.3.1 Integration: preparedness, mitigation, adaptation 

Climate-robust liberalism is compatible with the urgent duties of mitigation and adaptation 

that aim to prevent severe warming and adapt to the climate changes that historical emissions have 

already committed us to. The demands of mitigation are clear: radically curtail greenhouse gas 

emissions as quickly and equitably as feasible.192 Adaptation requires institutions and practices that 

lessen the negative impacts and injustices of ongoing and impending climate changes. 

Locally socialized agriculture is compatible with radical changes in land-use and agricultural 

practices that aim to sequester carbon via re-wilding while growing food with less water, land, and 

nutrient run-off. Indoor vertical farming, in contrast, shifts agricultural production away from 

natural ecosystems toward controlled, small acreage processes that use augmented lighting and 

precise water and nutrient inputs to produce food (Despommier 2010; Al-Kodmany 2018). The land 

that is freed from conventional agricultural use can be re-purposed for mitigation. ‘Re-wilding’ 

                                                      

192 It is important to note that even under a severe warming scenario, the obligation to mitigate greenhouse gas 
emissions continues, since further emissions will intensify already severe climate changes and thus counter-act efforts to 
exit from extreme scarcity, in addition to harming future generations. Gardiner discusses a threat he terms the 
‘intergenerational arms race’ whereby the ongoing obligation to mitigate is flouted by those suffering under severe 
climate changes who intensify use of GHG emitting energy in order to cope with it (Gardiner 2009, 151–152; Gardiner 
2011, chap. 6). 
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recovers indigenous ecosystems that sequester carbon dioxide (e.g. in new-growth forests) and 

returns ecological space for threatened species. 

While that is a rather specific proposal, locally socialized agriculture can more generally be 

part of changes in economic institutions and practices argued necessary for mitigation. For example, 

John Barry’s plan to address ‘actually existing unsustainability’ stresses the need to shift from a market 

economy to a ‘solidarity economy’ that is more local, civic, socially integrated, and sustainable (J. Barry 

2012, chap. 6). Such an economy opposes the growth imperative of capitalism that drives carbon 

emissions. Locally socialized agriculture is compatible with such radical mitigation proposals that aim 

to work outside of the false dichotomy of the free market (and its growth imperative), and the state 

(and its laggardness on mitigation). 

Demilitarization and civil resistance for improved democratic control over liberal militaries 

are compatible and synergistic with mitigation efforts. Military forces are leading greenhouse gas 

emitters (Hynes 2011), and de-militarization would thus aid mitigation efforts. Furthermore, the 

same capacities important to build for civil resistance to militarism can be used to pressure 

governments to honor their commitments to mitigation now, and should that fail, to directly disrupt 

the fossil fuel economy. 

Finally, many stress the need for local adaptation plans to meet community-specific challenges 

and needs. Municipal entities are taking a lead in these adaptation plans and utilize scenario planning 

as a decision support tool (see §2.3). ‘Climate justice’ movements that advocate a more robust 

jurisdictional status for municipalities of the kind found under deepened-dynamic federalism can 
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protect adaptation work from undue interreference from state and federal authorities and help honor 

the resettlement rights of migrant communities on the jurisdictional margins. 

 

One objection to contingency planning for severe climate change is that it will steal resources 

from mitigation and adaptation efforts. Since the latter duties are urgent, and contingency planning 

a response to their failure, we are right to de-prioritize contingency planning for now – so the 

objection goes. But that objection comes too soon if we do not know what exactly the resource 

demands of contingency planning are. I have in this chapter sketched a climate-robust liberalism that 

reveals those demands. So, does the objection hold weight? I do not think it does. There are plausible 

proposals for institutional re-arrangement toward the fulfillment of duties of mitigation and 

adaptation that are compatible and synergistic with climate-robust institutions, not in conflict with 

them. Climate-robust liberalism is not compatible and synergistic with any proposal for mitigation 

and adaptation. Popular mitigation and adaptation proposals that recommend the ‘greening’ yet 

deepening of our economic dependencies on corporate capitalism are not compatible or synergistic 

with climate-robust liberalism. But the opponent cannot demand that contingency plans for severe 

climate change be made compatible with these proposals specifically. That would be to claim that 

contingency planning exerts no independent normative force on our judgment of our overall duties 

of climate justice (i.e. mitigation, adaptation, compensation, and contingency planning). It is to say 

that contingency planning’s normative considerations should be subordinated to the priority of 

mitigation and adaptation. But that just begs the question – it just reasserts the priority of mitigation 
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and adaptation previously argued on grounds of incompatibility, which have been shown inadequate. 

I have argued, through scenario methods and my critique of fair-weather liberalism, that contingency 

planning is a part of our overall set of duties of climate justice. We may thus turn the tables and ask, 

is ‘green capitalism’ compatible with our duties of contingency planning; i.e. is it robust? On my view, 

it is not; it is fair-weather. And that gives us (another) reason to reject it. 

6.3.2 Institutional grounding for climate-robust liberalism 

Climate-robust liberalism can be integrated with duties of mitigation and adaptation to 

provide a broader response to climate change. But the political work involved in re-organizing 

institutions – currently far off from this design – must begin somewhere in reality. It must have an 

institutional grounding. In this section, I argue that such a grounding already exists, and the need to 

plan for the contingency of severe climate change gives us new reasons to support it. 

Multiple civil society movements are active in advancing projects that align with climate-

robust institutions. I will mention three related to each of scarcity, conflict, and migration. 

First, the ‘food sovereignty’ and ‘food justice’ movements, which began among the global poor 

hit hardest by the capitalist food system, advocate for the return of small-holder local ownership and 

production for local consumption, and thus align with locally socialized rationing. 

Second, various groups are engaged in organized civil resistance aimed at pressuring national 

governments to honor and increase commitments to mitigation and adaptation. While often 

discursive and communicative, their tactics have expanded to become disruptive of the fossil-fuel 

economy (i.e. the construction and operation of oil and gas infrastructure) and to the logistical and 
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financial systems of major cities. Such acts of tactically organized civil resistance build the capacities 

required to oppose militarism and enforce compliance with duties of mitigation. 

Finally, various movements looking to empower urban municipalities, including the long-

standing Urban Leagues in Chicago and Detroit, and the National League of Cities, continue to 

advocate for greater municipal autonomy. But as I noted in §6.2.2, deepened-dynamic federalism may 

have to operate informally and in opposition to hostile jurisdictional authorities given the 

shallowness and rigidity of American federalism. Thus, informal social movements standing in 

solidarity with migrant communities that can contest over-bearing statutory authorities, are 

important grounds for institutional traction toward a deepened-dynamic federalism. 

All these groups and movements are situated in civil society. Often the ‘success’ of such groups 

is measured by their ability to have their policy demands adopted by statutory authorities. While that 

is an important aim, it is not of sole interest to a climate-robust liberalism. For that risks mistaking 

formal, public, and state authorities as the only depository of liberal values and practices. It also drives 

the organizational structures of civil society groups to mimic that of the corporate firm. I have 

suggested we must widen and deepen the institutional dispersion of liberal values and practices to 

safeguard liberalism in a severely climate changed future. Thus, in climate-robust liberalism’s 

institutional engagement with civil society groups, it advocates for a balance between (i) working to 

influence formal or statutory authorities toward a climate-robust public liberalism, and (ii) 

constituting, through these group’s internal institutional structures, practices, and relations with 

adjacent groups, an equally important civic liberalism. 
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One may be concerned that institutionally grounding the work of climate-robust liberalism 

in social movements limits its scope to the local or nation-state levels. But the civic institutional 

grounding and focus of climate-robust liberalism integrates with policy proposals that could scale the 

work of civil society groups beyond these levels. For example, Stephen Gardiner has proposed a 

‘global constitutional convention’ on future generations (2014). The convention would gather 

regional delegates and task them with representing the long-term interests of different generations 

(Gardiner 2014, 311–312). Its aim is a global constitution that defines rules, principles or values of 

intergenerational politics and structures relations between the relevant political entities. I agree with 

Gardiner’s ambition for the convention to de-center the nation-states treaty regime (e.g. the COPs) 

and domestic policy sphere (e.g. Green New Deals) that dominate much of climate politics, and to 

build novel and desperately needed intergenerational institutions. The civil society movements I 

mention above could be part of the delegation to this convention, and their work can thus increase 

in scope. Procedurally, a climate-robust liberalism would stress that a crucial item on the agenda of 

the constitutional convention would be how this new supra-national constitutional order will 

beneficially structure relations among civil society groups. Substantively, climate-robust liberalism 

would advocate for informally federalized relations between these groups that realizes the benefits of 

higher-level governance between them, while maintaining the integrity of locally deposited liberal 

practices and values. Climate-robust liberalism takes the latter as a bulwark against abuses of political 

power in threatening possible futures, such as one where the ambitions of Gardiner’s constitution in 

mitigating climate change are not fully realized, and future generations face its more severe impacts. 
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6.3.3 Fear and hope in the face of ‘climate apocalypse’ 

Thinking and acting on the threat of climate change has an important affective or emotional 

dimension that impacts our understanding of that problem, and our motivation toward fulfilling our 

obligations to remedy it. Fear and hope are two emotions that have a complicated inter-relationship 

when invoked in discourse on the threat of severe climate change. Their usual presentation is as 

follows: empirical evidence of dangerous or severe warming is presented in all its abject horror, 

including ample use of apocalyptic discourse193 (e.g. ‘hell’, ‘extinction’, ‘collapse of civilization’); fear 

is fomented. But if we embolden our efforts toward mitigation we can stave off this apocalypse; hope 

is recovered. The fear-hope linkage provides motivation for climate action through the apocalyptic 

portrayal of severe warming scenarios (fear) followed by an immediate contrast and escape from this 

imagery to a successful mitigation scenario (hope).194 This linkage deserves to be broken. The 

apocalyptic portrayal of severe warming is false, dangerous, and obscures our moral perception of 

obligations to plan for its contingency. In this final section, I argue for a new affective engagement 

with the problem of climate change that replaces fear with resolve. 

The apocalyptic portrayal of severe warming scenarios can be broken down into two 

constituent claims. First, the badness of the physical changes to the climate system and their impact 

on natural systems within which human societies are embedded. We cannot contest this element; it 

is empirically determinate that intensely negative physical and natural impacts will accompany severe 

                                                      

193 For analysis of the use of apocalyptic discourse in climate change, see (Skrimshire 2010; Bettini 2013). For its use 
more generally, especially in the American context, see (Hartmann 2017). 
194 For a popular version of this narrative, see (Wallace-Wells 2019).  
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warming. The second element is a hyperbolic statement of the badness of the negative social impacts 

correlated with these physical or natural impacts as relayed through failed political institutions. The 

apocalypse of a severe warming is not just that it is hotter and wetter, it is that under the weight of 

these physical and natural impacts, desirable political institutions will cease to function (i.e. collapse 

into egoist anarchism) or revert to forms that exacerbate and amplify negative social impacts (i.e. 

neoliberal militarism, authoritarianism). It is the ‘inevitability’ built into this second claim that we 

must contest. 

In the preceding chapters, I have tried to slow down the pace at which we are rhetorically 

rushed through the apocalyptic landscape of fear. Apocalyptic imagery does not invite clarity and 

rigor of analysis, it is a hurried obscurantist tactic that rouses fear and clouds moral judgment. To 

counter this, I have first tried to clarify what the threat of severe warming is. Scarcity, conflict, and 

migration were the empirical starting points offered by climate science, but understanding the moral 

and political significance of those problems required working through false-starts toward better 

problem statements. Unhelpful conceptions of extreme scarcity were by-passed and the need to 

design and justify rationing institutions revealed. Despite arguments to the contrary, questions of 

justice remain in rationing, but perhaps more urgent problems of legitimacy and basic rights also 

emerge. Turning to violence, I argued that the problem should not be understood through the notions 

of peace, order and security stressed by Hobbesian/Machiavellian realism, but in focus of the threat 

of militarist violence stressed by the ‘liberalism of fear’. And for migration, we saw that over-
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emphasizing the problem of ‘climate refugees’ risks failing to attend to the many migrants who will 

be displaced internally, and the jurisdictional marginalization they may suffer ‘at home’. 

Only after clarifying the threats can we properly survey the solutions. Drawing on the most 

immediately available theoretical resources in liberalism, I argued many of these responses were fair-

weather. But liberalism is a diverse theoretical space. I have tried to show that if we look harder, in 

the ‘corners’ of liberal theory (accountability in rationing, Shklar’s liberalism of fear, Young’s 

federalism) we find possibilities for liberal institutions capable of ‘damage control’ in a severe 

warming scenario. 

With the threats of severe warming carefully stated, and a plan to navigate them outlined, we 

can critically revisit the apocalyptic portrayal of severe warming with due skepticism. If what I have 

argued above is sound – that a climate-robust liberalism is possible and practicable - then while severe 

climate change will be bad and should be avoided, the claims that political institutions will inevitably 

become dysfunctional, exacerbate inequalities and harms, or that justice itself is impossible in such a 

scenario, are false. Not only false, but dangerous. For spreading these falsities threatens despair and 

resignation from the work of safeguarding liberal institutions against severe warming.195 Resignation 

is especially dangerous because opposing political forces such as neoliberalism and authoritarianism 

look to be emboldened in conditions of severe climate change and thus displace a liberalism self-

afflicted by despair. 

                                                      

195 In discussing the wide-ranging use of apocalyptic language in climate change, Hulmes observes that several studies 
‘have shown that promoting fear is an ineffective, even counterproductive, way of inducing attitudinal and behavioral 
change’ (2010, 45). 
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Yet affective engagement remains important as a complementary motivational resource to 

rational argumentation. We need a new affective engagement with the threat of climate change that 

avoids apocalypse, fear, and the risk of resignation. I suggest we replace the pernicious reliance on 

fear with resolve - determined commitment to a worthy goal in the face of adversity. Resolve counters 

resignation by reaffirming the value of liberal political commitments to justice, basic rights, and 

accountability. Furthermore, resolve views the desire to retain these commitments through 

conditions of adversity as constitutive of our affirmation of their worth. We don’t want our 

commitment to liberalism to turn out fair-weather; we want it to be climate-robust. 

Resolve as an affective orientation integrates with possibilism as an epistemology of futurity 

to counter the rhetorical abuse of severe warming scenarios to motivate mitigation while obscuring 

the need for contingency planning (see §1.3.1.1). When severe warming is portrayed as apocalyptic, 

it is hard to see who needs to, wants to, or is even capable of planning for it. Apocalypse is normatively 

irremediable, intractable, a place of nothing but despair, suffering, and fear. Apocalypse is, ‘a vision 

that generates no further vision or imagination’ (Skrimshire 2011, 62–63). Thus, we are told that 

mitigation is our only hope, and our only obligation. Resolve counters this obfuscation by stressing 

that part of our commitment to liberal ideals and institutions is to want them to endure, including 

through possible adversities like severe warming. It motivates scrutiny of the claim that institutions 

will inevitably fail in adversity and is averse to resignation. 

Hope for a future without severe climate change is retained, but it is de-coupled from fear, 

and a new linkage between hope and resolve can be forged. In the hope-resolve linkage, a renewed 
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hope comes first: we are motivated to mitigate severe climate change, not out of fear of a ‘climate 

apocalypse’, but from a sense of responsibility, or even excitement about the transformative 

possibilities of a better relationship with earth-life (present and future). Should our hopes to mitigate 

climate change fall short, we are not left with the debilitating side-effects of fears bought at too high 

a cost. Our doubts regarding mitigation do not lapse into fear but are met with resolve – determined 

commitment to worthy goals through adversity. Resolve tells us that while severe climate change will 

be bad, a panicked, fear driven resignation from a commitment to institutionally safeguard against 

the abuse of political power in such a future would be even worse. With resolve, we can do better, 

we can have a contingency plan for severe climate change. I have argued why we must, and how we 

can. 
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